ANOTHER ACURUS FIRST-THE CD PLAYER WITH AIR SUSPENSION
Introducing the ACD-11, The first CD player engineered to the Acurus standard of quality and value.

THE DRIVE
ACD stands for Air Constrained Dampening, the highly
advanced Acurus suspension system. At the core of our
double isolation system is anewly developed microcellular
elastomer which constrains the air within the cellular
structure to dampen vibrations. The custom designed drive
mechanism floats on two of these air suspension systems.
The laser lens is made from fine optical glass versus the
plastic lenses typically found in CD players. The clamping
mechanism covers afar larger area of the disc than usual.
This combination of technology yields aCD drive with
unsurpassed laser focus and accuracy.

THE D/A CONVERTER
The advanced one bit digital to analog converter portion
is mounted directly to the drive for the shortest possible
signal path. This eliminates signal path induced jitter. As is
typical of Acurus components the analog stage consists
of aglass epoxy circuit board versus the paper boards
found in most players. The resistors are 1% metal film and
the capacitors are of tight tolerance poly composition.
This creates afully discrete analog stage at alevel found
only in costly external D/A converters. To protect your
system from digital noise entering through the AC line a
line filter is added to the ACD-11's power supply.

The Acurus ACD11. Now you can have Accuracy from the U.S. in aCD player.

MONDIAL
DESIGNS
LIMITED
20 Livingstone Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 •914-693-8008 •Fax 914-693-7199
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THE GREAT W ALL OF CHINA
'>1 newspaper can flout an advertiser... but if it
alienates the buying public, it loses the one indispensable asset of its existence"
— Walter Lippman, 1922, reprinted in
Public Opinion, New York: Free Press, 1965.

companies at any one time who are not
advertising in your pages. Butoi
o
fru publish
the truth, you will have agmagazine.
And if you have agood magazine, you will
have readers. And as long as you have readers, disgruntled advertisers will eventually
return. But if you don't tell the truth, you
won't have agood magazine. And if you
don't have agood magazine, you won't
have readers, at least not for long. And if
you don't have readers, you won't have
advertisers. In publishing, as in all things,
honesty is the best policy. —Joins Atkinson

I

recently relaxed with abook that is
essential reading for anyone involved
in magazine publishing: Thomas
Maier's biography of publishing magnate Si
Newhouse (Netvliouse, St Martin's Press,
1994). As well as Random House Books
and a slew of cash-making local newspapers, the billionaire Newhouse family
owns Condé Nast, which built its fortune
with Vogue, its journalistic reputation with
Vanity Fair, and its empire by acquiring
Architectural Digest, The New Yorker, and a
major shareholding in that demographic
darling Wired. Mr. Maier goes into some
detail on Newhouse's takeover of 71te New
Yorker because of the clash between The
New li)rker's set of values, where the
strongest possible "Chinese Wall" existed
between the magazine's advertising and
editorial departments, and those of Vogue
where the editorial content is often hard to
distinguish from the advertising.
All publications have to decide how insurmountable that wall should be. Stereophile bases itself on the old New Yorker in
that its wall is as high as it can be: the magazine's two advertising representatives and
even its Publisher, Lan-y Archibald, don't
see the contents of an upcoming issue until
after it has been sent to the printer.
So how, then, am Ito explain the misperceptions to be found in the letters from
Tom Larson and Justin Havemann in this
month's "Letters" section (pp24-27)? "You
have ruined the magazine..." thunders
Mr. Larson, adding that "the real business
of Stereophile [is to] generate ad revenue ...J.
Gordon Holes first priority was to his readers. Yours is not."
First, Idon't believe that alack of commercial success necessarily equates with a
publication being honest. Surely it is possible for amagazine both to turn aprofit and
to serve its readers' best interests? Second,
while it is true that most Stereophile reviews
are positive — and Justin Havemann is correct when he states that most components
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

we review show up in "Recommended
Components" —this does not mean that
we pander to our advertisers.
Even though Stereophile publishes more
reviews of more components than any
other US audio magazine, we can do no
more than scratch the surface of what is
available. The essential mechanism for winnowing down the list of potential review
candidates is the enthusiasm of our writers.
They seek out what excites them, the products that get their creative juices flowing.
This automatically means that the products
that get ink spilled on them tend to be the
ones that hold the most promise of sounding good. Not surprisingly, most of them
are recommended — though not always
without reservation, as you can read.
Whether acompany advertises or not in
Sterrophile is irrelevant when it comes to our
choosing which products get reviewed. It is
also irrelevant when the magazine's reviewers arrive at their value judgments.
Stertvphile gives good reviews to products
whose manufacturers advertise. We also give
positive reviews to companies that have
never shown any sign of wanting to advertise in Stereophile. We give negative
reviews to companies who don't advertise;
Sterrophile also gives bad reviews to companies that do. All that matters to our writers
is the sound of the components they review.
Sterrophik's highest priority is to its readers.
My mentor John Crabbe, the erstwhile
editor of the UK magazine Hi-Fi News &
Record Review, explained it thusly: If you tell
the truth about components you review,
there will always be asmall percentage of

PETER W. MITCHELL

One of the mainstays of Stereophilt's "Industry Update" column, Peter Mitchell,
passed away on the eve of the 1996 Winter
CES. E. Brad Meyer and Larry Archibald
pay tribute to Peter elsewhere in this issue
but Iwould like to add my own comments.
Yes, Peter was one of the brightest people I
have had the fortune to spend time with.
His mind was as sharp and as speedy as his
physical frame was slow-moving. Ilearned
much from Peter, particularly regarding the
art of recording, but to me, his greatest
attribute was tolerance. Peter and Idisagreed on many matters to do with audio,
but he paid me the respect of taking what I
had to say —and publish — seriously. In an
electronic world where the enhanced freedom to communicate results more in
flames than in light, arguments with Peter
led to illumination rather than conflict. His
technical knowledge underpinned Stereophile in amanner that Isuspect was not
widely appreciated. We shall miss him.
—John Atkinson

ERRATA

A couple of corrections: Wes Phillips's
crabbed scrawl caused him to cite Derek
Henry as the helpful MB Quart technician
who installed speakers in the Great White
Rhino (Vol.19 No2, p.79). It was, in fact,
Derek Kenney. In Jonathan Scull's interview with recording engineer Gabe Wiener in February (p.49), we unfortunately
misspelled Gabe's name in the text
(although we did get it right in the photo
captions). The composer mentioned was
RiStOri, not Restori. Sorry.
—John Atkinson
3

Discover the incred
patent II 4,0'76,098.
B&W was the first company to
pioneer the use of Kevlar •cones
DM602

in loudspeakers.

DM604

And we've applied our patented
technology to some of the world's most
respected monitors — the legendary
B&W Matrix 801, the celebrated
Silver Signature, and our highly

DM603

acclaimed THX Home Cinema System.
Now B&W brings Kevlar cone
technology to afamily of affordable,
high performance loudspeakers.
Introducing the new B&W 600 Series.
Why does Kevlar make such abig
difference in sound reproduction?
Because of its unique properties, this
space-age, woven material virtually
eliminates the effects of resonance and
standing waves. Especially in critical
mid-range frequencies. So all you hear
is pure, uncolored music.
Add B&W's incomparable metal
dome tweeters, minimum-diffraction
cabinets, and gold-plated, biwired
speaker terminals, and you have the
incredible sound of patent #4,076,098.
We invite you to audition the new
B&W 600 Series ranging from
bookshelf to floor standing,
center channel to surround
sound, even an active subwoofer. For the name of aB&W
dealer near you, call 1-800-370-3740.
The difference is easy to see.
And even easier to hear.

CC6

ible sound of
Our commitment to flawless music reproduction is evident in every
loudspeaker we make. B& W's advanced engineering is conducted at
its famous Steyning Research Laboratory in Sussex, England, where

o

"so

scientists and acoustic engineers pursue the quest for perfection begun
by founder John Bowers over 25 years ago. The B&W 600 Series is
the result of this relentless effort.

minimiie celnratir

global jazz grooves (CD)
for info: 312.880.5379 fax
<stavesointera cc ess.com>

B&W
Listen and You'll See

B&W Loudspeakers of America.
54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864
tel 1-800-370-3740

fax 508-664-4109

Kevlar is aregistered trademark of Dupont.
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AMPLIFICATION.
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TRIODE
If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.
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The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golden
years of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.

6

111-A WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT

ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.

•
• CARY, NC 2751 I • 919.481.4494

FAX 919.460.3828
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PARADIGM 'WOWS WIN
PRODUCT OF THE YEAR AIIIIMOSII
-Awl:WV:de° Internanonal Grand Pm

Paradigm's Eclipse/BP
and Esprit/BP have both
received prestigious
Grand Prix Product of the
Year Awards from Audio/
Video International!
With 7new awards this
year, Paradigm has now
received over 70 awards
since 1990. The critics
resoundingly agree.
Paradigm is the #1 choice
for critical listeners!

"Suiierb!"

-Stereo Review on the Export/B!'

"Staniar

-The Inner Ear Report on the Esprit/RP

"Awesome"

-Audio Ideas Guide on the Eclipse/BP

cm,

p

ARADIGM'S spectacular bipolar speakers are an
engineering and sonic marvel! With years of

design expertise and our highly advanced R&D facility,
PARADIGM engineers and acousticians set out to build the world's
finest bipolar speakers, regardless of cost! PARADIGM Bipolar
Speakers set the highest standard of technological excellence and
deliver breathtaking performance! So don't settle for less, listen to
these sensational speakers today!

Imu •

For mow infierrnation on PARADIGM 01P01.416 as well al other fine Pansdirt feaker:
visit your rearm AUDIORLAFD PARADIGM DIALER or write:

ENGINEERED

FOR

BETTER

SOUND

Amu. umm. MPO Bat 2410, Niagara Falls. NY 14302 (905)632-0180
In Canada: PARADIGM. 101 Harem Rd. Woodbridge. ON L4L 321 (9051 850-2889

L ETTERS
AMAZING

Editor:
Ever wonder why you can be listening
to the car radio while you're driving
along, and just drift off into your feelings
in the music? ... thinking to yourself; I've
gottafind out what piece this is It was so good!
I'm sure you've experienced this at one
time or another. No high end! No accurate measurements to be worried about!
A simple radio! Amazing! And to the
point ...
A "mie audiophile" in the end learns
that through all the tens of thousands of
dollars spent, you truly only need to
relax to "hear" the music. Sure, better
equipment makes "better sound," but
not necessarily better music.
After spending $40-$50 thousand on
audio and video over the past 10 years or
so—and reading Stereophile, etc.— I've
been unlearning my art as an audiophile.
Now Ienjoy audio and video on
whatever. It's the music that truly draws
us in — not the equipment. The feelings, even in live events, more than the
violin or guitar used, amplifiers, etc.
Music is as much life as is speech. It has
depth, but not in an acoustic sense.
Truth of the soul, not of timbre.
This debate of truth in measurement
vs sense of music as we listen can only
be answered in your heart. That's why
each designer's pièce de résistance has its
own "sound," tube or solid-state.
Yes, Mr. McConnel ("Letters," December, pp.17-21), you can argue, using
technical analysis or your own, but that
should never be the defining point of
high-end. As you transcend your own
life and philosophy, what really matters
and lives on — is not the equipment.
JOSEPH HOHLMAN
Albany, NY

HELLO

Editor:
Is it just me, or are your readers getting
ticked off reading an increasing number
of letters from whiners? Ipurchased
S
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Stereophile at the newsstand for at least six
months before deciding to subscribe. I
was well aware of the equipment that
was reviewed and the style of the various
contributors. Iwould much rather read
intelligent letters from people with
something to contribute than some drivel from aperson who buys his Home
Theater from Circuit City to watch
Married with Children in Dolby Stereo.
ANDREW P
ATRICK
Milton, ON
Patphoto@io.org

GOODBYE

Editor:
Thank you for a fun half-decade of
sheer delight! It has been most enjoyable
indeed. But Ihave purchased the Meridian 518 processor JA reviewed in
January, some sound cards and music
software for the or PC, and am generally flying the flag of the Computer
Camp. I'm not kidding myself; it's not
hi-fi... yet, but it's one fun sandbox to
play in! Anyway, it's not goodbye. I'm
sure that I'll be seeing you guys again in
five years when afair portion of your
advertisers will probably be selling computer software. It'll then be about time
for anice hardware upgrade!
Please refund the unused portion of
my subscription, and I'll see you in the
year 2000.
S
TEVE OSBORN
Irvington, NY

We regret that resources do not permit us to
reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about specific equipment
purchases. We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't
have time to do it anyway! Although all letters
are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please note,
however, that published letters are subject to
editing, particularly if they are very long or
address more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name, address, and
adaytime telephone number.

SORRY

Editor:
As anew subscriber, Iam writing to say
that Fm extremely disappointed. Stereophile is the best audio magazine available,
bar none, but your mail subscription service leaves alot to be desired.
In future, Iwill just buy the issues
when they appear at my newsstand —
that way, at least, Iam assured of getting
them on time (although Iwould have to
pay more!). It's very frustrating to have
to wait about three to four weeks for
my copy to arrive, long after Stereophile
has already hit the stores. Calling and
complaining about the late delivery has
not been effective — so please cancel
my subscription and kindly refund the
rest of the money paid.
MARGARET FUE
Richmond, BC, Canada
We value our readers and try to serve them efficiently, but it's always possible for things to go
wrong. Ifyou're having subscription problems, the
first thing to do is to make atoll-free call to our
subscription service at (800) 444-8908, 8am430pm, PST Remember, however, that the
number ofoperators is limited, and i
fyou call at
apopular time —8am on aMonday, for example—you may have troublegetting through. Ifyou
can't get satisfaction, then you can e-mail
Stereophile's Customer Service Manager, Molly
Crenshaw, at 103230.635@compuservecom, or
call her in person at (505) 982-2366. If the
indefatigable Molly can't resolve things, then it's
probable that no one can, but as alast resort, you
can e-mail me at john.atkinson@tanet.com or
74472255@compuserve.com, orfax me at (505)
983-6327
—J
A

SERVICE

Editor:
Iwanted to write to you to share the
high degree of professionalism at Linn
Hi-Fi in Chicago.
Irecently bought a used pair of
Celestion 100 speakers as an upgrade to
my system. The speaker cables Ihad
were good, but as the C,elestions are bi11

asound philosophy
swiss made

unlock the mystery.
Bring your key to H1f1 '96 at the Waldorf Astoria, N.Y. in May 1996
lor achance to win the centerpiece of the EIGER sound system.
For aheti call 415 672 6170

wirable, Iwanted to get anew set of
cables. Iwent to several of the local
high-end audio shops and the attitude
was unbelievable. Although Icannot
spend thousands of dollars at apop for
new equipment, Itry to make intelligent
decisions based on what Iread in your
magazine and word of mouth.
Anyway, Iwent to Linn thinking that
if their equipment is as good as it is, the
cables must also be good. Ifound the
manager of the store to be very friendly
and courteous, and he actually sat down
with me and discussed their cables and
Linn in general. These cables sounded
unbelievably good. Iwaited aweek and
returned to the store and spent almost
an hour discussing my future purchases,
and talking about Linn and their equipment in general.
When Ileft Iknew what Iwanted to
do this coming year, and even if it
meant paying full price (something I
almost never do), Iwould spend the
extra money because of the time they
took to explain Linn products and the
advantages of buying high quality as a
long-term investment.
These guys are real professionals, and
Ithink they look at their customers as
long-term investments — which obviously alot of other high-end dealers
don't.
DONALD PATTERSON
Chicago, IL
DASH IT
Editor:
Inoted in the last two issues that the
impedance phase vs frequency curves in
speaker reviews were not dashed as they
were supposed to be—fig.1 on p231 of
the December '95 issue, for example.
Those with technical backgrounds, like
myself, can figure out which is which,
but Iam afraid a good number of
Stereophile readers lack the requisite
knowledge.
BAHJAT F. QAQISH
Chapel Hill, NC
Qaqish@biostat.sph.unc.edu
Sony about the missing dashed lines. Over the
last 12 months we've changed to producing the
magazine with Quark Xpress, adesktop publishing program, and Inow supply all the equipment report graphs to our production department
as PostScript computer files. For areason that
temporarily eluded us, the dashed lines looked
fine on-screen but were converted into solid
when the issue was sent electronically to our
printer (the company, not the machine). You
might also have noticed that the loudspeaker
waterfall plots looked abit raged for awhile.
My thanks to Martha Payne; Tamra FenstemiakeT, and Phil Baca for solving these presentation problans.
—JA
S
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UALITY
tor:
Let me begin this letter by thanking and
congratulating the staff at Stereophile for
producing an enjoyable magazine of the
highest editorial and production standards. I've been aconsistent reader since
1987 and have found Stereophile's chronicling of the technical advances in audio
superior to that of any other magazine.
Whether or not I've been able to participate in all of these advances (cuttingedge audio gear is usually beyond my
financial grasp), "Industry Update" and
your superb equipment reviews and
feature articles have at least kept me
conversant in things audio.
My somewhat limited credentials as
an audiophile are buttressed by my professional training: I'm an orchestral conductor and performing musician (percussion and timpani), ateacher of music
theory and instrumental music at afinearts high school, and aperennial student
(I'll complete a DMA in conducting
sometime this year). It's from this perspective that I find myself equally
impressed with your writing stag especially your record reviewers, on purely
musical topics. In the December '95
issue, Wes Phillips's review of arecording of music by Henry Purcell (Fantasias
for the Viols, p247) provided enough
commentary on Baroque harmonic language to satisfy atrained musician. I
wonder if the eyes of the musically
uninitiated glazed over at the sight of ".
.. constant modulations... irregular resolutions, [a] plethora of appoggiatura,
false relation, and such like ... "the way
mine do when trying to fathom JA's
technical assessments of reviewed
equipment?
Les Berkley's review of Anonymous
4's recent recording The Lily and the
Lamb (p283) opened up several topics
worthy of discussion. First, this quartet,
which has been in the performing arena
for the past decade, drew its name from
an unnamed traveler whose written
comments on and transcriptions of
music he encountered in medieval
Europe provide an important historical
resource for musicians and musicologists.
Second, Iwould like to suggest that
medieval choral music is not "...the
least individual of all musical forms."
Medieval composers expressed themselves as abundantly through the forms
available to them in their times as did
Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, et al in a
later era with sonata, variations, and
other procedures. It is only our lack of
familiarity which prevents us from
detecting variety of nuance and crafts-

manship in the music of ancient composers.
Last, I'd like to suggest that the current popularity of Anonymous 4owes
more to the inherent beauty of this
heretofore unexplored music, as well as
to the quartet's virtuosic performance
of it.
Finally, in his readable and entertaining review of the Ruark Templar
loudspeaker (p217), Wes Phillips left
me smiling and nodding my head when
he opened one musical and one audio
Pandora's box: What is music, and what
makes for agood loudspeaker? Pretty
heady stuff to close areview!
May Isuggest that agood default definition for music is time art —a definition
that leaves out the word tone (which I
assume WP uses to mean pitch) and thus
does not impede discussion of music
when we get to "noisy" musical entities
such as percussion and other nonpitched sounds—? The production and
connection of musical entities in elapsed
time (which encompasses meter,
rhythm, rubato, dynamics, articulation,
phrasing, as well as other musical nuances) then not only describes the talent
of aperforming musician, but also the resolving powers of aloudspeaker system.
The job of resolving in my house is
handled alternately by B&W and
Magnepan loudspeakers, powered by
PS Audio and B&K electronics, and
front-ended by aNakamichi CD player
and a magnificent Oracle turntable.
GARY A. ROBINSON
Greenville, SC

a

UALITY WE CAN AFFORD
'tor:
Thanks for Robert J. Reina's and Wes
Phillips's reviews of the Creek 4240
Special Edition integrated amplifier and
Ruark Templar speakers (December
'95). Ihope to see more reviews of
"value" components for those of us
who want to put together amoderatepriced system of quality.
Yes—more on Arcam, Exposure,
Spendor, and Mordaunt-Short (a speaker brand I recall from the past)!
MARVIN B. WINTER
Pittsboro, NC
QUALITY ANYONE CAN
AFFORD
Editor:
"Holy Smoke! Igotta write to Stereophile
about this!" exclaimed my husband after
the latest improvement to his stereo.
But, after his initial enthusiasm, he
"jammed." Itold him if he wasn't going
to write, Iwould. So here goes, to the
13

best of my stereo knowledge.
The other day my husband read me
another excerpt from your magazine. It
was from Shannon Dickson's recent
article on the Townshend Seismic Sink
(November '95). He told me that the
author said that the best way to isolate
equipment is to float it on air. So alight
bulb appears over Gerry's head. Like
other stereo tweaks (in his amp clamps),
he figures he can rig up something
homemade for cheap.
But how? After explaining he needed
something inflatable that would support
afair bit of weight, Isu 141 ested an invalid ring. This is an inner-tube-like device available at your local pharmacy for
about $10. So we brought home a14"
ring and placed it under the ampclamped transport We both couldn't believe how much life it infused into the
system. So, enthused by the improvements, my husband decided to take his
experiment one, or should Isay two, steps
further. He bought two more invalid
rings and put them under the ampclamped preamp and processor. We sat
back to listen. Wow! What adifference.
This concept of floating the equipment on air really works. We do realize
that the products sold by Townshend
Audio mentioned in the article are
more effective, probably producing
even greater gains in music quality. But
we felt the need to share our story with
the curious at heart.
My husband would have been much
more qualified to write this letter, but
he decided not to. I, on the other hand,
felt the need to inform others about
this. No longer will Igive that look that
says "Oh, yeah, rightr when my husband reads me something about some
strange new audio device.
Thank you for producing exceptional magazines month after month, and
thank you for listening.
ICRISTINE BREEDEN
Nanairno, BC, Canada

CD-PLAYER QUALITY

Editor:
Ihave been resisting buying separate
CD transport and DAC units for some
time, and will continue to do so for reasons of cost, jitter control, etc. Iwill
continue to pursue high-end singlepiece CD players where jitter control is
an integral part of the design, rather
than the mix-and-match, trial-and-error
(although interesting) exercise with separates and cables.
I'm sure there are various reasons
why the High End continues to push
separates. Iwould speculate on some of
14

Ialso get the 618 to use between the
562V and 565. Skeptically, Iagreed. As
it turned out, the 618 was alater arrival,
so Ihad the opportunity to enjoy the
system prior to the 618.
As was JA, Iwas stunned at the
"magic" it brought to an already great
music/theater setup. It's been in my
Nepean, Ontario, Canada
system for six months. When the 518
wong@bnr.ca
was introduced, Iwanted to trade-in the
618 for the 518 in order to take advanDIGITAL QUALITY
tage of the communication functions it
Editor:
offers. Meridian suggested Ibuy a518
Irecently found alittle and inexpensive
to replace the 618, then use the 618 in
front of the DSP6000 to further
miracle in the form of the Theta
Timebase Linque Conditioner (TLC).
improve the sound. Not to be cheap
This is not asmall tweak, but amajor
(just how much magic can one guy
improvement for amere $200. Ihaven't take?), but Ididn't bite on that suggesseen areview or even discussion of the
tion. So, John, wanna trade your 518 for
TLC in your pages, even though it my 618?
seems to be similar in function to the
I am continually impressed with
Audio Alchemy DTI jitter attenuator, what Bob Stuart and his team are able
which you regularly mention.
to produce with aMotorola DSP chip.
Ihad both an ancient Magnavox/ God forbid they ever discover the
Philips CDB650 and aKenwood 320
Digital Equipment Corporation 64-bit,
laserdisc player to feed CDs into my 350MHz Alpha chip!
system, and Iwasn't happy with either
DENNIS ERSKINE
one. Iadded aParasound DAC-1000,
Atlanta, GA
which improved detail and bass, but I
erslcine@aol.com
still wasn't comfortable with either
transport and still couldn't decide which J
ITTER QUALITY
was least worst! A friend brought a Editor:
Theta TLC over to try on my system.
From Robert Harley's excellent report
There was an order-of-magnitude imon jitter discussions at the October AES
provement in detail, smoothness, and
Convention (January '96, pp.41-49), it
comfort with the music. To my surprise,
sounds like the industry is still locked
the Kenwood 320 now sounds much
into acumbersome and expensive way
better than the Magnavox 650, which is
of thinking about the problem. Since its
now for sale.
inception, digital playback architecture
Certainly Icould get some improvehas suffered unnecessarily from an anament by joining the transport/DAC-oflog paradigm, which assumes that
the-month club, but not this kind of everything must happen essentially in
major jump. As HDCD* and DVD/
real time. A vinyl turntable gets just one
HQAD develop, Imay make some up- pass at the data, and there's no place to
grades, but my music system has
buffer it. So the turntables for both cutevolved to where Iam quite pleased.
ting and playback must go at exactly the
Some of your CD-hating reviewers
right speed and be very steady. The
should try aTLC in their digital frontsame applies to analog tape.
ends. Oh, and two TLCs are even betDigital playback introduces jitter at
ter than one!!
ROGER L. W EISS
several unnecessary places beyond the
Lynden, WA
original AID conversion, because a
flawed architecture requires essentially a
MERIDIAN QUALITY
real-time data stream. A small amount
Editor:
of buffering and re-clocking is used in
Icompletely enjoyed JA's review of the
D/A converter units, but this must still
Meridian 518 Digital Audio Processor
slave to the average rate of an imperfect
("Magic Bullets," Jan. '96, p249). As I "master" clock, which depends on the
read his experiences, Idrew this mental
steadiness of the disc's mechanical rotapicture of aserious review session quicktion and on the evenness of the distribly sliding downhill into serious fun.
ution of data on the disc's surface. Some
When Ipurchased my Meridian sys- of the jitter from these sources will
tem — DSP6000, L/R; DSP5000C;
inevitably leak through the "slave" clock
DSP5000, Rear L/Rear R; DSP5000,
circuitry in the DAC, as will jitter that's
Side L/Side R; M2500 Sub; 562V; 565; added in the digital interconnect
500 —Meridian's Ross Kiem suggested
scheme. So we're driven to fiber-optic
these, such as more money to be made
and differentiation from the mass market. But Iwill buy from those high-end
companies that make high-quality, sonically superior CD players. If enough
people prefer single-piece CD players,
there will be money to be made.
DAVID WONG
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The RDP-980 Digital Processor (top) and the RDD-980
remote-controlled CD Transport provide state-of-the-art
digital performance without astate-of-the-art price. Suggested Retail Prices: RDP-980 ($599), RDD-980 ($699)

A LOT MORE

A LOT LESS

The digital dilemma answered at last.
Digital separates really do provide superlative sound. The
only problem is that most of them begin by separating you from
the contents of your wallet. That's hardly an enticing prospect for
those of us who constantly balance our quest for musical excellence with minor annoyances like rent and the IRS.
Fortunately, Rotel has the answer. Our new RDD-980
Compact Disc Transport and RDP-980 Digital Processor combine exceptional sound, unique convenience, and affordability.
How affordable? Let's just say that you'll have enough money left
over for some wonderful concert tickets...or that CD buying
binge you've been putting off?

Synergy.
The RDD-980 CD Transport and RDP-980 Digital Processor boast circuit sophistication and sound quality far beyond their
modest prices. They're aperfect match. But, they'll also work
spectacularly on their own in your music or audio/video system.

RDP-980 Digital Processor
The RDP-980 reveals
musical nuances with afaithfulness formerly reserved for only
the most expensive processors.
That's not the end of the
RDP-980's capabilities. It
switches up to 5digital sources
using coaxial or optical links. It
handles sampling frequencies of
32kHz, 44.11cHz, and 48kHz
for compatibility with any digital source. And, it features full
remote input selection, phase
inversion, and output muting.

3
Delta/Sigma modulation
with 64x oversampling and
fifth order noise shaping follows
ahigh resolution 8x digital
filter. Avoltage-reference
switched-capacitor D/A then
converts the high density data
stream to aconstant voltage
analog signal.
The analog stage features
high precision metal film resistors throughout. Close tolerance polypropylene foil and
epoxy-dipped ceramic capacitors complement the FETbased operational amplifiers.
The result? A spacious,
detailed, and totally non-fatiguing presentation of all
your digital sources.
RDD-980 CD Transport
Rotel's RDD-980 CD
Transport begins with Philips'
highly regarded CDM-9 laser
mechanism, long respected by
critical audiophiles for precise
tracking and immunity from
external vibrations.
We didn't stop there. We

The RDP-980's high isolation power supply includes
two shielded transformers, one
for the digital stages and one for
the analog circuitry, and 17
individual local voltage regulator/filter capacitor arrays. The
glass epoxy circuit board isolates signal traces and ground
planes on separate sides for
minimal interference.
Jitter? The RDP-980's

suspended the mechanism in
the center of the RDD-980's
substantial chassis for even better damping of resonances that

specially selected optical input
modules and high speed, wide
bandwidth coaxial amplifiers
minimize it. Additional circuit
stages precisely synchronize all
digital inputs and outputs to
the RDP-980's master clock to
effectively eliminate it.

variations with precise voltage

could doud delicate musical
information. We thoroughly
isolated the motors, tracking
servos, digital circuitry, and the
information display with a
multi-segment, dual transformer power supply. We minimized minute internal supply
regulators, oversized heat sinks,
and high grade capacitors. We
included both coaxial and optical digital outputs, full remote
control capabilities, and housed
it all in well-shielded heavy
gauge all-metal chassis.

Perhaps best of all, they're from Rotel, where dependable
excellence is atradition. See and hear them both at your local
Rotel of America
54 Concord St. North Reading, MA 01864-2699
tel 800-370-3741 fax 508-664-4109

Rotel dealer. And be prepared to believe.

HOTEL
CopyrIght 1995 Rotel of Arson. All rIghts reserved
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SurroundSound Compatible

Li— DCD

Just playing this CD will make
your system sound better!
It's true! The all new XLO/Reference Recordings Test & Burn-In CD really will make
your system sound better!
Special fully surround-sound compatible 'MO technical tracks will burn-in
State-of-the-art
audiophile 24K

new stereo and home theater components and demagnetize existing ones, to ensure peak

gold pressing for

performance and freedom from electronic "glare." Detailed liner notes and the actual

even better sound!

voices of XL0's Roger Skoff and Reference Recordings' guru Keith Johnson (possibly

It's HDCD, and
it's surround-

the most famous recording engineer alive today) will guide you in quickly and easily

sound compatible,

getting the most from your system and your acoustical environment—including verifiable

too.

proof that you've got it right! And, once your system is fully dialed-in, six sensational
Reference Recordings music tracks will put your system through its paces so you
can experience the amazing realism of HDCD sound!
Fifty six minutes eight seconds playing time. Better sound for
as long as you have your system. Only $29.98. Get yours today.

MIge
ELECTRIC

A joint production of XL0 Electric Company, Inc. •9480 Utica Avenue, Suite 612, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 USA •Phone (909) 466-0382 •Fax (909) 466-3662
Reference Recordings •Box 77225X, San Francisco, CA 94107 USA-Phone (800) 336-8866 •Fax (415) 355-1949
Discs distributed in Canada by May Audio Marketing •Phone (514) 651-5707

interconnections; dual phase-locked
loops and other clock-synchronizing
schemes that reduce but don't eliminate
jitter from the master, or perhaps elaborate signal-processing schemes that
interpolate the data in order to let the
source clock drift relative to the better
DAC clock. The disc must turn very
smoothly, and we even require tight
standards on the spatial jitter of the pits
on the disc's surface.
All of this is expensive. It's also inferior, and quite unnecessary. Ibelieve
that the right architecture for CD playback is to use a buffered CD-ROM
drive, feeding data on demand to the
DAC. (Unlike analog, you can easily
buffer asecond or so of digital data.)
The drive is cheap, and can read huge
amounts of data with few or no errors.
To reduce errors, it can make several
passes at some area of the disc before
storing final data in the buffer memory.
That's no problem: the drive reads in
bursts considerably faster than the realtime demands on the output of the
buffer, and has only to keep afair fraction of the buffer filled with accurate
data.
The interconnection between the
buffered drive and the DAC can be just
like today's cheapest jittery serial-wire
circuit, except that there's one more
cheap line (ideally in the same cable) for
the DAC clock to tell the drive's buffer
when to send. A good DAC design will
use additional buffering and isolation
from this interface, but no fancy synchronizing or frequency tracking is necessary, because the DAC's clock is the
master. There is no dual phase-locked
loop, and the interface circuits have little more sophistication (though higher
speed) than the inexpensive 16550
UART chip in your PC's serial port.
With this approach, we're not dependent on the analog properties of the digital data stream. The jobs of the CD surface, the drive, and the interconnections
are purely digital, as they should be.
Their jitter is irrelevant.
Interestingly, Harley indicated in
January that Sony uses an approach like
this for transfer to the glass master. But
where it belongs is the common home
playback system. (That will make you
immune to the transfer jitter in your
older CDs.) Why doesn't the industry
do this? When today's architecture was
first designed, jitter wasn't thought to
be such aproblem, and buffer memory
was more costly. But now it's time for a
change. CD playback ought to be better than it is, and we shouldn't have to
pay $2000 or more for amachine to
S
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only have aNakamichi CDC-4.
Ididn't want to put too much money
into my record player, but Ido have a
Portland, OR
bunch of old records, and Ifigured I'd
76507671@compuserve.com
give it half achance. So Ireplaced my
old Grado with a new Sumiko Blue
BACK TO ANALOG
Point P-mount cartridge, and Ireplaced
Editor:
Okay. So. I'm reading my December my Radio Shack interconnects with
low-end TARA Labs. Much better:
Stereophile. Finishing Michael Fremer's
records actually do have bass. But Ifig"Analog Corner." Ithink to myself that
ured with such alow-end setup, and
someone writing for Stereophile appreciates the virtues of analog as much given the fact that I'm using an old
NAD receiver as my phono stage, I
as Ido. Then, Iturned to p.73 (?!??).
wouldn't even try to compare it to my
Nahhh. Stereophile editors haven't been
CDs. Especially since Ihave expensive
listening to digital that long. Maybe the
Sonoran interconnects from my CD to
picture is of a Graham tonearrn demy Audio Research LS2.
dicated to playing Beatles albums. Yeah,
But, what with the added oomph, I
that's it!
have been listening to old records more.
And yes, Michael, I've been purchasing more than my share of new The last few nights I've put on an old
vinyl —and enjoying it tremendously. Julian Bream album, in which Julian
FRANK SUARER plays Villa-Lobos Preludes. It sounded so
immediate! At first Ithought it was the
Cincinatti, OH
wonderful duende of Julian (and it is
We inadvertently "flopped" the image of the that, too), but it suddenly dawned on
Graham toneann in the December '95 issue My me: no CD has ever sounded like that.
apologies, but at least it was printed the right way Each time Julian wrenched emotion
'round on p.6 of the same issue
—J
A from the strings, playing back near the
bridge of the guitar, pulling a heartthrobbed vibrato with his left hand or
ANALOG GUILT
attacking apassage, it was right there It
Editor:
wasn't brighter, just more there —
With his "Analog Corner" column,
"immediate" is the only word Ican use
Michael Fremer is "guilty" of having
given me the last kick Ineeded to buy a to sum it up.
It occurred to me that part of the reaturntable again.
son Iwas able to appreciate this analog
Now I'm the owner of a Linn
sound was that Iwasn't listening for
LP12/Ittok/Lingo/K18 combo, and
this purchase was one of the best deci- bass thunder or imaging —just loving
the instrument and the musician. My
sions I've ever made. "Analog Corner"
surely is the best new column to appear analog setup doesn't do much for bass; I
think that cheap, light tonearm sucks up
in your magazine since Sam Tellig startsome of the dynamics. But in the relaed "Sam's Space."
Dear Mr. Fremer, may Irecommend tively quiet midrange, with fantastic treble overtones, on my wonderful
a special component to you at last?
Apogee Slant 8 ribbons, I question
Please listen to the phono preamp made
by the British company Audiolab [dis- whether I'll be able to duplicate this
tributed in the US by Adak—Ed.]. In vinyl sound even when Ibuy abetter
CD setup.
Germany this excellent preamp only
Suddenly Iwas pulling out abunch
costs DM2000 —and Ithink it's more
than worth the money and deserves a of old records and listening again —
review in the precious pages of Miles Davis, Charlie Haden — and
comparing their sound to CD sound.
Stereophile.
M. BAUMGARTEN
MF is right, something is missing! It's
Nurnberg, Germany
kinda like Invasion of the Body Snatchers.
You see the same faces, they have the
ANALOG BREAKTHROUGH
same voices, but they lack some essenEditor:
tial personality. Because Michael had
Wow! I had a vinyl breakthrough
mentioned the album A Love Supreme
tonight, and Idon't even have aRega
by John Coltrane in his January colPlanar 3, aVP! 19 Jr., or the lowly Dual
umn, Ipulled it out Lo and behold, I
1218. I'm off the chart. Ihave an old
also had the CD version, because I've
Technics direct-drive SL-QD2. I've
been buying CDs of my favorite
been reading Michael Fremer's column
albums. With asimple flidc of aswitch,
halfheartedly, because every time I've
and some volume adjustments because
put records on in the past they've lacked
the dynamics Iheard from CDs. And I my turntable comes through louder, I
read digital data off adisk.
PETER S.LOVELY
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Problem Solved Today.
And Tomorrow.
The world is changing—an all-digital age is in our future. Yet much software remains
analog. Is it possible to have the best of both worlds when the world itself is changing?
Absolutely

The PAV is the first audio/video
product ever certified for its
video excellence by

magingScience
FOUNDATION,

INC

Multichannel Sound: Today & Tomorrow
The PAV has won praise from around the world for its quality. It is simply the finest
way to reproduce today's audio formats. Still, there has been alot of talk about
coming digital surround formats. How does one retain the advantages of the PAV
while adding new capabilities?
A companion digital surround adaptor for the PAV is being designed to complement
its formidable abilities. The DSA will dock with the PAV while being housed in a
On en
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separate chassis and enjoying its own dedicated power supply The DSA will
idt
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transparently add digital surround capabilities to the PAV while maintaining the
isolation between analog and digital signals so essential for uncompromised
performance.
High Fidelity Video
Uniquely the PAV has always employed broadcast-quality video switching.
In fact, the Proceed PAV is the first audio/video product ever certified by
Joe Kane's Imaging Science Foundation - as being utterly faithful to the video signal it
passes. As such, it is the only choice for anyone who cares about picture quality as
well as sound.
*A donation to support AIDS research
will be made for every name added to
our mailing list. Mark Levinson,'and
Proceed°products are
designed and manufactured by
MAMMAL AUDIO L
ABORATORIES,
P.O. Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457
FM (203J 346-1540
HA Harman International Company.
THX is a registered trademark of
Lucasfilm Ltd. DOLBY, Pro Logic
and the double-D Symbol are
trademarks of Dolby Laboratories
Licensing Corporation.
ISF and I
MATSRA3 SCENCE FOUNDATION are
trademarks owned by Imaging Science
Foundation. Inc.

Finally...
You can have it all. Discover the difference outstanding design and advanced
engineering can make at your local Proceed dealer. If you would like to add your
name to our mailing list, please write or fax us at the address at right.*
Visit us on the Internet at http://www.madrigal.com/madrigal

PROCEED

non-audiophile, and incorrect ideas put
ahead by people like Mt Gabe Wiener
(Stereophile, November '95, pp20-21).
To sum up, Mr. Wiener referred to
some (unnamed) physical laws and a
childish experiment to tell us that his
quest for sonic accuracy has led him to
understand (not even believe) that CD
is amore accurate reproducer of audio
signals than is the LP. This is, according
to Mr. Wiener, the naked truth; reality.
But this leaves me wondering: in
which respect is CD "more correct"
than the LP? He can't possibly mean all
respects?
Surely he doesn't mean phase distorThe proper way —in my opinion —
to evaluate reproduced sound is not to
tion (or jitter), since CD obviously is
judge how "pleasant" it sounds or how full of such, while the LP has practicalmuch enthusiasm it generates, for these ly none. It couldn't be HF-reproducare very subjective definitions in- tion/supersonic tone structure, since
timately linked with your emotions as CD has none whatsoever above 22kHz,
well as the specifics of the program while awell-constructed turntable playmaterial. Greater definition in high-end ing aquality LP stretches naturally way
components doesn't always sound beyond 201cHz, often two octaves high"nice." Sometimes alittle smear in tim- er before rolloff.
I'm sure Mt Wiener cannot mean
bre, definition, and image will in fact be
quite pleasing and euphonious, at least frequency linearity, because he couldn't
CLEAN ANALOG
for awhile, until one recognizes that it's possibly detect nonlinearity in ahighEditor:
Iam delighted to read in Stereophile that always the same whatever the program. end turntable feeding amps and loudImuch prefer to put equipment speakers in aroom. The nonlinearities
music-lovers are returning to vinyl now
that they know how much they've been through aseries of tests to see it it has are often disappearingly small (comthe ability to render completely op- pared to loudspeakers, room intermissing in realism.
Despite frequent playing, my vinyl posite sonic pictures when fed the right actions, etc.), and are by no means an
LPs are kept clean and remain in pris- program material. That is: very dry inherited fault in the analog system;
tine condition. In part, this is because room acoustics, as well as highly re- there are no laws that predict their presmy turntable and stylus are of pretty sonant, avery deep soundstage, as well ence. Icould continue to name areas
good quality. Anyone complaining as avery forward sound image; avery where CD has no advantage over the
about worn vinyl should look in the bright timbre, as well as avery dark LP, but it is really not very interesting.
mirror for an answer to their problem. one; etc. If your equipment can do that, Mr. Wiener informs us that the output
GREGORY BANGS the greater the contrast, the greater the from adigital player is as close areproduction of the original waveform as one
fidelity.
Vancouver, BC, Canada
Based on that method, CD will is likely to find, and that this is an undealways and to all audiences outperform niable fact.
W ARM'N'FUZZY ANALOG
Well, it isn't. Imost certainly deny it
vinyl without any doubt. But of course
Editor:
I'm about to step right into ahornet's it may not always win the warm-and- (on asubjective basis), because the outnest, but don't worry, I've preventively fuzzy competition. That is called enter- put of aquality turntable to me is much
more like music than is the output from
donned agas-tight suit supplemented tainment or ambience music.
with abulletproof vest. The subject I
That being said, Iby no means con- any CD player (I've heard). Ihave a
wish to contribute to is the controversy sider CD to be perfect. HDCD® offers quite modest hi-fi system (in high-end
over CD sound vs vinyl (case: MF and great promise — Ijust bought asuperb terms): Linn LP12/Lingo/ElectroClassé DAC 1 HDCD processor— companiet ECP1 MC phono stage/
others vs the World).
What Iread in Stereophile as well as unless the forthcoming DVD super- Audiolab Q and Ms/Monitor Audio
read and hear in other forums basically sedes it before we can get really good Studio 10s, all properly supported and
boils down to some form of "CD does- mainstream program material. What a with quality cabling. Ialso have a
n't sound as nice" as vinyl, or is not as great future to look forward to, unless Meridian 200/263 DS CD player. I've
warm, or doesn't induce the same you're caught in the romantic time- collected about 4000 records, mostly
PHILIPPE BEREND analog classical LPs, so to me it doesn't
amount of foot-tapping, or isn't as warp of LPs.
Marly-le Roi, France
matter the slightest bit if a1995 recordromantic- or lyrical-sounding as vinyl.
ing of any artist will reproduce better
1005363572@compuserve.com
My experience definitely substanwith CD. One undeniable fact sure is
tiates these claims. There's apermathat the original '60s and '70s classical
nent "warm and fuzzy" feel to vinyl DIGITAL OR ANALOG?
and jazz recordings sound far superior
that CD sound, however advanced, Editor:
Iam writing to you with ahope that on original vinyl than they do on a
simply does not offer. The fact of the
matter is, though, that this has nothing, one day the Stereophile "Letters" column remastered CD, and that's good enough
repeat, absolutely nothing to do with will be free from the kind of ignorant, for me.

was able to go back and forth. It was
like the CD version was wearing acondom on the body of the music. Color
was sapped from it — even the image
was narrower, with less depth, and
sounded washed-out. Ihad expected
that, because of my better interconnects
and the restriction of the NAD phono
stage, at least the imaging would be better from my CD player.
Whew, now I'm in aquandary. I've
been putting aside some money to
upgrade my CD player, but now I'm
wondering if Ican ever get that kind of
sound from aCD player. I'm also wondering if Ican do afew more inexpensive upgrades to my analog path — better interconnects, abetter turntable —
and if the money wouldn't be better
spent. Like most aspiring audiophiles, I
lack the budget to upgrade everything
to the degree I'd like to. But Iwill start
looking for used-record deals. Thanks.
DAVID DEL BOURGO
Woodland Hills, CA
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high fidelity.
True high-end audio should be faithful to whatever the program material
happens to be, warts and all. If the singer
had abad day, so be it. If the recording
engineer messed it up, tough!!!
Furthermore, who ever said that live
music sounded "nice"? As an avid concertgoer, it's obvious to me how different various orchestras, pianos, and halls
sound, let alone artists. Warm and fuzzy,
ha ha!! What you basically want, vinyl
lovers, is to make Horowitz sound like
Liberace, or Clayderman. Idon't object,
just don't call it true high fidelity.
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SOME OF THE SWEETEST
VALVE AMPS IN THE
WORLD COME FROM VAC ...
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"In this age of 10-watters
masquerading as real amps, the
PA80/80 is something of an aminal,
rugged enough to wear 2ohm taps as well as 4
and 8. ..
the fit and construction are superb. ..
the
PA80/80 looks expensive and, well, classy.

"Sonically the VAC is simply adream ...The bass is so well
controlled that KT88 devotees will buy it just to flip the bird to
300B users.. .
Imaging? It could teach the PC cretins athing or two
about virtual reality. Speed? Up there with some serious solidstaters. Composure? This baby could have been through Eton.
"This stuff is too nice to ignore."
Ken Kessler, HiFi News & Record Review, September 1995

VALVE AMPLIFICATION
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ions as "snobbery" or, at the least, "unrealistic."
Let me be realistic: This hobby (and
technical pursuit) is all about perception. Back in the '60s, when the
technical specification of hi-fi components was abattle of the numbers, it
all but ignored human perception. We
must admit here that all music lovers
prefer certain performances of their
favorite work over others. And no one
is really right or wrong in their taste of
what is the best or most accurate interpretation. To some extent, even the
technical qualities of recording that performance arc amatter of taste. So when
it comes to the audiophile, tastes will
vary with no certain right or wrong, as
it should be.
Who in this forum could argue honestly that Joe Sixpack's Circuit City
Rack System is not better off with aCD
player vis-a-vis being topped off with a
rumbling record player with asapphire
or ceramic cartridge? Back in the days
of vinyl, few average listeners noticed
(or cared) about the dirt and scratches
or the warps in their records. These customers have enjoyed a tremendous
improvement in listening quality in
their homes. And for those who collect
Mr. Wiener's point was that jf you compare a old records, the CD boom has fostered
digital recording and an anall recording against anew market, the flood of re-releases of
alits' mike fred, it's very hard to distiuquish the older recordings. 'This is truly an excitperhaps even impossible, while the analog ing time for the record collector.
While the consistency of delivering
version is audibly dead hi-from titis being a
"childish" experiment, it appears to indicate that quality music from the studio to your
living room has improved, many argue
analog is less accurate. However, that does not
mean it's not possible for tut LP to sound more that fidelity was sacrificed along the way.
enjoyable than aCD. RVIowing some compari- Just as the early-'60s numbers game didsons betweat my Linn Sondek/LP12/Liwo/ n't reflect the true audio quality of asysEkos/Arkiv and my Mark Levinson No.31/ tem, the numbers for adigital system
30.5, where the LP still scored over the CDfir also don't tell the full story. But this is a
limited perspective. You must be able to
ultimate satis/action, the question as 1see it is
titis: Does the LP achieve some higher Pun of admit to yourself that some recordings
sound better on CD, just as some sound
musical accuraty compared with the simpk literbetter on LP. Ihave many examples of
al concept of lidelity," where Cabe Wiener's
expetience is the same as Monsieur Berend's and this in my own collection. It seems that
quality, whether digital or analog, still
mine in cottlinnittq the superiority of (20-bit)
digital?
—J
A makes all the difference.
The great thing about digital has
been choice. We audio and music
AXES TO GRIND?
enthusiasts now have a tremendous
Editor:
choice of recordings to pick from: new
Iadmit Ienjoy reading all the letters
releases, re-releases, used CDs in which
sent to Stereophile ... and especially those
the audio seemingly cannot be damwith an "axe to grind" against the staff.
aged, and finally aselection of competIhave no axe to grind with your staff.
ing and high-quality CDs/LPs! This
First off, someone's got to do it!
choice would never have come about
When amanufacturer builds a$50,000
without the immense popularity of the
amplifier, it's only fair that it be evaluatCD. Admit it!
ed. And when your staff laments the
Now our biggest problems seem to
loss of analog methods of recording or
be at the source and at the end-user.
their taste for the "tube sound," aletterPoor miking, bad mixing, and lousy
writing firestorm erupts. Your actively
acoustics arc revealed with greater transresponsive readers criticize these opin-

Regarding Mr. Wiener's criticism of
Mr. Fremer's thoughts about the "infinite" resolution of analog, I must
strongly support Mt Freiner. He is quite
right, the analog principle doesn't have
any limitations of resolution —in most
cases it's simply the recording-chain
equipment quality or the engineers that
set the limitations. Mr. Wiener obviously does not understand the analog principle. It might surprise Mr. Wiener to
know that he'd need about 100 CDs to
carry all the sonic information that lies in
alate-'50s Decca SXL
CD is adead end because of its many
faults, and will be exchanged for other
formats in time. 'This will, of course,
keep the music industry happy, since
we'll have to exchange our records for
whatever new "perfect sound forever"
format the industry invents.
Ican't help wondering where the
analog technology would have been
now, 15 years after the digital recording
"revolution," if it had been left to develop freely these last 15 years. Because of
its enormous potential, the LP will prevail among music lovers for along time.
VIDAR AA. PEDERSON
Oslo, Norway
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parency than ever before. Even amusician's squeaky chair can detract from an
otherwise great performance. And
there's no denying that your ears also
present aproblem. The natural hearing
loss that comes with age becomes a
major factor. It's acruel shame that as
you grow to afford or build the better
system, your hearing starts to go!
And let's face it, not all music requires the best fidelity. My old Parlophone and Capitol LPs of the Beatles
most certainly sound better on CD! But
my Bernard Herrmann collection is
generally better on LP (except where
the dynamic range is too clipped by
RIAA standards or, in another case, just
a lousy pressing). But Inow have a
choice of sources.
So Isay to the digital or analog fanatic, the path to perfection is fraught with
shortcomings. Thankfully, choices in
recording selection have made the pursuit less frustrating. Now if your old
favorite (but worn) record is re-released
in CD or audiophile LP, you have digital to thank. And the emergence of
quality LPs has also spurred on abonus,
the further development of the digital
format. So it's is up to you: to find the
best performance, the best recording,
the best format for that specific recording, and finally, the little tweaks you can
make at home to adjust that sound to
suit your tastes.
The role of Stereophile is merely opinion. Yours is never put down, because
there's no right or wrong with perception in the arts. But Stereophilès opinion
is acritical input if yours is to grow.
Remember, beauty remains in the ear of
the beholder.
In any course, it's "discovery" that is
the continuing pleasure and satisfaction
with this hobby.
ERIC HANSEN
Cleveland, Ohio
736442712@compuserve.com

THE WATT IS GREAT?

Editor:
WATT is going on? Did the Puppy bite
the dust? Not necessarily so!
Wes Phillips's review of the popular
Wilson WATT/Puppy System V
(Stereophile, November '95) was loping
along, smelling all the bushes, when —
oops!— at the last minute, the reviewer
was overcome by acompelling urge to
divest himself of the comment, "yet this
is not the speaker that Iwould necessarily choose to just listen to music
through, hour after hour." He then raises the question, "does focus on accuracy
(eg, time alignment) somehow miss the
musical point?"
21
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skepticism —went honkers. Stereophile said, "The C.E.C. is unquestionably aremarkable transport.

Its smoothness, ease and liquidity set anew standard in digital playback." * It even continues to earn their rare
Class A Recommendation again and again. es, The TL 1was the first, and only, CD transport to take advantage
of the stability and smoothness of belt drive. The results, not surprisingly, are remarkably
similar to experiencing the best vinyl recordings on the finest belt-drive analog turntables.
With adepth and richness never before heard from compact discs. ?s, And now, the TL I
has company. Introducing the TL 0 and the TL 2. The TL 0 is to the audio world as

The belt-drive
CD transport is so
unique, ie$ patented.

Michelangelo's David is to the world of art. With aprice tag of $17,500, it should be. On the other hand, the
TL 2is the less expensive alternative designed to open up the wonders of CD belt drive to almost anyone. ?4,
But whichever model you choose, rest easy. You can be assured that you'll never, ever feel like you could have
done better. C.E.C. Available only at the finest audio dealers.

PARASOUND
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I'd suggest that these comments may
reflect a lack of recognition of an
important issue that can go to the heart
of acommon high-end dissatisfaction.
Recently, Ihad occasion to spend
upwards of four hours with Mark
Levinson in his Cello home in New
York City while members of the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra string
sections and a soprano from a New
York opera company were individually
recorded through Mark's B&K microphones and then played back by his
Cello Grand Masters, Performance
amplifiers, and Audio Palette system, at
matched volume levels. The experience
was truly awesome in that the re-creation
of the real experience was undeniably
"accurate" and emotionally devastating
—devastating in the sense of re-creating
the same intense listener involvement
that was present in the live performance.
(Isn't this what we all seek?)
During the same listening session, we
auditioned a mono RCA CD I'd
brought along, of Toscanini conducting
a performance of Verdi's Un Bailo in
Maschera (recorded in Carnegie Hall,
1954). Mark deftly twiddled his Audio
Palette to re-equalize the bizarre characteristics of this RCA recording and to
match in to our listening environment.
Presto —all of us, including the musicians, were suddenly transported into
front-row seats where we again sensed
that time and electronics were somehow removed and we were experiencing the live performance.
Other, contemporary CDs almost
invariably benefited from some balance
adjustment with the Palette, usually by
no more than 1-2dB in varying frequency regimes, to finally and convincingly engage the listener. It can be done!
What does all this have to do with
Wes Phillips's Wilson review? Lots!
It's apostulate of this letter that loudspeaker accuracy (including time-alignment) and good placement, as addressed
by David Wilson, Mark Levinson, and
others, are by themselves necessary but
frequently insufficient requirements for
Nirvana.
While David Wilson has established
areasonable and logical procedure for
speaker placement (apparently followed
religiously by Wes Phillips), this may be
only the first step in many rooms to
establish atransfer function between a
good loudspeaker and listener that
transports the correct timbre of musical instruments, the spectral balance that carries the hallmark of "being there," to the
ear. "Neutrality" of loudspeakers and
the presentation of the correct timbre as
S
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perceived by the mind are not necessarily one and the same thing.
I believe that Mark Levinson recognized this issue years ago, leading
him to the development of the Audio
Palette. Such an equalization system,
used with discretion (and considerable
experience), can help to compensate for
the unruly characteristics of some listening rooms (and for different recording venues).
Thus, in response to Wes Phillips's
lament that "on some level something I
demand from musical reproduction
remains tantalizingly out of this speaker's
reach," I'd suggest that he reflect on
whether he might now wish to replace
"this speaker's reach" with "this room's
reach." If he was satisfied that the room
had some potential that was not being
realized, then he should have continued
to seek a different speaker placement
and/or, more reasonably, augment his
system with the small amount of quality
equalization control that can often reestablish the correct timbre balance so
important to the quintessential emotional reaction, "I'm there!" We can't
expect a speaker response for every
room, even taking into account all possible speaker placements.
Isuspect that audio purists have spent,
collectively, multi-man-years of dissatisfaction and unnecessary megabucks replacing components in their search for
truth. They could have remained much
richer financially and emotionally if
they'd adopted the simple but elegant
room (and recording playback) equalization procedures routinely used by
mastering studios and professionals.
Isuggest that the time has come for
high-end manufacturers, providers, and
reviewers to promote Ingh-qualily electronic equalization for the individual listening room, thereby to augment quality loudspeakers to bring out and sustain the best music recreation experience for areasonable investment.

J
OHN BOUYOUCOS

Pittsford, NY

THE GRAND SLAMM IS GREAT

Editor:
Having spent some time listening to the
Wilson X-1/Grand SLAMM, I certainly concur with Stereophiltes 1995
Product of the Year award. The
SLAMM redefines the state of the art
for loudspeaker systems. However, after
doing areality check with my wallet,
I'm left to only cogitate about them.
If one were to pick up aloudspeaker
design book from the '50s or '60s, it
would instruct you to 1) make it effi-

cient, 2) make it an easy load to drive, 3)
take care of all those nasty resonances by
making the cabinets good and solid.
Typical designs from that era had two
12" or 15" woofers. If separate drivers
were used for the midrange, they would
be either horn-loaded or used in multiples; likewise for the tweeter.
There was good reason for the
designers to believe all of this. The Krell
had not yet landed on planet Earth, and
having the capability to move alot of air
kept distortion levels low. Now we
throw in some '90s technology and
we're left with something looking alot
like the Grand SLAMM, and it's asonic
revelation for all of us.

J
ON

PAWLIKOWSKY

Chicago, IL

THE CS7 IS NOT SO GREAT

Editor:
Ifound TJN's review of the Thiel CS7
last October acomplete sell-out. It was
acrass understatement for him to say
that the speaker's top-end was a bit
sharp, unforgiving but not etched! The
CS7's top end is not only unforgiving
but downright strident, devoid of air and
space, and yes, etched. On some cymbal
crashes, the Thiel's top end verges on biting and bleached, to say the least —and
all this with Mark Levinson electronics
driving aspeaker that costs nearly $9k!
If painfully incisive detail at the cost
of much precious air, depth, and natural sibilance is what TJN considers uncolored, then indeed the CS7 is colorless. However, from the lower midrange
and below, the CS7 is exemplary, and
here Iagree with TJN: the CS7 has one
of the most articulate and seamless midbass performances besides the B&W
Nautilus.
Interestingly, I've had similar experiences with Stereophile's 1994 Product of the Year, the Dunlavy SC-IV. I
have never found this loudspeaker
musical in any setup; it sounds just as
incisive and forward with Jadis JPL and
Defy 7 as it does with Threshold and
Krell electronics! At least the obscene,
coffin-sized Dunlavy [SC-VI] is much
better in this regard.
Iwas curious as to why Ifound these
speakers unmusical while reviewers at
Stereophile pen nothing but accolades.
Then suddenly I realized that these
speaker companies are much more marketing-savvy than Ihad given them credit for. These speakers are obviously
designed for men who are older, post-45,
and wealthy, and may have little or no
response left in the upper ranges of their
hearing. By making these speakers extra23

incisive they're compensating for hearing
loss in the treble region; as aresult, all
these men hear is awealth of detail and
none of the stridency. Iwould be curious
to know if only your older reviewers find
these speakers musical or if the younger
ones, and readers as well, share the same
view! Iwonder how Stereophile's female
listeners find the balance!
RIZWAN A. RAinniusn
11110501 @liandsnet.org

THE CS7 IS GREAT

Editor:
Iam fortunate to have acquired apair of
Thiel CS7s since May '95. These speakers reproduce music to such apleasurable degree that it's intoxicating. Thus
we passed the nights with my wife listening to Latin piano by Cuban composers. Iwould have thought that piano
duo Ixopo would have been sick of
piano while competing at the Fifth
Murray Dranoff International TwoPiano Competition in Miami, but
instead they chose to listen to the Thiel
speakers several of the nights they spent
at our home. Ixopo paid the greatest
compliment to the CS7s when they
exclaimed, "It sounds like apiano."
Thus it was perplexing to me to read
'UN's review of these speakers last
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October (p.183). The response by Thiel
in their "Manufacturer's Comment" letter (p.337) provided some explanation,
confirmed by Wes Phillips's Follow-Up
in January '96 (p261). If anyone is looking to purchase a$10,000 speaker system, it's imperative that they listen to
the Thiel CS7. Anyone with an interest
in reproduced music who has listened
to these speakers in my house walks
away amazed at the ability of these
speakers to reproduce the recording
with all its ambient information. And
you don't need fancy wire or $30,000 of
electronics to achieve these results. My
present amplification is apair of Audio
by Van Alstine Omega III amps in a
balanced bridged configuration ($2000).
My dealer in town wants me to try
alternatives in amplification, but so far
I've resisted the temptation.
Thiel needs to be congratulated and
rewarded for the tremendous value
they offer in the Thiel CS7 speaker.
They hit the bullseye.
ANDRES R.PALOMO
Miami, FL

Mission 729, Musical Fidelity E10,
Diapason, Harbeth Compact 7 (a
honey of aspeaker), the newer Quicksilver Classic 60 MBs (with none of the
extra-ripe bass of yore), and many
other fine products too numerous to
list don't get their due coverage, while
Thiel and Audio Alchemy rake in the
reviews!
RIZWAN A. RAHMANI
hn0501@handsnet.org
With the best will in the world, we still occasionally et.t equipment "crashes," as in the examples
raised here. One thine the two companies mentioned do have in common, however, is that
they're not backward in wmingfinvard to offer
review samples, thus sioecantly increasing the
odds that any issue ofthis magazine will include
areport on one oftheir components. But we'll try
harder in future to avoid this problem, as well as
perhaps reporting on some of the components
mentioned by Air. Rahmani.

ALL CHANGE

Editor:
From time to time you mention, with
respect to Stereophiltes "Recommended
Components" listings, that J. Gordon
AGAIN AND AGAIN
Holt objects to the inclusion of such a
Editor:
large number of components. Ihave
Iwas astonished to see the December
read Stereophile since the early days of
'95 issue of Stereophile devoid of Thiel
irregular publication and no advertising
or Audio Alchemy product reviews!
(and have actually borrowed, at the time
Did you run out of their products to
of publication, several of the original
review? Of late Stereophile was beginlarge-sized issues of the first two volning to look like aproduct catalog for
umes of the publication).
Thiel and Audio Alchemy (not that
Nearly every review these days is a
they aren't fine companies). What out"rave" or at least a"qualified rave" that
raged me most was the fact that each of contains plenty of quotable praise for
these companies was represented twice
the manufacturer to use in his adverin the same issue —Audio Alchemy in
tisements. In my opinion, this is the
September '95; Thiel in November.
real business of Stereophile these days:
And to add insult to injury, the Thiel
generate ad revenue; build subscriber
CS1.5, which had already been rebase; make money. Well, after all, it's a
viewed by Sam Tellig sans specs (in
magazine you're putting out, and these
August '94) before his much-bemoanare the goals of magazines. But they
ed departure from Stereophile, was
weren't the goals of the original version
reviewed again ad nauseam. (However, I of the magazine.
am jubilant to sec "Sam's Space" again
I'm happy to see Stereophile succeed;
adorns your pages.)
I'm glad to get it 12 times per year, on
Although Stereophile prides itself on
time, with lots of articles to read. And I
avery ethical and kosher policy for
am glad that J. Gordon Holt can profit
the selection of products for review,
from this success and see his creation
one cannot help but wonder how prosper. But.., you have ruined the
Thiel and Audio Alchemy have promagazine.
ven themselves worthy of having litIhate to say this, because your magaerally all of their product line rezine remains my favorite audio magaviewed — Idon't know about other
zine. And Icontinue to use it as best I
readers, but Icertainly find this praccan when Iconsider the purchase of
tice unsanitary.
new equipment. But I've had to learn to
Why doesn't Stereophile give other
remind myself that Icannot read it in
deserving budget products a fair
the same light as the old Stereophile: Holt
chance? Products like KEFs Coda 7 never hedged his bets, never minced his
and 8(Coda 7is aremarkable budget words —and never made much of a
speaker at its price point), the newer profit, either.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

But, JGH's first priority really was to
his readers. Yours is not.
'What will kill Stereophile is that its
unrestrained praise of new, high-priced
equipment — nearly all new, highpriced equipment — will leave your
larger readership cold. (I see the magazine at the supermarket now, and wonder just how many people are willing
to shell out $6.95 for acopy.) And,
maybe, manufacturers — your advertisers, your real first priority — will see
that very few succeed in the long run,
and that those who do have had to bow
to a price/performance criterion that
your magazine has, for the most part,
left in the dust.
Let your reviewers continue to
take their deep discounts from the
manufacturers, watch your revenues
grow, and hold Holt to acontract that
surely must prevent him from starting
up an audio magazine on his own
again.
Tom LARSON
Tucson, AZ

ALL THE SAME

Editor:
I've been aloyal Stereophile reader for
the past two years and am generally
very happy with your magazine. (I
must confess a certain tendency to

enjoy Stereophile more for the editorials
and letters than for the reviews.)
However, Iwas flipping through last
October's "Recommended Components" issue and afew rather curious
things jumped out at me. The explanation of Class D components reads as
follows: "Bear in mind that appearance
in Class D still means that we recommend this product — it's possible to put
together amusically satisfying system
exclusively from Class D components."
With this in mind, one assumes that
every component, even the ones at the
bottom of Class D, are recommended
by Stereophile. This, in and of itself, is
fine. Ihave no doubt that even products
in the low price range are capable of
making very musical sounds. Ihave no
doubt that many of them are worthy of
recommendation. Regardless of the
Class aproduct is put into, there's no
doubt that many of them are truly worthy of recommendation. But the value
of alist like the one you support is
found not only in the merits of the
products that it contains, but also in the
exclusivity that arises from the rejection
of products it does not contain. With
this in mind, why, might Iask, does virtually every component you have
reviewed show up on the "Recom-

mended Components" list?
My collection only goes back about a
year, but with acursory look through
my back issues I've come to realize that
you recommend, in one way or another, virtually every product that you have
reviewed. There are exceptions, of
course, but the recommendation rate is
certainly up near 95%. Icannot say that
this trend extends beyond ayear ago,
but Isuspect it does. This is especially
curious when a reviewer looks unfavorably upon aproduct in the full
review, which happens quite abit, and
yet that same product is recommended
in the biannual survey.
I'm not writing to suggest a new
way for you to review products. That is
your business. But when you elevate
every product you've reviewed to the
exalted "recommended" status, you do
agrave disservice to your readers. Are
we to assume that Stereophile has not
reviewed aproduct in the past year and
ahalf that is not worthy of being recommended to its readers? Don't you
think that ajournal like Stereophile, and
others that seek to review products,
should endeavor to delineate products
that are favorable and products that are
not? You, perhaps, make the goodfaith effort to fill this gap with your
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The Mark Levinson N'36
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But technological dissertations do not
digital audio processor
begin to describe the experience of
employs our Intelligent
owning these fine instruments. The
FIFOTM technology, dual
sense of natural ease with which they
differential 20-bit
reproduce even the most complex
conversion, and HDCDTM
musical passages is rarely duplicated.
decoding capability.
The intelligent interaction of these
The N'37 benefits from a
and other Mark Levinson components
Closed-Loop Jitter simplifies and enhances the
ReductionTm system that
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enjoyment of music in the home. The
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pleasure of its own. Experience
unprecedented levels.
the difference quality makes.
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In an industry where consensus is rare, the editors of
eleven European audio journals elected to give the N.36
the European High End Audio of the Year Award. The
N.36 is the third Mark Levinson component in the last
four years to have been so honored.
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creased isolation between instruments,
and drum damping (stylistic for the late
'60s). Do keep in mind that although
the dynamic range is narrower on 1" 8track than 1" 4-track, they did far more
bouncing of tracks when using 4-track,
which would reduce the dynamic range
through tape- generation loss rather
than through narrowness of track
BEATLES RECORDINGS
width.
Editor:
Being arecording engineer and BeaIjust read JA's "Nothing is Real" column in the January '96 Stereophile Ifeel tlemaniac, I'm curious to hear when JA
that he tried to apply preconceived felt that the "rightness" started to go
ideas to asituation that doesn't support away. I'm wondering if it's when the
them — that in the case of Beatles Beatles started to push the envelope of
recordings, solid-state technology and 4-track recording (many mixdown
analog-tape-track width degraded audio reductions). This would have been
around Sgt. Pepper. And I'm also wondequality.
In preparation for criticizing the later ring how much was technical (recordBeatles recordings, he praised early ing engineering) and how much was
Beatles recordings for their basic sound musical (less complete basic tracks to
quality, noting their extended response start with, but more overdubs). Musiat the frequency extremes. True, the cally, Ido notice time discrepancies haphighs were there, but the bottom end pening more when more overdubs
was sorely lacking in many early Beatles occurred. It's amazing how delicate a
recordings—mainly because EMI was balance the Beatles were, in every
terrified of their records skipping, and aspect!
If anything, Ifeel that many of the
See this issue's 'As We See It" on p.3for my com- therefore wanted very little bottom on
ments on the letters from Mr. Larson and Mr. their product. You can't even hear bass early recordings are shrill, thin, and
guitar on With the Beatles or AHard Day's overcompressed by comparison to AbHavemann.
- J
A
Night, it's so buried. On top of that, it bey Road and Let It Be But my point is
was the policy of the EMI cutting that Ifeel JA gives too much weight to
FULL OF IT
rooms to cut off everything below the equipment used, and not enough
Editor:
JA, Ido have the utmost respect for you 60Hz. The Beatles wanted the kind of weight to the changes of engineering
— really, Ireally, really do. But even bottom that American records had, but styles and practices. The changes he
you, once in awhile, must be told that didn't get it until Geoff Emerick, avery hears are probably due to closer mildng,
you're full of... (don't take it personally young engineer willing to push the more isolation in the studio, and things
— I, myself, am full of it, at least as often envelope, took the engineering helm. like the deadening of individual drums
Finally there was agood, punchy bot- with cloth, rather than changes in the
as most people Iknow).
DANIEL CACCAVO
So here's the rub. In your "Editor's tom on Revolver (1966) and the accom- equipment itself.
742042053@compuserve.com
Choice" section of the "Products of the panying single from that era, "PaperYear" article (December '95, p.75), back Writer"/"Rain" — and George
Martin had to fight with EMI to get Good points, Mr. Caccavo. In the 1000when raving about the Wilson X-1
Grand SLAMM loudspeaker (which those recordings cut to disc because, word space available for "As We See It," I'm
I've never heard, but Iam sure, based on again, EMI was so afraid of skipping afraid Itend to paint with abroad brush. I
your word and that of many others I records. Well, enough about the bottom accept your arguments (particularly concerning the changes in engineering philosophy),
respect, is great), you actually said, "The end.
JA then pointed out the lack of highs, but Istill think there is arightness to the
bass guitar... thundered forth from the
speakers' big Focal woofers in away I lack of dynamic range, and "graininess" overall sound of the early Beatles recordings
(up to Revolver) that is missing from the
lesthad previously experienced only from of the Let It Be—era recordings, su l4
ing that reducing track width and solid- later ones. And to exayerate to make the
live rock."
Ihate to break this to you, but when state consoles were responsible for this. point, compare the CD releases of Buddy
you are listening to live rock, you are lis- Incidentally, the majority of consoles Holly's From the Original Masters
tening to speakers. If this is acriterion were still tube at this point. They did (MCA MCAD-5540), recorded in 19561959, and Steve Winwood's eponymous solo
for determining speaker quality, you move from 1" 4-track to 1" 8-track in
should be recommending that your the middle of the "White Album" — album (Island 422 842-774-2), recorded in
1977 Both are favorites of mine but one
readers save alot of money. Instead of yet much of that album is 4-track (and
buying the $67,500 X-1s, we should be still tubes), yet seems to suffer in record- sounds open, clean, extended; the other
ing quality anyway. (And for what it's sounds shut-in, band-limited, compressed,
buying public address systems.
BEBOP X.LATEEF worth, no Dolby-A was used on Beatles and fuzzy. No prizes for guessing which is
which. In my opinion, it wasn't until the
Mill Valley, CA recordings.)
Yet the later Beatles recordings used mid-'80s, and then not all the time, that the
blynn@wellsfargo.com
far less compression and had far more fundamental sound quality of rock recording
When you use aPA system to play back re- dynamic range than the early re- got back to where it had been aquarter-century earlier.
cordings, you are involved in acreative act, which cordings. JA might be mistaking in-

"Recommended Components," although its value must be found in the
notion that some products are better
than others and that some products are
not worthy of recommendation. But
when every product makes the list, and
when there is little or no attempt to
limit the scope, truly good products—
products that are worthy of recommendation—lose out.
This is acall for Stereophile to begin a
more critical attempt at recommending
components. les acall for Stereophile to
limit the scope of "Recommended Components" in an effort to give more meaning to the products that are truly the
cream of the crop, whether regardless of
their price, or with akeen eye to value. As
it stands right now, your canonical list is
more of aranking of the products that
your magazine has reviewed, not alist of
truly recommended components. It
should be labeled so.
JUSTIN HAVEMANN
Cleveland, OH
jwh6@po.cwru.edu
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is not what the concept of high fidelity is about.
However, when recorded faithfully, the big,
underdamped roar of live bass guitar through a
PA rig is just as much an authentic acoustic
source as any other. It is also one that almost all
hi-fi speakers other than the big Wilsons get
wrong in trying to re-create
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DVID Is Where It's At.

Toshiba Is Where It's From.
If you've been reading about DVD, you've seen alot of references to Toshiba.
That's no coincidence. Toshiba led the way in developing DVD technology.
Technology that includes acomponent video signal, which means apicture
better than laser disc, and three times better than VHS. Six discrete
channels of Dolby e AC-3 8digital surround sound and up to eight languages.
Multiple aspect ratios (16:9, letterbox, pan and scan). And the versatility of
multiple subtitles, camera angles and rating edits. All on one disc. So, if you
enjoy being on the leading edge of home entertainment technology, you
In Touch with Tomorrow
know that DVD is where it's at.
When you're ready to experience the brilliant picture and the
extraordinary sound that DVD delivers, won't it make sense to get
the technology from its source? Toshiba is the source of
The Leader In Digital Video Technology
DVD technology. And DVD is the future.
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Mordaunt-Short

have been apart
of the audio industry for
over 20 years. As adistributor Ihave visited
many manufacturers
around the world and
listened to hundreds of
loudspeakers. Rarely,
have Iseen so much
value being offered for
such asmall cost... it's
simply astounding! Give
the Mordaunt Short
Music Series alisten."

Daniel Jacques/president
Audio Plus Services, USA
Plurison, Canada
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The Absolute Sound •
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little time for the heated and repetitive
arguments that sometimes divide the
audio industry. He was very skeptical of
subjectivism, but he was also skeptical
of objectivism. Most of all, he had no
time for the cultivation of enemies, and
he left behind not one that Iknow of.
Because of his obesity, Peter's friends
consulted each other regularly about his
health, and we all (including Peter, it
must be said) knew the time would
come when we would be making the
mournful round of phone calls and email messages that has been our sad
duty this holiday season. This foreknowledge did not make the news any
less wrenching, or the job one bit easier.
We will miss him often.
Donations in Peter Mitchell's memory may be sent to Vermont Academy,
P.O. Box 500, Saxtons River, VT
05154.

US: Wes Phillips

Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars should fly (do not call) Wes
Phillips the when, where, and who at (505)
983-632Z at least eight weeks bclàre the
month of the event —ic, if you're putting on
an event in May 1996, please get the infirmation to Wes no later than March 1. Mark
thefaxcover sheet 'Attention: Wes Phillips —
Dealer Bulletin Board." Promoters of hi-fi
shows and audio societies promoting manufacturer visits should also fax Wes the details as
soon as possible.
Austria: The Marriott Hotel in Vienna
is the site of the inaugural Sound &
Vision '96, to be held March 21-24.
More than 400 brands are scheduled to
be on display, including such wellknown high-end names as XLO, Mark
Levinson, Spectral, Wilson Audio
Specialties, Linn Products, Krell, Forsell,
Audio Physic, Theta, Acc-uphase, and
Naim, as well as global brands like Sony,
Panasonic, and Philips.
Florida: Sunshine Stereo (5825 Collins Ave, Suite 3C, Miami Beach) will
host an evening with Stereophile's Robert
Harley on Saturday March 16 at 7pm.
Bob will discuss a variety of topics,
from loudspeaker placement to the latest in digital audio. Bob will also sign
copies of his book, The Complete Guide
to High-End Audio. Call Steve Zipser at
Sunshine Stereo, (305) 864-0715, for
the exact location and to reserve limited seating.
S
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Georgia: Terry Dorn and Mike Harvey of Audio Research will conduct a
music audio and video seminar, under
the joint auspices of The Atlanta Audio
Society and Audio Solutions (5576 Chamblee-Dunwoody Rd., Dunwoody) at 2pm
Sunday February 18. Call Ed Scruggs,
(770) 804-8977, or Chuck Bruce, (404)
876-5659, for details.
Sunday March 17 at 2pm, John
()oleos of Waveform will conduct aseminar for the Society on his latest speaker
designs. The event will take place at
8695 River Bluff Lane, Roswell. Call
Chuck Bruce for details.
The Society, in conjunction with
Audio Solutions, will conduct an audio
and Home Theater seminar featuring
Ken Kantor of NHT on Friday April 12
at 2pm. Call Chuck Bruce for details.
Pennsylvania: Classic Records and
Balanced Audio Technology will showcase the sound and audio delights at
Philadelphia's Adams Mark Hotel on
February 25. Soundex and the Philadelphia Audio Society arc cosponsoring the event. Mike Hobson of
Classic Records will describe the remastering process and the sound of
Classic's recordings. Victor Khomenko
and Steve Bednarski of BAT will showcase their new 400-lb, solid-state behemoth power amplifier, as well as their
highly respected tube products. Door
prizes will be presented, courtesy of
Classic Records.
The Philadelphia Single-Ended
All-Star Symposium will be held
Sunday March 24 at the Adams Mark
Hotel — (215) 581-5000 — starting at
1:00pm. The event will feature the best
and brightest single-ended designers,
including Dennis Had of Cary Audio,
John Stronczer of Bel Canto, and Non
Komuro of Komuro Audio Labs.
Major distributors will also be there
with their amplifiers: Herb Reicher
with Audio Note, Victor Goldenstein
with VAIC, and Harvey Rosenberg
with Nobu Shishido's spectacular
WAVAC amplifiers. Also featured will
be Ken Stevens with the latest CAT
Signature, John Kukulka and David
Golstein with Timbre Technology's digital products, and Frank and Margie
Hale with Swans Speakers' high-sensitivity Allure speaker. The event is open
to the public and sponsored by the
Philadelphia Audio Society. Tel: (610)
265-5700.
Dynatek Audio/Video and Home
Cinema has a new address: 1390 Industrial Boulevard, Southampton, PA
18966. Their new phone number is

(800) DYNATEK. Their e-mail address
is: sales@dynanet.com.
Ohio: Paragon Sound (5450 Monroe
St., Toledo) will sponsor aseminar on
Tuesday February 20 from 6:30pm to
9pm. The good people from Audio Research will be on hand to answer questions about their highly revered equipment, as well as on the state of the High
End in general. Come help them celebrate 25 years of great ARC products.
Space is limited; call (800) 873-6873 to
reserve space or for information on
future events.
Texas: Friday February 16 at 7pm,
Krystal Clear Audio/Video (2501 Oak
Lawn, Suite 440, Dallas) will host an
evening with Metaphor Acoustic Design, Ltd.'s Bill Peugh, who will discuss
Metaphor's "Compleat" approach to
loudspeaker design and demonstrate
Metaphor's highly praised 2s and 5s. He
will also introduce the lowest-priced
Metaphor yet, the Metaphor 6, as well
as the Metaphor CCR Center Channel
Speaker. Call (214) 520-7156 for further
information.

US: Larry Archibald

Just as we were going to press at the end
of January, the following letter was
received from The Academy for the
Advancement of High End Audio. The
letter was sent to Toshiba, Philips, and
the ADA, the committee in Japan
which is responsible for setting astandard for ahigh-density, audio-only version of the DVD:
"The Academy For The Advancement of High End Audio, atrade association comprised of manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and members of the
audio and home theater press, recognizes the importance of the standardization of high quality audio for the
Digital Versatile Disc and is committed
to that implementation.
"The Academy believes that how the
new High Density Audio Disc
(HDAD) is implemented will have a
dramatic impact on its ability to reproduce sound and in flexibility. It is
important to set standards that will insure high quality.
"Therefore, The Academy urges the
standards setting committee to proceed
without haste, giving careful consideration to designing adisc that can carry
us into the next millennium without
having been burdened with today's assumptions regarding the limits of human perception.
"The Academy is aware that utilizing
33

the HDAD to its fullest capability will
likely result in performance that will
exceed that which is possible with today's technology. The Academy is confident that audio designers will welcome the challenge, knowing that their
efforts will not be compromised by the
disc format.
"The Academy believes that the best
possible sound quality will be obtained
from adisc that provides: 882kHz and
96kHz sampling rates; multichannel
capability providing aminimum of six
channels expandable to as many as the
producer feels necessary to achieve the
desired artistic goals; aminimum of 20
bits of resolution per channel, expandable to 24 bits; audio data stored on the
disc using acoustically lossless techniques that will assure complete recovery of the original information;
data encoded using pulse code modulation or any technique that offers
equivalent or better performance; and
consideration given to maximizing
bandwidth, i.e., that the amount of
data `overhead' devoted to non-audio
information be reduced to the absolute
minimum.
"The Academy urges that the data be
encoded using pulse code modulation
(PCM) or any technique that offers

equivalent or better performance, rather
than the bitstream method. While The
Academy recognizes that bitstream
offers the possibility to manufacture
lower cost disc players, we feel that bitstream fails to address several points
required for high accuracy sound.

BITSTREAM FAILS
TO ADDRESS SEVERAL
POINTS REQUIRED
FOR HIGH-ACCURACY
SOUND.
"The Academy has examined the
ARA proposal and compliments this organization for making it public domain.
The Academy feels that the ARA proposal fulfills many of the desired requirements, especially in the areas of
frequency response, dynamic range,
data integrity, and especially its position
that high-accuracy sound should be the
primary goal of the next generation
HDAD. The Academy acknowledges
the need for a proposal such as the

ARA's allowing the producer flexibility
in allocating number of channels, precision, frequency response and playing
time.
"The Academy urges that a wideband digital interface be adopted which
will allow the use of outboard audio
decoders with existing DVD players,
that this interface be designed to keep
timing and data errors to aminimum,
and that this interface be incorporated
into the design of first-generation DVD
players.
"If so implemented, purchasers of
first-generation DVD players will be
assured that they will be able to play the
HDAD regardless of what disc format
has been selected.
"In closing, the entire membership of
The Academy would like to thank you
for your consideration of these statements and express confidence that truc
high quality will prevail in this most
important audio standard ..."

US: John Atkinson

According to figures released by the
Electronic Industries Association at the
recent Winter Consumer Electronics
Show, 1995 set anew record for audio
component sales, at just under $12.3 billion, agrowth of 8.6% over 1994. CD-

player sales continued to rise, with 32.5
million units sold compared with 26.5
million in '94. Sales of separates in 1995
were estimated as being worth $1.94
billion, about the same value as portable
CD products, while total factory sales of
consumer electronics products were
worth $62.3 billion.

Less significant, but still important, I
stated that the 5.1 channels of AC-3
sound will be combined into a Pro
Logic mix within the player, DIA-converted, then fed to the left and right
analog outputs on the DVD player for
subsequent Pro Logic decoding. I
should have said that the 5.1 discrete
channels are combined within the playUS: Thomas J. Norton er to create aDolby Surround mix; Dolby
Pro Logic is aplayback steering enhanceIn my February '96 "Industry Update"
ment of Dolby Surround, not aseparate
on DVD (pp35-37), Imade two statements that need clarification. First of recording process.
In news relating to the above, at the
all, Istated that the signal on the DVD
was recorded in component video.
recently completed Winter CES, Toshiba committed itself to producing one
That is true, but the signals aren't pure
RGB. They arc, instead, Y, R-Y, and
of its upcoming DVD players with
B-Y. Y is the luminance (black and
component video outputs (in addition
white) signal, which is made up of a to the standard composite video out).
known ratio of R (red), G (green), and
They also committed to producing at
B (blue). (The actual equation is Y = least two widescreen sets with corresponding component video inputsjoe
03R +0.59G +0.11B.) Pure RGB sigKane of the Imaging Science Founnals are volatile — phase shifts between
dation was reported to be doing handthem can occur quite readily — whereas Y, R-Y, and B-Y signals arc much
springs in the halls. This is an important
breakthrough (the component video,
more robust. Nevertheless, there are
major advantages to a Y, R-Y, B-Y
not the handsprings) which you'll be
component signal, including decoding
reading more about in our complete
to RGB within the video monitor by a CES report next month, and also in the
next issue of the Stereophile Guide to
simple mathematical calculation, without requiring the carrier frequencies
Home Theater, due to hit the newsstands
in April.
present in all composite video signals.
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Music For Others, the importer for the
English Rega company, informed us in
late December that they would no
longer be distributing Rega products in
the US. However, they will now be importing the English Moth turntables
and toneanns. The latter, in fact, are said
to be virtually identical to the well-regarded RB250 and RB300 tonearms
from Rega. Music For Others can be
contacted at Mus4pksr@aol.com.

US: Wes Phillips

On August 1, 1995, SoundSite debuted
on the World Wide Web. SoundSite's
stated goal is to enhance users' knowledge of A/V concepts and products,
enabling them to improve their listening and viewing experiences. The
site is said to be designed so that both
novices and seasoned audiophiles can
benefit. A/V manufacturers' and distributors' World Wide Web presentations are maintained at SoundSite, making it easy to access information from
firms like Adcom, Definitive Technology, Boston Acoustics, Creek, Epos,
and van den Hul. SoundSite also features monthly updates on new technologies, as well as glossaries and troubleshooting tips. The site is best viewed

T RUTH

You can feel it in your system the moment you turn your Denon Home Theater on The experience of lifelike soundscapes
reproduced by Denon's Surround Sound through discrete Dolby AC-3 and Pro Logic, Lucasfilm's THX and Denon's DDSC
circuitry . This is what sets Denon's Home Theater components apart from the rest
Denon Advanced Home Theater . The difference between watching and being there.
Denon Electronics ainnslon-Of Denon Corporauon (USA). 222 New Road, Parsppany, NJ 07054 (2011575-7810
0111'
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Details, details...
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Every detail of THIEL loudspeakers, from the shape of the driver diaphragms to the construction of the
form-follows-function cabinetry, is thoroughly engineered with innovative design techniques and
premium materials to provide the highest level of sonic realism and an extraordinary musical experience.
For music and home theater sound systems.
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THIEL speakers are carefully hand crafted in these and
other custom finishes from the world's finest woods.

From left to right: SCS2, CS1.5, CS.1.6,
CS5i, CS7, CS2 2, CS.5. Priced from
$1,350 to $12,300 per pair

THIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 32-page full-line brochure, review reprints, and the name of your nearest 11-11EL dealer.
1HIEL • 1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427

The very keen visitor might have found
some McIntosh components at the
Clarion booth, but there was just asingle spot at the Show where big names
and beautiful finishes could be found,
that being Z-Audio's exhibit. Newcomer Z-Audio were displaying highprofile products from companies such
US: John Atkinson
as Gryphon, Swan, Classé, Apogee, van
den Hul, and Counterpoint. This exhibIn asurprise announcement on the eve
of the 1996 Winter Consumer Elecit was led by new audio dealer Dominio
tronics Show in Las Vegas, Recoton Acústico, headed by two of the principal
names in the Mexican high-end comdeclared that it was to take over
International Jensen. As well as being a munity: Gabriel Romo Rizzo and Luis
major manufacturer of OEM (Original
Sañudo (formerly with Sala Chopin);
they were launching a new line of
Equipment Manufacture) in-car products, particularly for Ford, Jensen man"Hocus Pocus" high-quality electric
ufactures consumer audio products
accessories.
under the AR, NHT, and Advent brand
names. Recoton makes alarge number
of accessories, including Discwasher
products and remote audio products
using 900MHz technology. According
to areport in Audio Week,Jensen's automotive OEM division will be sold to
1996.
Jensen Chairman-CEO Robert Shaw,
who will also become President-CEO
of the new Recoton Audio CorporAt the US's Consumer Electronics
Shows, companies who want to show
ation.
Until the deal is finalized, Recoton is
their products in ahotel environment
licensing the AR/Acoustic Research
rather than in the middle of abig, noisy
brandname to use with anew line of auditorium, but who, for various reasons,
do not want to support the official Show,
loudspeakers designed by Cary Christie
"outboard" in the city's hotels. But such
of Christie Designs. (With Arnie
nonofficial exhibits weren't to be found
Nudell and John Ulrich, Christie was
accompanying CES-México '95.
one of the co-founders of Infinity; his
The reason this didn't happen is
most recent design was the Infinity
Epsilon loudspeaker, which found favor
more complex than it seems: it's attribwith Stereophik's Tom Norton in
uted in part to anatural reaction to the
January '95.) Although responsibility
Mexican economy crisis (the money
for the AR brand passes from NHT's
exchange rate doubled in December
Benicia, CA headquarters to Christie
'94). It's partly explained by the fact that
stereo equipment sales dropped by
Designs in Chatsworth, CA, current
some 60% in 1995 compared with '94.
AR models (including the AR 303,
In addition, the CES organizers offered
which impressed JA last September)
an aggressive 60% discount policy (even
will remain in production.
though some exhibitors still refused to
participate). And part of the answer was
akind of local boycott of what appeared
to be the non-high-end policy displayed by the CES. A final part of the
México: Ju lio Lamadrid reason can be found in the poor organization and coordination displayed by
Almost every Mexican audiophile holds
local high-end distributors and manusome good memories about the 1994
Mexican CES —sec Stereophik, Vol.17
facturers — most of them had decided
to invest their funds in the disappointNo.12, pp.39-41 — but CES-México
ing Feria de la Música, held in the same
'95, held last Fall, was abig disappointment, particularly for lovers of high-end
facilities as CES-México but some
weeks earlier.
equipment.
Whatever the reasons, this CES was
The location was the same as for the
afailure. Some exhibitors pointed out
'94 Show, the so-called "Zoo" of the
Sports Palace convention facility. But what they felt to be strategic errors on
the part of the organizers:
the organizers had decided not to make
•Partly as areaction to the fact that
use of the Airport Ramada hotel, where
there had been no consumer shows for
the high-end exhibits had been in 1994.
with Netscape Navigator v1.1 or higher.
Location: http://www.soundsite.com
on the World Wide Web.
Other new audio-related web sites
include Linn Products — http://www.
linn.co.uk/linn/ — and HeadRoom —
http://headroom.headphone.com/.

THERE MAY NOT
BE A
CES-MÉXICO
IN

111
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two years, the 1994 CES-México was
open to the public. This year, howeve
the CES was intended to be "for trade
only," in acountry where every major
distributor already knows about 98 of
the 100 faces to be known.
•The show was scheduled on the worst
days of the week, avoiding the weekend. And yes, it was only open during
regular working hours.
•The entrance fee was very high, and
twice what it cost in 1994; a$30 fee is
really excessive right now for México.
•As there appeared to be almost no
showgoers, the entrance guards were
advising visitors to get any business
cards (not theirs, of course) as away to
avoid the entrance fee. As aresult, the
quality of the attendees was the lowest I
have ever seen at aShow.
•The advertising program was too late,
too short, and confusing. The radio
spots were unintelligible and badly recorded.
•The printed invitations featured along
list of participating companies who at
the end chose not to exhibit, leaving the
attendees bewildered.
What's next? Nobody knows in
México, and there is no certain answer,
but the evidence points in avery sad
direction: There may not be a CESMéxico in 1996.

US: John Atkinson

After nine years, first at C,elestion US,
then at KH America, the subsidiary of a
Hong Kong-based corporation which
distributes KEF, Celestion, and NAD
products in the US, Executive VP Peter
Wellikoff recently became PresidentCOO of the Equity Group. Equity distributes products from B&W, Rock
Solid Sounds, Rotel, and Custom
Woodwork & Design. Chris Browder,
Executive Vice President, and Mike
Bartlett, Rotel VP-General Manager,
remain in their current positions.
(Browder is also the current President
of the Academy for the Advancement
of High End Audio.) Ray Lepper,
Managing Director of KEF Audio in
the UK, will be KH America's Acting
President until asuccessor for Wellikoff
is appointed.
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Sparks to move the heart. Introducing the new line up of power
amplifiers from Sonic Frontiers -headed by the Power 3Mono Amplifier.
Through progressive and unique circuitry, these amplifiers bring tube
audio amplification performance to anew and higher level.
Resolution, the reproduction of subtle nuances that make the
musical images believable and lifelike. The Power 3excels in this
area. Through careful parts selection, selections made through
proven sonic merit with no room given to preconceived impressions
or brand loyalties. Through innovative circuit techniques, acreative
approach to implementing feedback in the Power 3reflects Sonic
Frontiers' desire to develop original circuit designs utilizing tubes.
This approach avoids the sonic downfalls that are associated with
traditional feedback designs. With these factors contributing greatly
to the resolution and detail of the Power 3, the listener will hear and
feel music exposed with incredible detail and emotional impact.
Control, the Power 3Amplifier has the ability to take hold of the music
and loudspeakers they are driving. Tube amps have been accused of
not delivering good low frequency performance. The lower octaves are
often criticized as slow and ill-defined, coloring the vital midrange. The
Power 3renders this to be agross misconception, bass performance
excels and the midrange snaps into focus. Boasting adamping factor
of greater than 50, this amplifier treads on ground never touched by
tube amplifiers. Its ability to start and stop loudspeaker drivers is only
rivaled by the very best solid state designs. Leading to aprecision,
liquidity and warmth never attained by amplifier designs of the past.
Power, rated at 220 watts off the 8, 4, and 2ohms taps, the Power 3
has the muscle to deal with very demanding loads. Speaker selection
is suddenly not acrucial, limiting issue. The 6550 power tubes, operating in partial triode, remain sensitive to the loads loudspeakers
demand. This new Sonic Frontiers amp responds very much like a
voltage source providing greater current as load impedance drops, or
less as it rises. All these benefits can be fully experienced through any
of the Power 3's taps.
Extensively tested, including a 100 hour burn-in, repeated on and
off cycling, and conservative component ratings ensure the Power 3's
reliability. A fully balanced design, input through output, as well as
single-ended inverting and non-inverting inputs, permits great flexibility with corresponding preamplifiers. A stand-by feature ensures the
tubes are warm and ready to perform. A mute feature, when activated, enables easy and convenient interchange of cables and biasing of
the Power 3's 6550 power tubes.
To find out more about their notable new line up of power amplifiers,
contact Sonic Frontiers. To hear life beat in your heart, audition the
Power 3Mono Amplifier today.

Available at these and other fine dealers.
Hoffman',
Mayfield Heights, OH
(216) 461-3707

Audio Resource
Metairie, LA
(504) 885.6988

Future Sound
Burlingame, CA
(415) 342-1476

Audio Room
Marion, IA
(319) 373-1727

Distinctive Audio
Ottawa, Ontario
(6 13) 722-6902

Loyalty Audio
Calgary, Alberta
(403) 244-8838

PACEMAKER.

The new Sonic Frontiere Power' 3
Mono Arrejlulic,ru -susteinine life.
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BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada 1.6H 5T4 Tel:(905)829-3838 Fox:(905)829-3033 E-Mail: SFIC.sonicfrontiers.com MAN: hep.//verervsonicfrontiers.com

a voice of harmony and reason.
a new beginning. central.
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the cornerstone.
New from Sonic Frontiers - the Anthem

- all-tube processing.

uniquely adaptable: pre-out and power-in allow separate use as a linestage
preamplifier (12 dB gain) or power amplifier (25 watts/channel),
phono stage. Contact Sonic Frontiers for a free informational
booklet on the essential principles of tube electronics
and for the Anthem brochure containing complete
details

and

specifications on this

revolutionary

new line of tube gear.
2790 Brighton Road,

Oakville, Ontario, Canada

Tel:

Fax:

(905) 829-3838

(905) 829-3033

E-Mail, SFIesonicfrontiers.com
WWW: http://www.sonicfrontiere.com/ANTHEM
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responsible if you try this at home and
suffer cantilever decapitation. You can
get a 1000D lens-cleaning cloth at a
camera store —if you dare. And Armor
All is available....
Another little game worth playing is
with stylus tracking force. It's not
enough to set it in the middle of the
manufacturer's recommended range
and, if it sounds good, forget it. I've
always found the higher end of the
range produces the best sound, but the
only way to find out is to experiment in
small increments up and down from the
middle point.
Increasing pressure usually increases
focus and lowers distortion, but at the
expense of "speed" and transient snap.
Decreasing it usually adds high-frequency "sparkle" and air, but clarity and
focus diminish. In most cases Ifind the
ideal setting to be just below the manufacturer's maximum tracking force.
Finding that "sweet spot" can spell the
difference between satisfaction and distraction when listening to acartridge.
One more thing: areader who doesn 't
want to be identified by his real last
name because, if we use it, it is so identifiable he's afraid someone will track
The increase in clarity and focus was him down and steal his hi-fi (are things
quite pronounced, as if alayer of fuzz that bad in Chicago?), wrote to tell me
had been lifted not just from the stylus he's had no trouble with StyLast
tip, but from the soundstage as well. "migrating" up the cantilever. His carNow Ido aquick swipe about once a tridge's cantilever is gold-plated boron,
week. How do you do it without rip- which discolors slightly from the appliping the diamond tip from its moor- cation of StyLast Since the discoloration
stops about 2min up the shaft, it's not
ings? Very carefully!
The trick to not snagging the cloth "migrating" to the motor assembly.
CLOTH EARS
He writes that the trick to preventing
"I'll play that again, but before I
do, I'm on the stylus is to fold it over once and,
gonna do something to your turntable holding the folded end taut between StyLast from gumming up the works is
... don't look!" Idon't know how you your hands, pull it forward with the to not apply it with the long, soft-brisfeel about letting other people fiddle, stylus just grazing the top of the cloth, tled brush that comes attached to the
unsolicited, with your front-end, but in agentle but deliberate motion. Ido it cap. Instead, he suggests "impregnating"
one of those stiff-bristled, round stylusI've never been afan. It's like having a quickly three times.
I've never caught the cloth on the sty- cleaning brushes which comes with
houseguest say, "Hey, I'm gonna go
through your medicine cabinet now, lus, but that doesn't mean you won't. So LAST products such as StyLast, and
okay?" If you ask afriend to help you set neither I, nor my heirs or successors or using that brush to apply it to the stylus.
up your 'table, that's one thing, but assignees, nor this magazine shall be The short, stiff bristles make it almost

fyou've seen Capitol's latest "limited edition" Beatles vinyl reissues,
and you're wondering, don't bother!
It doesn't say "digitally remastered" on
the jackets, so Ibought The Beatles (the
"White Album") to hear what gives.
Slicing open the shrink-wrap and opening the gatefold revealed asmall box that
read: "This album has been Direct
Metal Mastered from adigitally re-mastered original tape to give the best possible sound quality."
Best possible sound quality? What
planet are these people living on? Yer
anus? DMM and digital: two guarantees of worst possible sound from vinyl.
But you can't blame DMM for this
sonic disaster because, although it says
DMM, it ain't Capitol has reproduced
the artwork from the British vinyl reissues, which probably were DMM. The
American LPs were mastered by
"Wally" (Traugott) at Capitol, and Capitol didn't have aDMM lathe last time I
checked, which wasn't that long ago.
Icompared my original British pressing of The Beatles (played azillion times
since 1968) with the new reissue, and if
you want to hear music cut off at the
knees — hard, grainy, two-dimensional,
antiseptic, and generally annoying as
hell — knock yourself out and buy
these "limited edition" LPs. What's
more, my 28-year-old pressings were
quieter. Virgin vinyl? How about "nympho" vinyl? At least Ionly paid $18 for
that two-LP privilege.
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when someone waltzes in and tells you
he's gonna start twiddling, it's kind of a
violation. Nonetheless, sometimes you
submit
Whatever it was my friend did to my
turntable took only afew seconds.
"Did you change the VTA?"
"No."
"Then you changed tracking force."
"No."
"Well what did you do?"
"I cleaned your stylus with this piece
of cloth."
Piece of cloth? Yes. Not cheesecloth,
fortunately, or apiece of denim, which
has aweave density of 100-300 threads
per square inch. My friend had swiped
my delicate stylus with a square of
"1000D" camera lens-cleaning cloth,
which has... right.

DMM AND DIGITAL:

TWO GUARANTEES OF
WORST POSSIBLE SOUND
FROM VINYL.
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Reverend Brown trembled with anticipation
as dark cellos entered the room.

•
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To FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE DIABOLICALLY CLEVER DESIGN OF THE LINN 5140 LOUDSPEAKER
AND FOR THE NAME AND LOCATION OF YOUR NEAREST LINN DEALER CALL 1-80o-LINN HI-Fl.

LINN HI-FI
music for life
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impossible to gunk up the motor and
you can use the brush many times
before you have to dip into the bottle
and "re-impregnate" it. Good tip.
He "strongly recommends" the use of
StyLast to "... reduce stylus wear, record
wear, and improve tracking." Like me,
he hasn't worn out astylus since getting
a record-cleaning machine and using
LAST products.
He also describes anovel azimuth adjusting technique, which I'd like to pass
on even though Ihaven't tried it yet (his
letter arrived close to deadline). First,
you "eyeball" the cartridge so the canélever looks perpendicular to the record.
Then you use acalibration tone from a
tuner or tape deck (or CD test disc) to
make sure your tape deck meters are
calibrated equally. That done, you play
any stereo test record with alateral frequency sweep to 16kHz or higher.
Now watch the meters: if the left channel reads higher at the highest frequencies, rotate the cartridge counterclockwise (as viewed from the front). And
vice versa. Now that sounds like areally
good idea.

FIFTY WAYS TO
LEAVE YOUR CD

It doesn't take agenius to understand
that it's software that drives hardware
sales. People only buy stereo equipment
because they have stuff they want to
hear on it. No wonder turntable sales
almost came to astandstill afew years
ago. Today, with agreat deal of new
vinyl available, sales are up, both in the
high-end and plastic turntable markets.
There's also asteady stream of people
rediscovering the joys of analog. One
New York-based mastering engineer
told me last week that he'd taken his
turntable down from the shelf and
hooked it up, and was enjoying all of his
old records again. "I just might be ready
to believe you," he told me. Audiophiles
are often accused of listening to music
because of how the recording sounds
rather than for its intrinsic musical
value. Most of us are guilty of that at one
time or another. But sometimes we discover great music because we've been
drawn to it for the sound. In aprevious
column, I cited an appreciation for
Duke Ellington's music, which grew
out of my enthusiasm for the sound of
one of his later Columbia "six-eye" LPs,
Piano in the Foreground.
So now, to tear you away from your
CD player, here are 50 new, readily
available records you can buy today
that make owning aturntable worthwhile. I've heard the CD versions of
STEREOPHILE, MARCH 1996

I
T'S SOFTWARE THAT
DRIVES HARDWARE
SALES.
almost all of these titles, and they only
hint at the listening pleasure the vinyl
issues provide. The 50 I've chosen
cover virtually every genre of music —
Ihave no tolerance for narrow-minded
musical elitists.
Miles Davis: The Complete Plugged
Nickel Sessions (Mosaic MQ 10-158). We
knock afifth off the 50 with just this
boxed set, and another 12 with John
Coltrane's The Heavyweight Champion
(Rhino R1-71984). That's 22 discs
down and we haven't really gotten started. Iunderstand there are people buying the Sony/Columbia Davis CD set
and calling Mosaic begging to buy the
lavish 12-by-12 book that comes with
the LP set. (Send for Mosaic's LP and
CD catalog: 35 Melrose Place,
Stamford, CT 06902.)
Look, if the CD sampler I've got is
any indication, and Ihave no reason to
think it's not representative, Columbia's
digital sound is hard, glazed, and mechanical compared to the all-analog
180gm LPs. On the LP set Miles is
standing in the middle of your listening
room in three dimensions. His horn has
aburnished brass presence that's eerily
real. The quartet's focus is equally impressive, though because of off-miking
(rumor had it Columbia engineers were
instructed to off-mike artists not signed
to the label), they sound distant much
of the time.
On the LPs, you're in anightclub —
you can "see" the people sitting at the
tables in the offstage darkness, you can
"sense" the room, smell the smoke, taste
the beer. You're there. On the CD, the
experience takes place behind plate
glass. It's no contest.
The Coltrane reissue, which gives
you all of his Atlantic recordings as originally issued, only exists on LP. The
CD box gives you the same material,
but ordered chronologically — atotally
different perspective, which some
might say is more instructive. Maybe so,
but to have all-analog 150gin facsimiles
of the original LPs is to own apiece of
history, and the sound of Coltrane's
horn — the brass, the column of air, the
reed, the picture of the man playing —
is much more convincing on vinyl. Idid
an "A/B" for an unnamed employee of
an all-digital record label, who'd come

over to drop off the CD-R of anew release. No comparison, he agreed. These
reissues better the originals in most
ways too.
Over at AudioQuest, there are afew
dozen outstanding all-original Joe Harley-produced titles available on 180gm
vinyl, some of which are essential to any
fine analog collection. They include:
Doug MacLeod's Come to Find (AQ LP1027), Mighty Sam McClain's Give It
Up To Love (AQ LP-1015), James
Newton's Suite for Frida Kahlo (AQ LP1023), Sasha Matson's Steel Chords, i-5
(AQ LP-1013), and Terry Evans's Puffin'
It Down (AQ LP-1038).
You get white-boy blues, soul, one of
jazz's finest flute players, atriple concerto for pedal steel guitar, violins, and
strings, and Terry Evans, backed by Ry
Cooder, et al, recorded in away that lets
you really know what he sounds like.
All of these superb AudioQuest analog
recordings sound more real on LP, and
all feature music that rewards play after
play. Admittedly, the Sasha Matson is
only for the musically adventurous.
Once you've got your turntable
cooking, you can hit the used bins and
look for The African Flower, amid-'80s
James Newton album (Blue Note BT
85109) on which he plays the music of
Duke Ellington and Billy Strayhorn.
Why doesn't someone reissue this RCA
Studio B recording on vinyl? That's one
of the great things about having agood
turntable — you're then open to millions of pieces of software priced from a
quarter up.
Last week my sister's neighbor was
selling three to four hundred brandnew, unplayed classical Columbia Records promo albums from the '70s,
which he'd been storing for afriend —
aformer Columbia employee. Few if
any of them have collectible value, so
the whole assemblage will only fetch
about 50e apiece from aused record
dealer or from avinyl enthusiast. But
there were some outstanding records,
including about 50 "Great Performance" reissues that were analog remastered and pressed in the Netherlands. One I noticed was Robert
Craft's musical and sonic spectacular
Music ofEdgard Varèse.
Someone will pick these up for afew
hundred dollars and have an instant classical music collection featuring soloists
like Rudolf Serkin, Zino Francesconi,
and Glenn Gould, and orchestras like
the Philadelphia Orchestra and the New
York Philharmonic conducted by the
likes of Ormandy, Bernstein, Walter,
and Copland.
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Back to my list: we're at 27 and
counting. Over at MoFi there's Muddy
Waters: Folk Singer, John Hiatt's Bring the
Family, Traffic's The Low Spark of High
Heeled Boys; Bob Marley and the Wailers' Exodus and Catch aFire, Duke Ellington's Anatomy of aMurder soundtrack; Getz/Gilberto; Collins/Cray/
Copeland's blues-guitar summit, Showdown; The Fantasy Film World of Bernard
Herrmann, which includes his stupendous 71w Day the Earth Stood Still; Gerry
Mulligan Meets Ben Webster, and pick an
MJQ album or two of your choice. Ilike
the one called plain old Modern Jazz
Quartet, with the velvet-curtain cover;
and with Sonny Rollins, at the Music Inn.
And if you're aCat Stevens or Moody
Blues fan, MoFi's got outstanding LPs
for you.
That's 12 more. DCC's vinyl "must
haves" include the Beach Boys' Pet
Sounds, Sonny Rollins' Saxophone Colossus, Jazz Samba with Charlie Byrd
and Stan Getz, Ray Charles's Greatest
Country and Western Hits, Elton John's
Greatest Hits, Blues Hoot with Lighmin'
Hopkins, Brownie McGhee & Sonny
Terry, and pick at least one of the three
Everest 35mm Stokowski classical
releases. That's seven more, and if you
want aflat-out sonic spectacular that's

musically better than you might have
suspected, try the two-LP original
Raiders of the Lost Ark soundtrack performed by The London Symphony
Orchestra and recorded by Eric
Tomlinson at Abbey Road.

W IILE NEW
.

REFERENCE LP
RELEASES WILL BE
LIMITED, THERE'S AN
OUTSTANDING CATALOG
STILL IN STOCK.
That's 48 records. Chad ICassem's
Analogue Productions offers two superb-sounding original recordings, one
of which is indispensable: bluesman
Jimmy Rogers' Blue Bird. Jazz, blues,
folk, and pop LP reissues include Janis
Ian's Breaking Silence, The Bill Evans
Trio's Waltz for Debby, Art Pepper Meets
the Rhythm Section, Cookin' with The Miles
Davis Quintet, The Real Me: Johnny
Adams Sings Doc Pomus, and Chico
Freeman's Spirit Sensitive (originally on

India Navigation). There are also the
label's classical reissues from the
Vanguard catalog.
We're over 50 and Ihaven't even
touched the Classic Records 180gm catalog. There's 50 there alone. Music for
Strings, Percussion and Celesta, Pictures at an
Exhibition, Also sprach Zarathustra, Song 1
the Nightingak — all classic Reiner/
Chicago Symphony reissues.
Classic's jazz reissues include Bill
Evans at the Montreux Jazz Festival, Duke
Ellington's and Johnny Hodges' Side By
Side and Back Ti Back, Ella Fitzgerald's
Clap Hands, Here Conies Charlie!, Hawkins
Alive! Coleman Hawkins at the Village
Gate, Sonny Stitt Blows the Blues, and
Dave Brubeck's classic Time Out complete with "six-eye" label and sound.
And we've left out Classic's extensive
RCA jazz and pop titles (Sonny Rollins,
Belafonte, etc.), and the label's other
worthwhile Columbia jazz issues. If
you still need to prove to anyone that
recording technology really hasn't gotten that much better since 1958, pick up
acopy of Dick Schory's RCA classic
Musicfor Bang BaaRoom and Harp and let
'em hear the final frontier digital hasn't
conquered: spac e.
Let's not forget Discovery Records'
superb 180gm reissue of Oregon's Out

(. -

Since 1955, this man
(holder of 5
patents) has quietly been
revolutionizing loudspeaker design.
Bill Hecht, a true
audio pioneer..
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Critically-acclaimed performance and value in premier loudspeaker systems.

For more information cal or write 6400 Youngerman Circle •
Jacksonvil e, FL 32244 •
904-777-0700 •
Fax 904-771-7793
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Our Brand Is Playing
In These Fine Houses:
AZ -Jerry's AudioNideo: Phoenix, Tucson
ÇA -Audio Concepts: San Gabriel,
Long Beach •Wilson Audio: Woodland
Hills •Sound Center: Beverly Hills •San
Francisco Stereo: San Francisco •World
of Sound: Mill Valley •Stereo Showcase:
Vallejo •Century Music: San Jose •
Sounding Board: Berkeley •Briser Sound
Center: San Diego •Genesis Audio: El Toro
• -Listen Up: Denver, Boulder,
Colorado Springs
cr, -Roberts Electronics: New London
QE -Sound Studio: Newark, Wilmington
Ft_ -Stereo By Design: Miami •Audio
Visions: Tampa •Cooper For Stereo:
Clearwater •Audio Video Interiors:
Melbourne •Stuart Audio Video: Stuart •
Absolute Sound: Winter Park •House of
Stereo: Jacksonville •Stereo World:
Naples, Ft. Meyers •Vern's Electronics:
Boca Raton
ID -Phase 4Stereo: Idaho Falls, Pocatello
IL -Columbia AudioNkfeo: Highland Park,
Rockford, Arlington Heights •Audio
Consultants: Evanston, Libertyville,
Hinsdale. Chicago •Glenn Poor's Audio/
Video: Champagne
IN -Sound Productions: Carmel
IA -Audio Room: Marion, Dubuque •
Pflanz Electronics: Sioux City
KS -Audio Mart: Leawood •Kief's
Records & Stereo Supply: Lawrence
LA -Stereo Video Center: Shreveport
ME -Harbor Audio Video, Camden
MD -Gramaphone: Lutherville, Ellicott City
MA -Nantucket Sound: Hyannis
Mf -Stereo Shoppe: Traverse City,
Saginaw, Lansing, Okemos, Ann Arbor •
Stereo Center: Flint •Classic Stereo:
Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo
MT -Video Sat & Sound: Billings •Stereo
Plus: Missoula
-Stereo West: Omaha, Lincoln
Ny The Upper Ear: Las Vegas
• -Harvey Electronics: Paramus •Sight
& Sound: Bernardsville •Hal's Audio
Video: Trenton
NY Harvey Electronics: New York, White
Plains, Westbury •Stereo Chamber:
Orchard Park
Qfl -Audio Craft: Westlake, Cleveland
Akron, Mayfield Hts •Stereo Lab,
Columbus, Cincinnati
QK Audio Dimensions: Oklahoma City
QI3 -Chelsea Audio: Beaverton, Portland
IN Sound Room: Johnson City, Memphis
TX -High Fidelity, Inc.: Austin •Bjom's
Stereo: San Antonio •Hi-Fidelity: Lubbock
•Home Entertainment: Houston, Plano,
Sugarland, Dallas •Brock Audio: Beaumont
•Bunkley Sound: Abeline •Audio Tech:
Waco, Temple •Stereo Video Center:
Longview, Marshall, Tyler •Don's HI
Fidelity: Amarillo
!JI -Audio Works: Salt Lake City
YVA -Huppins HI Fl: Spokane
Wi-Flanner's AudioNideo, Inc.: Brookfield
•Sound World: Appleton, Green Bay
VA -Sound Approach: Newport News
In Canada contact Aralex Acoustics Ltd.
(604) 528-8965
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of the Woods, MCA's 180gm Who's Next,
Buddy Guy's IWas Walking Through the
Woods, and Buddy Holly.
There's worthwhile vinyl from Clarity, Chesky, Athena, and Reference. You
can compare two versions of RCA's
1954 sonic spectacular Gee Parisienne,
the Classic issue with the original cover,
mastered with solid-state gear by Bernie
Grundman, or the Chesky version with
new cover and all-tube cutting by Tim
de Paravidni. Chesky also has the potboiler The Power of the Orchestra, mastered by de Paravidni.
Athena's Piano Works of Debussy and
Ravel, performed by Ivan Moravec and
originally released on Connoisseur
Society, and Stravinsky's Petrouchka with
Ansermet and L'Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande —a Decca original — arc also
worth owning.
Even though it's been digitally
"cleaned," ABKCO's gatefold reissue of
Sain Cooke's Lightbeat, an RCA original
recorded by Dave Hassinge4 offers you
achance to hear one of the great soul/
gospel/pop voices of this or any other
time, properly milted in an intimate setting, backed by superb musicians. The
original issue was Dynagroove, so if you
have to choose your poison, pick the
one that's readily available and pressed
on super-quiet 180gm vinyl — unless
you run into aclean original for areasonable price.
Over at Reference, while new LP releases will be limited, there's an outstanding catalog still in stock. Worth
auditioning: Nojima Plays Liszt, Pomp
and Pipes with Frederick Fennell and
the Dallas Winds, L'Histoire du Soldat
(45rpm), and Ebony Concerto. And there
are superb EMI and Decca classical reissues from Alto, Cisco, and others. Almost forgot Blue Note's Connoisseur
Series of 180gm jazz reissues.
You want new stuff'? The vinyl of
Veruca Salt's American Thighs on Minty
Fresh creams the Geffen CD. Classic
has been issuing new and recent vinyl
from CD-only labels like Razor & Tie
and Zoo, Graham Parker's Twelve
Haunted Episodes and Sonny Landreth's
oustanding Outward Bound among
them.
The 'indic" vinyl scene is very
strong right now (Eric Matthews's
instant pop classic It's Heavy In Here on
Sub Pop vinyl is one of my top records
of 1995), and there's new domestic
vinyl from Sonic Youth, k.d. lang,
Bruce Springsteen, Meat Puppets,
Southern Culture on the Skids (B-52's
meet Creedence Clearwater Revival),
Green Day, Jayhawks, Soul Asylum,

Alice In Chains, P.M. Dawn, and on
and on and on.... And don't forget
vinyl imports.
Icould easily take it up to hundreds
of records, even counting the Miles and
Coltrane boxes as two instead of 22.
The point is, vinyl's back, and if you
have the eclectic tastes of the typical
music-loving audiophile, now is the
time to invest in agood turntable. You
can keep it spinning for weeks without
repeating anything —if you've got the
money to buy all the outstanding software being issued.
If you haven't heard agood analog
system in years, do yourself afavor and
take alisten. And if, as areader wrote in
aSterrophile letter to the editor published
afew months ago, you do listen, and the
records sound awful —all noisy, distorted, and compressed—go listen someplace
else—at astore where they know how
to set up aturntable, for instance.
Admittedly, you have to go looking
for the records I've listed; they're not
coming to you. But if you're an audiophile into high-quality gear, you're not
finding the stuff at Circuit City, The
Wiz, or Incredible Universe. You have
to find it.
Another point: if you're an analog
lover and you're thinking about purchasing any of these titles, do it now!
The only way this flood of black plastic is going to continue is if you buy
them. GRP, which has been issuing
some nice-sounding Impulse! jazz
titles on CD and LP, recently discontinued the vinyl due to "disappointing"
sales. (Actually, with afew exceptions
such as Coltrane's A Love Supreme, the
20-bit CDs sound better — because,
while they were generated from master tapes, the LPs were sourced from
15ips Dolby-A copies mastered by
"Wally" at Capitol.)
Idon't think MCA has been too happy with sales of its Heavy Vinyl series,
though the numbers I'm hearing aren't
too bad for anew line of vinyl. It's difficult getting retailers to stock records.
Many don't have bins wide enough to
accommodate 12" by 12" product.
Some who've tried records have been
disappointed with the results. What do
they expect after 10 years of neglecting
the market? Instant gratification? Answer: yes.
Every time Ibuy anew record at
Tower — or wherever — Iknow it's being reported to the SoundScan system,
which gathers sales statistics for the record industry. It's like going to the polls
and voting. So vote early and vote
often!
S
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Setting The Stage for
the Hologram
The 2C31) System

A component
of the

System

The MIT Z-Series
Powerline Treatment System

HOLOGRAM

MIT's updated Z-Series

is the

ultimate foundation for your system.
Setting the clean, absolutely quiet
background needed as a foundation for
the holographic image created by the
2C3D System. MIT's building block
approach lets you to assemble an AC
treatment configuration for the specific
power requirements of your audio
system. The Z-Series will supply the
clean power your system needs to
reproduce the details that allow you
to suspend disbelief.

"I'm convinced that no matter
the stature of your front end, the
Z treatment will open your ears to its
sonic potential. Ican't imagine ever
listening again to a digital source
without this caliber of AC-line
conditioning."
Dick Olsher, Stereophile,
Vol. 17, No. 12, December 1994

2C3D. Two Channel-Three Dimensional Hologram and the 2C3D logo are certification marks of MIT

MUSIC INTERFACE TECHNOLOG*.
For more information or the dealer nearest you call MIT at (916) 888-

\ern IJ/ More Than Just Cabler

MIT products are manufactured and sold by CVTL, Inc., Auburn, CA. Us,

Distributed in Canada by: Aralex Acoustics (604) 528;13e1M

The Interface 'Thal.
Transports thEm
Hologram

A component
of the

System

The 2C3D Systerm

HOLOGRAM

MH-850m Multi•Bandwidth
CVTerminator

The arteries of the 2C3D System—providing true linear response. The MH-850

Multi-Bandwidth

speaker interface utilizes MIT's Stable Image Technology' incorporating Jitter Free Analog

to

achieve rock-solid imaging. These technologies, coupled with the noise free background provided
by the MIT Z-Series powerline treatment, enable the holograghic image, created by the
2C3D system, to appear. —So real you can almost see the music.

3D. Too Channel-Three Dimensional Hologram and the 2C3D logo are certification marks of MIT
¡Ole Image Technology .SIT &Jitter Free Analog JFA are trademarks of Music Interface Technologies
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The Krell Preamplifiers
Real engineering, real innovation, real petformance. Rediscover your favorite music.

KRELL• 45 Connair Road •Orange, CT 06477 • Phone: 203-799-9954 • FAX: 203-799-9796
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Bits is Bits`

MIN I
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ITS?

CHRIS DUNN &M ALCOLM OMAR HAWKSFORD EXAMINE
WHETHER THE AES/EBU S/PDIF DIGITAL AUDIO INTERFACE
IS FLAWED, AND RE-EXAMINE THE AUDIBILITY OF
JITTER IN DIGITAL SYSTEMS
Professor Malcolm Omar Hawksford is Director of the Centre for
Audio Research and Engineering, Department of Electronic Systems
Engineering, at England's University of Essex. Chris Dunn is a
Research Officer at King's College, London. This work wasfunded by
the UK's Science and Engineering Research Council, and was originally presented as apaper, "Is the AES/EBU SIPDIF digital audio
interface flawed?' (Preprint 3360), at the 93rd Audio Engineering
Society Convention, October 1992, in San Francisco. It is reproduced
here with the kind permission of the AES.

H

igh-quality digital audio systems require that all digital interfaces in the signal path exhibit signal transparency. The widely adopted AES/EBU and
S/PDIF interfaces have been criticized for alack of
signal transparency; here we address possible problems with such interfaces and present methods for
improving the interface standard.
In acorrectly functioning (uniformly quantized and sampled) digital audio system, the only observable signal
impairments should be attributable to band-limitation and
an additive noise residue. Thus, although digital audio's subjective sound quality has been criticized since the launch of
the Compact Disc medium 13 years ago, the theoretical performance obtainable from the 16-bit linear PCM format
sampled at 44.1kHz is superb to any analog sources available
to the consumer.
When correctly dithered using triangular PDF dither, a
16-bit digital audio signal possesses adynamic range of
933dB, with zero distortion and zero noise modulation.
The 16-bit format holds the possibility of even higher subjective dynamic range with minimally audible poise-shaping
employed during CD mastering. Lipshitz et al show that an
increase in subjective dynamic range of up to 18dB is readily achievable when making the final truncation to 16 bits.
Since any practical digital audio system will err from this
ideal performance, attempts are made to minimize measurable errors in digital components. For digital/analog converters (DACs), circuit-architecture advances including
1Se. Lipshitt, J. Vanderkooy, and R.A. Wannamaker, "Minimally Audible Noise
Shaping," JAES, November 1991, Vo139, pp.836-852.
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oversampling, noise-shaping, and 1-bit conversion result in
greatly improved low-level resolution — the compact disc's
theoretical performance can now be realized at arelatively
low cost, at least upon replay.
In the quest for resolution, many "outboard" DAC units
have appeared on the consumer market, with their sensitive
D/A conversion process removed from the harsh electromagnetic environment inside the typical CD transport.
Digital data is transmitted from the transport to the DAC
along acoaxial or optical link (fig.1) in aserial format known
as the Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format (S/PDIF). The
S/PDIF standard is very similar to the AES/EBU format
commonly used to interconnect professional digital components, and differs only in details, including transmission
AESEBU/
SPDIF
DIGITAL
LINK

CD TRANSPORT

Clock

PLL

Audio
Output
Data

DAC

DAC
Fig.l

Two-box CD replay system with transport and DAC linked by S/PDIF
digital audio interface.

amplitude and subcode format For much of this article, both
interface standards will simply be referred to as the digital
audio interface.
Some users have reported subjective differences between
various implementations of the interface. Peter Van
Willenswaard was among the first to note achange in outboard DAC sound quality when switching between different CD transport units; he linked this to measurable differences in interface signal risetime. Audio reviewers' claims
2Peter van Willenswaard, Sterrophile, November 1988, VoIll No.11, pp51-53.
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concerning digital interface sound quality include differences between optical links and wired coaxial connections,
and changes in sensitivity to interface quality depending on
DAC architecture.
Is the digital audio interface flawed? Specifically, how can
these claimed subjective differences occur in adigital data
link? After all, "bits is bits."

n.
*.e;

THE DIGITAL AUDIO INTERFACE STANDARD

The AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital interface standards use
biphase-mark encoding to transmit two-channel audio data,
synchronization information, and subcode data over asingle
serial information channel;3 this coding scheme allows clock
information to be embedded in the serial datastream. Fig2
shows the serial subframe structure consisting of 32-bit cells,
each subframe carrying code for one audio channel.

1

........... - ..••••••• ••••••••
Rg.4 Experimental interface receiver circuit using Philips SAA7274 ADIC.

1SUBFRAME (32 BITS)
SYNC

AUX DATA LSB

1

é.4SBVUCP

AUDIO DATA

144-101.14444....20
411•••

Fig.2

Digital audio interface subframe format
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Left-channel subframe with audio data word representing 255.

The subframe begins with a4-bit synchronization signal
"preamble" followed by a4-bit auxiliary data block. Up to
20 bits of audio data can be transmitted, with LSB (least significant bit) first, and the MSB (most significant bit) occupying the last audio cell position. Finally, subcode information comprises validity, user, channel status, and parity bits.
The biphase-mark encoding technique places cell transitions at the beginning and end of each cell for "0" bits, and
at the cell's beginning, midpoint, and end for "1" bits. The
preamble violates this coding rule, so that interface receiver
circuitry can detect when each subframe begins. If the
audio-data sampling rate fi = 44.1kHz, then the cell (0)
width is equal to 354 nanoseconds, while the half-cell (1)
width is 177ns; hence, the maximum rate of transitions is
equal to 1,000,000,000/177 =5.65MHz, though harmonics
of the interface signal will extend to far higher frequencies.
Fig3 shows time-domain simulation of asingle subframe
carrying aleft-channel audio sample of value 255, equal to
1111111100000000 in 16-bit, twos-complement notation
with MSB last. The mid-cell transitions can be seen at each
"1" bit position, while biphase-mark violation displaces local
cell transition positions in the preamble.
3 AES3-1985, "AES Recommended Practice for Digital Audio Engineering —
Serial Transmission Format for Linearly Represented I)igital Audio Data: JAES,
December 1985, Vo133, pp.979-984.
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The biphase-mark signal can be transmitted using either
acoaxial or optical connection, while the interface decoder
at the receiver has to extract clock and audio data, and subcode information, from the serial datastream. The clock signal embedded in the serial datastream is usually used to control aphase-locked loop (PLL), which in turn should provide astable reference frequency for conversion circuitry
interfaced to the analog world. A number of dedicated
Audio Digital Input Circuit (ADIC) integrated circuits now
available will perform these fiinctions.
The circuit in fig.4 uses the Philips SAA7274 ADIC; negative-going edges on the S/PDIF input signal are detected
and compared to edges on the system clock derived from
the PLUs 112896MHz crystal oscillator. A difference signal
is fed to avaricap diode, which pulls the PLL oscillator frequency to match the clock frequency embedded in the
incoming interface signal. The PLL has afirst-order loop filter with abreak frequency of approximately lkHz, allowing
clock recovery to reject short-term variations in the input
frequency (le, high-frequency jitter).
When the interface decoder supplies data to aDAC, the
analog audio output will be corrupted if the samples are the
wrong value (amplitude or "bit" errors), or are output at the
wrong times (jitter).

AMPLITUDE ERRORS IN THE
DIGITAL AUDIO INTERFACE

The unfiltered digital-interface waveform is abinary signal
whose transmitted information is determined by the transitions in the signal. One of the benefits of biphase-mark
encoding is that the interface signal has only asmall DC
component—allowing interface signals to be AC-coupled,
and edge detection to be performed using acomparator referenced to ground. If an audio data-cell transition is missed
at the receiver, abit error occurs, and aDAC connected to
the receiver will output an incorrect sample value.
We now proceed to model abandwidth-limited link by
filtering the subframe signal with afirst-order (RC) lowpass filter, and determine what degree of filtering will result
in bit errors. Using the first-order filter model is agross simplification of the time-domain behavior of areal link —
accurate analysis requires the use of transmission-line theory at the high frequencies involved —but it's agood starting
point for investigation.
Consider the top section of fig.5, which shows asimulation of the subframe signal carrying an audio word value of
255 and filtered using atime constant of 100ns, correspond51
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S E - 4 () 40W+40W Single-Ended Power Amplifier
Single-Ended Parallel Pentode, Pure Class A Zero Feedback Ultra Linear, 6x5881 + 2x6SN7,
Parallel to 80W Mono, Choke Filter Power Supply, Unit Weight 45Ibs. US$980

SEP - 1 Output Transformer Coupled Pre-Amplifier
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Fig.5

Subframe signal filtered with time constant of 100ns (top) and 400ns
(bottom).

ing to a—3d13 frequency of 1.6MHz. (For all of the simulations and measurements presented in this paper the audio
sampling rate is 441 kHz.) Although the filtered subframe
now has edges with finite rise and fall times, no transitions
are missed; hence, no amplitude errors will occur as long as
the receiver can latch the data correctly following transitions.
The lower section of fig.5 indicates the same subframe, but
filtered more severely with a400m time constant, corresponding to a—3dB frequency of 400kHz. In this simulation,
the transition at the edge of cell 3is missed; this will definitely
result in abit error in the decoded subframe. This example
also indicates that receiver bit errors are most likely to occur
during preambles where the largest variation in transition
times occur (one half-cell width to three half-cell widths).
This is interesting: many practical ADIC ICs indicate full
lock to the received signal when the preambles are correctly
detected; hence, if lock is achieved, bit errors are not likely.
However, most practical interface decoders will exhibit
an upper time-constant lock limit considerably less than
400ns, due to the finite "time aperture" about the average
zero-crossing point, during which atransition is allowed
without latched data errors. In "Jitter in the Digital Audio
Interface" (below), we derive an expression for the peak-topeak variation in zero-crossing times tx in tenns of the range
of interface signal pulse widths. If we let the large pulse
width be 3t/2 and the smaller be t/2 (where t
cis the cell
width in the biphase-mark coding), then (Equation.11):
Equation 1:

t
x = RC

1+e 21W

ln[

3tc
1+e

In this section we have shown that bit errors in the
received subframe occur when transitions in the interface
signal are incorrectly latched. This will not occur in most
interface receivers for interface time constants of <100ns.
Bit errors that do occur will most likely be in the preamble,
and will usually result in the receiver failing to lock onto the
incoming signal.
Audio bit errors due to band limitation alone are
extremely unlikely. Of course, this simple analysis does not
consider the effects of noise on the bandwidth-limited link.
As the bandwidth of the link decreases, the eye-pattern representation of the received signal suffers from adecreasing
opening. This results in more time spent in the threshold
region, and the probability of noise-induced errors increases. Nevertheless, Cabot presents an interface example in
which bit errors are negligible for noise levels up to 20dB
below the interface signal level with RC filtering up to
16Ons, and claims to have achieved zero error-rate transmissions over an unmatched digital audio link of 100m length.

J
ITTER IN THE DIGITAL AUDIO INTERFACE

esecond interface-error mechanism to consider is that of
the recovered clock frequency's modulation. If the clock signal fed to an ideal DAC varies in frequency, the reconstructed analog output from the DAC will include error
artifacts, even if the sample values fed to the DAC are correct. The easiest way to analyze such an effect is by examining the jitter on the recovered clock. (In this article, we
define jitter as the instantaneous timing deviation of clock
transitions from their correct positions.)
4R.C. Cabot, "Measuring AES/EBU Digital Audio Interfaces," presented at the
87th AES Convention, New York, October 1989, Preprint 2819.

Fig.6

Subframe signal unfiltered (top) and filtered with time constant of
200ns (bottom).
01.01lE
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Using the experimental ADIC circuit shown in fig.4, full
signal lock was achieved for interface time constants up to
RC = 17Ons, indicating that for this particular example the
maximum zero-crossing-time aperture t
x is approximately
45ns. In practice, time constants greater than 100ns are
excessive for digital links, which should be designed with
bandwidths well above 6MHz. We have measured 2-meter
interface links with acharacteristic impedance of 75 ohms,
correctly terminated both at the transmitter and receiver,
with 10-90% rise and fall times of <10ns. This performance
level corresponds to a35MHz bandwidth.
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Fig.7

Subframe signal unfiltered (top) and filtered with time constant of
200m (bottom) (expanded time scale).
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Interface Bandwidth Limitation: Consider the subframe carrying an audio word value of 255 in fig.6. In the
upper diagram, the unfiltered subframe represents the signal
transmitted; in the lower diagram, the received signal at the
interface decoder has been filtered with an RC time constant of 200ns. If we define zero-crossing time t
x as the time
taken for the received interface signal to cross the OV detection axis after atransition has occurred at the transmitter,
then t
x depends upon the voltage at the receiver at transmitter transition time, and inter-symbol interference occurs;
ie, zero-crossing time depends on the values of previous
pulse widths.
This phenomenon is shown more clearly in fig.7, which
has an expanded time scale; the zero-crossing time at the
end of cell 4is smaller than that at the end of cell 6(where
the voltage at the receiver has had time to fall to alower
value). When both transmitted and received signals are
known, we can compute the change in zero-crossing times
at each subframe cell boundary by searching for the change
in polarity of the filtered signal.
earAnw£
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Setting V to zero and rearranging gives the zero-crossing
time:
Equation 3:

t
x = RC

UP101

14.0.• me cells

Fig.8

We will now develop an expression for the detected zerocrossing time at agiven transition with aknown history of
previous transition times. Consider fig.9, which shows the
exponential rise of afiltered transition with time-constant
RC. The transmitted signal has apeak "driving" voltage Vd,
while the received voltage has an initial value Vo at the time
of the transition. If we denote the transition time as Os, then
the behavior of the received signal following the transition
can be described by asimple exponential time equation:

ln [1+ H

i

The zero-crossing time evide ttly has adependency upon
the initial voltage Vo at transition time, and this in turn will
depend upon previous pulse widths. If the previous transition in the interface signal occurred at
seconds, then Vo
can be written in terms of t1 and Vi (the voltage at the previous transition):

Variation in cell-edge zero-crossing times across the subframe signal
shown in the bottom of fig.6.

Equation 4:

_
Vo= —Vd+(l/d+ Vi)e

RC

Substituting into Equation 2:
Equation 5:
V = Vd (1- 2e

-—
RC

(1+ 4)
e

RC

+

RC

e

This process can be continued with the next transition time
at -(11+12) seconds, the next at -(t/-1-12+t3) etc., to give:
Equation 6:
V=Vd [1- 2ebr.
-' '(
Fig.9

Exponential rise of filtered interface signal following transmission.

A simple computer program was written to perform this
task, using the filtered data shown in the bottom half of
fig.6. The calculated results (fig.8) indicate that in this
example, the zero-crossing-time variation across the filtered
subframe is about 5Ons; when aseries of ones are transmitted, the peak voltage received at the end of the interface falls,
resulting in areduction in zero-crossing time. The variation
in zero-crossing time results in amodulation of edge timing
in the clock recovered from the interface signal, and this
edge modulation is clearly dependent upon the number of
ones and zeros transmitted in each subframe: instantaneous
recovered clock jitter is dependent upon the audio-word vahse transmitted over the intelface.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

3

1_ II --(`1±1)'
(i. -it 4,)
- +e it: -e lc +...1
e

Hence, we can write the zero-crossing time t
x for the transition at Os in terms of the previous pulse widths ti, 12, t3...:
Equation 7:
t
x =RC1I11
[2 ( - é RtCI-F

e

Using Equation 7, we can now compute the zero-crossing
time at each transition in afiltered interface signal containing several subframes. This yields asignal with asampling
rate equal to the maximum rate of interface transitions; ie,
5.6MHz. In our simulations, we want to map the zerocrossing times of the filtered interface signal to jitter on the
recovered clock at the output of the ADIC. However,
55
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FROM THETA DIGITAL

In 1987 Theta invented anew kind if rririiriririr:rii rair: outboard digital to analog converter.
In 1991, Theta also invent:.

•rsal Laserdisc CD Transport.

Theta introduced to high end audio the concept of products designed to avoid obsolescence;
planned for ease of upgrades und updates.
Even an original DS Pro, eight years later, can be brought up to current, 1996 status, as aGeneration 5a.
Now Theta has invented anew kind of product for high end audio and audio/video systems.
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5.6MHz is too high asampling rate with which to efficiently
compute the effect of such ajitter signal upon any reasonable length of audio data.
In order to reduce the jitter sampling rate to auseful value,
we take advantage of the following argument: In apractical
interface receiver circuit the PLL will usually employ aloop
filter with abreak frequency of <201cHz. If we assume that
the audio sampling rate is much greater than the PLL loop
frequency, then the zero-crossing time to jitter-mapping
operation can be performed by computing arunning average
of the zero-crossing times across two subframes. Thus, the
jitter value associated with apair of adjacent subframes can
be written:
Fig. Il Zero-One sum for twos-complement-coded 16-bit audio word (compare to fig.I I).

Equation 8:
M-1
tjRC

RC

—e

in

2 1—e

-41+ (m2)

RC

_e

RC

m=o
-(4.4-4 +4,3)
RC

where M is the number of transitions averaged across two
subframes, and i
n,
/, 4,2, etc., are the pulse widths prior to
the mth transition.
Note how the effect of previous transitions upon the zerocrossing time at agiven transition diminishes as we move further away from the transition. This allows afurther reduction
in jitter computation time, since we can limit the transition
history taken into account without compromising accuracy.
Before examining the results of simulations that calculate
the jitter on aband-limited interface, let's consider the idea

Fig. 10 Jitter transfer function over audio range -32,000 to +32,000 in steps
of 100 for interface time constant of 100ns.
JITTER TRANSFER 'UNCTION
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Fig.I 1Expanded view of the central portion of fig. I0.
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Fig. 13 Maximum peak jitter plotted against interface RC time constant.

of ajitter transferfunction. Equation 8indicates that the instantaneous jitter value associated with each interface signal
frame depends upon the time between transitions (ie, pulse
widths) during that frame. The pulse widths (either half or
full cell width) in turn depend upon the position of ones
and zeros in the transmitted interface signal.
Given that each audio sample value is represented by a
unique bit pattern when biphase-mark-encoded by the
interface transmitter, it is possible to calculate ajitter value
for each audio sample value transmitted across the bandlimited interface —and represent instantaneous interface jitter as adeterministic function of audio sample value.
Fig.10 shows such amapping for 16-bit audio sample values
in the -32,000 to 32,000 range, in steps of 100, for an RC
time constant of 100ns. Here we have assumed that both
channels carry the same audio value, and that the parity subcode bit is active; the 64 zero-crossing times at each cell
boundary across the frame are calculated and then averaged
to obtain ajitter value for the audio sample value. Fig.11 displays the same transfer function, but with an expanded horizontal scale over the -400 to 400 audio word range, in steps
of one.
The largest change in zero-crossing time occurs as the
audio word value moves through zero; je, changes sign. This
is due to the twos-complement representation of the audio
word within each subframe. The jitter exhibits astaircase-like
transfer function as the audio word value moves away from
zero; in fact, the zero-crossing time exhibits astrong dependence upon the difference between the number of zeros and
ones in the 16-bit audio word. Fig.12 shows such a"ZeroOne sum" across the -400 to 400 word range, with clear
similarities to fig.11 (the sum extends to ±17 for the 16-bit
audio word, because the parity subcode bit is active). With
this approximation we can develop asimpler expression for
57
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Consider the case when we transmit only zeros across the
interface (even in the preamble): ti, t2, t3, etc, will all equal
t
e
., and Equation 7reduces to:

J1 VIT11

Equation 9:

ln [
1+e

t
xo=

•14
R.

A similar expression occurs for the all-ones case, where ti,
t2, tj, etc. =

04

100
04010.4

140

Fig.I 6Jitter signal from fig.lIS filtered using second-order Butterworth lowpass filter with I
kHz corner-frequency,

Equation 10:

1n [

ti =

2
_

1 + L'

Subtracting Equation 9from Equation 10 yields the approximate peak jitter due to aband-limited interface:
Equation 11:

'
RC

1+

RC
2

in

lc
e 2RC

[
1 + e RC

This function is plotted in fig.13 for RC up to 400ns. We can
use this approximation to scale the Zero-One sum shown in
fig.12 to obtain the approximate jitter transfer function of
fig.14. Note how similar this plot is to fig.11 (calculated using
the average jitter model of Equation 8) in both scale and
shape, indicating the fundamental dependence of interface
jitter upon the Zero-One sum of the transmitted audio word.
Having developed expressions for jitter based upon the bit
JITTER TON4Srel/

3010-0I« MONA.

%Wily

-40
0
ee.114 1144,414 4•18.14

FigI4 Jitter transfer function calculated using Zero-One model for RC = 100ns.

Fig. 17 FFT-derived spectrum of fig. IS jitter signal.

pattern across adjacent interface subframes, we are now in a
position to simulate aband-limited interface transmission
and examine the resultant jitter signal for sinusoidal audio
data. Fig.15 shows adithered sinusoidal audio signal of
997Hz and peak amplitude OdBFS, and the corresponding
jitter signal for an interface time constant of 10Ons. At first
glance, the jitter signal appears to be noise-like, but when it
is low-pass filtered (simulating ahypothetical PLL filter), the
jitter is shown to be highly correlated with the audio (fig.16),
despite an audio frequency that maximizes the number of
PCM codes excited in the time domain. 5This is confirmed
by computing the Fourier transform of the windowed and
filtered jitter signal (fig.17), revealing strong spectral lines at
the fundamental and third harmonic. (Throughout this article, the OdB reference level in the jitter spectra is set to 1
ns
peak jitter.)
A similar jitter spectrum computed for a—70dB dithered
997Hz audio signal is shown in fig.18, where even stronger
first and third harmonics are indicated. The increasing correlation between audio and jitter signals as the audio level is
reduced is expected, since the audio signal spends aproportionately longer time in the crossover region of the jitter
transfer function. Meitner and Gendron6 have also found
that the jitter spectrum in adecoded interface signal has a
strong dependency upon audio level, but they account for
this behavior in terms of power-supply artifacts or "logicinduced modulation." In truth, power-supply—related jitter
in an interface decoder will resemble jitter due to band limitation, though the results presented here suggest that the
band-limitation model compares well to jitter measured in
practical circuits.
Comparison of Measured Results with Simulations:
Using the techniques discussed above, we will now compare
the results of simulations with measured results from the

Fig. IS 997Hz audio signal at OdBF5 (top) and corresponding jitter signal for
interface time constant of I
0Ons and no PLL filtering (bottom).
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5 Robert A. Finger, "Review of Frequencies and Levels for Digital Audio
Performance Measurements," JAES, January/February 1986, Vo134, pp.36-48.
6 Ed Meitner and Robert Gendron, "Time Distortions Within Digital Audio
Equipment Due to Integrated Circuit Logic Induced Modulation Products," presented at the 91 st AES Convention, New York, October 1991, Preprint 3105.
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V= peak measured voltage on varicap control pin;
andfj= jitter frequency.
Integrating across one quarter-cycle offj yields the peak jitter
tj at this frequency:
Equation 14:

ti=

The varicap sensitivity kcan be determined by decoupling the PLL feedback loop and monitoring clock frequency under direct control of aDC voltage applied to the
control pin. Hence, by measuring the control voltage on
the varicap using an analog/digital converter (ADC), and
scaling and integrating this signal to follow the law of
Equation 14, we have an indirect measure of interface jitter. (Note that although the control voltage in the PLL
provides auseful indicator of interface jitter, it will not
reveal jitter in the PLL VCO itself above the closed-loop
cutoff frequency of the loop, or jitter sources between PLL
and convener).
Fig.19a-e shows measured jitter spectra when aCD player's digital output is connected to the experimental interface
receiver. The interface signal carries the same audio data in
both channels, corresponding to a 1
kHz tone at OdBFS,
—20dBFS, —40dEFS, and —60dBFS undithered, and
—80.65dBFS dithered, respectively. (These signals were
obtained using the Hi-Fi News & Record Review Test Disc 2.)
Each jitter spectrum consists of alarge fundamental harmonic of the audio signal as well as higher harmonics and
noise superimposed upon the frequency response of the
PLL loop filter. Note the changes in the relative magnitudes
of the harmonics, as well as the absolute jitter level, as the
magnitude of the audio signal changes.
These measured results can be directly compared to simulations of the recovered clock-jitter spectra for the same audio

Fig. 18 FFT-derived jitter spectrum associated with 997Hz sinewave at
—70dBFS. Note stronger jitter components at I
kHz and 3kHz.

experimental interface receiver of fig.4. This circuit allows
the instantaneousfrquern),of the recovered clock to be measured by monitoring the control voltage on the varicap
diode. In order to recover the jitter signal on the clock, we
must convert the instantaneous frequency signal to atiming
error. Consider a frequency deviation M in a recovered
clock of nominal frequencyf();
over atime period dt, the timing error tj can be written:
Equation 12:

ef

t=Tdt
o
lithe measured frequency deviation is sinusoidal, the corresponding jitter frequency is also sinusoidal and of the same
frequency, and M can be written:
Equation 13:

=kVsin(2 irfit)
where:

k= PLL varicap control voltage sensitivity (Hz/V);

(a)
,1111111110.

,••••••

, Fig. 19 Measured jitter spectra at interface
receiver for !kHz audio signals at
a) OdBFS, b) —20dBFS. c) —40dBFS,
d) —60dBFS, and e) —80.65dBFS.

(d)
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lits is Bits
In general, the simulations show good agreement ,
Attli
the measured results; the only discrepancies appear as lowlevel tones in the measured jitter spectra at 230Hz, 1.6kHz,
and 2.1kHz. These tones are also present in ajitter measurement taken while no CD was playing, but while the
receiver was still locked to the digital interface signal (fig21).
These frequencies are due to factors not taken into account
in the software model: the first frequency can be accounted
for by considering the change in the subframe preîmble
when achannel status block begins every 192 frames ;it is
possible that the 1.6kHz and 2.1kHz components are jitter
artifacts inherent to the ADIC employed.
Finally, fig22 shows the jitter noisefloor of the measurement system, obtained with the input of the ADC connected to ground (note the expanded amplitude scale in this diagram). The low level ofjitter in this measurement indicates
that the measurement system employed has not compromised the accuracy of the results obtained above.
The good agreement achieved between practice and theory allows us to make predictions about the audibility ofjitter errors in conversion electronics, based upon the bandlimited interface jitter model developed above. An important result to note from the measurements is the high degree
of correlation that can occur between audio and jitter signals. It is instructive to audition the PLL control voltage in
an interface receiver after suitable amplification; the audio
signal transmitted over the interface can be clearly heard
(although it is noisy and highly distorted) as the PLL
attempts to track jitter on the received interface signal (a
phenomenon also reported by van Willenswaard).
The authors have found that track 2of the Hi-Fi News &
Record Review Test Disc 2is particularly useful in this experiment, since it includes sections where identical signals are
recorded in and out of phase across two stereo channels. The
in-phase version is heard as amuch louder signal at the PLL
control voltage, since the PCM twos-complement—coded outof-phase signal has azero Zero-One sum across one interface
frame. A clock used in an A/D or D/A conversion process
that suffers from jitter that is highly correlated with the audio

Fig 21 Measured jitter spectrum with receiver locked but no CD playing.

Fig.22 Jitter measurement noise floor.

signals (fig20a-e). The simulations were obtained using the
theory developed in "Interface Bandwidth Limitation"
(above), with aminor change: the average jitter model outlined above calculates the jitter based on interface signal transitions at every cell edge, while the Philips SAA7274 ADIC
employed in the experimental receiver controls the PLL via
timing errors at each ettgative-going transition. The simulation
software was adjusted accordingly. Results were obtained
using an interface time constant of 65ns and afirst-order
PLL loop filter with break frequency set to 1
kHz.

(a)

7AES3-1985, ibid.
8Peter van Winenswaard, Sienvrhile, November 1990, Vol.13 NoII, pp.78-83.

(b)

(c)
Fig.20 Simulated interface jitter spectra for interface time constant of 65ns and a I
kHz
audio signals at a) OdBFS, b) —20dBFS.
c) —40dBFS, d) —60dBFS, and
e) —80.65dBFS.

(d)
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signal can cause distortion tones that are audibly more objectionable than noise modulation that would otherwise occur
for noise-like jitter. (See "Audibility ofJitter Errors.")
The measured results for the experimental interface
imply atime constant of about 65ns. This is interesting in
that the interface signal used in the experiments exhibited
risetimes in the order of lOns at the receiver input when
observed using ahigh-bandwidth oscilloscope. However, a
band-limitation at any stage in the interface will cause jitter
in the embedded clock signal, even if the interface signaltransition edges are subsequently cleaned up. Every stage in
the interface —transmitter, link, and receiver — is apossible
source of band-limitation, and thus jitter. We believe that an
equivalent time constant of 65ns within the ADIC IC was
responsible for the jitter observed in the experiments.
Interface Noise: Besides increasing the (low) possibility of
amplitude errors, interface noise can also be the cause of
timing jitter in aband-limited interface. Consider alink
with atime constant of RC, where, at the zero-crossing
points, the rate of change of the received interface signal will
be equal to Vd/RC (where Vd is the transmitter driving
voltage). Thus, peak interface noise of v„ results in ajitter
noise of peak amplitude given by:
Equation 15:

tinotie= RC I
vd I
Hence, apeak interface noise 20dB below the driving
voltage and atime constant of 100ns will result in lOns peak
jitter due to the noise source. This is of the same order of
magnitude as the jitter due to inter-symbol interferencetec
given by Equation 11 and plotted in fig.13. In practice, jitter
due to noise will be wideband, and hence will be largely
attenuated by the
filter at the receiver. This behavior can
be contrasted with jitter due to inter-symbol interference,
which will not be heavily attenuated for moderate
cutoff frequencies. This argument is given weight by fig21,
which shows the measured jitter spectrum in the experimental receiver for constant audio data (ie, no inter-symbol
interference). Here, the jitter is shown to be lower than for
the measurements taken with CD-audio tone tracks transmitted over the interface (fig.19), even though the same
noise-jitter mechanism is present in both circumstances.
However, note that the noise-jitter mechanism can also cause
problems with the recovered clock at the receiver output
after the
and all clock circuitry between the
and
converter requires high-speed, low-noise characteristics.

PLL

PLL

PLL,

PLL

Interface Slew-Rate Imbalance: Another jitter mechanism that can cause problems with biphase-mark coded
interface signals is asymmetrical slew rates across the link. If
the receiver recovers the embedded interface clock by
detecting transitions at every cell edge, as in our original
detection model, the difference between the number of
positive-going and negative-going detection transitions
across aframe will depend upon the number of ones and
zeros (and hence the audio word) transmitted. In the limit,
the jitter due to slew-rate imbalance will equal the difference between the negative- and positive-going (slew-limited) zero-crossing times. Consider an interface signal with
positive- and negative-going slew rates (Vsr+ and Vsr _,
respectively). The peak jitter due to slew-rate imbalance will
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

be:
Equation 16:
t.

=

UM I 1
2

1 I

IIV sR4.1

Thus, for an interface signal detected using 74HC logic
circuitry, where Vd =2.5V and positive- and negative-going
slew rates are 0.5V/ns and 1V/ns respectively, then
Equation 16 gives the peak jitter due to slew imbalance as
125ns. Moreover, since the ratio of positive- to negativegoing cell edges is dependent upon the transmitted audio
word value, the jiter is likely to have strong components at
audio frequencies.
The problem of slew-rate imbalance interface jitter can be
solved by only detecting interface transitions in one direction.
This is the approach adopted in the SAA7274 ADIC used in
the experimental receiver circuit, where monitoring the signal on pin 4using an oscilloscope reveals that only negativegoing interface transitions are used to recover the embedded
clock.

J
ITTER ERROR MODELS

To assess the consequences of jitter in aD/A conversion
process, we require aDAC jitter-error model. liarris has
developed an analytical model for jitter in ADCs, but the
error mechanism in aDA process is different and depends
upon the specific DAC architecture employed. In this section we present error models for two classes of DAC (these
models are essentially the same as those presented by
Hawksford n).
First, we consider aNyquist-sampling DAC with asample-and-hold unit, in which each of the individual sample
values input to the DAC are held until the next sample
arrives; we term this a"100% sample DAC." Second, an
"impulsive" D/A conversion process is considered, where
consecutive output samples do not overlap. This model
approximates apulse-density modulation (PDM) conversion
strategy as used by Philips in their oversampled and noiseshaped "Bitstream" converters. The error models' accuracy is
established by comparing simulated results against actual
measurements on physical DACs where jitter has been purposely introduced into the interface. This is important: the
error models are used to make predictions about the audibility ofjitter artifacts. (See "Audibility ofJitter Errors.")
100% Sample DAC: A 100% sample DAC holds the value
of agiven sample at its output until anew sample arrives.
Thus, timing error at the transition between adjacent samples results in areconstructed analog signal with an "error
area" directly proportional to the product of the sample timing jitter and the difference between the sample values
(fig23a). If we denote the normalized sample values as An
and corresponding jitter values tin,then if the jitter amplitude is small compared to the sampling period t, we can
form an error sequence e
n by scaling the error area by the
sampling period:
9It is possible that this kind of mechanism is responsible for the reported soundquality differences between different families of logic chips.
—JA
10 S. Harris, "The Effects of Sampling Clock Jitter on Nyquist Sampling Analogto-Digital Converters, and on Oversampling Delta-Sigma ADCs," JAES,
July/August 1990, Vo138, pp.537-542.
11 M.O. Hawksford, "Digital-to-Analog Converter with Low Inter-Sample
Transition Distortion and Low Sensitivity to Sample Jitter and Transresistance
Amplifier Slew Rate," presented at the 93rd AES Convention, San Francisco,
October 1992.
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Equation 17:

en = [A n —A n_i]
t
s

This analysis is similar to Blesser's apprsach in examining
slew limiting in DAC output stages. The frequencydomain representation EipownW of this error sequence can
be obtained by taking the discrete Fourier transform of e
n:
Equation 18:
E166010 (j - = glen)

f
se(
[
An—An_d t
in )
N-1

—i2rfnts

—fsl [An— An_ii t
in e
t1=-0

where: .
7is the discrete Fourier operator,
N is the number of samples forming the discrete error
sequence;
fcan take on values of kfiN where kis an integer;
iis the complex variable ,
i
(-1).
Equation 18 indicates that the error spectrum for the
100% model should involve intermodulation components at

signal/jitter sum and difference frequencies; this can be confirmed by simulating ajitter error signal using the model.
Fig24a shows the unjittered spectrum of a 16-bit-quantized, OdBFS, 10,001Hz audio signal, where the choice of
excitation frequency has led to aflat quantization noisefloor
even though no dither has been used. Fig24b shows the
same signal, but now corrupted by alkHz jitter signal of
peak amplitude lOns. As expected, the error components in
the jittered spectrum occur as sidebands at 10kHz ±1kHz at
approximately —71dBFS.
The A11—A 11 1factor in Equation 18 makes the magnitude
of the error spectrum roughly proportional to the frequency as well as the amplitude of the audio signal. This is illustrated in the simulated error spectrum of fig24c for a
OdBFS, 2001Hz sinusoid, again jittered at lkHz; due to the
fivefold drop in excitation frequency, the sidebands are now
approximately 14dB lower than the 10kHz example.

.
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12 BA Blesser,"1>ginz.mon of Audio." JAES, October 1978, Vo126.
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Fig.23 DAC jitter error models: a) 100% sample DAC (top); b) Impulsive
sample DAC (bottom).
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(c)
Fig.24 Simulated jitter error spectra for 100% DAC model (from
top to bottom): a) I
0,001Hz at OdBFS audio, no jitter;
b) I
0,001Hz at OdBFS audio, I
Ons peak, IkHz jitter;
c) 2001 Hz at OdBFS audio, I
Ons peak, IkHz jitter.
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565

Meridian Surround Sound Processor

The Meridian 565 is the first digital processor specifically designed for
high performance music and movie surround sound.
This means that for the first time audiophiles can make the greatest
music and hear the finest movie sound from the same system, in the
same room.
Meridian Audio, pioneers of digital audio for the home, have complete
audio and video systems which can be used in one room or around the
house, all easily controlled from our master handset.
At last, one solution —only with Meridian Digital Theatre Tm
The Meridian 565, now available with Dolby AC-3, has been voted the
European Surround Sound Processor of the Year and has also been
awarded the Home Entertainment Editor's award for excellence.
Find out why by calling :
Meridian America Inc
3800 Camp Creek Parkway
Building 2400, Suite 112
Atlanta, GA 30331
Tel (404) 344-7111 Fax (404) 346-7111
BOOTH ROYD STUART

/MERIDIAN

Meridian Audio is represented in Canada by:
Canorus Inc., 43 Tranby Ave, Toronto, M5R IN4 Tel (416) 972 0320 Fax (416) 972 0330
"Lucasfilm" and -THX - are registered trademarks of Lucasfilm Ltd.
'Dolby", ProLogic" and the double-D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
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Fig.25 Test setup for measuring DAC sensitivity to interface litter

Additional simulations not shown here have revealed that
the error spectrum for a100% DAC is almost identical to
that obtained from the ADC jitter model developed by
Harris:3
The accuracy of the error model can be verified by performing measurements with physical DACs where aknown
jitter signal is introduced into the digital interface signal; this
technique has also been used by Peter van Willenswaard: 4
Fig25 shows the test arrangement used. A CD transport's
digital output is connected to acustom digital interface unit,
which comprises atransmitter and areceiver circuit very
similar to that shown in fig.4. The receiver locks on to the
incoming digital interface signal and passes the unscrambled
data to the transmitter, which performs acomplementary
function and outputs an interface signal to the DAC under
examination. Now the edge timing on the output of the
transmitter is controlled by the recovered clock in the
receiver, so applying signals to the control voltage on the
receiver PLL allows direct injection ofjitter into the digital
interface signal.
In the following tests we introduce sinusoidal jitter to the
interface timing by connecting asignal generator to the PLL
control voltage. (Note that the PLL control voltage governs
instantaneous clock frequency, so we must follow the law of
Equation 14 in order to accurately predict injected jitter
amplitude.) The DAC output is then digitized using a16-bit
ADC with an independent clock, and analyzed for jitter-related
artifacts using aPC.
Fig26a shows the output spectrum from the test DAC
using aOdBFS, 10kHz CD test tone with no jitter introduced into the interface. (The test unit in this example was
the Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC of 16-bit, 4x-oversampiing design.) The spectrum is quite pure, with asecond harmonic at —96dB relative to the fundamental (the line at
2kHz is due to an idle tone in the ADC). Now consider the
measured spectra shown in fig26b, where 1
kHz, lOns peak
jitter has been introduced into the digital datastream, causing sidebands to appear at approximately —73dBFS either
side of the fundamental. A second measurement is presented in fig26c, using the same jitter signal, but this time
employing aCD test tone of 2kHz. Both measurements
show good agreement with the simulations in terms of both
relative levels (within 3dB) and spectral shape, and verify the
accuracy of the 100% DAC jitter model.
'This jitter-injection method can also be used to assess the
performance of the PLL filter employed in the interface
13 Harris, ibid.
14 Peter van Willenswaard, Slenvphile, October 1991, Vol.14 No.10, pp.63-69.
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receiver inside the DAC; if the jitter frequency is increased
while maintaining constant amplitude, the amplitude of the
error sidebands also remains constant until the break frequency of the loop is encountered. This technique was used
to determine that the PLL cutoff frequency of the Musical
Fidelity DAC was approximately 5kHz, implying that any
jitter components below this frequency won't be attenuated
by this particular unit, and will contribute to jitter error at
the DAC.
Impulsive Sample DAC: We now progress to the impulsive DAC model, in which digital data samples are output as
weighted impulses with no interaction between adjacent
samples (fig23b). The output impulses are infinitesimally
narrow and occur at asampling rate j; (44.1kHz in our simulations). Of course, this is atheoretical construct; no prac-

•01Te MOO 171,
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flovet. .11

10•

(c)
Fig.26 Musical Fidelity Digilog, I
6-bit, 4x-oversampled 100% DAC:
measured jitter error spectra for (from top to bottom):
a) 10,001Hz at OdBFS audio, no jitter; b) 10,001Hz at OdBFS
audio, I
ans peak. IkHz jitter; c) 200IHz at ClidBFS audio, I
Ons
peak, I
kHz jitter.
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MODEL 900
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How does a U.S. built stereo component receive a "Best Buy" status in Japan?
Probably by being very, very good! Hear the incomparably musical Poly fusion HDCD
D/A Converters and experience the breathtaking realism of precision digital audio.
The Direct Driven" Model 905 has its own
controls and MOS-FET output stage to
drive your power amp directly. The Model
805 works through your (or better yet, our)
preamp.
Our specs are extremely impressive, but
our sound defies description.

poliz.iFusioN cluck30 Ward Road
HDCD

Lancaster,

New York 14086 USA

and High Definition Compatible Digital

Phone (716) 681-3040

Fax (716) 681-2763

are registered trademarks of Pacific Microsonics, Inc.

tical DAC would be able to create such an output pulse
train. Nevertheless, the impulsive model fairly approximates
aheavily oversampled PDM DAC (tg, Philips Bitstream)
subject to ajitter process, where each 44.1kHz audio sample
is represented by many discrete output pulses, each of unit
amplitude and each subject to the saine timing error.
Referring to fig23b, the continuous error signal e„ duc to
one audio sample A„ jittered by tj„ can be written:
Equation 19:

e
n = An [ (fits -ti ll )-&(nts
)]
where 8(0 corresponds to aDirac impulse at time t.
Hence the discrete error spectra due to asequence e,, is:
Equation 20:N

en e
-i2Efilts

This is best illustrated by comparing error spectra for the
two models when a lkHz tone is jittered by wideband
white noise (fig27). The error spectra for the 100% model
are essentially flat with frequency; the impulsive error rises
with frequency at 6dB/octave (the exact frequency at which
the two curves intersect depends upon the audio signal frequency and the statistical properties of the jitter noise).
The accuracy of the impulsive DAC jitter error model
can be confirmed by comparing simulated (fig28a-c) and
measured (fig29a-c) results for the same signals used in
"100% Sample DAC" (fig26a-c). The measured results,
made using aMeridian 203 Bitstream DAC, clearly show
good agreement (within 2dB) with the simulations. The jitter injection interface was also employed to determine that
the cutoff frequency of the Meridian PLL was higher than
10kHz.
The same measurement made on another Bitstream D/A

n=0
.0411•01,
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Now if we assume that the jitter interval tj„ is very much less
than the sampling interval t
s
,then:
(a)

Equation 21:
Iule

11011ff rrr

fmrso rum° um.)

N-1
=

f>An ti n e

i2ir

n=0

i
2 lrf

ntjn)

Thus, the error spectra are simply the Fourier Transforms
of the product sequence Ant
.
„, scaled to rise with frequency.
Equation 21 can be compared to the error spectra obtained
for the 100% DAC model (Equation 18); intermodulation
between signal and jitter frequencies is still expected in the
impulsive error spectra, but the intermodulation components will have different weights than those obtained from
the 100% model.
emplIeu. e1/

100

(b)

40114 , 001111T bre

(c)

100

IWO

10000

Fig.27 Simulated 'A-octave-smoothed error spectra for IkHz.OdBFS tone
littered by lOns peak white noise; flat curve is 100% DAC model;
upward-sloping curve is impulsive DAC model.
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Fig.28 Simulated jitter error spectra for impulsive DAC model
(from top to bottom): a) 10,001Hz at OdBFS audio, no jitter:
b) 10,001 Hz at OdBFS audio, I
Ons peak. I
kHz jitter:
c) 200IHz at OdBFS audio, lOns peak. IkHz jitter.
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Pushing the Envelope.
Introducing the Threshold T3

For over twenty years,

Threshold has been breaking
new ground in the design and
manufacture of reference quality
audio components.

The new T 3takes the company's
commitment to absolute quality
to anew level. Not only does
the T 3offer the visual elegance
and technical virtuosity tradi-

tionally found in all Threshold
products; it does so at avery
reasonable price. The T 3truly
pushes the envelope — that of
value—to new limits.

Threshold

Look for the T 3at select dealer
locations.

Te& TSe4Ze4
Remote Control
Preamplifier

Threshold Corporation
7325 Roseville Road, Sacramento, CA 95842
Phone (916) 348-0600, Fax (916) 348-0678

Bits is Bits
processor, the Audiolab 8000 DAC, reveals no jitter error at
all (fig30); this is due to the superb PLL performance of this
model, offering a(claimed) closed-loop cutoff frequency of
just 13Hz, where all audio-frequency interface jitter will be
attenuated to inaudible levels. (Note that the noise seen at
400Hz in this diagram is due to aground-loop problem in
the test apparatus.)
The greatest differences between 100% and impulsive
DAC jitter errors occur when the signal frequency is low.
Figs31 and 32 show simulations and measurements, respectively, for aOdBFS, 100Hz audio signal jittered by lOns,
4kHz sinusoidal jitter. The jitter error is about 30dB higher
in the impulsive (Bitstream) DAC. Thus, audible noise
modulation can occur when impulsive DACs are jittered
while reproducing low-frequency audio signals, and this
may well be the reason some reports have suggested thil
Bitstream DACs lack "dynamics" and "rhythm and pace,"

..•11

1001 PUNY IV.

aer camocs. area

(a)

Fig.30 Audiolab 8000 Bitstream DAC: measured jitter error spectra for
10,00IHz at OdBFS audio. I
Ons peak. I
kHz jitter. Note the absence of
error sidebands at 9kHz and IIkHz.

since most of the rhythmic content in music occurs at low
frequencies and can be of high peak level.
In addition, practical low-bit DACs often possess high levels of high-frequency quantization noise that has been
shaped away from the audio band, and if very-high-frequency jitter is introduced into such aconversion process, intermodulation products can fall back down into the audio band,
causing further degradation of dynamic range and noise
modulation. 6 (Our simulations employ asampling rate of
44.1kHz, and thus can not model such secondary jitter artifacts.)
Analogy to Phase-Intermodulation distortion in
Audio Amplifiers: Amplitude errors caused by timing jitter at the ADC or DAC gateway can be examined in a
wider perspective by comparing the jitter-error mechmnsm
with artifacts found in analog electronics. Hawksford i has
shown that jitter errors in DACs can be compared to slewrate limiting in transimpedance amplifiers located at DAC
outputs. The jitter-error mechanism can also be likened to
phase-intermodulation distortion (PID) in analog amplifiers. ()tale has shown that PID occurs when open-loop
amplitude non-linearity in afeedback amplir is mapped
to aclosed-loop phase non-linearity. Cordell refined the
PID model by writing the timing error t(x) in the phase-distorted output voltage xfrom afeedback amplifier in terms
of the normalized open-loop non-linearity e(x) and closedloop cutoff frequency f
0;
19

-40

100

,r—
(b)

Equation 22:

t(x)=;,(
;),,,

If we substitute typical values of c(x,,,,c)= 1% (0.01) and
fc,= 1MHz for an IC operational amplifier, we find that the
peak timing error is equal to 1.6ns. This is of the same order
of magnitude as the jitter found in digital audio interfaces. It

(c)
Fig.29 Meridian 203 Bitstream DAC: measured jitter error spectra
for (from top to bottom): a) 10,00IHz at OdBFS audio, no
jitter; b) 10.00IHz at OdBFS audio, I
Ons peak. IkHz jitter;
c) 200IHz at OdBFS audio, IOns peak, IkHz jitter.
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15 Martin Colloms, Hi-Fi News & Record Review, October 1989, pp.83-85.
16 B. Adams, "Continents on 'Chaos, Oversampling and Noise-Shaping in
13igital-to-Analog Conversion'," JAES, October 1990, Letter to the Editor, Vol.38,
pp.766-768.
17 M.O. Hawksford, "Digital-to-Analog Converter with Low Inter-Sample
Transition Distortion and Low Sensitivity to Sample Jitter and Transresistance
Amplifier Slew Rate," presented at the 93rd AES Convention, San Francisco,
October 1992.
18 M. Otala, "Feedback-Generated Phase Intermodulation in Audio Amplifiers,"
presented at the 65th AES Convention, February 1980, Preprint 1576.
19 M. Otala, "Phase Modulation and Intermodulation in Feedback Audio
Amplifiers," presented at the 68th AES Convention, March 1981, Preprint 1751.
20 R.R. Cordell, "Phase Intennodulation Distortion —Instrumentation and
Measurement Results," presented at the 70th AES Convention, October 1981,
Preprint 1842.
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The ultimate blind test:
Can you see the music?
The blind test: you don't know which brand of speakers
is which or how much they cost. You can judge the speakers
only by the music they produce. The true test of aloudspeaker,
though, is not just how musical it sounds, but how accurately
it recreates the sound stage... its ability to place the performers
accurately, left to right and front to back
Introducing the KEF Reference Series for 1995, with KEF's
patented Uni-Q0 technology Uni-Q places the tweeter in the
center of the woofer, allowing both high and low frequencies
to reach your ears at the proper time— the vital element in
creating arealistic sound stage.
Once you hear KEF's new Reference, the challenge
of choosing the right loudspeakers won't be so daunting.
You can do it with your eyes closed.

The REF Reference Series: Mom left lo right) Models One, Three, Four, and Two.
Shown in Rusewixkl finish. Also available in Ruscita Burr or Black Ash.

The Science of Loudspeakers

OFF Elecnomcs of Amenca Inc 89 Doug BMW, Way HollIslon M001746 lel 508 429 3600 Fax 508 429 3699 De4nbuled In Canada by Pro Acuusles Canada Lld Tel 514 344-1226 Fay 514 344-4760

is also of interest that atypical analog transfer function nonlinearity will result in PID where the timing error is highly
correlated with the audio signal. This observation lends
weight to the analogy made between PID and digital audio
interface jitter, where we have shown that the jitter resulting
from aband-limited digital interface can also strongly correlate with the transmitted audio signal. Of course, PID in
analog amplifiers is intimately linked with closed-loop
amplitude non-linearity, and is not in itself acause of additional error, while jitter in digital audio interfaces is asource
of error in AID or D/A conversion.
Nevertheless, the analogy between PID timing error and
interface jitter is useful if the overall timing error in asystem
is to be minimized; there is little point in minimizing digital audio interface jitter if the analog circuitry preceding or
following conversion is of poor quality. In general, it is
rewarding to make comparisons between analog and digital
system artifacs„,an exercise that has shown interesting
results before.— In truth, the boundaries between analog
and digital systems are not as clear-cut as they may at first
appear. and we encourage system appraisal in aglobal sense.

AUDIBILITY OF J
ITTER ERRORS

How much jitter is tolerable in areconstructed stereo PCM
transmission? One of the earliest studiq of the audible consequences of jitter is due to Manson,- who carried out a
21 M.J. Hawksford, "Fuzzy Distortion in Analog. Amplifiers: A L
to
Information Transmission?," .11ES, October 1983, VoI31, pp.745-754.
22 M.J. Hawksford, "Nth.-Order Recursive Sigma-ADC Machinery at the
Analogue-Digital (iateway," presented at the 78th AES Convention, May 1985,
Preprint 2248.
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series of tests using amonophonic analog signal input to a
sampling device with a stable clock. The sampled (but
unquantized) audio signal is then converted back to the analog domain using asample-and-hold unit with acontrolled
amount of clock jitter, and auditioned. Manson suggests that
35ns RMS jitter represents the threshold of subjective
impairment using critical source material. However, we
believe that several factors make this an unrealistically high
figure of "minimum audible jitter."
First, Manson's experiments were carried out using a
monophonic test signal. Much evidence suggests that the
audibility of low-level distortion (as would be caused by jitter) increases when music is reproduced in stereo, as
acoustic objects are now perceived in two-dimensional
space, and masking of errors by the primary signal is not so
effective. Second, these tests were carried out some time
ago, using tape recordings; the advances in reproduction
equipment now available to the consumer should result in a
lower threshold.
A better estimate of the audible jitter threshold can be
obtained by examining the jitter error sequence, and assuming that it will be inaudible if below the level of quantization
noise present in t,I2e system for any possible excitation frequency. Lidbetter" thus arrives at avalue of 120 picoseconds
for a16-bit, 100% sample DA,,C, and ap incrediWy low 8ps
for a20-bit system. Shelton: . Fourre, Harris: van Wil23 C. Manson, "Digital Sound Signals: Subjective Effect of TUning Jitter," BBC
Research Depamnent Engineering Report 1974/11 (March 1974).
24 PS. LidIxtter, "Basic Concepts and Problems of Synchmnization of Digital
Audio Systems," presented at the 84th AES Convention, March 1988, Preprint
2605.
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Fig.3I Simulated jitter error spectra for 100.01 Hz at OdBFS.
lOns peak. 4kHz jitter, for a) 100% DAC model (top) and
b) impulsive model (bottom).
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(b)
Fig.32 Measured jitter error spectra for 100.0IHz at OdBFS, I
Ons
peak, 4kHz jitter, for a) Musical Fidelity Digilog (top) and
b) Meridian 203 (bottom).
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n'eque0r,s

Fig.33 Audibility of spectrally flat TPD I
6-bit dither.Top curve is interpolated
from the minimally audible field threshold data of 150226. with OdB
equivalent to asound-pressure level of 112dB at 1m per loudspeaker.

lenswaard, 29 and the recommendations embodied in
AES11-1991 29 all quote similar values.
Are these lower limits reasonable? How audible is jitter
25 T Shelton, "Synchronization of 13iital Audio," Proceedings of the AES 7th
International Conference: Audio in Digital 7imis (Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 1989).
26 R.D. Fourre, "Testing 20-Bit Audio Digital-to-Analog Converters,"
Proceedings of the AES 7th International Conference: Audio in Digital Thns
(Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 1989).
27 Peter van Willenswaard, Sionvphile, November 1988, Vail No.11, pp.51-53.
28 S. Harris, "The Effects of Sampling Clock Jitter on Nyquist Sampling Analogto-Digital Converters, and on Oversampling Delta-Sigma AI)Cs," JAES,
July/August 1990, Vol.38, pp.537-542.
29 AES11-1991, "AES Recommended Practice for Digital Audio Engineering —
Synchronization of Digital Audio Equipment in Studio Operations," JAES, March
1991, VoL39, pp.156-162.

when its level is at the quantization noisefloor? An attractive
approach to answering these questions is to model the hearing process itself, ie, find out whether agiven jitter error is
below the masked threshold due to tisjittered audio signal
—a method adopted by Julian Dunn. Correspondingly, a
simple hearing model was developed in order to assess the
audibility ofjitter in aband-limited interface.
Our model assumes that the error due to jitter is inaudible if it is below the threshold of hearing (minimally audible field) at all frequencies. This approach will yield pessimistic results as far as error audibility is concerned, since
the additional masking effect of signal tones is not considered, although masking of low-frequency noise by high-frequency tones is minimal. Recent work by Bob Stuart suggests that the audibility of errors in isolation may well be of
higher significance than has previously been thought.
We define the threshold of hearing in the frequency
domain by Ressing acubic spline through the threshold data
of IS0226 and scaling by the gain of atypical audio system under critical listening conditions such that "OdB" refers
to asound-pressure level of 112dB at 1m per speaker.' The
error signal is then integrated at each frequency bin across a
bandwidth defined by the equivalent rectangular noise
30 J. Dunn, "Considerations for Interfacing Digital Audio Equipment to the
Standards AES3, AES5 and AES11," Proceedings of the AES 10th International
Conference: linage ofAudio (London 1991).
31 J.IL Stuart, Hi-Fi Niles &Record Revielv, January 1991, Letter to the Editor, p.15.
32 IS0226:1987, "Acoustics —Normal Equal-Loudness Level Contours for Pure
Tones under Free-Field Listening Conditions," 1987.
33 J.R. Stuart, "Predicting the Audibility, Detectability, and Loudness of Errors in
Audio Systems," presented at the 91st AES Convention, New York, October 1991,
Preprint 3209.
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Fig.34 Simulated jitter errors for RPD white jitter noise: a) 20kHz at
OdBFS, 180ps peak jitter, 100% DAC (top); b) 100Hz at
OdBFS. 550ps peak jitter, impulsive DAC (bottom).
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(h)
Fig.35 Simulated worst-case jitter errors for sinusoidal jitter: a) 22khz
at OcIBFS, 20ps peak jitter at 18.5k1-1z (top); b) impulsive DAC,
100Hz at OdBFS, 75ps peak jitter at 4kHz (bottom).
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Fig.36 Simulated band-limited interface jitter errors with no PLL filtering: a) 20kHz at OcIFSFS, 100% DAC. interface time constant
4Ons (top); b) 9.8kHz at OdBFS, impulsive DAC, interface time

Fig.37 Simulated band-limited interface jitter errors with 2nd-order
IkHz PLL filter: a) 7kHz at OdBFS. 100% DAC, interface time

constant SOns (bottom).

bandwidth at that frequency, and compared to the threshold.
Fig33 indicates the audibility of 16-bit triangular probability-density (TPD) flat dither noise assessed in this manner,
clearly showing the dither to be audible in the 2-6kHz frequency range: this is simibr to the result achieved by Stuart
in fig2 of his AES paper:
We can use the error-audibility model to assess the validity of these claimed limits to jitter audibility. Consider the
case where an audio tone is corrupted by spectrally white jitter. Fig.34a shows that for a100% DAC reproducing aOdB,
20kHz sinusoid, rectangular probability-density (RPD) jitter of peak amplitude 180ps should be on the threshold of
audibility, although it should be noted that the error level
reduces as the audio sinewave frequency is reduced. This
can be compared to fig34b for an impulsive DAC, where
the error signal associated with 550ps peak jitter noise still
lies below the audibility curve. It should be noted that the
error curve in this case is constant with audio frequency (this
diagram was obtained using 100Hz). The problem with
making predictions about the audibility of jitter artifacts
using noise-like jitter is that the error tends to be spread
across the audio band; more stringent jitter specifications are
required when the jitter is sinusoidal.
Fig35a shows the worst-case 100% DAC jitter error
resulting from a22kHz audio signal and 18.5kHz jitter —
only 20ps peak jitter is required for audibility. The 75ps limit
for an impulsive DAC occurs when reproducing alow-fre34 IR.
Stuart, "A Search for Efficient Dither for DSP Applications," presented at
the 92nd AES Convention, Vienna, March 1992, Preprint 3334.
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constant I
2Ons (top): b) 7Ichlz at OdBFS, impulsive DAC,
interface time constant I
2Ons (bottom).

quency tone, and both jitter sidebands are coincident due to
reflection about DC (fig35b).
Are there any circumstances under which these critical
combinations of audio and jitter signals could occur at the
same time? In the "Jitter in the Digital Audio Interface" section we have shown that digital audio interface jitter can be
highly correlated with the transmitted audio data — and,
when it is remembered that digital filters with delays up to a
few milliseconds often follow interface receivers before WA
conversion (causing the jitter to precede the associated audio
signal at the DAC), such combinations may indeed occur.
We now progress to an examination of simulated DAC
errors due to band-limited interface jitter. Fig36a shows the
jitter-error spectrum for a100% DAC reproducing aOdBFS,
20kHz audio signal with an interface RC time constant of
4Ons; the PLL cutoff frequency is set to infinity so that any jitter on the interface won't be attenuated before reaching the
DAC. The error contains discrete frequency components rising from the noisefloor — this is because bandwidth-limited
interface jitter can contain components that are well correlated with the audio signal (see "Interface Noise").
Fig36b shows asimilar simulation for an impulsive DAC
fed aOdBFS, 9.8kHz audio signal; in this case, an interface
time constant of 5Ons results in an audible error. Of course,
most interface receivers will employ PLL filters such that
interface jitter above the PLL cutoff frequency is attenuated.
This results in the jitter error forming "skirts" around the
audio signal; examples for 100% and impulsive DACs
reproducing full-scale 7kHz sinewaves are shown in fig37.
The PLL second-order filter cutoff has been set to lkHz,
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with the result that the interface time constant can be
increased to 12Ons before jitter audibility occurs. Finally,
fig38 compares the jitter errors from 100% and impulsive
DACs, respectively, while replicating a200Hz full-scale
sinusoid from an interface with a100ns time constant (the
PLL filter is set to 1
kHz, second-order). The higher jitter
error from the impulsive model while reproducing low-frequency signals is clearly evident, an interesting result considering the claimed higher sensitivity of Bitstream DACs to
digital5interface quality compared to their multibit counterparts.
Clearly, the lower the PLCs bandwidth, the more wideband jitter the digital interface link can tolerate. Our simple
audibility model has not considered masking due to the audio
signal itself, when this is taken into account, it is evident that
reducing the PLL break frequency has the additional benefit
of narrowing the jitter-error skirt around the audio signal —
hence making the skirt less audible. There is aclear analogy
here to data-reduction systems in which efficient coding of
audio signals places the error directly under eie audio signal
where, because of masking, it is least audible.
The worst case for interface jitter audibility is when the
receiver PLL has ahigh-jitter bandwidth; several ADIC
integrateg circuits on the market have jitter bandwidths up
to 5kHz: 7 In the limit (no filter at all) white jitter noise of
up to 180ps peak amplitude and even less sinusoidal jitter
will not produce errors that rise above the audibility curve,
more or less justifying the recommendations in AES111991. Similarly, we have seen that for no PLL filter, the
interface time constant must be lower than 4Ons or, equivalently, possess abandwidth higher than 4MHz, arequirement which makes the performançg gffered by TosLinktype optical interface links marginal:
The revised professional interface standard AES3-1992 e)
stipulates areasonable upper limit of 3Ons on the 10-90%
risetime for correctly terminated interface transmitters, corresponding to atime constant of 14ns. However, we have
seen that time constants need to be minimized in each part
of the interface (transmitter, link, receiver), and that observing
sharp rise andfall tintes at one point in the chain does not guarantee
wavefints fidelity elsewhere. For example, our experimental
receiver circuit suffers from a65ns time constant associated
with the ADIC IC used.
Reducing the Audibility oflnterface Jitter Errors: We
have shown that embedded clock jitter in aband-limited
digital audio interface is fundamentally aproblem due to the
digital audio interface standard in its current form. In particular, the jitter signal is intimately linked with the Zero-One
bit sum of the serially transmitted audio words; alower
Zero-One sum range would result in reduced jitter.
One way of lowering the sum using the present interface
standard is to pad the unused bits in the auxiliary data and
low-bit sections of each subframe (see fig2). For example,
35 Martin Collons,, Hi-h News & Record Review, March 1991, pp.69-71.
36 M.A. Krasner, "The Critical Band Coder —Digital Encoding of Speech Signals
Based on the Perceptual Requirements of the Auditory System," Proceedings of
the 1980 IEEE International Conference on Acoustics. Speech and Signal
Processing, pp327-331 (1980).
37 Crystal Semiconductor Corporation, CS8411/CS8412 Digital Audio Interface
Receiver Data Sheet, April 1991.
38 S. Saitura, S. Onobudii, M. Ito, and S. Katss,iii, "Fiber Optic Link for
Audio
Interface," IEEE Train. Gmsumer Electronic, August 1988, Vo134, pp.667-669.
39 Toshiba Corporation, TosLink Fiber Optic Devices Catalog, 1990.
40 AES3-1992, "AES Recommended Practice for Digital Audio Engineering —
Serial Transmission Format for Two-Channel Linearly Represented Digital Audio
Data," JAES, March 1992, Vol.40, pp.146-165.
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with 16-bit audio words, the sum can be reduced from ±16
to ±8 by appropriately filling these unused bits according to
the value of each transmitted audio word!' A second option
is to transmit one of the two audio channels supported by the
interface out of phase, such that, for stereo program with a
strong monaural component, the Zero-One sum is reduced.
However, although these techniques may reduce the
absolute jitter level, we will still be left with the undesired
high correlation between jitter and audio. In order to break
this correlation, we must somehow randomize the sign
structure of the transmitted bits, perhaps by modulating
each bit sign with a known pseudo-random binary
sequence, synchronized at the start of each interface block.
The AES/EBU-S/PDIF digital audio interface is now in
widespread use; we are not likely to see anew interface standard welcomed by the majority of users for aconsiderable
time. Accepting that jitter will occur in aband-limited interface, we must examine methods of reducing recovered clock
jitter in receivers. Evidently the first step to take in minimizing interface jitter is to maximize the bandwidth of all
components in the interface. However, there are limits to
achieving high bandwidth at low cost, especially for long
links, and conflicts with RFI may develop as rise and fall
times become very fast.
Alternately, the audibility of interface jitter in aconversion process can be reduced by making the receiver PLL
cutoff frequency as low as possible. But note that PLLs with
41 Could an advantageous change in the Zero-One suns be part of the reason such
devices as the Audio Alchemy DTI-Pro 32 (reviewed elsewhere in this issue by
RH) and the Meridian 518 (reviewed in January '96, p249) improve sound quality when set to increase word length?
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Fig.38 Simulated interface jitter errors with low-frequency, audio
signal, 200Hz at OdBFS, 100ns interface time constant, and
2nd-order IkHz PLL filter: a) 100% DAC (top): b) impulsive
DAC (bottom).
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The heritage of the new
Sonographe products is
readily apparent. Consider
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Exceptional
Musicality
Sonographe components
are engineered and
manufactured by
conrad-johnson design, a
company consistently
acclaimed for the most
musically satisfying audio
components made.

Timeless
Styling
Accented by elegant
champagne gold finished
panels, these Sonographe
products are readily
distinguished from
ordinary hi-fi components.

Outstanding
Value
Built to conrad-johnson's
unmatched standards in
parts quality, yet
surprisingly affordable just S795 for the SC25
line-stage preamplifier
(phono-stage optional for
S200), and S995 for the
SA250 power amplifier.

For further
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contact:
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design, inc.
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IOTA LINKS ANC AES/E111.1 OR S/PDIF INTERFACES

2n0 INTERFACE LINK
(CLOCK)

let INTERFACE LINK
(DATA)

'TRANSMITTER'
(CD TRANSPORT)

'RECEIVER"
(DAC)

Fig.39 Proposed system connection for master clock at receiver utilizing
two digital interface links.

extremely low cutoff frequencies may be compromised in
other performance aspects, such as initial lock-on time and
the frequency range over which lock is maintained. These
problems can be overcome by employing two PLLs in
series, where the first has high bandwidth and fast startup,
and the second low-bandwidth module is switched into circuit after conditions have stabilized! Low loop bandwidths
can be achieved while maintaining wide lock range by using
random access memory (RAM) to buffer the audio data
before it is clocked out to the converter unit.
Amore fundamental solution to the problem of interface
jitter is to locate ahigh-precision conversion clock inside the
"receiver" (ie, DAC). This then creates the problem of how
to match the transmitter and receiver data rates. One solution is to employ aRAM buffer for audio data where the
rate at which the data is clocked out of the interface is under
the control of the local clock!' Enough memory must then
be available to account for the long-terni differences
between the transmitted interface clock and the local oscillator frequencies. However, this is hardly an acceptable solution in astudio environment, where equipment must operate with identical sampling frequencies. A more general
solution is to slave the receiver clock to the transmitter via a
separate link, an approach adopted by Sony and Linn in
their two-box CD systems.
Details concerning how to implement the additional clock
interface vary, but perhaps the most sensible and universal
approach is to provide asecond independent digital audio
interface output at the receiver, from which the transmitter
can derive aclock signal (fig39). This scheme is also compatible with the recommendations made in AES11-1991.

exercising the test system with full-scale audio signals, then
errors in the ADC of adigital measurement system, also
excited to close to full scale, may well swamp those due to
jitter in the test device.
Second, there is the problem of determining the source of
measured errors. We have seen that jitter errors can contain
both noise-like components and spectral lines, and that these
can be confused with distortion and noise modulation due
to DAC non-linearity. Noise-modulation tests in which the
exciting audio frequency is chosen so that all DAC non-linearity falls on alimited number of FFT bins arc perhaps the
best-suited for revealing jitter errors. More work is required
to develop asuitable test for jitter errors, although we can
identify the tests currently in widespread use that will not
reveal jitter errors.
In the popular "fade-to-noise" test that measures leveldependent logarithmic gain,44 the output of the test device
is filtered with a1
/
3-octave band-pass filter centered on the
test frequency at lkHz — where jitter errors will not be
detected, since no jitter error occurs at the fundamental frequency in either of the DAC error models discussed above.
In the low-level noise modulation test where a 41Hz
sinewave is applied to the device under test at levels of
-40dB and below: 5the problems lie in signal levels that are
too low to result in large jitter errors for either DAC model,
and in atest frequency that will not excite large jitter errors
in the 100% model.

CONCLUSIONS

Measuring Jitter in the Digital Audio Interface: The
simulations presented above indicate that interface jitter
may be areal problem in practical audio systems. How can
we measure the effects of such jitter? In general, jitter errors
in DACs will lie close to the noisefloor of the conversion
process, resulting in two basic problems for measurement
strategies:
First, there is the problem of resolution in the test instrument itself, since jitter errors are most easily revealed when

Is the digital audio interface flawed? We have examined the
possibilities of both amplitude and timing errors corrupting
audio data transmitted across an interface. The probability of
received amplitude errors is not high, and indeed they are
most likely to occur in the preamble of each interface subframe. This means that if areceiver can lock onto an incoming interface signal, then the audio word values are safe.
However, jitter remains aconcern; several jitter mechanisms
exist for the biphase-mark-encoded signal, the biggest problem being that of bandwidth limitation at any stage of the
interface. We have shown that band-limited interface jitter
has astrong relationship to the bit structure of the serial interface code, and hence can be highly correlated with the transmitted audio data. Measurements have confirmed jitter levels of higher than 1
ns in an above-average interface circuit.
The effects of jitter can be predicted by forming error
models for different DAC architectures. It can be shown
that, compared to low-oversampling multibit designs, pulsedensity modulation converters are much more sensitive to
jitter when producing low-frequency audio signals. This
may explain certain subjective characteristics of PDM
DACs that otherwise cannot be rationalized. A simple
model of jitter-error audibility has shown that aDAC can
tolerate white jitter noise of up to 180ps, but that even lower
levels of sinusoidal jitter may be audible. These limits place
tough constraints upon digital interface design, and it is recommended that interface receiver PLLs have closed-loop
cutoff frequencies as low as possible. For the ultimate
immunity to the effects ofjitter, asecond digital audio interface employed at the receiver can be used to slave the transmitter.
$

42 Since this paper was presented in the fall of 1992, this practice has become quite
widespread.
—JA
43 This strategy is adopted in the Mark Levinson No.30.5 and No36, though
locking the buffer output data clock to the long-term average of the incoming data
clock to avoid the RAM either emptying or overflowing is not trivial.
—JA

44 AES17-1991, "AES standard method for digital audio engineenng —
Measurement of digital audio equipment," JAES, Ikcember 1991, Vol.39, pp.962
-975.
45 R.C. Cabot, "Noise Mixlidation in I
>itfltal Audio Equipment: presented at the
90th AES Convention, February 1991, Preprint 3021.
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MORE LIVE MUSIC! MORE FREE CONCERTS!
MORE FRINGE EVENTS! MORE EXHIBITORS!

HI-FI '96 will be the
Show of the Century!
HI-F1'96, at the Waldorf-Astoria in NewYork City.
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recitals by pianists Robert Silverman, Lincoln Mayorga, and
famed violinist Arturo Delmoni.
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you all three days of the Show.
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and the best. It's happening in
New York ... at the famed
Waldorf=Astoria Hotel. All the
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toward this!!!!
The whole hi-fi world is coming.
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months before they appear in Stereophile.
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home theater. Hear the latest and best solid-state and tube
gear. Catch the retro trend in tubes. Celebrate the renaissance
of VINYL. Revel in the fact that so many people love good
music, sound, and video just like you!
ROOMS ARE GOING, GOING ...
The Waldorf=Astoria has reserved agreat room rate for YOU
— just ;209, plus tax, single or double occupancy. Rate is
good during, before, after the Show — call the hotel at
(800) 925-3673 for details and reservations and mention
HI-F1 '96. But do it now!
The ticket orders are coming in from all over the world.The
weekend of the Show, almost NO ONE ON THE PLANET is going to
be sitting home listening to hi-fi. They'll all be at HI-Fl '96.
Seriously.., this will be the century's legendary Show. The
one they'll talk about for years. Plan to be part of it NOW.
Order tickets today and SAVE!

ATTENTION:
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TWO TRADE DAYS!
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P.O. Box 5529
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Don't be disappointed!
Contact Ken Nelson NOW!

CONTACT:
NELSON AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
62 Wendover Road
Yonkers, NY 10705
Phone: (914) 476-3157
Fax: (914) 969-2746

ORDER TICKETS NOW AND SAVE $7
Send me

advance tickets to HI-FI '96 at $28 each.Ticket good for all 3 days.

For rooms at the
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A

udio Alchemy took the hi-fi world by surprise in 1991 with
the introduction of their first product, the $399 Digital
Decoding Engine v1.0. At the time, $399 was unheard offor
afull-featured digital/analog converter. The product was successful, with more than 10,000 units sold.
The DDE provided ablueprint for Audio Alchemy's product strategy. By offering audiophile-quality products at low prices, Audio
Alchemy has come to virtually own the market for budget high-end
audio components. We've come to look to Audio Alchemy for consistently good—sometimes even great—sound at aprice everyone can afford.
Part ofAlchemy's set-1w is their method ofshaving aproduct's manufaauring cost. But in awider sense Audio Alchemy's success is lamely
based on the synergy between two of its fourfounder Mark Schfiier
and Peter Madnick, President and Vice President, respectively. Mark
conceives ofproducts and markets them; Peter is the engineering talent
behind the company. Mark and Peter recently visited my listening
room, and Iasked them how 1/sty each became involved with highend audio:
Peter Madnick: Istarted getting interested in audio when
Iwas about 12 or 13. A friend who worked at Radio Shack
showed me stuff they made, which led me to start fixing
things at the local Radio Shack. When was Iwas 15 1
/
2,
a
local retailer called Tech Hi-Fi hired me to work in the back
of their hi-fi store. By the time Iwas 16 Iwas selling on the
retail floor, and did that concurrent with
going to high school.
Soon after Istarted college Ihelped
found a high-end audio store called
Natural Sound in Framingham, Massachusetts with Jim Lackey and Kevin
Voecks [who later became aprominent
loudspeaker designer, notably for Snell
Acoustics]. They were running it in their
college dorm; we put it in astorefront after
I
joined. Soon after that we bought Kevin
out because he didn't want to be in the
retail business any longer.
This was in the mid-70s. We established Natural Sound as apretty significant store. There weren't awhole lot of very respected stores
in the Boston area at the time —or even alot of high-end
stores at all. It was afim business and Igot to meet alot of
people. But my love for the product started to emerge over
my love for the sale of the product.
Iwent and joined alittle company called Dennesen Electrostatics. We were trying to sell ahybrid electrostatic loudspeaker, which we had some moderate success at. But Igot
really bogged down in why our speakers sounded so different in different stores. We'd go to one store and they were
just glorious, and in other stores they were truly dismalsounding. Istarted to look at the source material, and figured out that one of the problems was that we had no control over the quality of the source —cartridges were all over
the place and not always optimally aligned. Records therefore sounded different. That realization led to the development of aproduct called the SoundTracktor, which was a
phono-cartridge alignment device of which I'm one of the
patent holders. [It was reviewed for Stereophile by J. Gordon
Holt in August 1980, Vol.4 No.7. — Ed.] So we started making
an accessory product that helped hi-fi systems sound better.
a
That'sc
yhow Imet Mark, who was then the Dynavector representative in this country.
Mark Schifter: That was actually the second time I'd met
you. The first time was at Natural Sound. My heavens —I
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ark Schifter

sold you Connoisseur turntables 20 years ago!
Madnick: Anyway, back to Dennesen. Iworked my way
up through avery small organization to be President of that
company. Idid all the product development. We struck a
deal with John Curl to develop apreamp called the JC-80,
which was really my first exposure to how high-end audio
electronics should be done. John is an incredibly brilliant
man, but little understood. Most people in the world can't
get along with the guy. Ipride myself on being able to get
along with almost everybody out there. John and Ihad a
good relationship, and Ilearned an awful lot from the man.
Just abrilliant man. We built areally good-sounding preamp,
the JC-80. Later, Iworked with other talented engineers to
develop asmall amp and preamp called the Sirius and Antares, which were well-regarded.
So that's where the high-end bug came from. Ijust
jumped straight in. Iwent from selling it to building it without any formal training. My schooling was in physics, math,
marketing, and business, but nothing specific to this industry. Iused college to learn things Iwanted to know
rather than to come out with something specific.
In 1983, consumer audio was getting to be alittle tiring
and Iwas starting to get really interested in music production.
A friend of mine introduced me to Jim Croce's widow,
Ingrid. Ihelped her put aband together, tour, and do recording
sessions. Itook recording lessons and learned
how the music was made on the professional
side.
Icame to apoint where Ineeded to make
adecision about going in adifferent direction, so Ileft Dennesen. Iwas going to
pursue this career in pro audio when amutual customer of mine and Mark's called me.
He was putting abusiness together that
involved Mark. They enticed me to move out
West and do this new business, which had
nothing to do with audio.
Schifter: It was our three years off from
audio.
Madnick: Then the desire to design audio
products came back. Iformed alittle consulting company
called DIG, Developmental Technologies Group, that was
involved in developing new technologies in avariety of
areas. Some products were audio products, but alot weren't.
Igot five more patents out of that little effort. Things as farflung as atraffic-monitoring reporting system for the road,
to adevice that detects radon gas, to FM antennas, and an
accessory for Mercedes Benz automobiles. All kinds of things.
It was really interesting because Igot exposed to technologies in many, many industries. But audio kept pounding
inside, and Istarted to do alot more consulting work in the
audio design business. Many audio products you've seen
before came out of my little company — most of which I
can't talk about.
Iwas still talking to Mark fairly frequently, and he was
starting acompany in the audio business. Their product
needed to be designed and that's the business Iwas in, so we
got back together. That takes me up to the beginning of Audio Alchemy.
Robert Harley: We'll talk more about that after we hear from
Mark.
Schifter: Ibegan working at Ametron Electronics when I
was 13 years old, as asalesman. Iwas originally at the tube
and parts counter, Iwas the kid that went in the back and got
the 12AX7s and stuff.
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Destinies were formed with the strike of
the bow.

Joy or sorrow were transmitted

by the war drum or great music.
PSB loudspeakers — with lifelike tonal
balance, spatial imaging, and full range
cupability — allow you to experience
the passion of those who speak through
sound.

Connect your TV, a center
channel speaker and a
subwoofer for sensational
home-theater experiences!
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PSB — A UNIQUE VOICE
IN THE CROWD.

For your nearest PSB dealer call

Toll Free 1-800-263-4641.

Audio Alchemy's original DTI introduced anew category of audio component—the 'jitterbug'—when it appeared in 1992.

That lasted several years, and in 1974 Iwent to work for
Woodland Stereo in Woodland Hills, which was at the time
one of the Meccas of high-end. It was there that Imet Arnie
Nudell [co-founder of Infinity and later Genesis Technologies] and began alifelong friendship with him.
Iworked for Woodland for several years and out of that
relationship, and my relationship with Arnie, Iwas introduced
to Mel Schilling from Music & Sound. Mel was moving West,
and Arnie recommended to Mel that Iwould be the right guy
to be the manager of his store. And Iaccepted that job.
Mel was involved at that time with John Iverson, and they
were partners in acompany that was the predecessor of
Electron Kinetics. Iwent to work as Vice President of Sales
at the ripe old age of 20. Working for John Iverson was...
an experience [laughs]. That's the only way Icould possibly
describe it. The experience really honed my interest in the
High End; it became my love.
Ithen went to work as the original founder of Dynavector's business here in this country. After afew years I
wanted to open up my own retail store. Imissed the customer contact every day. At that time Woodland Stereo was
on the wane, so Iwas able to make adeal to buy that store,
which we renamed Audio Exchange. Peter and Ihad alinkage at that time because Ibought Dennesen loudspeakers
and Sirius and Antares amplifiers from him. There's been this
constant ebb and flow of crossed paths between Peter and me
throughout aperiod of 20 years.
Ibought the store at the worst possible time — 1981. I
mean, it was just awful. It was the real tough time for audio.
Iended up selling the store to asmall chain in Los Angeles.
Iwas pretty fed up with audio at that point in my life.
Itook about two years off to learn about video. Iended
up working at atelevision station in Nigeria. In the Lagos
airport, Iread astory about how billions and billions of dollars were spent on advertising every year. Ithought that if
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

one could only find away to address the consumer at the
point of sale, one might have agood business.
We developed the point-of-purchase video system and
started selling advertising time to the Coca-Colas, Procter &
Gambles, and Johnson &Johnsons of the world. That company ran until 1986. Iwanted to get back into audio, so my
wife Lynn and Iformed acompany with the express intention of working on an OEM [Original Equipment Manufacture
—Ed.] basis to develop products and ideas for other people.
Peter worked with us then, and one day in 1990 Iwalked
into Peter's office and said, "I
believe there would be areal
market for an outboard D/A
converter at $399." Peter
wasn't too excited about that
[laughs]. But Ipersevered and
fr.terlice
persuaded him to get involved and help us make a
product that was to become
the DDE v1.0. And that is how
Audio Alchemy was born.
Harley: The whole company
was based on the DDE v1.0?
Madnick: The company
started with a box that I
milled out in my shop in the
back of my consulting company. It was three LEDs and a
battery to drive them —no
electronics inside. And Mark
went to the [Las Vegas Consumer Electronics] show with it. I
didn't believe he could sell it.
Schifter: There were only the PS Audio and Arcam DACs
available at the time — and they were expensive. Irented a
little suite in the Frontier Hotel and sent faxes all over the
world to importers. In three days we walked out of that
show with over 2000 units on order.
Harley: Belo« re the thing had even been built?
Schifter: That's correct.
Harley: Had you done the research to see fyou could build the thing
fin $399 at retail — &jive Mark took the orden?
Madnick: There had been some research done [laughs].
Harley: let thefreling the saine relationship between you continues
to this day.
Madnick: Yeah. But my confidence level is much higher
now.
Schifter: Bob, after 20-odd products, he tends to believe
me. He didn't before.
Madnick: But Ihave to be skeptical. That's probably what
makes us work —the cross-checking. He might ask me if I'm
building it the right way, and Imay ask him if he's really sure
he can sell the product in the market. That's part of our
checks and balances.
Harley: How did you approach making this D/A convener that
you could sell at retailfor $399?
Madnick: Mark had arelationship with agentleman who
put Mark in touch with the folks at Philips. If we were willing to use the Philips chips, display them prominently, and
use Philips's name so they could spread the Gospel According to Philips, then Philips would take the pricing of the
parts, project them out to what they were going to be acouple of years later, and sell them to us at that price. They wanted us to buy alot of parts, which we of course agreed to do.
The thing that allows Alchemy to do what it does is to
approach the job the way companies like Sony and Pioneer
87
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approach it. They don't think about making 100 of something. They think about making lots of something. What
would happen if you based all your designs on mass production, but in high-end audio?
Mass production is a relative term here, but we build
things in much larger quantities —much larger production
runs —than other people in our industry do. Doing that allows us to build products alot more economically. I'd love to
tell everybody that our products arc all hand-built and soldered by trained elves and all
that, but they're not. We've
got lots of people that sit there
and stuff little parts into
boards. Real production-level
work goes into these products. That's how we do it.
Schifter: On agiven month
now, we'll produce upwards
of 4000 units. This coming
year we're projecting an even
greater rate of growth.
Harley: How many employees
do you have?
Schifter: It depends on how
you want to count them. We
use an outside builder who's
contiguous with our building.
We don't build our own
things; we have asubcontractor who we helped put into business. There are 27 at
Alchemy and acouple of dozen at the contractor. It's about
51 total.
Harley: How the DDE v1.0 was conceived seems to have laid the
foundation for how all of Alchemy's future products would be built.
You [Mark] set the retail price, then expect Peter to make it at that
price point.
Schifter: That's really how it works, Bob. What generally
will happen is Ihave an idea of what Iwant to do with aproduct. Iwill see an opening. One of the passions that Peter
and Ishare is not to keep taking slices off an existing pie, but
to create new pies. Ithink there's alot of slice-taking going
on in the industry now.
We're interested in doing new things. Peter had been
talking about jitter long before alot of other people were
talking about it. Isaid to Peter, "Why don't we make something to reduce jitter?"
It's aprocess. Peter will ask me aseries of questions. I'll
tell him, "I need these features, these functions," and project
how many pieces the market can stand to buy at agiven
price. And then he'll come back with, "If it cost this much
more, how many less will you sell?"
Madnick: Or if it was this much less, how many more will
we sell? It works both ways.
Schifter: We try to find out where the market is within our
economics-of-scale formula that has worked so well for us.
That constant questioning is part of that process. Iget these
ideas and Iask Peter if he can make them reality. Idraw in
the sand and then Peter makes it come true. There's kind of
areverse process that goes on too: He talks about technology and Idistill it down to how Imight be able to market it.
Harley: Do you operate on alower margin and reduced profit to
gain alarger market share?
Schifter: Absolutely not. We operate on what is very much
the standard in the industry. Some products have less margin
—DACman and DAC-in-the-Box are admittedly skinny.
S
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Audio Alchemy's VAC-in-the-Box made high-end LP sound accessible when it
was introduced at the 1994 Summer CES at just $199.

Harley: Everyone was surprised when you came out with aDAC
for $399. Then you came out with the DAC-in-the-Boxfor $259,
and then DACman at $159. What's next? Can you make aDAC
that sells for less than $159?
Madnick: Unquestionably.
Harley: Why did you address the budget segment of the high-end
market initially?
Schifter: We wanted to create aband of followers of Audio
Alchemy. There's ahell of alot more people who can spend
$159—$199 on aDAC than there are who can spend $10,000
on aDAC. We've always sold an upgrade path. Start with us
here, but don't end with us —ever.
We can show you ways to add de-jittering. We can show
you ways to improve your sound with power supplies. We
can show you ways to improve software instead of replacing
an entire component. Most of our recent things have some
form of software — everything from our DLC to our DTI.
Pro 32. These things have plug-in upgrades so we can create
an upgrade path and make it available to the consumer. That
way, he can enjoy the advances as we discover opportunities
to make the products better.
Harley: What specific techniques do you use to keep the manufacturing cost low?
Madnick: We ny to use as many common elements between our products as we can. We have, right now, three
chassis that we use. We have the chassis that the DACman
is in, which is an extruded piece of aluminum. We own adie
that makes that part in 12' lengths; we just cut it off to the
length we need. Our DAC-in-the-Box chassis is also the
headphone amplifier, the VAC-in-the-Box phono preamp,
and the DTI Plus jitter filter.
We do the same thing with the DDE v3—size chassis.
That extrusion is also the DDE v1.1, DTI•Pro 32, and DTI
v2. Because sheetmetal is amajor part of the cost of building aproduct, we save alot of money.
The second thing we do is use common power supplies.
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We buy what people call "wall warts" —those plug-in-thewall power supplies. We get them from our US vendor in a
couple of different sizes, and we make acouple of power
supplies of our own. Everything we build uses one or several
of those power supplies.
We try not to make anew product that doesn't use common elements from existing products. Iuse the same op-amp
[PMI OP-275] in all the products. Iuse the same capacitors,
resistors, and switches, and as much commonality as Ican
get. Even if the products ultimately don't look identical on
the outside —a DAC-in-the-Box, aDACman, and aDDE
v1.1 are different styles of products —they all use the same
op-amps and the same capacitors. We buy Nichicon Muse
electrolytics in bulk and put them in everything. Because we
buy so many of them, we can afford to put them in even our
least expensive product.
Harley: Is purchasing power that significant afactor in the cost of
building aproduct?
Schifter: It's very significant. The original mission statement of the company was to produce products that gave a
high degree of performance and that were affordable. We've

staff to find out if we can fix it or serve them in any way. Out
of astack of 200 warranty cards there might be four negative
comments in there. But it's the people who have negative
comments and write the long letters who truthfully want to
understand what's happening. So we talk to all those people.
Peter ends up using alot of those people as beta testers.
Madnick: That's afact. Several of what would have been
nightmare kind of customers two years ago are people we
send prototypes to now so they can give us their comments.
They feel like they're part of our development staff. We use
their feedback to refine the product.
Harley: When you conceptualize aproduct, do you set the retail price
and then make Peter design to that price, or is títere anyjkvibiliiy aller
the design .
eets under way?
Madnick: He, in fact, sets an unrealistically low retail price!
Schifter: [laughs] Ilook long and hard at the market —
something I've been doing for five years now. Isee where I
want to go and what price points the products must hit. So
Ido set very tight price targets.
Peter knows all 17 products that Iwant for 1996. He has
them today in his notebook. He knows exactly the prices,

I

'D LOVE TO TELL EVERYBODY THAT OUR PRODUCTS ARE ALL HAND—BUILT
AND SOLDERED BY TRAINED ELVES AND ALL THAT, BUT THEY'RE NOT.

stuck to that mission statement, even when we didn't understand what amission statement was. We kept our focus
on that ideal. Volume buying is an important element to
achieving our goal.
Harley: Alchemy now has afull line ofamps and preamps. Did you
fivesee Alchemy as offering awide range ofproducts?
Schifter: We saw ourselves — to use words that other people have used — as a"modern-day Hafler." We focused very
heavily on that. We sought the price-to-performance ratio
that Hailer did so very well. Peter's got tremendous expertise in analog and, frankly, we want to pay homage to what
brought us here. We listen to records all the time. We're
known as the "digital guys," but records are where it's at too.
And VAC-in-the-Box [Alchemy's phono preamplifier] is a
wonderful example of that.
Madnick: All the products pay attention to the analog side
of things, because once we turn digital into analog, it has to
come out of the DAC somewhere. If the analog stages weren't
good, you wouldn't hear what we did on the digital side.
Schifter: We like to benchmark our products against competitors' products. We open up competitors' converters and
preamps and things like that. We're frankly very surprised at
what we see representing itself as an analog stage.
Harley: How much of the design tinte is spent listening? Is it acase
of listen and tweak, listen and tweak, or is it mostly done on paper?
Madnick: Idon't know why this happens, but generally I'll
come up with three different versions of something. We
hover over it at my house, comparing, tweaking, listening,
and changing. Mark will say, "I want the treble of that one
with the bass of this one."
Schifter: That's exactly what happens. Iwant this and Iwant
that, but don't leave out these features! Igotta have these features to sell it at this price!
Istill read every single warranty card that comes into the
company. Every one. And if any of those cards have anegative
comment, they get apersonal call from me or one of our
S
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the features —everything about what Iwant. They're very
diverse products. Iwant different things in different areas
because Isee that that's where our company should go.
Madnick: And very clearly, they can't all come out of me. I'm
kind of like the traffic director for alot of this design work.
We have very competent experts in the related fields that we
need attached to us. We have abrilliant guy, Keith Allsop,
doing DSP. He's just abrilliant man. He's the source of what
is DTI•Pro and Pro 32 —and the resolution-enhanced disc
systems that we showed at the '96 WCES in Las Vegas.
Harley: You starred this company making $400 DACs, yet you
explore innovative technology like resolution enhancement.
Madnick: We need to set ourselves apart from other people. We don't want to make just another product. Mark's
idea of creating new pics rather than carving out slices of the
old pie requires new technology. I'm always out there looking for things to push the envelope of technology. Not just
to have acool new thing; it has to make sense. It has to do
what we need technically, and be reasonably priced for it to
be cost-effective for our customers.
Schifter: Isaw opportunities. When alot of people were
talking about squeezing 20 bits into 16, Ididn't understand
why it can't go the other way. Iasked Peter if he could build
it... One night Iwas in Asia somewhere, and Icalled up
Peter in the middle of his night —one or two o'clock in the
morning.
Madnick: The common telephone conversation time
between Mark and me.
Schifter: We talk usually twice aday regardless of what
country I'm in. Iasked Peter: if 20 bits were better than 16,
could we find away to rebuild 16 bits into 20?
There was avery long pause on the other end of the
phone. That's when DTI•Pro was born. Peter went off to go
looking for atechnological means to do what Ithought
about, what Itheorized. That's how it happened. The jitter
box was basically the same deal. And DST [Alchemy's pow91
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ered S/PDIF digital interconnect] was the same way.
Harley: Your veryfirst product included an PS port. At the time, it
was billed as an expansion port, not as anearlyjitter-free transmission
interface. Were thejitter benefits ofPS realized then?
Madnick: At the time ... no. We saw it as an open channel
to future products. It really was following the same path that
Philips themselves were following with their CD players.
Philips was building CD players with digital output jacks because they knew the DACs they were building weren't as
good as they were going to build laten
That's what happened with DDE. We knew we were
building something that was very good for the money, but
Philips themselves were telling us they were making new
DACs we were going to have soon. So we provided an access port so that when they came up with new chips, our
customer wouldn't lose his investment in the part of the
DDE he'd still need.
Harley: Audio Alchemy built and demonstrated aDSP room-correction system, yet we've seen no product introductions. What's happening with that?

ers that will get him areally good part of the way home on
what DSP can do for him.
Harley: It sounds like the Celestion DLP, but for awide range of
loudspeakers.'
Madnick: You've correctly described it, Bob. But our system will be full-range. With asignificantly large amount of
horsepower available, you can do a lot more things. A
DTI-Pro 32 is in essence ageneral-purpose DSP engine that
we can do alot of things with. Right now we happen to be
using it as aresolution enhancement device, but it could be
aloudspeaker corrector.
Harley: Tell me about using the DTI•Pro 32's resolution enhancement algorithm to make improved copies of existing CDs.
Schifter: It was a question-and-answer session again
[laughs]. Iasked Peter one day, if we used lots of DTI•Pros
operating over anarrow band, and applied the algorithm to
alimited band but ganged up many of them, would we be
able to take 16-bit compact discs and remaster them into
something greater? There was along pause, and that's how
ERD [Enhanced Resolution Device] was born?
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ENGINEER THINGS ON THE 80/20 RULE:

YOU GET 80% OF THE PERFORMANCE FOR 20% OF THE PRICE.

Schifter: There's no question that the last frontier is the
room, and there's also no doubt that we're going to be on the
scene with aproduct—with several products —this year.
Madnick: We learned atremendous amount from the early
experimentation we did in that whole field. One of the
things we learned is that it's an incredibly difficult field. It's
much, much more complicated than we'd ever imagined. We
learned that the amount of computing horsepower that was
necessary to attack the room was massive.
The Alchemy approach has traditionally been, "What do
you have to keep in the design to give the customer the best
bang for the buck?" Iengineer things on what's traditionally called the 80/20 rule: You get 80% of the performance
for 20% of the price. What is it worth to get the extra 10%
or 20% that other products might get?
We've applied that approach to loudspeaker and room correction. The enormity of the task has focused us on the loudspeaker. The first product will be something like aDTI•Pro
32 with aplug-in software spot. We'll have software available
for avariety of loudspeakers that is designed to correct for the
anomalies of that particular loudspeaker, in either an anechoic
environment or maybe in what we'll call an average room.
We'll correct for all the phase and frequency aberrations,
which are independent of the room. Then we can correct
for some amount of the floor reflection, because you do
know you're going to set the speaker on the floor —the
woofer is xnumber of feet from the floor.
There will be "personality modules" available for avariety of loudspeakers. Ultimately, we hope to have software
modules for lots of different loudspeakers. It kind of depends on how much cooperation we get from loudspeaker
manufacturers.
Schifter: We're making it easy. The loudspeaker manufacturer provides us aset of MLSSA measurements, and our
system creates the right coefficients to correct that particular
loudspeaker. We'll be able to offer the customer with apair
of Vandersteens, as an example, amodule for his loudspeakSTEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

Harley: Ican see how aDTI•Pro 32 works, interpolating 20-bit
samples from 16-bit CDs and adding dither for input to your 20bit DAC. But Idon't understand how you can take in 16-bit data,
then output 16-bit data that's better than the onginal data. How
can those new 16-bit words contain additional information?
Madnick: Part of it's the adaptive dithering —dither that
changes with the music's spectral content...
Schifter: We're being real careful about what we say because Idon't know how much of this we want printed. It's
brilliant, and we're very proud of it. We're happy with the
results thus far. Now we have to commercialize it and figure
out how to sell the product.
A lot of companies are out there talking about resolution
enhancement now because we've set this benchmark —
companies that don't even have DSPs inside their boxes running interpolation algorithms.
Harley: Your $259 DAC-in-the-Box has apair ofmulti-bit ladder DACs. Ifyou choose to use amulti-bit DAC, you need aminimum offive chips— the digital filter, two DACs, two current-tovoltage converters, and MSB trimmers, all ofwhich add to the eventual retail price. A 1-bit DAC design, however, needs only one chip
for all those functions, and no MSB trimming. Given your tight
build budgets, you must see ahuge sonic advantage in using multibit converters over 1-bit.
Madnick: For the most part the multi-bits sound better.
From an engineering perspective, they seem to be easier to
make sound good. It's alot harder to make the 1-bits operate in an environment that makes them happy. We worked
really hard on DDE v1.1, which uses the Crystal 4303 1-bit,
and it took alot of work to get that part to shine the way we
wanted it to shine.
Harley: What do you hear as the musical differences between I-bit
and multi-bit DACs?
Schifter: 1-bits are usually harsher, less dimensional. Spatial
1See JA's review of the Celestion I
heal Loudspeaker Processor (DLP600) in Stenvphile, Vol.15 No.8.
2Sec my Jan. '95 "Industry Update" on Audio Alchemy's ERD process.
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rendering is areal important thing, and Iusually don't get it
from 1-bit.
Madnick: Multi-bits seem to have more midbass. They
seem to have that slam that Ireally like and value alot. They
also have more bloom.
Harley: Designiqg to alow price involves greater subjective tradeoff
decisions than ifyou weren't so restrained by budget. Does that mean
that more efyour personal listening tastes end up in holl,the product
sounds?
Madnick: Interesting question... Mark has a particular
sonic character that he would like out of our lower-price
products, which isn't necessarily the case as we get into the
DDE v3, for example. DAC-in-the-Box and DACman have
akind of asound which DDE v1.1 moves away from, and
DDE v3 moves further away from.
Schifter: We value dynamics. Ialso value for myself avery
present sound. Idon't like to use the word "forward," because that can have wrong connotations, but Ivalue avery
honest portrayal, if you will. Ialso tend to like things brighter than Peter does.
Madnick: Mark likes to sit alittle closer. Ilike Row F, Mark
likes Row D... Part of what your readers might find important is that we go to live music all the time. We're season
ticket holders of the LA Chamber Orchestra, Santa Barbara

people. DTIs, DDEs, DDS —it's like this alphabet soup of
acronyms. One of the things that continually comes up is
why we don't just put it all in one damn box —an upgradeable CD player. So we're going to do just that. We're
going to have aproduct called ACD•Pro, which is aPioneer
Stable Platter Mechanism with aplug-in DIA, HDCD'e
compatible, and plug-in dcjittering, all in one chassis ready
to rock'n'roll. And we expect that product to be out in the
April-ish time frame, and to sell at less than $1000.
We have other ideas with DSP. We're going to be coming
out with acenter-channel loudspeaker system that's adaptive
to the room and to the needs of the consumer. The consumer will be able to correct by remote control what we perceive to be perhaps an inherent defect in two-channel stereo
listening.
We also have anewly formed Alchemy Video Products
Group. The first product, called VRE v1.0 —for Visual
Reality Engine —accepts composite or S-video input from
a laserdisc, VCR, DSS, or cable system, and outputs
improved video. In its standard form, it's a2D squared
adaptive filter. What that means is that it looks at the scan
line before and after the current one, as well as the actual
dot on either side of the one it's on, to determine what that
dot should be. It's used as acomb filter to better define each

W HAT WOULD HAPPEN IF YOU BASED ALL YOUR DESIGNS
ON MASS PRODUCTION, BUT IN HIGH-END AUDIO?
Community Arts and Music Association, the Los Angeles
Philharmonic, and Bach Camerata. It's the only way to really know.
Schifter: And we sit together. Iforce him to have aforward
perspective.
Madnick: We have fourth-row center seats for everything
we go to. It's taken me years to get them. But we cleanse our
ears alot with live music. Ithink that really helps. There's
the occasional other kind of music that we see, but alot of
classical music goes into the design work. It really grounds
us in what we're supposed to be doing.
Schifter: Music is universal. I'm traveling usually 26-27
weeks of the year, and Imake apoint of trying to hear different types of music in foreign countries. Ienjoy that alot.
People really love music. It's totally universal. And that's
exciting. We like to make money in the audio business, but
the overriding reason is to bring great joy to people.
Harley: What can eve expect from Audio Alchetny in theftentre?
Schifter: There's going to be a new emphasis on professional products, as well as several higher-end D/A converters. By higher-end, Imean larger, more conventionalchassis WA converters for both the high-end consumer and
the pro audio user.
Little did we know that alot of our products arc being
used in recording studios. In the last few months we made a
concerted effort to look at the pro market and see what peoplc want. We've got an analog/digital converter coming that
will be high-end consumer for the guy who might be doing
his own live DAT recordings, and also for the pro user.
We've got several DACs that were inspired by professional
industry people I've spoken with.
We spend quite abit of time talking to customers on the
Internet, TAN [The Audiophile Network], AOL, and CompuServe, and we've found that Alchemy tends to confuse
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

dot from other dots in the chain so you don't have "dot
crawl" and color-bar wandering. It'll make the fuzzy edges
virtually go away. VRE will use its edge-sharpening differently for VCRs than it does for laserdiscs or other higherresolution sources, because VCRs have fewer scan lines.
A plug-in upgrade to the VRE LO will be aghost-cancellation system, which compares the picture we're running
through our comb filter with the digital representation of
that picture that's hidden in one of the scan lines. It gives you
video very much closer to broadcast quality —or at least
satellite quality — from astandard transmission source.
Another plug-in upgrade is called the time-base corrector,
which is essentially dejittering for video. What DTI•Pro
does for digital audio, this will do for television. It will plug
into the VRE through an expansion port on the back —very
Alchemy-like. You'll expand out to several other boxes that
will become available. One is an even more advanced filter
called the 3D adaptive comb filter, which actually looks at
the entire picture that was broadcast, the last scan prior to
this one, and the one ahead of it. It's actually looking to one
further dimension. There will also be aline doubler that will
then be followed by aline quadrupler —all of which plug
into the VRE's expansion port.
Harley: And all of which, presumably, will be low-priced.
Schifter: Oh, yeah. I've already set the price target, as you
can well imagine. You can't invent products without setting
targets. The basic VRE will retail for less than $600. A line
doubler with the VRE attached will be under $3000.
Harley: It sounds like' you're trying to dofor video what you've done
Jr audio.
Schifter: Exactly. We're applying price-to-performance
ratios that haven't been seen in video. Again, it's the new pie
concept. My charter is to keep looking ahead and keep giving these ideas to Peter.
S
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comprised of the legendary pianist Johnnie
Johnson who was the backbone of all
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Chuck Berry's greatest hits, harmonica
virtuoso Carey Bell, bassist Dave Myers,
drummer Ted Harvey and lead guitarist
Jimmy D. Lane.
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Revival Series
Art Pepper

New York Album
Songs include: A Night In Tunisia,
Lover Man, Straight, No Chaser
(alternate take), Duo Blues, and My
Friend John. An exceptional quartet
date from '79, with Pepper having
just established what became aregular working relationship with pianist
George Cables, who plays with passion and conviction. He hadn't yet
hired abassist and drummer, so for
the occasion Charlie Haden and Billy
Higgins were used. Pepper was certainly inspired by what they contributed,' his alto sax solos are
intense and often jubilant—Ron
Wynn. Remixed by Rik Pekkonen and
John Koenig; remastering supervised
by John Koenig and Chad Kassem.
Galaxy 5154.
LP=AAPR 3012 $17.50
CD=CAPR 3012 $15.00
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So In Love

Of the new releases issued
under Art Pepper's name in
1980, So In Love was overall
the finest. The altoist
stretches out here on aproAeon!
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Pianist Hank Jones is all
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one could ask for in an accompanist, and his aching solo on Diane
sustains perfectly the restive mood
of Peppers' opening choruses.
Overall, the West Coast team (pianist
George Cables whose great rapport
with Pepper is unmatched, along
with jazz legends Charlie Haden and
Billy Higgins) powers the music along
with great care and economy. Pepper
had climbed to such a plateau of
individuality that he seems often
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what it was he loved about
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Pepper makes of John
Coltrane. It isn't in this case amatter
of piling up chords or of playing more
notes, as it is with so many others,
but rather of drawing on extreme
registers of the horn to express more
conflicting emotions, to reach deeper
and higher recesses of the viscera
Johnson with Elrnerarid
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The Intimate
Art Pepper
In 1979, Art Pepper was recorded at
two sessions that, up until now, have
yielded two fine albums, So In Love
and The New York Album. There was
more first-rate material recorded in
those two sessions than would fit on
two LPs, so difficult choices had to
be made as to what material not to
include in the albums released at the
time. Those choices were not necessarily made on the basis of the quality of the performances, but with
respect to such considerations as
length and congruence of repertoire
within an album. These rare recordings, which feature primarily material recorded in connection with the So
In Love session, but which also
include a beautiful rendition of
Jerome Kern's Yesterdays, with Hank
Jones, Ron Carter and Al Foster,
showcase Art in solo and trio (clarinet, bass and drums) treatments of
jazz standards. There are also quartet performances (with George
Cables, Charlie Haden and Billy
Higgins) of material from Pepper's
repertoire. The original recordings
were painstakingly mixed by Rik
Pekkonen
and
John
Koenig.
Analogue Productions
is pleased to be able to
release this material
for the first time in
album form, and
much of it, for the
first time in any
form.
LP=AAPR 3014
$17.50
CD=CAPR 3014
$15.00
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Acoustic Sounds and Rît have acquired the spectacular Wilson Audio Custom Tube
Mastering facility. The equipment has been installed at RD in California with Bruce Leek
and Stan Ricker, mastering. Analogue Productions Revival Series were the first LPs mastered with this incredible system. The beauty of having the mastering facility in the same
location as the pressing plant is that the lacquers can be
processed immediately. This eliminates any degradation
in the lacquer. Kil has state of the art pre-plating equipment and produces the best pressings in the world.
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CHARLES W HITENER OF W ESTREX

TALKS TO JONATHAN SCULL

ABOUT TUBES

A

shockfir some ofus olderguys at the 1995 Winter
Gmsumer Electroniu Show was the announconem
that the grand old name qt.1Mstem Electric was once
more to be frund on amaim tube, specifically anew
version oft& venerabk 300B. Asfonathan Scull had been
trying die new Western Electric 300B in the Jadis 300B
single-ended monoblocks he reviews elsewhere in this issue, Iasked
him to talk to WE's Charles Whitener about why anyone would
want to get into tube mane.cture 50 years after Shocklry, Bardeen,
and Brattain invented the transistor at Bell Labs —John Atkinson
Charles Whitener: Westrex Corporation was originally
called Western Electric Export, founded in 1928 as adiviSTEREOPIIILE, M ARCH 1996

sion of Western Electric. Its primary purpose was
handling the development of audio equipment out of
Bell Labs, which at that time was called Western Electric
Engineering. Western Electric Export was a marketing
organization and equipment builder that put together the
amplifiers that you know of as the Model 91 and so forth.
And of course they used electron tubes in these devices,
which were made primarily for telephony use.
Western Electric was actually founded in 1872, and existed
even prior to that under the name Gray and Barton. You've
heard of Graybar Electric?
Jonathan Scull: Unr-hinnun...
Whitener: Iii 1869 Elisha Gray and Enos Barton founded a
99
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small company in Chicago, predating AT&T, which didn't
get into the swing of things until the late 1800s. Western
Electric didn't actually become adivision of AT&T until
1882, after some patent fights over the telephone. Anyway,
by 1872 the original Gray and Barton were building telegraphy equipment for Western Union, hence the name
Western Electric. In fact, Elisha Gray had also invented atelephone, as had Alexander Graham Bell, but Bell's patents preceded his by an hour or two. Then you have the rest of the
history of Western Electric, and that's along story!
Scull: Charles, let'sfast:finivard to amore contemporary context...
Whitener: Okay, let's move up to the late '20s, when synchronized talking pictures were developed. Western Electric
purchased the patents on the Lee DeForest Audion, which
as you know, was the first truc triode.
Scull: Yes, papa triode!
Whitener: Right. Well, Western Electric bought those
patents from DeForest, and that's how they originally got into
the tube business. And that evolved into the synchronized
picture industry — talkies. This all came to an end in
1958 by order of the Antitrust Department of
the Department of Justice, which forced

on doing something with it. Isuspect it's gonna have something to do with cable TV —converter boxes, etc.
We had approached AT&T about using the trademark on
certain audio products, starting off with vacuum tubes, with
the intention of producing other lines over time. Back in
1958 when they were forced to divest themselves of Western
Electric, it was considered the jewel in the crown —it hurt
them to have to let go of it. They're able to revive the name
now because of the 1984 consent decree where AT&T was
split up the first time. It novated all the other consent agreements, so they weren't prevented from being in other businesses as of that date. That's why they could legally license
the name to be used again. Anyway, we bit the bullet and
signed on the dotted line.
Scull: How did you wind up rolling your own, Charles?
Whitener: As things evolved, it became clear that the tubes
could not be made offshore. The biggest thing that worried us
regarding offshore-produced tubes was that almost everybody we talked to in electron tube technology said that
anything done by the Russians or Chinese universally had
aproblem: as soon as they let the drawings out, the
product started coming out the back door! [laughs]

THE ANODE IN OUR 300B 9-PO‘I HATEVER PURE NICKEL....
A
LOT OF OTHER MANUFACTURERS USE DRAMATICALLY
LESS PURE NICKEL, OR STEEL THAT'S NICKEL-PLATED.
IT JUST INCREASES THE THOMYOU USE LESS PURE MATERIALS.
Western Electric out of everything except telephony and
government contracts. They were forced out of the picture
business, based on asuit brought by RCA, who had acompeting recording system. So in 1958 Westrex was sold to
Litton Industries — and we purchased the corporate entity
from Litton Industries, acorporate entity that actually goes
all the way back to 1928! We own the original corporate
shell.
Scull: How did your relationship btgin with AT&T?
Whitener: We approached AT&T back in about '92.
Actually, we were originally looking to purchase vacuum
tubes from them. There were quite anumber left that they'd
been saving for safety stock, and we bought the entire inventory they had at the time.
Scull: Do you recall the total number of tubes?
Whitener: Yes, we bought 35-something-thousand tubes
— not all 300Bs, of course. We also bought the production
equipment, so you might say we bought the tube business.
Scull: How did AT&T receive your initial overture?
Whitener: They were always positive —even though it took
over ayear to get things worked out because of the bureaucratic maze. And the reason was that the Western Electric
trademark had all but disappeared from consumer products,
although it was and still is used in alot of equipment sold by
AT&T Network Systems to other Bell operating companies.
The breakup of AT&T was driven in part by the fact that
companies like MCI and Sprint were very nervous buying
equipment from their competitor. They didn't like that at all.
In any case, AT&T was very interested in reviving the
Western Electric name. At the time we didn't know exactly
why, but they were happy with our putting the name out in
front of the public again. Ihear that at some point, they plan
STEREOPHILE, MARCH 1996

We decided we just couldn't let the drawings out, or the
technology for that matter. So at that point, we looked at it
domestically —could we avoid putting the original plant
back together ourselves?
Scull: /his would be the Kansas City plant you're speaking oft
Whitener: Right. We went to Richardson, but for anumber of reasons, that didn't work out. We realized that audiophiles simply weren't going to accept are-badged Cetron
tube, and neither would AT&T. By the way, I'm speaking as
if this is all aWestrex project —it's not. AT&T is directly
involved.
Scull: That's good to hear. AT&T manufactured the last 300B in
the late '80s, isn't that nght?
Whitener: Yes, 1988 was the last year of production for the
300B. AT&T shut down the production facility, but they
still needed stock — there are still alimited number of vacuum tubes used throughout AT&T's system. The 300B was,
in fact, the last tube AT&T continued to make. One problem; they couldn't get an outside-approved vendor for this
tube; so they thought to make enough gap stock to carry
them. Call it a"life build." Some audiophile types heard
about it, tapped in, and got them to build afew more. Most
of those were sold to the Japanese and the French, by the
way.
To make along story short, we decided we'd have to go
ahead and make the tube ourselves at the old location — the
Kansas City works. This facility is more than amillion square
feet, and they continue to make connectors, transistors, and
diodes there. We set up in asmall location in apart of the
plant — we don't need that much space because we're only
making afew tube types, not 400 different ones like they
used to. We unmothballed some old equipment that was out
101
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there, and acquired some new equipment, put it all together,
and rehired anumber of retirees from the original 30013 line.
Scull: Charles, let me ask you, did saine of the equipment you
acquired come Irons Richardson? It ocaus to me that may be apossible link with aminor Iheard—fa-Ise, as ive have leanied — that
Richardson was maniya.during your tubes.
Whitener: When the Kansas City operation was closed in
1988, Richardson bought afew pieces of equipment from
AT&T, which wound up sitting in storage. We bought one
piece back from them. It saved us some time, you understand.
So we brought in the retirees and retrained them —everyone
was just delighted. It's like family. We were all so happy to get
this going again, particularly Bernie Magers, who was the
senior engineer in charge of tube manufacturing there. Gosh,
he'd been there for 35 years, I'd guess. He was in charge of the
entire production and knew the 300B intimately. In fact, he's
the guy who printed the Western Electric book —I guess
you've seen that?
Scull: of course... Tell me, what are the difference between
your 300B and others available out there?
Whitener: Let's first look at the philosophy of the
manufacture of electron tubes, Western Electric vs
everyone else. First off, the reason Western Electric

O
J
UST ABOUT THERE
WE'LL HAVE

formula in that once it's "cooked," it's different from how it
started —you can't reverse-engineer it. The reason they were
developed in such amanner was because of the "transoceanic" requirement for what they call submarine cables. These
tubes had to be installed in these cables laid at sea, and you
couldn't just send Mike Nelson to change the tubes out.
Scull: So the 300B benefitedfrom this build philosophy?
Whitener: The 300B was an unusual tube in the Western
Electric lineup in that it —along with the 212E, the 2841),
plus a few others—were designed specifically for highfidelity audio use, even though "high fidelity" wasn't aterm
used back in those days. These tubes were made for theatrical use, which was the closest thing to hi-fi that we know of
today. Back then, Western Electric had ahuge business, you
know. Television wasn't developed until the late '40s and
early '50s, and so theater was the primary entertainment
outlet for people —aside from live entertainment, of course.
As you probably remember, not too long ago you couldn't
actually buy atelephone; you had to lease it. Well, the same
was truc of Western Electric's theater equipment —
theater owners had to rent the equipment,
including the speakers. And that practice went
on until 1964. And then there was ERPI —

NCE THE 300B LINE IS UP AND RUNNING, AND WE'RE
NOW, WE EXPECT BY LATE FEBRUARY

SIGNIFICANT QUANTITIES AVAILABLE.

licensed the Audion from DeForest was that there
'vertu° amplifiers at that time. Long-distance telephone service
predated the amplifier. The first trunk was between Philly and
NY, and it had no tubes or amplifiers in it —it was all just voltage-driven. That was the longest link they could manage with
standard battery currents. Beyond that, they had to come up
with some method of amplifying the signal. Well, DeForest had
come up with the Audion, and aguy at Western Electric named
Armstrong took it and developed it into ausable amplifier. So
the first use of electron tubes in an amp were for telephony.
As you know, everything Western Electric made was built
like atank. These tubes were designed for what's called
"leased service" use, which means you plug the tube in the
central office and you leave it there. They weren't designed
to be re-placed like consumer tubes were. So the research
behind them, the quality of materials, every component surrounding the development and execution of the manufacturing of these tubes, was dramatically different from other tube
types. RCA, GE, Sylvania —all these tubes were mostly used
in commercial applications. But the point is they were all
designed with not nearly the same care, especially when it
came to the cathodes and filaments. That's the secret to long
life in atube —the cathodes and filaments. During the last
couple of years, we've done alot of spectrographic analysis of
tubes made by other makers, and we found that all these
companies were doing almost adirect opposite chemistry to
what Western did. But Western tubes last anywhere from
two to 10 times as long as other tubes.
Scull: How do they manage that, Charles?
Whitener: Well, alot of that falls under trade secrets. Ican
tell ‘'ou that the nickel that goes into our 300B cathode, along
with the special coating that's on it, are sort of like the CocaCola formula. Top secret! It's even more like the Coca-Cola
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996
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you've heard of ERPI?
Jonathan Scull: No, can't say that Ihave.
Whitener: ERPI —Electrical Research Products Inc. That
was another division of the Westrex group that started in
1928. They did all the actual leasing and maintenance. So
the Westrex side built equipment, and ERPI leased,
installed, and maintained it.
The 300B was designed expressly for high-fidelity use. In
fact Ithink it's the only medium-powered triode ever developed specifically for hi-fi. The THD and ¡MD are inherently very low, and that's why it sounds so good without negative
feedback, push-pull designs, etc. Most of your other hi-fi tubes
were designed in the late '40s/early '50s, like the pentodes
you're more familiar with —the 6L6, KT88, and 6550s.
Those tubes have, as you know, additional grids that improve
power output but dramatically increase distortion. You need a
push-pull circuit or negative feedback to null out the deleterious effects. That's not true in a300B, a212E, or a284D.
(Those will be follow-on products, by the way.) Even the
RCA 2M wasn't designed for audio.
Scull: Idon't know if that's popularly known...
Whitener: And the other reason it was one of the only
tubes developed for audio is because Western Electric had a
virtual lock on the theaters — areal monopoly.
Scull: What can you tell us about the Western Electric 300B's constniction?
Whitener: The materials are chosen very carefully. Ican tell
you the Russians and the Chinese don't have access to the
kind of purity in materials that we do.
Scull: Can you be more specfiic?
Whitener: Sure: the anode in our 300B is 99-point-whatever pure nickel that's carbonized in areal special process. A
lot of other manufacturers that arc making tubes are using
103

either dramatically less pure nickel, or, in alot of cases,
they're using steel that's nickel-plated. It just increases the
THD if you use less pure materials.
Scull: Anything else you can reveal about the materials or processes?
Whitener: The tubes are mostly highly purified, Grade
One nickel, with the exception of the filament hooks, which
are tungsten, and the filament itself. But as regards the filament core material, Ican't divulge what that's made of —
Coca-Cola again!
Also, the actual processing itself is very critical. One of the
primary issues involved in making any electron tube is
cleanliness, and we take great care with that. And another
issue revolves around the anode — we bring it up to way
above what other tube manufacturers do during the heattreating process. Typically those temperatures would take
the carbonized coating off ofjust about anybody's anode —
it would strip it right off. But by doing this, we pre—life-test
the tube. Normally this would damage it but for acertain
special process we have. And I'd say that our vacuum is
probably significantly higher than others.
Scull: Yes, that's abig issue, evacuation...
Whitener: We have what is considered an ultra-high-vacuum tube. And, of course, the coatings and the core material
of the filament arc the two critical differences in our tube
compared to others.
Scull: Iunderstand you age the tubes?
Whitener: Let me tell you afew things with respect to aging
and testing. All Western Electric tubes were aged and prescreened. There's astep in tube making called "screening"
that most people don't do today, and didn't do back then ...
even the Chinese and Russians. You take the tube beyond its
characteristic voltage and current — you hit it hard — that's
called screening. This is where you find infant mortality. So
we do this screening and then we do arigorous aging process,
which is acritical part of the manufacturing process. Aging
— traditionally called conversion —is the stage at which the
oxides on the filament are converting from the carbonates.
So the aging process, its steps and accuracy, are very important. And that's very carefully done in the Western Electric
process. At the same time there's a500-hour life test given to
Western Electric tubes — we select random samples from an
aging set of tubes and we don't release that batch until 500
hours are reached in that particular sample from that batch.
We won't release any tubes in aparticular lot until the samples pulled from it reach the 500-hour mark.
Scull: "No tube will be sold bdive its time," as Orson Welles woulda
said!
Whitener: Right!
Scull: Charles, the tubes Ihave here are production units?
Whitener: Yes, they are.
Scull: So you are in fa" ct churning them out now?
Whitener: Right.
Scull: teen will they be popularly available? Everybody is practically taking it personally that they're not out yet!
Whitener: Let's get into alittle of the why of that.
Scull: Sure
Whitener: Anytime you start up aproduction line of any
active electronic part like transistors or tubes, you have
what's called ayield issue. How many parts did you get that
meet spec out of every 100? It's not atypical to get a50%
yield when you start up. Make 100 tubes, and 50 have to be
thrown away! Western Electric had astandard that even if
you had 50 good tubes, you still couldn't ship them. You had
to earn what's called "eligibility." We've had to go through
several manufacturing cycles and adjust the processes just so,
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until we got avery high yield. Then we could release them.
Now Iknow that sounds unusual, but that's just the way
Western Electric does it, because even though you had 50%
that passed, the fact is, you had 50% that didn't. Well, there may
be the possibility that the other half wasn't quite up to spec. So
our yield has to be up to acertain predetermined level.
Scull: That makes asort of large-corporation sense.
Whitener: We simply have to make AT&T spec, you see
— we're audited by Bell Labs... They're the guys who say if
the tubes can be released or not.
Scull: And to this point?
Whitener: Well, since October '95 we've been increasing
the yields to where they're releasable, which is, by the way,
avery expensive ordeal.
Scull: Ican well imagine!
Whitener: Once the line is up and running, and we're just
about there now, we expect by late February we'll have significant quantities available. Right now, we're there on certain
lines, but we want all our 300B lines up to spec.
Scull: Charles, let me ask you what in the world made you decide to
‘
qet into this?
Whitener: Well, Jonathan, Iused to be in the instrumentation business. We built devices for Monsanto, Dupont, and
Allied Signal. They were machine-vision products, highly
technical on-line quality-control instrumentation. Isold the
company in 1990. I'd always been an avid audiophile, and
kept looking at this Western Electric thing, and thought, why
in the world doesn't AT&T pursue this? Ithought it could be
agreat product line for them. So Iguess you could say I'm
just aguy who was at the right place at the right time.
Scull: Wel4 Charles, you obviously didn't do this because you thought
single-ended is going away. Anything to say in general on this topic?
Whitener: Well, you know, I'm one of those these guys
who'd write aletter to the editor that I'm tired of reading
about green pens being used on the edges of CDs, and Iwas
just as suspicious when Istarted hearing about single-ended
amps. But the first time Iheard it, Iwas just in shock — I
couldn't believe the difference. The level of detail and the
lack of that analytical sound you get with push-pull and
amps that use feedback was amazing.
Scull: What's nextfor Western Electric?
Whitener: Ithink the single-ended market will grow
because of the quality of its sound, so we're going to come
out with a212E. That's atriode too, but it's sort of like the
300B's big brother. It has aplate dissipation of 250W, six
times that of the 300B, so you can expect between 50 and
75 watts of single-ended power from this tube.
Scull: Something like a211?
Whitener: It's two to three times the output of the 211.
Another tube we'll do is the 284D, which was designed for
high-power theater systems. You might say the 284D was
the successor to the 300B.
Scull: How much will the Western Electric 300B cost?
Whitener: They'll retail for $350 each, $400 overseas. By
the way, if you look at the price of our tube, they're actually
cheaper than they were in '88 if you consider inflation.
Scull: Any guarantees associated with the sale?
Whitener: It's 90 days, which is extended to one year if you
return the warranty card. That's the longest in the business.
Scull: Anything besides tubes we should be lookingforfrom Western
Electric?
Whitener: Watch for more interesting products from us,
including cables and loudspeakers!
Scull: Thank you, Charles.
Whitener: And thank you, Jonathan.
S
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Recommended high-end gear can be hard to find—unless you call Audio Advisor!
Over the past fifteen years, more than 100,000 audiophiles have taken advantage of Audio Advisor's
huge selection—and low mail-order prices—on highly recommended hi-end audio &video gear.
Everything is backed by our exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Call us Toll-Free
at 1-800-942-0220 for low prices or friendly, expert audio advice.
New Cardas Sweep/Degaussing Record.

"Dial-In" Your Home Theater System
With The Reference Video Standard Disc

System Burn-In Disc 8. Audio Enhancer
CD by Purist Audio Design.

New XLO/Ref erente Test & Burn-In
HDCD-Compatible CD, Only $29.95!

Broadcasters and video technrcions
front Hollywood to Hong
Kong use Reference
Recording's Video Standard
laser disc to optimize front.
and dried oree video proie4
!ion systems Easy to use oath
clear instructions Reference
Ronordings Mao Standard
loser Mu only 569 95

Ore worlds first total system bum. treatment.
System Enhancer ass designed as a
cable burn-in CD—until raped,
discovered it improves the
whole system Everyone
I
know who's tried the
dis( has heard abig dif•
Science: reports Sam
lellig PAD System
Enhancer (DR 514995

(rented !Daly by XL0
Reference Recordings, stirs
gold CD is he only lest disc
available that sboth HDCD
P. Surround Sound
Compimblel Includes tests.
dernogneung svreeps. system burn in, and morel
XLO/Relerence Test
Burn-In CD 529.95

Tune Your Ears With The Ultimate Demo
Disc, Only 514.95I

Demagnetize (Ds With CD
Clarifier—And Save $40!

Mobile Fidelity Geo-Disc Cartridge
Alignment Tooll

Dramatically Improve your iiitenrng suIfs vnth CheskYs
Uhimate Demo Diu Cued by
the onnouncer you 11 discover
what reviewers mean by trons
parency, depth resolution
midrange purity and more
Chesky Ultimate Dense CD $14.95

(D doodler remove, the electrostahr
charge (hot builds up between the ((Cs
metal foil &plastic layers Does it work ,"
In aword, ye,: report Mike Mr(all on
Fautive Feed boa 111 find the results gene
appealing 11 Bedini CD Clarifier «as 575
now 34 95 °pun& A( power supply Sly 95

from the makers of Original Hasler Rerordongs in No
olew minutes the Geo Dito provides accurate phono
cartridge alignment mmihrn
0003 1 Mobile Fidekty
Gen-lisa phono «nudge
alignment LP 529 95

Monster X-Terminator Locking Bananas

Michael Green AudioPoint Cone Isolators

AudioQuest Energy Absorbing CD Feet.

lighten loose speaker
cable commons with
Monster Coble sXlermino
tor expandIngi locking
speoker cable banana con ••••%.......
nector Monster Cable
X-Terminators: One pair. 529 95.
Iwo pairs 555 00 Four pairs 599 90

Solid milled brass with geometry to
muffle energy transfer choracterrs
tics Points come with special disc to
protect wood os tile SUflOfei
AudioPoints for Electronics:
559 95/set of 3, Two sets .599 90

The perfect upgrade la (D players, and D/A converters,
Audiauest sorbothane, 2 by 5/8 CD Feel improve
laser locus, end promote better imaging ond boss by
keeping harmful vlbrotions out al the component
chows. AuckoOvest CD Feet
539 00/set al four.

Stop Cable Distortion With
Digital Noise Blockers

Acoustic Room Analysis
Computer Software!

Reduce Mgdoi noise and RF inter
femme with Blorkers noise
absorbers For audio ammo
neos. digital cobles &power
cords. Regular Blake's:
514 95/pr; 3, 12 95/pr.
Big Blake's: 519 95/pr

Analyze your room moors &a«u•
rarely determine the optonurn room
placement for your speakers with this
highly accurate computer program. No
programming expenenoe moulted'

"Way Recommended" Grado Headphone

Best Selling Grado $180 Head hone

The (lardy and power of
these budget Grades is lull
totally unheard
of in this price range:
reports Stereophde sCorey
Greenberg Way mom ,
mended!" Grado SR-6O stereo headphones
with 6h cord and mini plug adopter only 569 00

Sondo sSR80 sounds
felonies olarger more
comfortable ear piece
Mon SR 60 los better
boss and smoother
overoll sound Great for
both portobles or home stereo applications
Grado 5R-B0 headphones mth 6h cord, only 595 00

EVERYTHING you need to know about buying
enjoying high end audio gear —I or
beginners & experienced
listeners alike!

The Master Handbook of Acoustics.

Save $49 On TARA Quantum 66 Cables!

This outslonding new unshrelded solid core ado •
neo is ideal for (D players. D/A processors amp
ronnehons rube gem —and morel Delivers preo •
• •
and notogol harmonics Highly flemble and hos polo o
TARA Quantum 66 Pairs: 06M reg S89 now 45 110
IOM reg 598, now 49 95, 15M reg 5119 now 59 95

AudioPoints for Loudspeakers:
569 00/set of 4. Two sets 5169 90

The Listening Room Program for DO 549 95.
Moontosh oers,on S59 95 new Windows ersion 579 95

Robert Harley, Editor ol
Stereophde, tells you what you
need to know to become abetter
listener and bener buyer of High
End gear °mover how la gel the
best sound for your money identify
week links in your system, and
upgrade where dwill do you the
most good, and how to gel mm.
mum performance from equipment
you already own The Complete Guide To High-End
Audio ,inperbakk 480 pages S/9 95 hordoover 539 95

flew rod for Improvong your audio sysiem the Pardo:
Sweep Record degausses the
phono carindge—ond he
entire audio system—and
ultrosonually cleans the
phono cartridge stylus
and confilever Pressed
on high quality 180g
virgin vinyl Cardin
Sweep/Degaussing
Record, $16.95

Everything you wanted to know about acoushcs—but
didn't know who to ask This classic source book covers
everything horn the basics of sound to the
latest in room treatments
Poperbock, 366 poges,
521 95
New "Build Your Own
Home Theater" Book.
(he do it yourselfer's guide
lo the ultimate aucho/yrdeo
experience with everything
you need to Into chow,
booldong your
• •
system ontludrno ni
syslem
,

Save With Premium "No-Name"
Rice-Paper Record Sleeves
These high rectory 3ply orb :101
'
1crie Paper LP/loser clitc
record sleeves look like comes
of the famous Drsocosher VR P
sleeves Knock-offs' We in not
sure No-name rice paper
sleeves 50 p(s 519 95

Ito-Tack Speaker-toSpeaker Stand Coupling
Compound
Easyloapply,
soul effective any to improve CD sound by
reducing loser light leakage Apply Stoplight to the edge of
all your CDs. Recommended by leading audiophile mags
CD Stopright Pen 515 95 each Iwo pens 529 90
"Class
Rated
Sennheiser EID580s
"Ullonism000h, oho detoded
open-bock dynamn headphones
with lull, extended low frequencies,
reports Stereophde, they're John
Atkinson's reference Senokeiser
H0580 headphones mg 5349,
now only 5299 95"
vs THX—merrng systems horn 51,500
to 515,000 find out where to put a
home theater system w/o buying anevi
house learn tips, techniques,
owed
ond buyrig
4
Timi /OWE 4( strategies
for mining
ordinary
systems into
something
extraordinary
Paperbock, 200
pages. 519 95

Tacky 4uTock rca reusable
udheuve compound found to do an
excelknt ¡al of coupling speakers lo
stands One 225 1by 45 slob treats
one pair of speakers Blu-Tack. one
slob 59 95, two slabs 517 00
Postman Binding Post Wrench,

Stereophile Dynakor Postmun
tightemng wrench 59 95

Audio Advisor's
Experienced
Sales Staff Is
Ready To
died Answer Your
Audio & Home
/Theater Questions.
Call Toll-Free:
1-800-942-0220

7

Sal" John
Rell""ntall"
Flick

No Other Source Keeps In Stock So Many Highly Recommended High End Audio &Video Accessories!

In the US—or Canada—Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-975-6100.
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More gear on
next two
pages

Save On RoomTunes, Target, Standesign Racks &Stands
New Justarack "Junior"
Red As tow As $1351
New Junior rocks have infrnitely
odlustatole 74" ende 16" deep.
3/4' thick black shelves ngidly held
by 1/2' diameter steel rods/nuts.
Useable space between rods is
19 5' Cane point feet are included
Seale assembly regurred

New Low Price Standesign Speaker Stands

Ultra -Rigid Target Rocks, As Low As S109.95

Stondesign Audio 8. Video Rocks Sale

New Siondeugn BB speaker stonds leal aie rigid one piece
welded steel construction toth urethone pods on top and
spikes on bottom

Strong one piece welded steel
frame for maximum rigidity From
Englond
Target T13: 32 toll vnth 118'
between Me )shelves regular
5760 now 199 95'

SAVE 569-5/9 On
Standesign big screen Ti
rocks eh 70" toll one
pee welded steel
frames composite wood
shelves and caster feet
75' hot between shelves

Stondesign 8850:
65 by 65 top plote
choose 12 16 or 20
heights 549 95/pr'

JUSTARACR Junior 30-4,
30 toll with 4shelves reg 5160, now 135 001

Standeugn

JUSTARACK Junior 36-5 5shelves 36" loll reg 5200,
now only 169 95.,

RoomTunes' Rocks by
Michael Green Designs

Target "T" Stands As Low As 599.95

Sturdy racks vmh 3,4 support
rods 8, adjustoble 23 75 wide by
15 IS -deep by 3/4 -thick com
poute wood shelves. Standard fin
ish it charcoal black Cone point
feet ore supplied

New Torget TSeries 'tondo feature 3
support legs welded to on extra wide A
stable 14 35 wide hy 12 deep •
T sm: ••
base with aflat steel tap plate Both rm•
spikes & bottom cone point feet includ

JUSTARACK 30 -30 toll vnth 4
shelves, reg 5349, now 199 955

Target T-50: 20 tall with 75 -by
75top plate. reg 5130. now 99 95"

JUSTARACK 36, 5shelves 36' roll reg 5399. now 349 95t

Target T-60: 24 tall teth 75 by
75 top plate reg 5140 now 109 95 .

JUSTARACX 42, 6shelves 42" toll reg 5449. now 399 951
JUSTARACK 44, 7shelves 48' lotl. ref 5499. now 449 005

Blue Point Cartridges

••

.- yaudio reviewers m•
u, ire sound of
Sumiko sBlue Point high output
12 091 moving vilo the worlds
best selling phono cartridges
Try one yourself 8discover why

Blue Point Special high output
moving coil phono cartridge, w/37
ref inewenlr over Me Blue Point
regular 5195 now 5000 95

d iMr_

Audio
Racksback
future
aonepiece tilled
-welded
steel
frame with 14' o18' shelves,
and sulked cone point feet A
super strong 2" xY beam
supports all shelves

Target UM: 31 loll v712 8
between the 3shelves
regular 0230 now 179 95t
larger

Design 5Rock. 5shelves, 34'
toll with 6.5' between shelves
Regular 5399, now 349 951

Strong steel frame, If by 18
composite «cod shelf d
spoked feet holds amps
rigidly Reg s105 —A is

!bur SAutieearà

Design 4Rock. 4shelves, 34'
loll wnh 95' between the
shelves Reg 5349, no« 299 951

World's Best Sounding Audio Tubes
Svetlana Russian 6550 Tube!

Precision-Tested RAM Tubes

ors he tap-rated
MC cce• Ages in the world.
now or factory direct prices ,

New from the berm •
rubes Svetlano tube,
A
precision tested in the US S.erlona 65508
529 95 ea 69 95'MP 139 95,700

RAM labs offers the most complete line of
high quality. precision test audio tubes on
he market Tubes are computer tested
then graded for performance reliability
8. sound
Preens Standard
los
Vera le,
tube
Tube
Norse
Norse
69770
75 00
4500
12ARIA
995
16 9S
4200
12A17A/AU7 995
19 95
45 00
5751A
1995 29 95
5500

Monster Cable AG-1000
II low output 10 3mV) MC,
woo 5800. now 5399 95
Monster Coble Sigma
Genesis 2000, law output
(0 3m51 MC cartridge. was
51.20A now 5599 95

Blue Poe lycral

Ultra-modern Standesign

Special low priced assemble yourself
cudw rocks impro,e audio pedormonte

$25 Off Target Amp Stand.

..

Golden Dragon Audio Tubes
Monster (able 40100011

Developed by British oudiaphiles and engineers,
Golden Orogon tubes were deugned for superior
sound Now wirh gold pins for improved performance

I

Loe
171X70/12017/1101.11 16 00
12AX7/170T7/12701725 00
6D18
19 95
601807
3195

Sped,* Trade in any alder
style Monster MC cartridge 8
Me Monster MC 2000 is
only 5450.00!

39 95
59 95
59 95
8995

19 95
29 95
2900
3995

49 95
75 00
69 95
9995

Mrsc 171717 17 95 URI 25 00 6107111 27 00 5965B 19 95
RAM Power Tubes: 8417 S35ea 77 50, MP 6550 GE
l719 91 VP 6161 529 Flea 77 50,MP

Save Now On The World's Best Record Cleaning Machines And Supplies

Now—More Than Ever—It's Vital To
Vacuum-Clean Valuable LPs

Save S30 On The "Recommended" Record
Doctor II, Only $169.95!

LPs are getting harder to find--ond more voluable Ito
increasingly importont to keep records safe &clean Hand
washing—even
with rhe fano
est oolutions
methods —does
e
n'r remove nil
of the gunk

Record Doctor II
cleans like hr
expensive
mochrnes
wirh fluid
applirofion

VOrtruM pow-

cleaning
machines with
the right fluid
lift owoy duo,
dust 8grime
You II he shocked al haw smooth and noise free vacuum
cleaned [Pr sound Record surface noise is reduced by up to
90',r (lean 1.Ps are more valuable, too
ered

audio review magannes

1111M

$100 Off VPI s"Professional" Cleaner.

SPI hW 16 5

varourn Sur

bon— but MIS
lelo become you
turn records by
hand And rhe new
improved Record Doctor

3r wx

Stondesign DTV35, lar 35" TVs three 35" wide by
11' deep shelves regular 5349, now 269.955

Top Rated Monster MCs SO% OH!
for

Sumiko Blue Point
high output moving coil phono
moo* fits almost any lone
arco reg S175 now SI 19 95

Stondesign DTV32, For 28 -.32" Ws, three
20" D'held, 7S.reg 5199. now 129 951

Target 115150 39 tall 5
shelves reg $335 now 255 001

Target T-10: 28 loll. 63 by 63
roo plaie do S140 roo 109 9S'

01532 or "
d

Standesign DTV28, For 25"-28" TVs, 3shelves, 2816
x20"D reg 5299 now 7/9 951

Target "SA" Racks
As Low As S179.95

World's Best Selling Phono Cartridges
Surniko

t

Target T15: 37 toll with 6.1'
between the Sshelves regular
5350 now 169 95t
Target 1151 39 tall with 81
between Me 5shelves, regule
5395. now 299 95t

Stondesign 8815:
75 by 75 top
plate choose front
12 16, 10, or
24 .heights,
569.95/pr'

Save $90 On VPI 16.5 Cleaning Machine.

tiP1 NW 1111111 calomel', cleaning mus/mine is the world's
most thorough LP cleaner wilt Verret,' fluid noplAntion
and bi directonol LP demo g
8dirt ut removedr NW 17
and no MeSS All parts ore
grade The model KW 17 f iroJoes ctookng iSO I.
filet's cleaning of hundreds 8hundred al Cs aif'
tor sdream machiner
VPI HW-I 7F cleaning machine reg $900 now 799 95'

on the •worlds best selling record cleaning
machine, he VPI HW 165 Critics praise HW 16 5s rugged
build ond superb cleaning power Apowerful motor spins
LPs while the sell levehng suction rube deep clams the
record grooves- -your records never sounded so sweell
The VPI HW 165 reg S450 but order now ond we II
include 50 high quality anti static 3ply rice paper record
sleeves —in all o5490 value- -yours for only 5399 95r
Soon MOW

Rword Dom 11
is recommended by leading
including Stewed&

Record Doctor It Cleaning Package: Record Doctor II
mum powered LP cleaning machine 4cd cleaning fluid
fluid opplicotor br u,h r5700 .r'UP now S169 95"

SPI HW
sham mew& wow

VPI NW-16.5 w/bonus sleeves, only 5399.951

Unbeatable Turntable/Tonearm Deals 8. Hard-To-Find Analog Accessories
OFF Audio-Technica ATP-I2T
"Professional" Tone Arm.

62%

,douraft.

•

Don Irniimi this lonicuric closeout from Audio fence
Model SIP 121 professronal stereo lone arm features In&
nirely ochustable toneorm height sealed horizontol 8ver
rid ball bearing ones deroupled rounterweight shalt for
arm resononce control arm billA 01mre supplied

detachable universal headohell easy
to odrust stylus force /3 more ,
Audio-Technica ATP-921 arm
was 5265 'Ow 99 95'

New, Improved OR/DNM Ringmat

The Hunt For AGreat Record Brush Is Over

Imported from England Me
new Ringmot 330 Mk11 is top
noted lar IrrIprOvIng Wan
Wen', and boss- -says Robert
Deutsch in Slereophile
OR/DNM Ringmot Mk II
turntable mat, S74 95

Hunt IDA 7086
brush from England
loi two types of
deoning booties
-long ond shoo- ro
clean records twice wrth mot one pots The finest record
brush we can find ,Hunt FDA MK6 reg 575 now 19 95

Save $250 On VPI HW-191R
8, Moth Arm Combo.
Ever since it sintroduction VPI s
HW 1
91, turntable hos been on
Slereophile s—and everyone else s
'Recommended fist An Ingenious
design combined vnth superb parts and

Align Cartridges Like APro
with the DR Protrac

Be Sure Of Stylus Force With The
Shure Stylus Force Gauge

DB SysternS Protrac lets any omoreur
do professionol phono cartridge
alrgnments Highly Downie with any
standard (condom ond Kidd Ion.
mums DR Protror reg 535 now

Shure SfG 2OM force gauge accurorely
measures the stylus farce for optimum
sound and increased stylus life
The loot stylus farce gauge on
the market ,Hurryr
Shure gauge, 514.95

70 ry.

Call 1-800-942-0220
106

uogrodeubiloy make it the best
turntable value near rhe price We add
the Moth Mk 1arm made by Rego 8
rdentool to Rego, own RB 150
Thus deal can't be beat -by any
--: one for hr price' VPI
9JR turntable with Moth Mb I
loneorm, regular 950. now only $699 95'
burn in

International
FAX Line:
616-975-6111
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BEST SELLING DIGITAL CONVERTERS &FILTERS FROM AUDIO ALCHEMY"'
Save $502 With New Ultra•DAC ,

NEW NM D/A Converter Only 5699J

Save $160 On Advanced DDEv 1.1

MOM iii111111 OMB
New Ultro•DA( rombine, Audra Alchemy's Dll•Plus drgi
!al anti she, filter AND Alrhemy sDA( in the Boa D/A
ronverler in one rhos', -then odds the excellent Power
Station Three•Ultro in one low pure parkin& Alchemy
Ultra•DAC, separotel, S902 now only 399 95"

$249 Off New DDSIII CD Transport

DAC-in-the-Box D/A Still Only $199!

NEW DTI v2.0 Digital Filter Only $499!
.."11chemy

New DDEv3 Claies digital terhnology one step further.
with the Poufs Mrcrmonns 90(0 digital filler for 90(1)
Mgt ,Anew dual mono output offers unmatched dewy 8.
taut (00o &optsal inputs digital 8. analog output, 8,
morel Alchemy DDEv3.0 Dr A reg S799 now S699"

The DDEvl 1has built., DTI type ontuotter stage.
world's Intl Passive De/Integrator Hoge hybrid op
amps/Class Adiscrete output orage 2digital input,
outboard power supply Alchemy DDEv1.1 D/11.
wos 5459 now 5799 95''

Upgrade Your DDEv1.0, ODE+, or DITB
With 'Alchemy PS-1 Power Supply

Da

Improve the bats and imaging of the DDE
series or DITEI Dr As with Alrhemy sPS 1
high rurrent upgrade power supply
Sam leg toys the separate power
supply make, the 1DDE1 sound
more dynamic Audio Alchemy
PS-I high current upgrade power
supply regular 579 now 59 95

Alchemy's DA( in the boa (DIM has 18 bit ladder DA(
processor with both word and optiral Martel Inputi.
outboard power supply Recommended for (D ployer
video later dig iS sable D/AX upgrade, Audio Alchemy
D1TB 0, Aronverter reg S259 now 5199 00"

NEW DTI*Plus Digital Filter, $95 Off!

MEN

New
Dll•Plus
«Mister
filter Is
designed fo
audiophile, who wont odvanced jitter reduclron for
(D players but dont need fancy AES/E8U or A181 ins or
outs Some sper, as the new D110.0—at 1/1 the pricel
Audio Alchemy DTI•Plus digital onti.jitter filler, for (D
players only regular 5295. now 199 95

tivtp:TAlcherny

Next generation roer correction nigh Dll•Pro 37 singedi
bic two stage Mosul filter 032 bit DSP data enhancer
Coaxial. OES/EtA loolink8. alas, inputs coax DES/EAU
8. AT&T outputs Audio Alchemy DTI*Pro 31 digital
ann tirer filter reg SI 595 now Si 495 00"

$200 OFF New DDS Pver rn
v_ .Transport

Ihis out•
standing
new (D
tronspocl
from Audio
Alchemy
leotures
highly Inielligent Sony loser drawer msembly and low st
ter output stage shock mounted ne steel rhatsrs Audio
Akhemy DDSIII (D transport. reg 5699, now 449 95"

I I

Experience she remarkable anti Utter performance of
the DII•Pro—al ofraction of the prgel New 011 V2 0a
trawler anti ister wonl. but wgh/out DTI•Pro's DSP ship
3inputs—coax AES/E811 and optical and 4outputs
Alchemy DTI v2.0 jitter filter, reg 0599 now 499 --

SAVE On DTI•Pro 32 Anti -Jitter Filter

Upgrade DT1•Pro, DDEv1.1, DDEv3.0 &
DI.0 With Power
Station 3
Improve the cloth
focus &imaging al
your DTI Digital
Engine DA( or DE( preen will the new Power Station 3
lugh current power supply with many timer the current of
the regain, power supply Aextra Idler, to remove RF,
digital line noise Audio Alchemy Power Station 3
regular 0259, now 169.95

tillaill
Gel professional performance with Audio Akherny snew
dual.rhatut DDS Pro CD transport vath the advonred new
Pioneer stable platter -CD transport system 8. both 1
S
SPOIF digital ourput Audio Alchemy DDS.Pro CD
transport reg SI 595 now 1395 00"

$295 Off DLC Remote Preamp!
..%/chemy

'This is arIghieous little tune stage—inexpensive,
expandable and Inuedibly transparent raves
Stereophrle, Wes Phrhat The DIX remote rontrolled line
stoge warm, offers 4inputs and is easily upgraded
Alchemy DEC preamp was 5495 now only 199 95'

Clean Power &Protect Gear With Audio/Home Theater Power Line Conditioners
Power Wedge Power Conditioners
Power Wedges lecture three compIrmentary terhnologies
to condrIron power for enhanred performanre in high end
audio &home theater systems

SAVE On TARA Prism 22 Audio Interconnects, krellerd rhose for budget
peter,' or wherever you need along low prior cable Phase roherent with
natural hormonst Gold RCM Pass 06M reg 530 now 24 95 1OM reg S35
now 29 95 ISM reg 543 now 37 95 7OM reg S50 noir 45 00
SAVE On Straight Wire Flesconnect II Audio Interconnects. With olong
history as o best buy cable Fletronnert has overy quiet background with
outstanding realism and extended depth Gold R(As Parrs 0SIX reg S33 now
29 95 1OM reg 539 now 33 95 I5M reg S45 now 38 95 2M now $43 95
SAVE On Straight Wire Encore Audio Interconnects. Unique twin am&
design for bolorged or unbolonced operation or excelknt depth and donty
plus highly orrurale bass Gold R(As Pairs 05M reg 580 now 69 95 1OM
reg 5100 now 89 95 15M reg 0120 now 107 95 2OM now 5125 95

New TARA ROC "CD" Audio Interconnects.
Specially designed to deliver greol sound with CO players and mid prised digital
DA( tyttems. RS( (D Interconnects lectures new Generation 2AS( «inductors.
gold RCA, and ohighly flexible design You must hear this cable to believe the
low prsel Post 06M only S89 00 1OM only 599 00 15M only 5139 00
2OM only 5169 00
Cordes Audio 300B Micro Twin Interconnects Sale. The sweetest 8.
smoothest table near the pre highly recommended for (0 players 6amps or
preomps from Japan or Adrom Pairs 05M reg S100. now 79 95 1OM reg
SI 16, now 99 95 1561 reg 5146 now 129 95 3OM reg 5336. now 299 95
SAVE On Best-Selling Cordes Nigh Speed Digital Data Cable!
Our best selling coaxial digital data ruble—which we've found is ideal for oph
mum performance with Audio Alrhemy thelo and many other digital rompe
cent, -ii Cordes Audios Kroh Speed Data (able Try it yourself and hear whyl
1OM req S78 now 69 95 1SM reg S98 now 89 95

Call Toll Free To Order:

1-800-942-0220

Charge Cards Accepted-No Extra Charge!
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The Latest Deals In High End Speaker Cables

Great Audio Interconnect Deals

e

New low arse Power Park Idlers from the mokers of
Power Wedge, have rugged high grade Industrial
strength filters 8. fort °cling MOO spike 'oppressors
but rost les, becoute they lark isolation irantlormers

And Speaker Cables.

Best-Selling Interconnects

L

New low Price Audio Power Filters

Osusiriedge 116 with 10 outlets for audio
'639 00
Power Wedge 114 with 8outlets for midst
'499 00
Power Wedge 113 vra outlets for big lbs/sides '639 00
Power Wedge 112 voth 6outlets for audio
'389 00
Power Wedge 110 with six hi rurrent amp outlets '279 00
Power Wedge 122 6outlets for 20 amp devses '479 00
Power Wedge PE Ipower enhanrer w/A( meter '179 00
Power Wedge 1118 new 18 outlet model offering power
rondrironIng for complete home theater systems'1.279 00

AMAI
E

TARA Phase II/TFA Speaker Cable Closeout The only cable that sbeen
continuously on Stereophde sRecommended Components' list time 1988
Class Asound for obudget pose soy Ssereophile sDirk Olsher Ihrs has to
be she greatest bargain in cable Iknow of 'Pairs Aft was 5130, now 59 95
811 was 0160, now 69 95,
12ft was 5225 now 79.95;
15ft was 5170, now 99 95:
20h was 5350. now 129.95; Mourgiirweriii-15ft was 5430. now 159 95
TARA Lab's Quantum Ill+ Speaker Cable Returns! Our best telling
speaker sable of 1991 hot lust been re•rntroduced by TARA it seem, golden
eared audiophile, in Hong Kong kept demanding its powerful bats full
mido 8, silky highs Best of all 0111v is now 40% offi Hurry'
8lt
151t pi

5184,109 95
5309 ,179 95

10ft pr
lift pr

5219.'129 95 12ff pr
945 199 95 20ft pr

5255,149 95
5398'279 95

New TARA ROC Prime1000 Speaker Coble. Remorkoble new RS( cable
cleverly engineered for trngle.coble bi wired termmationt Extremely trontpar.
eel, neutral. &superb bass

TARA RS( Prime 1000 Speaker Cable: (Price, Regular prise/Our price I
length 5rngle Wired
Single Si Wired length Single Wired Gurgle Si Wired
6h
101i
I
Oft

0147/127 50
S219/199 95
S309/279 95

S167/149 95
S239/219 95
5329/299 95

8ft
11ft
Illt

5184/167 50
S245/219 95
5345/315 00

5204/185 00
5265/249 95
5365/325 00

*
N Mare for stereo pairs eh spode or pin terennriohons For bananas odd 120
per ser of four Ali sables covered by our exclusive 30 doy satisfaction guarantee

Audio Advisor: "Not aStore...More"
Shipping Charges Ground UPS: Accessorres lot item S4 95 for

extra items odd SI 40 each 'Turntables/Stands range from 51295.514 95
"Electrons, amp racks etr are 08 95 012 95 tRacks/Lorge
standslurnlobles, etc range from 516 95S29 95
Hours Monday Thursday Et AM 8PM Friday 8AM 6PM
Saturday 10 AM 5PM Sunday 12 4PM All times ore Eastern
Standard lime Pores 8. sperrfiratrons are sublect to change
without notice
1995 Audio Advisor, Ins

Audio Power Power Pock II 6outlet power filter
with 4analog &Odigital outlets lost ochng MOI spike
protection reg 5229 now 199 95"
New Audio Power Power Pack V. 12 outlets for
audio &video system, leolunng swsched Auntwitched
groups heavy duty steel rose UE approved 19 rock
mount lore A( power meter 8. more Regular 5529,
intro puse '499 95

Component 'so-Platforms
New Low Price Seismic "CD" Sink, Only $149.95
Reviewers report oSerums
Sink rs equivolent to the
-full upgrade of acompo
nerd New law priced CD
Sink futures the SilitOrle
fluid &air filled golohon bladder, golotion a, the more expengve Sunk,
for CD players transports 3/As elr New Seismic "CD" Sink 5149 95"

Bright Star Audio Big Rock 3Isolation Platform
Bright Star Rig Rock 3compact nolotion
plotlorm us designed to fit inside most
Target Slandestgn and other metal
audio rorks —only 185 by 15 by
2 roll The me rerOrrnerlded
amen, 'saloon shelf on the market'
Bright Star Big Rock 3dark granite 5125 00'

New Expanded Hours Of Operation:
Monday-Thursday 8AM-8 PM
Fridays 8AM-6 PM
Saturday 10 AM-5 PM
Sunday 12-4 PM
For AFREE Colorful
High-End Audio
Catalog, Call
1-800-451-5445.
Ettobkhed in 1981. Audra Myna, Inc is the worlds largest teller of high
end audio gear by direst mail We thrp to all 50 ties Condo Met« 8.
180 f
°reran mere, Member of the Better Business Bureau sinre 1981
Address 4649 Dancers Dr SE Kentwood, MI, 49512 Direct sales line 616
975 6100 Admmittration Line 616 975 6103 FAX line 616 975 6111

I
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SMOKE YOUR SYSTEM
WITH THC!

Synergi4i

esearcifeer-I

THC (Tars Hip Cable), is anew interconnect designed for today's entry level high end sstems: And at $49 per
3ft. pair. you'll have money left over for other cool stuff ... Call now for your free copy of our 32-page
"Explorer's Guide." vox 800.5 78.6489 fax 714.642.2900 — 501 Superior Ave. Newport Beach Calif. 92663

SILTECH CABLES

GE:

n

r

Internat f
ionar Inc.

500 East 77th Street
Tel: 212-734-1041
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New York, N.Y. 10162

Compare Siltech
Cables with any
other •
C wi Ioutperform the competition in neutrality, resolution,
warmth and overall musicality.

Fax: 212-734-7735
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CUTTING EDGE?
Jonathan Scull auditions the Jadis Eurythmie II horn speaker
and the Jadis SE300B single-ended triode monoblock amplifier
Jadis Eurythmie 11: 4-way hybrid horn/dynamic-driver loudspeaker system. Crossover

power at IkHz for0.3% THD: IOW RMS (10dBVV). Power bandwidth at 8W: 40Hz-

frequencies: 180Hz, 700Hz, 7kHz. Peak power handling: 70W. Sensitivity: I
03dBfW/m

15kHz. -0dB; 40Hz-30kHz. -3dB. Input sensitivity for rated output: 450mV RMS.

with bi-amplification; above 180Hz.96dB/VV/m with mono-amplification. Dimensions:

Input impedance >100k ohms. Power consumption: 140W each. Dimensions:

59" (1500mm) H by 27.5" (700mm) W by 27.5" (700mm) D.Weight 176 lbs (80kg).

W by 9" (229mm) H by 20.5" (52Imm) D. Weight 65 lbs (29.5kg). Price: 811000/pair.

(203mm)

Price: $37,000/pair.
Common to both: Manufacturer: Jadis SAR.L.Villedubert. France. US Distributor:
Jadis SE300B single-ended triode monoblock amplifierTube complement (each): two

Northstar Leading the Way, PO. Box 3763. Durango, CO 81302.Tel: (970) 259-6722.

300B, two 5R4, one 6SN7. Output impedance: adjustable, for 1-16 ohms. Output

Fax: (970) 259-6727.

I

've never written alove story before, but then, there's always afirst
time. This romance concerns the
stunningly anthropomorphic Jadis Eurythmie II (mostly) horn speakers and
the petite, jewel-like, and vivadous Jadis
SE300B amps — a 10W single-ended
triode design with paralleled output
tubes.
Kathleen and I, having flung ourselves into single-ended's embrace, have
become, to some fashion, quite experienced. I've described the purity of presentation available with the Wavelength
Audio Cardinal XS monoblocks when
coupled with the Swiss-made Reference
3A Royal Master Controls in these
pages (January '96). Using the Eurythmie speakers, which supplanted the 3M
in our system, we've listened to Gordon
Rankin's Wavelength Cardinal XS
monos, the Kondo-san Audio Note Kassai parallel 300B stereo amplifier (next
SE review to come), the ebullient and
eager-to-please Cary 301SE 300B stereo
unit, and the Jadis single-ended triodes,
as well as our reference JA 200s (yes,
Jadis also does push-pull).
And we evaluated a cornucopia of
300B tubes which were slipped into the
waiting sockets of these amps: the VAIC
VV30B and the less-costly VV300B; the
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

Ascents had occupied on the 10' by 4'
MDF platform (this screwed and bolted
through to the floor and beams below).
This left the Eurythmies in the familiar
nearfield listening position. We powered them with our Jadis JA 200s at first,
as we were all still waiting for the singleended Jadis SE300Bs to appear. Frank
had been enjoying the '200s on the Eurythmies in his Durango listening room,
so was familiar with this pairing's voice.
(The '200s are aclassic push-pull class-A
pentode design of approximately 130W,
and our long-time reference amps.)
How practical is it to use high-powEURYTHMIES DESCENDING
ered push-pull on ahorn speaker? Well,
ASTAIRCASE
The speakers arrived in amultitude of the Eurythmies are ahybrid design of
sorts. The 103dB-sensitivity horn array
oversized boxes. Importer Frank Garbie
dragged them into our downstairs lobby —lower-midrange driver up inside the
"butterfly" enclosure, a time-delayed
and broke them open, elevatoring the
tweeter sitting atop asimilarly delayed
individual modules up to our doot This
upper-midrange mahogany horn — is
happened on one of my office days, but
sited above abass cabinet enclosure conKathleen pushed me out the door in the
morning with a"Don't worry, cherie, I taining two 96dB-sensitivity 15" woofers in an "Isobarik" arrangement. Each
can handle it ... "She phoned in periodspeaker's external crossover features a
ic updates on Garbie's progress.
potentiometer, adjusted with a digital
Remember that old Stan Freberg routine? "I got it, Igot it... Idon't got it!" I voltmeter, which varies the sensitivity of
the horn array in relation to that of the
arrived home just in time to hook up
woofers, thus optimizing the amp/
the amps.
speaker cable interface.
Frank had set down the Eurythmics
After aday or two fiddling with the
in roughly the same position the Avalon

long-anticipated and very suave Western
Electric 300B (see my interview with
Westrex's Charles Whitener elsewhere
in this issue); Chinese Golden Dragon
300B Supers; the not-quite-ready-forprime-time ESTi 4300BLX; Audio
Note-branded 300Bs (carbon-plate
ESTi, I'm told). (For the hoopy-scoopy
on these tubes, see my "Brace of Bs"
sidebar.) At this point, even Jimi
Hendrix would consider us experienced
— if not quite in aPurple Haze. Most of
the time.
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crossovers, we realized we still weren't
getting them to perform as best they
might. Problems revolved around several points. To begin with, Iheard that
hootie horn coloration Idislike — saxophones sounded like they were made of
wood, for example. The imaging was
off— Iwasn't getting the spread and
depth that we've grown accustomed to.
The bass wasn't very tight or well-integrated into the overall presentation, and
there was anoticeable lack of dynamics.
That particular week JA was in town,
and stopped by to visit. Iwas nearly
cross-eyed from avicious and debilitating weather-induced migraine, but managed to keep the fires lit —just. Between
draughts of Veuve Cliquot, JA focused
on the horn coloration, and agreed that
the Eurythmies were atouch uninvolving and polite-sounding.
I'm carefully noting these anomalies
to make you aware Ididn't turn ablind
eye to what many consider to be inherent (and terminal) problems with horns
of whatever design. But it also occurred
to me that, with the renewed global interest in single-ended triodes, it should
come as no surprise that advances might
be made across abroad front, and that
some of these new designs might well
succeed in vaulting over the very horns
of the dilemma, especially given the advances in materials technology we enjoy
today.

A WELCOME BREAK

As it happens, Kathleen and I had
planned a10-day holiday around then.
Like most guilt-ridden New Yorkers, I
kept telling anyone who'd listen that it
was our first getaway in three years.
That's what everyone says. "Oh, Iknow,
me too!" In the event, we had aheartto-heart with importer Garbie and suggested apost-vacation rendezvous with
the two French architects who'd designed the Eurythmies, and Jean-Paul
Caffi of Jadis. Thirty-seven-thousanddollar speakers do not hoot, Iwas sure.
Ithought so, and with that, Kathleen
and Ibid au revoir to M. Garbie and disappeared into the wilds of Southern California to think no more of high-end
audio. We began our vacation with four
days of sailing with awaterlogged audio
victim of our acquaintance. Nautical activities centered around a38' racing sailboat —a Catalina. Coming from asailing family, Kathleen loved every minute
at sea, but as for me ... taxi!
After several days consuming mass
quantities of Dramamine, followed by
(even Ihave to admit) akeenly enjoyable keeled-over faster-than-fast return
110
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from Catalina Island to Newport Beach,
we found ourselves back on blessed terra
firma. (I didn't kiss the ground, but I
considered it.) We rented atotal pig —a
hard-steering barge of a Bonneville
strayed far,far from its '60s roots. Cursing
Detroit, we headed north out of L.A. for
my first taste of the Pacific Coast
Highway, complete with a souvenir
speeding ticket. Our plans were to visit
several SoCal audionuts we have the
pleasure of knowing as we headed
north up to Fremont near San Francisco, where liveth the Shun Mook Monks
and their new Bella Voce "tuned"
speaker (what else?). Five kay the pair.
More Monkish speaker matters later, he
said innocently...

smile and one of those my French
shrugs accompanied by that they-all-doit expressive-beyond-words pursing of
the lips. It's usually accompanied by a
slight shrug of the shoulders and a
breathed-out "Ouff." Iknow, Iknow...
she can handle it!
That evening when Ireturned, there
were Frenchmen scattered everywhere in
our loft. Bonjours to Jean-Paul Caffi; the
Eurythmie's designer, Jean-Bernard;
and his associate Jean-Phillipe; and right
back to work. Everyone looked innocently around as Inoted that the speakers were set even farther back in the box
and fairly close to the sidewalls, finished
off with amild toe-in. Iwas happy to
see the Jadis SE300Bs up and running,
wired up with all-XLO. Digital dataBACK IN NEW YORK...
links were the fantastic new Illuminati
... we had but one Sunday to decomOrchid AES/EBU, Aural Symphonies
press before the French Foreign Legion
glass gooped with ioGel, and the newest
showed up, shepherded by Importer Mango Apparition Reference Signature.
Garbic and his partner at Northsta4
The speakers' aluminum forward
Scott Isaacs. We read the Sunday 'Times,
bottom-plates were supported on large
and caught up on audio gossip. Monday Audiopoints set into their brass bases.
morning, off Iwent once again to the
The crossovers had been adjusted to 2.9
office, encouraged out the door with a ohms, which Iwas informed is the Jadis
STEREOPHILE, MARCH 1996

amps' ideal setting. Setting the crossover
is quite straightforward. The multiple
Jeans played Keith Jarrett's 7e Kan
Concert (ECM 1064; you can use any
well-recorded piano) and listened for an
imbalance between the right and the
left hands — the treble and bass clefs.
When the energy seems equally distributed, and one register doesn't overpower the other, you're there. Piece of gateaux, no?
This leads me to aScullgression.,-I
spotted RH in my review of the Wavelength Cardinal XS for pronouncing the
Infmity Compositions with their powered woofers as the way to go with singleended triodes. Idemurred, feeling that
many aficionados would prefer to listen
to single-ended full-range —as one can
certainly do with the Eurythmics, in
spectacular fashion. However, Jadis's
Jean-Paul Caffi, responsible for the
Eurythmics' passive crossover, will be
introducing an active tubed crossover as
an optional replacement sometime soon.
Those chasing the final degree of musical
perfection might then employ push-pull
or big single-ended tubes on the bottom,
such as the 211 or 845. The question is,
when this further evolution of the
Eurythmics' crossover is ready, will Icat
my words? (A writerly punishment, no?)
In any case, with the gemlike Jadis
300Bs driven by the Jadis digital frontend (J1 Drive/JS1 Symmetrical Converter) and aJP80MC, things were
much improved. Ichecked the wood factor (tut, tut, tut...) with Saxophone Vicalise,
Delos DE 3188. Ialways get akick out
of listening to track 2, Heiden's (no, not
that one) Diversion for Alto Saxophone and
Band, which sounds like it was written
expressly for the Hercule Poirot series.
Idon't know if you're afan of the
diminutive Belgian sleuth with the hyperactive leetle gray cells, but we love
his "remarks most pointed." Listening
to that track, Icouldn't help but visualize Captain Hastings at the wheel of his
open Lagonda, an alarmed Poirot at his
side keeping his hat in place with the silver beak of his walking stick. Should
you suffer from saxophone sweet-tooth,
this disc will put you in insulin shock
with works by Gershwin, Massenet,
Bruch, and several other composers I
confess I'm unfamiliar with. The recording is alot of fun, and the horn in question is beautifully, !Mite recorded. For
another check on wood (and imaging), I
played "The Nearness of You" from that
old favorite Trio Jon (Columbia CK
44199) by Branford Marsalis —my favorite thing he's done. Final verdict? No
wood. (And no jokes!)
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EURYTHMIE II:
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

transducers — the pitch, the treble clef,
and the bass clef are present in frequencies from 180 to 800Hz. We have thereI'll both paraphrase and quote verbatim
fore prioritized this range and kept the
from the Eurythmie's spec sheets. "Sculpadvantages of adrum ... "(that's adytured to reply the laws of nature, they
namic moving-coil driver, which they
arc surprising by aesthetic in appeardub isodynamie) "...for the bass range.
ance. As they cannot be hidden, we have
That's the best compromise if you want
made them into works of art and have
to have aspeaker with reasonable diused craftsmen's techniques in their
manufacture." But of course! One night mensions, that is transportable, and has
apleasant aesthetic. Too many concesafter they'd first been installed, Kathleen
jumped up in front of them and starting sions would have to be made for abass
horn. Of course, restitution with ahorn
dancing sinuously. "Jon-a-ten..." (hence
in this range is the ideal solution." But
the J-10 moniker, get it?), "they look like
of course ...
hula-hula girls!" That they do, nia choie.
They're not small: about 60" high,
Keep dancing!
with awidth at the front face of almost
In anot-quite-white paper we're reminded that our brains do not actually 28", and asimilar depth at the base. In
spite of their size, they don't visually
"hear" acoustic energy; rather they anaoverpower the room.
lyze electrochemical data created by the
"Above 180Hz the horn system is in
movement of the eardrum. The Jadis
three-ways to respect some important
Eurythmic speakers create these elecdesign parameters such as directivity
trochemical reactions by utilizing horn
control and distortion. The Mid-Low
transducers from 180Hz up, which
allows "30 times as much energy as a horn (180Hz to 700Hz) is separate from
the Mid-High horn (700Hz to 7kHz) in
traditional speaker. By economizing on
order to improve directivity and to get
the power of the amplifiers, these sysaway from reverberation problems. (It is
tems also have the advantage of minibetter to minimize the effect of the
mizing the effect of the room due to the
room because reverberations confuse
controlled direction option." I'll presume
and mask some information.) The Euwe're talking about dispersion here.
rythmie's directivity is perfectly con"A horn speaker's design is based upon
trolled and optimized, and is more
calculations that determine the correct
marked than with other horn speakers."
shape to amplify acertain range of freWe'll come back to this directivity isquencies. Hence our optimized four-drisue in a few moments. Wading on
ver system: Bass, Mid-Low, Mid-High,
through the documentation... "Horn
and Treble." See, it's Franglais, but it gets
distortion problems are real and you can
the point across. "With the Eurythmies,
calculate them precisely. Bad quality
the bass crossover frequency of 180Hz
horn speakers only add to the subject. A
allows a maximum of fundamental
horn working through atoo-wide fretones to be reproduced by the horn

Jadis SE300B monoblock power amplifiers

quency range (for example, 150Hz up
to 7kHz) will compulsorily generate
distortions above 200Hz, the high-sensitivity range of human hearing."
We'll ratchet-in now for acloser look
at each module.
Bass (up to 180Hz). Here we find an
unusually shaped bass-reflex cabinet
with two 15" drivers mounted face-toface in acompound or "Isobarik" configuration. The bottom, upward-facing
driver is secured to a2mm-thick wooden baffle, and the second driver is
mounted on the other side of the same
baffle, facing its twin and wired out of
phase for push-pull operation. "They
are installed in apush-pull configuration to gain the following advantages: 1)
The reduction of ahalf of the load volume for amoderate floor space. 2) The
annulation of the speaker's distortion by
phase opposition." Annulation meaning, of course, elimination.
Mid-Low (180-700Hz). "The MidLow horn uses the same manufacturing
technology as the bass cabinet, bent plywood inner sides proper to Jadis." That
is to say, proprietary to jadis. "It is driven
by the famous 61
/
2"
from Audax which is
notable by its moving mass of only 92
grams. It fits perfectly for this use, the
efficiency reaching 30% (12 times more
than with an isodynamic driver)."
Mid-High (700Hz-7kHz). They feel
that what's right for adynamic driver is
also right for acompression driver. "The
Mid-High is a1" model with a4.4mm titanium diaphragm spooled with aluminum wire onto Kapton. The phase
plugs are very precisely shaped. The
135mm magnet generates an induction
of 7000 Gauss in the air gap. The horn is
made of mahogany plywood and produces no resonance in this range. Its expansion is proper tojadis and is optimized
for this type of driver. It is also notable
that awide horizontal dispersion (100°) is
achieved, constant from lkHz to 10Id-lz."
Treble (over 7kHz). "The tweeter is a
small compression model, with an annular diaphragm and an ultra-light coil
of 20mm, not very directive due to the
weak diameter of its horn. We can easily understand that this sort of tweeter,
excellent in the extreme treble, will not
work well from 4kHz, just as in the
manner of many other 'normal' drivers.
Only the match with aMid-High horn
like the one used on the Jadis Eurythmic, allows the tweeter to work in
optimal conditions." Well said, mes amis.

remarkable-looking speaker, to say the
least. I've heard it described as resembling aflower, abutterfly, and even a
giant tooth! (That was XL0's Roger
Skoff... his poetic license seems to have
expired.) Interestingly, women fell easily under its spell, preferring the Jadis
every one to more obdurate and boxy
shapes. They seemed equal parts fascinated and engaged by its agreeable presence as well as the quality of sound it
made. Ahhh yes, that's something to do
with it also.
Horns have always put me off. Inow
realize that may have been my preconceptions voiding the warranty, so to say.
What Imean is, horns present sound
quite differently than do moving-coil
loudspeakers. I'm accustomed to hearing dynamic drivers in the relative
nearfield, fairly well spread apart, in a
free-field away from all room boundaries. (For details, see "A Matter of
Taste," June '95.) This way, even the
Avalon Ascents disappear with the
same sonic sleight-of-hand as do smaller monitors, like the Reference 3A
Royal Master Controls.
We're used to a soundstage that
wraps around the speakers, extending
somewhat forward, and often way back.
And Idon't mean recessed, of course.
We also, as detailed in June, normally
listen against aback wall treated with
Harnionix RFA-78 Room Tuning Wall
Dots (as is the whole listening area and
beyond) plus apair of Rc,omTunes angled back against the rear wall just
behind the listening position. (See MF's
review of the Audio Physic Virgo
speaker, September '95, for a cogent
explanation of near-rear-wall listening
theory.)
But the Eurythmies didn't work well
with this setup. They blossomed only
when moved much closer to the listening area's rear wall, and when toed-in
to converge just behind the listening
position, which itself was moved forward into free space about 5' forward
from the normal rear-wall listening
spot. Actually, we keep another chair
against the wall behind the Ribbon
Chair — it's avalid secondary listening
position. The two seats differ in that the
forward-optimized listening position is
richer, more amazingly ambient, and so
airy you can feel the breeze. The rearmost seat delivers amore transparent
sound that resembles more what moving-coils deliver: aspread of sound in a
more rearward-biased soundstage.
LESS THAN TECHNICAL
After hopping back and forth, most lisFIRST IMPRESSIONS
teners preferred the Ribbon Chair to
As you can see from the photo, this is a the rear-wall position.
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And we had alot of listeners. They
came out of the woodwork once word
got around that the Eurythmies were
here. That was fine with me —I wanted
witnesses, as Itold everyone who sat in
wonderment listening to the system.
While that was fun, one of the more
telling moments occurred during avisit
by Steve Guttenberg. He'd brought a
new Chesky release with him, Nicola
Frisardi's performance of Mozart's Piano
Concertos 9 and 27 (CD136). It was
recorded in the Mozarteum, Grosser
Saal in Salzburg, Austria. (A wonderful
recording Ican recommend to Mozart
Kugels everywhere.)
After careful listening, Steve told us
the playback sounded the way the music
sounded in the Grosser Saal during recording. Hearing that from one of the
recordists means something, even from
one so polite as M. Guttenberg. Ascribe
to it what you will. Ican tell you, it
made me think about things. For instance, I'd have to say that to this point
I've regarded ahigh-end system's prime
directive as re-creating the master-tape
as faithfully as possible. Somehow,
despite the quality and elegance of some
of the statement products we've had
here for review, my opinion never really changed. But what if that were to
change? What if... what if you can get
wally close to ... being there?
Letting that question dangle provocatively in the air, let's get back to the
Eurythmies' sound. What put off some
audiophile visitors on first listen was the
manner in which they project the
soundstage before them, rather than
wrapping it around themselves as do
box speakers. To illustrate, I'll use some
impressions gleaned from my notebook. "Listening to Milla's The Divine
Comedy (SBK/EMI 827984 2), especially the opening of the first track
where the phase-manipulated musical
effects were stunningly re-created in an
enormous ambient field of illuminated
sound that, by the projective nature of
the horns, existed not wrapped around
the speakers so much as wrapped
around the listener!
"Ah-hah! It's truly an exquisite experience. Ifeel I've never been so spoiled and
catered to by amusic playback system as
Ido at this very moment." Ah-hah,
indeed...
The lobe of sound the Eurythmies
threw seemed pear-shaped, with the
bulbous end acoustically circumambient to the listener. Iknow about pearshaped — that's what Kathleen says /
am! That may account for the sense that
Iwas sitting afew aisles removed from
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the middle of the concert hall when taking the rear seat. In fact, you're at the
rear of the lobe, looking into, rather
than being immersed by, the energy of
the soundfield.
While pear-shaped is what I've used
to describe the lobe of sound, it should
be understood that, sitting within that
fruity lobe, the apparent soundstage for
the listener was truly enormous in all
directions. Unlike apear, the rear of the
soundstage never appeared narrower or
smaller than what was heard at the
front. Interestingly, the Eurythmies'
sound off-axis as we moved about the
loft was always pleasurable and musically fulfilling. It wasn't at all ahead-in-avise experience.
Due to this projective nature, then,
plus the system's transparency, some
few over-indoctrinated audiophile types
felt — at first blush — that sounds were
coming abit too recognizably from the
speaker itself. But as Ibid them listen
further (Kathleen rubbing their tense
shoulders, perhaps, Iintroducing arelaxed state with the rubberized 20
Pound Test ScullMallet"), I'd watch as
they'd relax into the music, seduced by
the beauty on tap within the huge
acoustic.
Because the presentation's spread and
sheer musical breadth were often just
beyond belief. Swapping amps, 300Bs,
and wires all produced subtle shifts and
balance changes in the sound, but the
Eurythmies always projected before
them an enormous, wide, free, airy,
open, and above all acoustic soundstage.
What adelight.

1:00, tamed acertain slight aggressiveness that would, untreated, pop up from
time to time on poorly recorded digital
source material.
There are sure to be those of you who
feel that, at this price, one shouldn't have
to do anything to an audio product. If you
feel that way, there are anumber of
other high-end efforts to choose from.
But I'll wager there are enough of you
out there looking for total refinement
who are willing to work for it. And that's
what the Mpingos get you for your
investment. Take what's there and make
the small adjustments that bring it to frill
flower. You can certainly enjoy the
Eurythmies as they are, or you can bring
them into the top of their performance
envelope by tuning and choosing the
right associated components.

EURYTHMIE SONOROUS

So, just what is the Eurythmies' performance envelope? As do speakers of
whatever design, the Eurythmies needed time to break-in —something on the
order of ahundred hours, minimum.
Perhaps it's the very small movement of
the compression drivers, coupled with
the large excursions required of the
double 15-inchers in the bass module,
that's the cause.
The quality and power of the bass
were very much dependent on which
amplifier was driving the boat, along
with the setting of the crossover. In general terms, it was just terrific. The Wavelength's single-tube 8or 9W provided
surprising power and impact in the bass,
nicely pitch-differentiated and redolent
with harmonics and overtones. Yes, it
could be alittle less than perfectly conA TWEAK BY ANY OTHER
trolled around the edges, but tweaking
NAME
What review would be complete with- the crossover ameliorated most objecout a nod to the three Shun Mook tions. In any case, there was much more
Monks? In this case, they arrived for a high-quality room-filling bass available
flash visit shortly after the French con- than with the Reference 3As.
As for the Jadis amplifiers in the bass,
tingent had left. Alone at last? Not for
long. After an intensive afternoon of lis- they always had me thinking to myself,
These simply can't be only 10 watts! They
tening and tweaking, we wound up
with 10 Mpingos per side, located at presented an attractive, tight, punchy,
strategic points about the Eurythmics interesting, but not overwhelming, bass
with transfer tape. It would be beyond register. 'While it was deep, strong, and
the scope of this review to illustrate well-controlled, don't imagine that it
their positioning, but any Eurythmie II sounded like what the Kraft 400s or the
owner can fax the magazine or e-mail LAMM Audio Labs M 1.1 sdo down
me —jonathan.scull@tanet.com — for under on the Avalons. At lower volume
levels, no matter the amp, the bass was
details.
Two improvements stood out from somewhat small and lacked impact.
the rest. The bass sounded tighter, deep- Twist the JP80MCs ganged volume
er, better pitch-differentiated, and alto- controls into the low-moderate to high
gether more interesting with Mpingos range, and the bass was right there with
in place. The other outstanding effect you, providing the foundational underwas on the tweeter. One disc behind pinnings of the music in avery satisfying
each assembly, pointed to 11:00 and manner.
S
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The Audio Note Kassai had the biggest bass of all the single-ended amplifiers here. I'll tell you all about its special
qualities in afull review upcoming. The
Aww-shucks Cary 301SE also made a
nice-sounding, satisfyingly chunky bass.
In all cases, we're talking real bass that
never needed apology (The active tubed
crossover to come should paint aphenomenal picture in the nether regions!)
Moving up from 180Hz into the
horn array, I'll begin by saying the integration of the upper-midrange horn (at
the speaker's waist) with the small horn
tweeter above it, along with the lowermidrange horn located deep inside the
large upper structure — the butterfly —
was fantastic. Iwas never aware of any
unseemly or disorderly progression
from one driver to the next. (You need
to put alittle space between yourself
and the speakers to achieve this integration, however — in our case, the listening chair was about 10'/2'from the
Eurythmies.) The acoustic energy always sounded truly continuous and
seamless. No transducer at this price,
assaulting the very top of the statement
product arena, could do otherwise. Importantly, this included the 180Hz
crossover region where the bass module
hands off to the horn array. Get the setting right, and it was as well-integrated
into the overall acoustic as any movingcoil ever managed.
So what's the sound of this multitude
of horns in the midrange and highs? Just
... plain... wonderful. The exact quality, texture, imaging and tonal balance
depended on the driving amp. The
Wavelength could sound pure and startlingly pellucid, all subtle nuance and
tonal shadings. Depending on the frontend and the software, the mida might
sound lavish and warm to cool and
transparent, but always with acomplete
lack of grain, and of such integrity, in
terms of musical presence, that you too
may be struck dumb.
The Jadis amplifiers sounded just fabulous in the midrange and up: inviting,
oh-so-musical, detailed and nuanced,
with some kind of sexy mad exuberance
of presentation that was positively infectious. You want to dance with the Jadis;
know what Imean, jelly-bean? And
perhaps wrap your arms around abit
more tightly than you might doing the
rhumba with cousin Pearl.
And these glories of presentation are
the Eurythmies' pleasures to bring you.
The highs, as aseparate issue, you ask?
Let me sum it up for you. O000-la-la.
Come to me, my leetle cabbage ... They
could be ... sweet, charming, attractive,
113

ULRIK POULSEN AND HIS AMAZING FLAT CABLES
Jonathan Scull: How long have you
been making cables, Uhik?
Ulrik Poulsen: It's actually close to
three years now ...It's aspinoff from
other products we make. Actually, Alpha-Core manufactures magnetic
cores and various materials and components for transformers ... And we
have adaughter company called Tortran that manufactures toroidal transformers. Anyway, five years ago we
introduced a new product called
Laminax. It's acombination of copper
or aluminum with various kinds of
dielectrics. This is laminated together
continuously in various fashions to
produce a material that's used as
shielding for EMI and RFI in the electronics industry.
We were selling this special material all over the world, as we'd developed amethod for combining special
types of thin filins and metals without
using any adhesives at all!
Scull: Ah-hab...
Poulsen: We export this material,
and we also developed machines to
manufacture it. Then 31
hyears ago I
developed and patented acable design of two parallel conductors inside
asingle sheath. Ithought that cable
might have applications in various
areas of the electrical industry. The
thing about it was, it utilized the same
technology we use to make the Laminax products. But Ididn't find any takers when Ishowed the cable around,
until afriend of mine thought it might
just be the cable the world was waiting for — aspeaker cable. And his
name is Goertz!
Scull: Isee...
Poulsen: Yes, he's an accomplished
Danish electronics and audio engineer. He told us what characteristics
would be required for audio applications, and we manufactured acable to
those specs. We sent it to him for testing, and he was able to show that it
totally eliminated the type of distortion that in this country is called highfrequency rolloff.
Scull: That was the onginal copper cab/c?
Poulsen: Yes...
Scull: We have the snore expensive silver
cable, so perhaps you'll tell us about that?
Poulsen: Sure — it's what we call MI
Ag II Matched Impedance type. The
basic thought behind the develop-
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Poulsen: Yes, but you see, the output
impedance of the amplifier is of no
real significance in this case as long as
the load impedance is of the same
order of magnitude as the characteristic impedance of the cable. It's sufficient if you have an impedance match
at only one end of the link. You can
compare them if you take an optical
point of view. If you had mirrors at
both ends of the cable, you'd have
multiple reflections —you'd be able
to see yourself repeated hundreds of
times.
Scull: Iunderstand...
Poulsen: If you have just one side
ment of the entire cable line —silver with an absorbing characteristic inand copper —was that if you have a stead of areflective characteristic, that
characteristic impedance that matches breaks the diain, and you avoid having
that of the load, you get abetter-func- those repeated reflections. And that's
tioning cable. That's basically transmis- sufficient —if you have amatch on
sion-line theory, where you match the either the load end or the source end.
characteristic impedance of the cable Scull: Okay, let nie carry out my earlier
to the impedance of either the load or threat and come back to dreaded RFI.
the source or both in order to prevent
Obviously your cable isn't atwisted pair of
mismatch reflections. That's why for atype thatfights RFI, so...?
certain applications— television or an- Poulsen: Because they have a low
tenna wiring, for example —you need inductance, which pulls both ways, the
a300 ohm or 75 ohm cable. That's the radiated fields of the cable itself are virsame theory, mostly used at much tually zero. By the same token, it also
higher frequencies. But it's also valid at makes the cables insensitive to outside
lower frequencies within the audio fields. You can easily test this by
spectrum. We were able to demon- bundling the cables with power cords
strate the effects of both the mismatch — you don't get any line-frequency
reflections and the absence of high-fre- hum. And you can bundle them with
quency rolloff reaching well below 10 other signal-carrying cables, and you
kilocycles, which is smack in the audi- get no crosstalk whatsoever. You can
ble range, of course.
also easily check that they're imperviBut you asked about the silver ca- ous to broadcast frequencies, because
ble — that's the same geometry as the you can hear that there's no dirt getting
original copper cable —a 10-gauge into your feedback loop at all.
2.5-ohm characteristic impedance Scull: As Iunderstoodfrom speaking with
speaker cable. It consists of two solid you earlier, you were saying that the dielecconductors 34" wide and 10 one-thou- tric of your speaker cable affects break-in
sandths of an inch thick. Placing those
time?
two conductors a mere three one- Poulsen: Well, Jonathan, there are a
thousandths of an inch apart really few things Ipersonally don't believe
drives the inductance way down. At in at all. Idon't believe in the importhe same time, it raises the capacitance tance of directionality, and Ialso don't
of the cable. And since the character- believe in having acable sit on fullistic impedance is the square root of load for weeks on end before it
the inductance divided by the capaci- sounds right.
tance, that combination enabled us to Scull: It's true your cable soundsjust temf'
reach acharacteristic impedance that's kfrom the get-go, Uhik. But Ihave to tell
in the single digits. And that is not the you, Itholiqht you Were kidding when you
case with most other audio cables.
said they required no break-in.
Scull: Iwonder if that's why it works so Poulsen: We've looked into this, of
well with thefadis single-ended amps, which course. A lot of people whose opinhave atypically high output impedance?
ions Irespect believe in running-in
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glamorous, sexy, come-hither with those
bedroom eyes, cr .... depends. More
detail as Idescribe the Jadises' sound.
Suffice to say, the Eurythmics, in spite of
the different nature of their presentation, are Reference Transducers from
the point of view of the sound Ienjoyed
in the Ribbon Chair. ('Cor bless me if
the measurements stink!)
Another huge difference in comparison to the Reference 3A Royal Master
Controls was in the area of dynamics.
This should come as no surprise — the

cables very thoroughly, but they
thought as you did about our cable ...
Scull: Well, Ulrik, let me clung,that In
my exptrience, with some cabIes it's absolutely necessary—some can take aqes to
break in.
Poulsen: You're probably right. If
that's the case, there's only one explanation Ican think of that's physically
responsible. Idon't think much actually happens to the metal in acable,
but all the organic material that's carried in the dielectric and the insulation may well change during the
break-in period. And if that is so, that
might explain why our cables breakin so fast The fact is that in our cable
the dielectric is only there in minute
amounts. When you have 0.003" between the conductors, that means that
there's only asmall, small percentage
of the total amount of the dielectric
that is active in our cable compared to
the amount that's active in other
cables.
Scull: Alt-bah. What's the actual material of the dielectric?
Poulsen: It's called polyether terephthalate.
Scull: Oh... sure... that old aril: Can
you spell thatJo-rme, Ulrik?[laughter]
Poulsen: Actually, it's not an uncommon material -- nothing particularly
fancy The reason we're using it is that
it's available in avery thin film, and as
Imentioned, we found avery good
way of bonding it directly to the metal without using any adhesives.
Scull: But you're not saying how you do
that?
Poulsen: [voy quickly] No!
Scull: [laughs]
Poulsen: This material enables us to
have avery high dielectric strength.
That means you can apply thousands
of volts between the two conductors
and yet you won't have any break-
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single-ended amplifiers were only using
aportion of the first watt or two with
the highly efficient Eurythmics, with
the occasional foray into the upper
reaches of the power band only for the
most demanding of passages. It was a
chore to get any single-enders wired up
to them into clipping mode, although it
could be donc ‘vith enough perseverance. My ears usually gave up before the
amplifiers did.
Listening to the Mahler 4with Solti
and the Concertgebouw Orchestra of

through.
Scull: That's amazing, just three thousandths (fan inch between the conductors...
Poulsen: Actually, 2.4 thousandths,
because each layer of insulation that
surrounds each conductor is only 12
thousandths of an inch thick. Then
the whole thing is encased in acommon jacket, and for that we are using
Lexan, which is apolycarbonate.
Scull: What about some of the electrical
properties if the MI Ag? What's the capacitance of the cable?
Poulsen: For the cable you have, it's
about one nanofarad [1nF] per foot.
Scull: Of course! You know, that means
absolutely nothing to me! [laughs]
Poulsen: Well, it's high compared to
other cables, but the inductance, that's
the important feature. That's only six
nanohenries (6nH) per foot.
Scull: Ahh, yes, nanohenries— I've heard
if those!
Poulsen: [laughs.] Yes, we all know
about old Henry! [laughs]
Scull: Ulrik, can you simply state why it's
true that low inductance is superior to low
capacitance?
Poulsen: Yes: because it's been
proven that if you have ahigh inductance in a high-frequency circuit, it
will act as a high-frequency series
impedance. Yes, some of the high-frequency components will be faltered
out as the signal passes through the
cables. And any electrical engineer can
make the calculation that high inductance is much more of aproblem than
high capacitance. The reason that high
capacitance has been considered harmful by some is that it can sometimes
cause a poorly designed solid-state
amplifier to oscillate. If you have acorrectly designed amplifier which does
not violate the "Nyquist criterion for
stability" on the permissible amount of
phase lag negative feedback you can

Amsterdam (Londonfis'sBlueback" CS
6217), my listening notes (that Ican
decipher!) tell of a powerful and
encompassing bass, but also of asense of
scale and impact that breathed life into
the music. I'd credit the Eurythmics
with doing "scale" to a remarkable
degree, rather than limiting the description to afunction of how good its bass
or dynamics were.
Listening to Heifetz tear his way
through the last movement of the Sibelius Violin Concerto with the CSO

use, you don't have aproblem.
Scull: That's quite aspade lug you supply
on the cables. What's its construction?
Poulsen: Yes, it's a solid, almost
forged piece of high-quality brass
that's rhodium-plated, because rhodium is generally considered to be abetter contact material than gold. It's also
more wear-resistant. You know, rhodium is from the platinum group —a
noble metal —and we consider it far
better than gold for audio applications.
Scull: How mud: are the silver cable
retail, Uhik?
Poulsen: Well, with the silver cables
it depends how you buy it. If you purchase a75' can for professional installation, it's $4668, to be exact For the
typical audiophile who needs 6' terminated, it's $760/pair —a hell of a
lot of money for cable. But we know
from many of our customers, those
who paid $10,000 or $20,000 for their
systems, that they just don't want any
weak links in the chain.
Scull: What real:don has your novel design
received in the audio community?
Poulsen: We brought the cable over
to 1)ick Sequerra, who loved it. He
A/B'd them with what he was using,
and he made alot of measurements to
illustrate the differences. We have alot
of other fans too, like Vince [Bruzzese]
at Totem, who also loves the cables.
We use his Model 1speakers in our
evaluations, by the way. We know that
Thiel also feels that our cable is the
right way to go, and then there's Dan
D'Agostino at Krell, who has become
so enthused that we are now developing aspecial 7-gauge cable especially
for him. It'll be called Krell/Goertz.
Scull: Congratulations. Any last stones to
toss?
Poulsen: [laughs] Actually, Ican talk
my head off on the subject, but the
proof of the pudding is in the listening.
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(RCA LSC-2435) shows off this sense of
scale and impact to awondrous degree.
Listening to Jascha's blazing reading, it
was obvious the Eurythmics were able to
expand the music out into an exciting,
living, breathing, palpable, and dynamic
musical entity, brilliantly highlighting
tonal contrasts and dynamics in both the
micro- and macro- senses.
Iheard this dynamic, soaring, and
exuberant through-the-pores feeling
whether listening to the Beethoven
Triple Concerto with Serkin, Laredo,
and l'arisas (Columbia "two-eye" MS
6564), or Ellington's Jazz Party in Stereo
(Columbia "six-eye" CS 8127). But even
on less over-the-top dynamic material,
say the Poulenc Sonatas on atwo-record

set featuring such notables as Jacques
Février, Yehudi Menuhin, and Pierre
Fournier, among others (UK EMI
EMSP 553), smaller dynamic contrasts
and expressive subtle nuance were there
to experience and enjoy. Truly, grist for
the horn mill.
And lastly, before turning our attention to the beautiful Jadis SE300Bs, let's
cover the Eurythmic's imaging. Within
the context of the projective nature of
the soundficld, the Eurythmics image in
aworld-class manner. As Isuggested in
my review of the Wavelength Cardinal
XS monoblocks (January '96), singleended triode imaging is somewhat different in nature from typical push-pull.
That is to say, the special closeness one

feels to the musical event is accomplished by single-ended's concentration
upon the origin of the acoustic event,
and its diffusion into the ncarfield about
the performer. Imaging, as an object in
itself, is less important than the subtle
communication of the overall acoustic
event.
Given this enhanced harmonic triode
slant, and given the Eurythmics' abilities
to communicate this special musical
presence, it must be said that they also
managed to image like bandits. Perhaps
not with the scary solidity of the Avalon
Ascents on push-pull (champions at
this, by the way), but damn close.
For example, arecording that requires
aspeaker with strong imaging, detail,

A BRACE OF Bs

I

twas agreat pleasure auditioning so many 300B tubes. Here
are thumbnails of our experiences with them.

Western Electric 300B: In the way
that audio can be anthropomorphic,
I'll say these guys are suave, baby.
Dean Martin, Sammy, and Frank —
the rat pack. The Pierce Brosnan double-oh seven of 300Bs. Or aRalph
Lauren Polo type. Older guy —an
arbitrageur — with impeccable style
and the cash to indulge it. The tubes
are beautifully made and presented —
check the serial number on the tube
and its box for authenticity. (This is
one tube sure to be knocked-off.)
I'd characterize this tube as extremely balanced in all sonic qualities.
It's powerful and strong-sounding,
without getting overboard about it,
never falling crude or rough. On the
contrary, it is as refined as it's possible
to be. It does excellent-quality bass,
evenly distributing energy from the
bottom to the upper midbass. The
midrange abilities are at the top of the
300B heap, bar none. The highs range
from transparent and neutral to warm,
burnished, and so seductive you'll hock
the house just to keep them going...
depending on the front-end and source
material. The 300B was very quiet,
perfectly behaved, and reliable. It was
also extremely and delightfully ambient —the air was extraordinary
The build quality is obviously firstclass. For instance, Westrcx even uses
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the same melt from back in 1987 for
the filament material! As for the time it
has taken to make quantities available,
be aware that AT&T owns astake in
the company, audits their output, and
insists on aparticular percentage yield
before the Bell Labs guys will release
the tubes to the public. Color me reassured. The Western Electric 300B
retails for $700/pair.! My highest and
most enthusiastic recommendation for
this classic American tube.

care of it. It doesn't get its hands dirty
—it's terribly refined and sophisticated, don't you know, old man. In that
sense, when it comes to dynamics,
pace, transient behavio4 and power in
the bass, the beautifully balanced
Western Electric just manages to
outdo the Eurotube. The '30 lacks the
push of the Westrex, but it makes up
for it with aravishing midrange and
practically lascivious highs. For ultimate refinement with perhaps fewer
fireworks, the VV30 may do it for you.
VAIC VV30 & VV300: Ifirst heard
The build quality of the VV30 is
aVAIC VV30, their premium tube,
extraordinary. The heavy glass envein the Wavelength Cardinal XS. One
lope and base, the unimaginably comof them let go, and aset of Golden plex-appearing filament structure
Dragon Supers took their place until
(much more complex than any other
another set arrived, which worked
300B variant), the entire production
perfectly. As reported in the article,
exudes lavish quality.
the VAIC tubes could not be audiIf the VV30 is slightly more
tioned in the Jadis SE300Bs. Idid lis"mature," its offspring„ the VV300,
ten to them in the Wavelength amps
sounds younger and spunkier. It's a
—as test beds from which to listen to
little rambunctious and outspoken,
the various 300Bs, Gordon's amplidrinks, and gets into trouble. The
fiers were peerless.
'300's shirt was always hanging out of
The '30s are refined, finished, edu- its pants as a lad, but now it's in
cated, well-traveled, wealthy, and pos- Armani and atux. The '300 is arefined
sibly titled. The "big" VAIC is a monster! Well, certainly less refined
slightly jaded European suavester than the '30, but even at its most
with abeautiful chateau, aperfectly
crossed-up and out-of-shape, it's still
aristocratic wife, decadent kids (one
way more refined than the Golden
of them's the VV300), and amistress
Dragon 300B Super. The midrange is
installed in his pied-à-terre in Paris.
well-developed, but not so lush as the
Whereas the Westrex tube can roll up
VV30 or the Westrex. The bass is
its sleeves and kick some serious butt,
very good, maybe even a touch
the VV30 would have his man take
punchier than the '30's. It's got
rhythm and it's got highs, even if nei1Western Electric: Tel: (404) 874-44(10; fax: (404)
874-4415.
ther is so perfectly well developed as
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and harmonic bloom is aFrench Cl) of
Mozart's 12 Duos for Basset Horns,
K.487 (Capriol/ADDA 581041). Let
me tell you about the basset horn from
the booklet. "Copies made in 1984 by
Laurent Vetjat and Giles Thom(' after an
instrument by Friedrich Cabriel A. Kirst
(1750-1806) of Potsdam, now in the instrument museum of the Paris Conservatoire. The instrument is made of
boxwood with ivory ferrules, equipped
with 6keys. Two ravalement' keys for
the right thumb have been added for
the fundamental or pedal-notes. The
bell is made of copper."
The bizarre-looking instrument pictured in the booklet resembles alefthanded sewer-flute that Tom — er, rather, Ed Norton would be happy to own.

Ahhh, but the sound and the music are
simply divine. Here we have afairly specific image —a single instrument playing in acoustic space —with the detail of
the clacking keys, the ambient information of the caressingly reproduced fundamentals and harmonics diffusing into
the nearfield, and the reflective nature of
these sounds as they interact with the
space of the original recording venue.
All elements combine to deliver a
breathtakingly musical experience of
absolutely the first order.
Whatever else the Eurythmics do irrespective of their horn design, they
surely image superbly well. Idon't think
you can say that of past horn designs,
where imaging (or lack thereof) was
one of the key faults cited by critics.

Golden Dragon 300B Super: The

glass on this Chinese tube3is lighter, it
seems somewhat more flimsily made
than the Westrex or the VAIC, and
there's no Gucci or Ralph Lauren
anywhere to be seen. They run hot—
the micas at the top of four of the six
on hand became discolored and one
grew rather crisped-looking. Nevertheless, they sounded robust, exciting,
dynamic, and were nicely acoustic.
Their presentation, while entertaining and vivid, was abit rough-edged
and slightly ragged. However this is
still single-ended triode sound we're
talking about — how bad can it be?
Trust me, not that bad. It's just that
the Super comes across as abit unrefined and coarse compared to the best
on offer. It is alittle brighter on top, a
touch grainier, but it rewards its gruffness with adramatic and effervescent
musical presentation that can be winning with the right music and with
the right equipment.
For its dynamic qualities, for the
good bass, for the midrange it does
develop, and for the highs —which,
while not the sweetest available, still
can be attractive —the Super is avalid
choice. This is especially so when the
budget becomes an issue. You can do
(much) better, but at asignificant cost
increase. In the meantime, this tube
will do nicely, thank you! The Golden
Dragon 300B Super retails for $354/
pair. (Golden Dragon also makes
available the 4300B for $368/pair,
and the titanium-plate 4300BLX for
$552/pair.)

2 Fanfare International: Tel: (212) 734-1041; fax:
(212) 734-7735.

3Tubes by Design/Golden Dragon: (813) 377-7884;
fax: (813) 925-1220.

its dad. The build quality while still
high, is alot simpler than the VV30's
— the plate structure looks more like
the rest of the 300B litter.
Common to both VAIC tubes is a
slight — and Imean slight —darkness
in the upper-midrange and treble
regions, the '30 slightly less so than
the '300. Idon't want to make too
much of this, but it's noticeable in
comparison to the Western Electric
(which suffers no such darkening
whatsoever) or the lively 300B Supers
from Golden Dragon. Interestingly,
the less-expensive '300 seems to
splash out amore vivid and palpable
soundstage, if one not quite so transparent and continuous as the '30's. I
wonder if the lighter internal structure of the '300 gives it amore resonant signature, and therefore develops
aslightly more alive and kicking quality to its sound. There's something
boyish and exuberant about the '300
that the '30 tames in some way. You
lose alittle something with the more
expensive tube, but you gain ... quite
a lot. The '30's bass is also deeper,
more extended, and pitch-differentiated, if somewhat less kick-butt.
The VV30 retails for $760/pair and
the VV300 for $595/pair, all US sales
handled through the importer, Fanfare International.2 If VAIC can keep
their tubes lit and stem the blowups,
they've got awinner in both of these
tubes.
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Let's turn our attention now to the
Jadis amps.

THE J
ADIS SE300B:
THE LONG VIEW

This amplifier is drop-dead gorgeous.
Working front to back on the elegant,
nonmagnetic, highly polished stainlesssteel chassis, you'll find an On/Off
switch on the front apron with agreen
LEI) signaling "power on." There's no
provision for wannup/standby mode as
with Jadis's larger amps. Topside, there's
an oozing-with-casual-quality power
transformer, somewhat more diminutive
in size than the lump of ahand-wound
thing that crouches darkly on the chassis
of the JA 200s. That's followed by apair
of 5R4 rectifier tubes, apair of caps, and

Overall: The VV30 and the Western
Electric 300B are the two really serious
audio devices here, with the Golden
Dragon acontende4 but at the head of
a second rank of pretenders to the
throne. The Westwx tubes are the perfect blend of old-boy smoothness with
atouch of the ruff'n'tuff that got him
there. He's not afraid to rumble when
it comes to it —many astiff was left on
the boardroom desk. These would be
my pick for the top of the hill. The
VAIC sounds alittle more Euro, with
ahigher degree of smoothness at the
cost of alittle sparkle and life, like a
noble family fallen on hard times.
Isuppose there are those of you
who will choke on the following
notion, but perhaps the true singleended aficionado will keep several sets
of 300Bs at hand, and depending on
mood or music, he (she) can just
change 'em out. If the amplifiers are
broken-in and have been on for the
day, and if the tubes are broken-in —
they do break-in — then it takes a
mere 15 minutes or so before sounding at 90% of its abilities, with that last
10% of nuance catching up after 30
minutes, more or less.
Iwasn't able to get the Cetrons in
the Cary to work well in the Wavelength XS, so I've nothing to say about
them. The four carbon-plate ESTi
300Bs from the Audio Note also
wouldn't settle down and behave in
anything but the Audio Note amp. Go
figger .... Ilook forward to hearing the
Sovtek and Svetlana 300Bs, neither
ready for production at the time of this
writing.
—Jonathan Scull
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the elegant Jadis signature square black
potted output transformer with its elegant gold top-plate. Behind are "ignited" the two 300Bs, and asingle 6SN7 at
center chassis rear, flanked by another
pair of caps. On the rear apron, there's an
IEC power cord socket, an input RCA
jack, and asingle pair of binding posts.

there were two input 6SN7s not marked
for origin or brand naine.
A surprise package arrived soon after
from what must be the nicest guy in
audio, Wavelength's Gordon Rankin. "I
thought I'd send you input and rectifier
tubes that'll work well in the Jadis," he
explained. Now Ismell teen spirit! A
public merci, Gordon. (As J-P Caffi
JADIS SE3 00B :
seemed quite willing for me to try other
THE TECHNICAL VIEW
tubes in his amps, Ifelt it very apropos
I'll quote from aspec sheet on the Jadis
to do so.) Gordon had sent apair of his
parallel single-ended triode amplifiers prefavored Sylvania 6SN7s, along with
pared by J-P Caffi. Ihaven't paraphrased Tung-Sols, NOS (New Old Stock) redhis words very much, as Ifound the
base GEs, Golden Dragon 6SN7GTs,
charm and humor inherent in his Techand very unusual looking 6SN7GTYs
nical Franàlais to be without peer in comfrom the British Valve Electronic
municating the concepts behind them.
Company, whose glass-bottle interiors
"The SE300B supplies a power of were coated in black.
10W R/vIS and functions in pure classItried all the input tubes, with some
A with single-ended mounting (the two
interesting results. Gordon pointed out
tubes are in parallel) with an automatic
to me that the relationship between the
bias.' The two high voltages, driver and
input tube, the capacitors used in aparpower, have vacuum-tube power supticular design, and the output tube afplies. The bandwidth (at -3dB) is from
fects the sound in significant ways. Keep
20Hz to 20k1-1z, without any feedback.
that in mind — the following descripThe driver stage, powered at 400V, is
tion reveals the sound of these tubes in
built around adouble-n'iode 6SN7. The
the Jadis's circuit.
two elements of the tube are mounted
As Ihave always found with Golden
in cascade. The output stage is powered
Dragons of whatever type, they were
at 320V, which allows the tubes to work
exciting, dynamic, but slightly bleachedin the best conditions. The filament and white-sounding throughout the frevoltage is very finely regulated. Like
quency range. They proved fatiguing
other Jadis units, the output transformover the long haul —just too thin in the
ers are handcrafted without any gap in
end. The Tung-Sols were a pleasant
the magnetic circuits, and are used well
taste o' Olde Tyme Tube Sound, much
below their full possibilities (they can be
lushfulness, not terribly transparent, and
employed on 250W amplifiers). It is
not very dynamic or extended. The
important to have alarge output trans- Sylvanias, which Iexpected from Gorformer because adirect current crosses
don's experience to sound the best, didthe primary in this construction, while
n't. They were indeed wide-band and
in apush-pull construction, the direct vivid, extended, clear, and spatial, and did
current in the transformer primary cangreat bass, but they proved ashade uncels itself out."
involving and "hi-fi"-like. They sounded
Icouldn't have said it better myself,
alittle too clean —music seemed robbed
isn't it so? And before Icancel myself of its emotional content.
out, how about let's getting to the
The input tube that really floated my
sound!
boat was the NOS GEs. "Yup, these are
the ones!" exclaimed an excited Ben
TUBE MATTERS
Lichtenstein, an audio-crazy of our acThe Jadis amplifiers were delivered with quaintance who had come over to listen
aquartet of matched ESTi 4300BLX
to the system. He can hear—the GEs
tubes (evidently from the same Chinese
had just the right combination of extenfactory that churns out the Golden
sion, tremendous air, transparency, rich
Dragon BLX). In addition, there were a harmonic structure, and tonal color. In a
quartet of JAN 5R4WGY rectifier word, magic. Interestingly, Gordon mentubes from Chatham Electronics, made
tioned that the Sylvanias work much betin the ol' US. of A. (These were eggter than NOS GEs with Hovland caps, so
cup style 5R4s, with alarge solid base
once again, be aware that everything inthat extended up part of the way around
circuit can make a difference. Relax,
the glass envelope. JAN stands for Joint open your ears, and have aball.
Army Navy, by the way.) In addition,
As for the output tubes... ahhh,
therein lies atale. The ESTi 4300s went
south of the border almost immediately.
1We're talking seehias here, with aresistor, rather than
an auto-bias errant that requires anegative supply.
One pair fell way out of balance, one
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tube nearly burning itself up while the
other sat practically dormant, its filament
barely lit. Same with the other matched
pair, but here the dominant tube was
gassy (sputtering blue light in the bottle)
and began sending spitchy high-frequency bursts through the Eurythmies.
Out, out, damned spot!
Igot on the horn ffl to Frank Garbie,
who quickly supplied two matched
pairs of brown-base Golden Dragon
300B Supers, which some feel arc abetter bargain than GD's more expensive
black-base 4300BLXs. These worked
just fine, sounding enjoyably dynamic,
bold, and vivid. They created a large
soundstage; had good timing, rhythmic
pace, and great bass; and sounded fast.
They stayed in the amplifiers until the
Absolutely Fabulous Western Electric
300Bs showed up. These Ever-Suave
(apologies to ManleyClanTM) 300Bs became the reference output tubes for the
review. (See my sidebar on 300Bs for
details, and check out my interview
with Western's Charles Whitener elsewhere in this issue.) As it transpired, importer Garbie has made arrangements
with Western Electric, and their wonderful 300Bs will be afactory option for
the Jadis SE300B. Truly, amatch made
in heaven.
And what of the VAIC tubes? In a
somewhat comical twist of audio fate,
the VAIC tubes simply wouldn't fit into
the Jadis amps. The tube sockets are
slightly recessed, held in place by ashort
pair of bolts that terminate with anut
on the top chassis. The VAIC tube's
glass envelope becomes very wide
almost immediately above its base, and
these securing nuts interfered with their
seating completely. Pretty funny, if you
ask me. Victor Goldstein, VAIC's importer, was somewhat crestfallen. ExGoldstein associate and current Jadis importer Garbie was ecstatic!

GOERTZ CABLE

We tried many different speaker cables
with these little beauties, and eventually
settled upon one that was a perfect
match in every way — the Alpha-Core
Goertz MI Ag silver ribbon cables. In
conjunction with XL° throughout the
rest of the system, these cables sounded,
above all, ultra-clean and delightfully
fast. You'd think aflat ribbon would be
an invitation to the RFI Heebie-Jeebies,
but this was absolutely not the case.
Quiet, full-bodied, apparent DC-tolight extension, extreme high resolution,
ivondedii/ spatial qualities, these cables let
the Jadis amplifiers be all they might.
No editorializing whatsoever, aside
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from acertain lightness to the deep bass
that could be corrected with the
crossover adjustment.
"But wait, there's more!" —only a
very few minutes of break-in required!
I'm not joking. Oh, blessed is he who
casteth off the drudgery of break-in
from this sublunary coil... All this from
an easy-to-handle cable that won't suddenly uncoil and gore house guests, and
that was designed to lie flat under acarpet or against awall! The Goertz has relatively high capacitance, but the secret in
the recipe is ... very low inductance.
The MI Ag works at least as well on
the Wavelength XS monos, and we'll
see what happens with the Audio Note
ICassai. I'll try them with push-pull
eventually — I've got another bi-wire
pair so Ican waffle up the big Avalons
with them. (For the 20/20 on Ulrik
Poulsen and his amazing flat cables, cast
an eye at my accompanying interview.)

W IDGETS

The amplifiers were positioned on Michael Green Designs Tuning Amp
Stands, with atrio of Audiopoints beneath each amp.
Other widgets in play included the
by now de rigueur MIDAS Tube Dampers (from Bluenote SAS, Firenze, Italia)
on the input tubes, and aShakti Stone
on the cap of each power transformer.
Now, while the Dampers are Euro'screet and looked cute hugging the input tubes, the rather unattractive dark
rectangular lump that is the Shakti Stone
really took away some of the visual
beauty of the amplifier. You'd better
know they work, otherwise ... And they
do. To what effect? In aword — focus.
(I rarely put things in aword, what?)

SONUS J
ADIS

The Short Form: Glamorous, sexy, seductive, emotive, emotional and dynamic, so gorgeous you just want to bed
it now! Sorry, Ilost my head. But...
that's the point. You want to know what
the sound of the Jadis SE300Bs was? It
was the sound of music (with apologies
to Julie Andrews).
In some ways, this was a difficult
review to write. Normally, I'm picky,
picky, picky. "Forget it. Take this amp,
please. Close, but no cigar. Closer, have
acigar. Gets really close, but..." In fact,
during most of the review period, even
as Iwas enjoying these amplifiers immensely, Ithought their sound was just
too good to be true. They sounded wonderful on the Eurythmies all the time. If
they're that attractive, Ithought, they
must be colored in some way consonant
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with the music. But Iwas wrong.
Let's zoom in and see where this confusion stemmed from. The Jadis
SE300Bs' bass was extraordinary for single-ended, parallel or otherwise. Punchy,
differentiated, controlled, and of an
excellent overall character, it never disappointed. At the lowest late-night listening levels, as mentioned, it could sound
small and rather inconsequential. But at
anything approaching normal volume
and beyond, I had no complaints.
Haydn, Mahler, Poulenc, Ellington, Art
Blakey, Art.., of Noise? Take Dead Can
Dance. Please! Ihave to tell you, Istayed
away from DCD's Into the Labyrinth
(4AD 45384-2) with the Cardinals on
the Reference 3As, but this group
returned to our loft with avengeance after
the Eurythmies were installed.
While Into.., was impressive on the
Wavelength amps, listening to it on the
all-Jadis system was phenomenal. As
knockout as that was, when Ispun the LP
version on the Forsell Air Force One
with the Clearaudio Insider, things got
out of hand. There was amoment when
Ithought, "This can't be happeningr It
sounded so wonderful, powerful, overwhelming, palpable, and so bloody
acoustic and enveloping that Ididn't want
to believe anythiw could be so wonderful!
There was magic in the air. All the little pieces fitting just so, like ajigsaw
puzzle. NOS GE inputs, Tube Dampers, Western Electric 300Bs, Shakti
Stones, Audiopoints, Tuning Stands,
Goertz MI Ag (the last piece of the puzzle to fall into place), the Mook'd
Eurythmies, and the all-Jadis front-end.
You know, in the search for those ecstatic moments of musical magic, I've
spent hour after (push-pull) hour
tweaking the system like a man obsessed, no detail left unturned. We
would impress the hell out of visitors,
but Ifelt that, as special as it was, the real
magic only made an appearance from
time to time, when everything was just
so. But now, hour after hour, day following day .... magic, seemingly on tap!
Let's change-up to something less
otherworldly than Dead Can Dance,
like the new Holly Cole release,
Temptation (Metro Blue CDP 831653
2). This CD is acomplete success, in my
view. Well-recorded right out of the
box, no reservations about the sound
this time, nothing to get past. It's entirely less sibilant than Cole's earlier releases, for example. If you're reluctant about
getting your feet wet Cole-wise, start
with track 6, "Invitation to the Blues,"
which sports atelling and reverberant
acoustic bass. Or try track 8, "Frank's

Theme," with apowerful and fulsome
piano stretched by pianist Aaron Davis,
who covers the strings with one hand
while playing with the other. This technique creates an intriguing, muted,
modernesque hammered sound. The
integration of Cole's voice with the
powerful acoustic presence of the piano
and the bass in such ahuge soundstage
was awonder to enjoy. She existed so
touchingly in front of me —especially
on track 3, "Jersey Girl" (halA. It was so
... filling.
Listening to Holly's smokey voice, I
jotted in my notebook that the Jadis
300Bs "... develop asense of pace and
rhythmical movement of such harmonic and musical integrity that you can
find yourself ravished by the sound.
These amplifiers are the very embodiment of all that is sex, seductiveness,
attractiveness, and wildly gyrating pheromone — they are romance and life.
They are love." Well, it must've been
late.... "They sound extended, fast,
open, clear, creating a huge ambient
soundfield of great delicacy and nuance,
detail and slam in the bass. Everything
sounds quick as it comes in life, so accurate yet totally musical. The Jadis amplifiers are so ... endearing."
Ienjoyed every vocal Ispun on the
system without fail, CD or LP: Sara K.'s
terrific new release on Chesky, Tell Me
I'm Not Dreaming (JD133), which I
wrote about at such length in my
Wavelength review; Bill Henderson's
beautifully recorded Live at the Times
(Discovery DSCD-779); "Love for
Sale" on Blackbird by Sires Svale Band
(SON CD 2001); and Ellington's and
Sinatra's Francis A. &Edward K. (Reprise
1024) was just plain killer!
Speaking of ravishing vocals, I'd drop
Time Intimate Ellington (Pablo 2310-787)
on the Forsell/Insider combo wearing
an innocent smile when Iwanted to
reduce our guests to blubbering Audiophilus protoplasmus. Ellington vocals, you
ask in confusion? Yes, yes... you must
find this record. It's "just" aPablo, no
audiophile pretensions, but on the first
cut, side A, you'll find "Moon Maiden."
It's listed as "Duke Ellington, celeste and
vocal, 14 July 1969." Ahhh, such unmitigated pleasure must be illegal! Duke
purrs this warm, sweet little ditty at you,
jr you it would seem, and with such...
intimacy. His great charm is wrapped
around each luscious syllable. His voice
was so well developed it seemed to go
well beyond the notion of artifice and
the re-creation of sound to some special
existence on a higher musical plane.
The celeste sounded shimmering and
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communicative, an active vocal counterpart to the Duke.
Iappreciated this beautifully developed ability to portray human voice
even on modern digital productions.
Listen to track 7, "Muddy River," from
Laurie Anderson's great release Bnght
Red (Warner Bros. 45534-2) —she gets
my vote for Babe of the Year (after
Kathleen, of course!). Iwas struck by
how distinct and easy it was to follow
her voice as she twined with backup
vocalist Phil Ballou (any relation to
Cat?), their voices elegant, melodic, and
harmonic, backed by acontrasting military drum line. Or try track 11, "In Our
Sleep" with my main man Lou Reed.
k's asonic treat listening to them both
sounding so effortlessly expressive. This
close-in vocal expertise is hardly at the
cost of larger ambience retrieval — the
extreme 3-D musical effects in track 12,
"Night in Baghdad," are impressive,
enjoyable, and very participatory. Visitors in the Ribbon Chair always
yodeled, "Listen to that!" as it played.
(We like to have fun around here!) On
amore serious note, the giant acoustic
and powerful slam of the timpani in
Stravinsky's Rite ofSpring (UK Decca CS
6885) were entrancing.
Part of the wildly attractive sound
results from the snappy dynamics that
keep everything on time and pace with
great élan. While the overall pace and
timing of the Wavelengths are as natural as music, the Jadis amplifiers more
easily started my foot tapping with their
sharply defined rhythmic drive. The
Goertz cable was particularly well
adapted to passing along the signal unaffected. Certainly the SE300Bs sounded
faster and more alive than the Wavelengths, if atouch less transparent.
In fact, the Jadis amplifiers always
sounded as if they had avery light flywheel when it came to tracking the signal. This is something common to all
the single-ended triodes we've heard so
far, but especially so with the Jadis. That,
combined with the beautiful tonal
palette and the giant acoustic they generate, contributed to the uncanny sense
that Iwas not only listening to the master tape (one goal of High End), but
actually transcending the mechanics of
reproduction to the acoustic event itself.
Now, that's progress.
As regards the inner illumination of
single-ended triodes Idescribed in the
Cardinal XS review — their Unbearable
Lightness of Being — I'll say that as beautiful, luminous, and approachable as Sara
K. seemed via the Jadis, it was abit less in
evidence. The Jadis's presentation is
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made up of acombination of adegree of
this special single-ended interior luminescence (still way more than push-pull),
combined with achrome-like reflective
sense of alight shining upon the mids
and highs from without. Idon't mean
this in apejorative way. Chrome ... as in
asculpture by Jeff Koons, for example.
Shiny, sexy, sleek, seductive —not metallic-sounding by any stretch of the imagination, horrors the thought. Idon't think
the amplifiers were capable of it, unless
we're talking about the shimmery sheen
of abrushed cymbal, in which case they
can sound metallic, but only as they
should. And magnificently so.
If blame must be apportioned for the
greater amounts of push-pull like exterior lighting supplementing that special
triode luminescence from within, it
might be laid at the SE300Bs' parallel
single-ended configuration. As Gordon
Rankin had mentioned to be his experience, a parallel design is great for
dynamics, but he suggested you lose
something of the clarity and information
in the midband. Idon't want to make
too much of this, but clearly it is so.
Listening to Sara K. on this all-Jadis system was close in experience to what the
Cardinal XS amplifiers had managed that
had so knocked me out before. In fact,
the Jadis amplifiers sounded much more
visceral and less ephemeral than the
Cardinals, but at some price — the
French amplifiers lacked some sense of
ultimate resolution in the midband which
the Cincinnati Cardinals managed to portray with such consummate skill. In this
way, Gordon's amplifiers were certainly
more pellucid and ultimately transparent
down into the very weave and texture of
the sound than were the Jadis amps. But
also at some cost —the Cardinals' presentation was somewhat removed from the
sharp end of emotions. They were more
aesthetic — the thinking man's amps —
while the Jadises were more pelvic! (But
never gauche or unrefined.)
With its wonderfully recorded vocals
and terrific acoustic bass, "Love For
Sale," on the Norwegian Blackbird CD,
sounded less restrained through the
Jadiscs, more dynamic, exuberant, and
sexy. The highs were very open, refined,
and sweet, but at the same time compelling, grabby, and startlingly attractive.
According to my notes, Iwas once again
feeling that, in some way, I'd never
heard this recording sound so good. The
balance of sound achieved by Jean-Paul
Caffi with these amplifiers is stunning
in its total naturalness, ease of presentation, exuberance, and nuance.
Yes, the minimalist two—gain-stage

Wavelength XS monos do exhibit ever
so slightly more of the detail, texture,
and soft molecular inner illumination in
the sound. But on balance, the Jadis
amplifiers came across as more involving. The Cardinals may direct-connect
to your higher-order brain functions,
but the Jadis SE300Bs spoke as well...
nght to the heart of my emotions. On
balance, given the ravishing sound the
Jadis amplifiers did make so supremely
well, I'd say... Ican live with it.
This is not to say the Jadises aren't
capable of delivering the velvet in the
midrange, either. Listening to Kjell
Fagetís on Opus 3's Lonely Souls, Solo
Sonatas for Clarinet (CD19406) was like
taking awarm sonic bath. His clarinet
was so supremely resolved by the
Jadises, so lush and harmonic, so present,
that it almost had me in tears. Or I
could hear these lovely rnidrangey qualities when listening to Dr. John's
Afterglow (Blue Thumb BTD-7000). He
sounded so warm and sweet — c'mere
bubie, time for anoogie! Or on Gene
Ammons's GentleJug, atwo-LP Prestige
set (P-24079) that sounded so warm,
inviting, musical, and ambient that I
just
had to stop what Iwas doing as it played
and let the music wash over me.
Languidly, soothingly, and splendidly.
Rather than continuing to rhapsodize
over the midrange and the highs, let me
just tell you, they were sublime. Take
my word for it, it's done better by none.
—Jonathan Scull

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N

[Logistical problems, awinter storm, and sheer
lack oftime to make the trip to Durango, CO,
prevented JA from measuring the Eutythmie
in finie to accompany this review. He did mutter something about the horn speaker having
an even-balanced power responst; however,
based on his experience at J-10's, where it
sounded less-colored/more-neutral the farther
away he listened to it. — Ed.]
The amplifier measurements here
were made using the tubes JS found to
be the best-sounding: Western Electric
300B, GE 5692, and RCA 5R4GB.
The Jadis SE300B was warmed up
for 1hour at 5
/
3 of its rated maximum
power of 10W. Nothing unusual was
observed in this pretest, the 300B ran
typically hot for a tube amplifier. Its
input impedance measured ahigh 135k
ohms. The output impedance was 2.5
ohms at 1kHz, 2.7 ohms at 20kHz, and
0.76 ohms at 20Hz. This amplifier's frequency response will be very dependent
on the loudspeaker load. Voltage gain
into 8 ohms was 243dB. Unweighted
S/N measured 83dB over abandwidth
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of 22Hz-22kHz (ref. 1W into 8ohms),
81dB over a wider 10Hz-500kHz
bandwidth, and 86dB A-weighted. DC
offset was unmeasurable.
Fig.1 shows the Jadis 300B's frequency
response. Note the expanded scale. The
SE300B has asignificant rolloff at the
top-end and asevere rolloff in the bass the worst we've yet seen in an amplifier
intended for full-range use. With our
simulated real-world load, clearly audible
variations in the response are added to
already-compromised performance these variations will vary for different
loudspeakers, but should be audible on
most. Fig2 shows the 1
kHz squarewave
response. It indicates afast risetime, but
with noticeable but moderately damped
ringing on the leading edge and a
downsloping top reflecting the LF rolloff.
(The slightly jagged top is an artifact of
the digital oscilloscope used to obtain
these curves; it doesn't appear on an analog oscilloscope.) Fig.3 shows the 10kHz
waveform, with arather slow risetime,
the rounded leading edge typical of an

amplifier with limited HF extension, and
the same oscillation as in fig2 visible on
the top and bottom of the waveform.
The Jadis's THD+noise vs frequency
performance at low levels is plotted in
figA. Except for the rise at low frequencies, this isn't unexpected distortion performance for this sort of design. The
very high level of distortion into 2ohms
indicates that the Jadis cannot be recommended for use into low impedances.
The waveform of the distortion into a
4ohm load at lkHz is shown in fig.5.
It's heavily second harmonic, with a
trace of irregularity indicating higherorder components at very low levels.
The distortion waveform into 2ohms is
similar, as is the 8ohm result (neither
shown), though the latter has slightly
lower high-order content.
Fig.6 shows the spectrum of the Jadis's

11.

Ica
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Fig.4 Jadis SE300B,THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at 2kHz):4W into
2ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 2.83V into
simulated speaker load, and I
W into
8 ohms (right channel dashed).
Fig.I

Jadis SE300B, frequency response at I
W
into 8 ohms (top at 10kHz) and into simulated speaker load (right channel dashed.

output in response to a50Hz input, taken
at a1.6W output into a4ohm load. The
distortion here is my high, at -143dB
(about 20%) at 100Hz (2nd harmonic)
and -23.4dB (about 7%) at 150Hz (third
harmonic). Into our simulated real load
(not shown), the distortion was very
slightly lower but not significantly so.
Feeding acombined 19kHz+20kHz
signal into the Jadis results in the spectral content shown in fig.7 for 4.17W
into 4ohms. Somewhat higher distortion was obtained at 3.3W into 8ohms
(not shown), mainly the 1
kHz difference component, which lay at -32.6dB
(or about 2.5%). This is afair result for
this type if design, though we're talking
very low power here: -40dB (1% distortion+noise) at 1
kHz and approximately
the same at 18kHz and 21kHz. The
remaining artifacts are below -80dB
(0.01%), which is actually good.
The THD+noise vs level measurements (fig.8) indicate that 8 ohms is
about the optimum load for this amplifier. I've also plotted the curve for a16
ohm load; it's similar to the 8ohm result, though with less overall power output. [Note that for output powers below lie
into 8ohms and abovt; the distortion content
is actually respectably low-Ed.] The clipping levels are shown in Table 1. We
present the values here for both the 1%
and the 3% levels of THD+noise.
-Thomas .
). Norton

FINIS BY _IS
Over time, Icame to realize Ialways
scribbled such adjectives as "sexy," "glam-
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Fig.5

Jadis SE300B. IkHz waveform at 2W into
4 ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).

Fig.2

Jadis SE300B, small-signal IkHz squarewave
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Fig.7 Jadis SE300B, HF intermodulation spectrum.
DC-22kHz. 19+20kHz at 4.2W into 4 ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig .6 Jadis SE300B, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1 kHz, at I.6W into 4 ohms (linear
frequency scale). Note that the second
Fig.3

Jadis SE300B, small-signal 10kHz squarewave
into 8 ohms.
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harmonic at 100Hz is the highest in level.
at just below -I4dB (about 7%).

Fig.8 Jadis SE300B, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top): 16 ohms.
8 ohms, 4 ohms, and 2ohms.
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omus," and "attractive" in my listening
notes because the SE300Bs on the magnificent Eurythmic Ils always delivered
the full measure of music to my cars,
brain, and heart. 'The amplifiers were not
editorializing or colored in some "nice"
way. They sounded seductive because
music can be seductive and glamorous. Or
sad and elegiac. Or magnificent and
breathtaking. Or (your key musical adjectives here). They're life, they're love, their
voice is the limitless joy of music itself.

Table I Jadis SE300B
Discrete Clipping Levels
(1% & 3% THD+noise at I
kHz)
Driven
Driven
Load
W (dBVV)
W (dBW)
ohms
(1%)
(3%)
8
7.5
(8.7)
9.7
(9.9)
lune
1I
9V
118V
4
2.58 (1.1)
8.4
(6.2)
lune
119V
II
9V
2
0.78 (-7)
3.65 (-0.4)
lune
1I
9V
II
9V

Iknow
in front of something special when equipment under test demands areevaluation of my entire relationship with music and its reproduction in the home. This the Jadis
SE300Bs, in conjunction with the Jadis
Eurythmics, have done. Idon't know
what it all means yet — we'll see what
happens when Igo back to push-pull
after the Audio Note Kassai review up
next. 'These are interesting times.
—Jonathan Scull

M EASUREMENTS VS. LISTENING

W

hen Imeasured the Wavelength Cardinal, another
single-ended tube amplifier, Icommented on its poor testbench results and noted that it might
have been ahot design in 1940. It's
only fair that Imake the saine comment about the Jadis. The Jadis also
measures worse than the Wavelength
in one very significant way: it has a
severely compromised bass response.
Though Ihaven't heard the Jadis horn
loudspeaker, which JS used in his
review, many commercial horn loudspeakers don't have avery extended
bass. [Note JS's auditioning comments
about the system's bass quality—"Punchy,
df,Orerentiated, contmlled, and f
an excellent
overall character, it never disappointed. At
the lowest late-night listening levels, as
mentioned, it could sound small and rather
inconsequential...," all of which appear to
correlate with the measured response —Ed.]
And in our February issue (p.57), Sam
Tellig commented in his column on
the SE300B using the Infinity Compositions Prelude loudspeaker, which
not only has a high sensitivity, but
which also has its own built-in, powered subwoofer, which would eliminate the need for good bass response
from the Jadis.
Like all single-ended tube amplifiers, the Jadis SE300B is avery specialized product, and must be carefully
matched to its partnering loudspeaker. It's not ageneral-purpose amplifier.
As areviewer assessing awide range
of loudspeakers, for example, Isimply
couldn't tolerate its low power and
load-dependent frequency response.
Nor would aloudspeaker that sounds
its best on this amplifier necessarily
make a good all-around reference.
Make no mistake, the Jadis (as with

o
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many other tube amplifiers, particularly single-ended ones) is atone control. A crooked wire with gain. This is
not areflection on Jadis's implementation —except in the bass response.
It's simply the nature of the beast.
The measured frequency response
with our simulated loudspeaker load
in fig.1, at least above 100Hz, is not
inconsistent with the appeal of such
an amplifier. The small suckout at
180Hz will tend to open up the
sound, though to alimited degree the
amplifier's LF distortion will help fill
in the hole, substituting distortion —
however pleasant-sounding — for
real information. The rise at 1-2kHz
will give the sound abit of immediacy and palpability; the dip at 4-5kHz
will soften recordings that are edgy in
the mid-treble and sweeten the
sound. And since I suspect most
potential customers for adesign such
as this are heavily into analog playback, the HF rolloff will help soften
the HF rise typical of moving-coil
cartridges.
To address the whole Pandora's box
of measurement vs listening, Ibelieve
the listening results are primary. Ialso
believe there are certain boundaries
within which aproduct's performance
must fall to make it recommendable,
even if it sounds "good." Otherwise,
we're dealing with trying to match
complementary colorations, the minefield of audio never-never land. I
won't attempt to specify what those
measured boundaries should be —yet
another minefield. But, in my opinion, the Jadis SE300B clearly falls outside them. We've said it before, but it
bears endless repetition: does it sound
"good" because of the way it measures, or in spite of it? You can argue

that we haven't yet learned to measure all the right things, and I'd be
first to agree with you. But high static-distortion figures, frequency-response aberrations, and lack of power
are important considerations, and will
be clearly audible in many, perhaps
most, applications.
Absolute accuracy is impossible,
and beyond a certain point we're
forced to fall back on what sounds
"good" to us — what most closely
results in abelievable simulation of
the real thing —rather than aliteral
translation, which we cannot yet
accomplish, of what's on the recording
(never mind the accurate recording of
the source itself, an even bigger problem). It's the balancing of such tradeoffs that makes audio such an endlessly fascinating pursuit. Short of the
immediate perfecting of everything in
the record/playback chain, Iwouldn't
have it any other way. And there's also
that large, fuzzy gray area where the
degree of achievable — and achieved
—accuracy will continue to be debated. But outside of this area, how far
are we prepared to go? Should we
throw away some of that objective
accuracy we know we can achieve for
"sounds good"? That is the crux of the
problem.
But as Isaid about the Wavelength
Cardinal, if you fall in love with the
sound of the Jadis in your system, and
have the disposable cash, buy and
enjoy. But make the decision by consciously weighing the options —
knowing what you're gaining and
what you're throwing away in the
process —and not because of the current drumbeat for single-ended tube
amps as Magic Feathers. They're not.
—Thomas J. Norton
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TAKE M ETOJOLIDA
Lonnie Brownell auditions the
JoLida SJ 502A integrated amplifier
Ultralinear, class-AB. tube stereo integrated amplifier. Manufacturer's specifications:

W by 15" D. Weight: 39 lbs. Serial number of unit tested: 422139. Price: $995; tape

Rated output power: 60Wpc into 8ohms (17.8d8W), 20Hz-75kHz. Output trans-

monitor option: $50: tube cage. $58. Warranty: 2years limited parts and labor on

former taps: 4 ohms and 8 ohms. Frequency response at IW into 8 ohms:

chassis: 1year or 1000 hours, whichever comes first, on JoLida tubes. Approximate

6Hz- 1
20kHz. ±IdB.THD: <1% at 60W output, 29Hz-20kHz. Noise and hum: 80dB

number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer: JoLida Inc., 10820 Guilford Rd.. Annapolis

below rated output. Negative feedback <5dB. Input impedance: 100k ohms. Input

Junction, MD 2070 I
.
Tel: (30 1
)953-2014. Fax: (301) 498-0554.

sensitivity: 500mV at IkHz for 60W output into 8ohms. Dimensions: 7e H by 17"

W

hen the average, hard-working audiophile comes up to
nie on the street, he (and I
use the term in anon—gender-specific
way) usually says, "Spare change?"
No, not really. 'What he says is,
"Lonnie, I'd sure like to try atube amp,
but I
just don't know. Ican't afford the
price of most of 'em, and even if Icould,
l'in not sure Icould afford to re-tube it
every few weeks, which is what you
have to do, right?"
"Uh, well, no, not that often... sure,
you'll have to get new tubes some day,
but ... "
"And what about biasing? Don't you
have to rebias them all the time?"
"Now and then, sure, but you
shouldn't have to ... "
"And they run hot, right? Imean,
they're going to heat up my listening
room so much in the summer that I'll
have to sit around naked while listening!"
"You mean you don't already?"
"No... you think Ishould? Would it
make my system sound better?"
Sartorial tweaks aside, that average
panhandling audiophile speaks for many
of us in the Audio Underclass who are
intrigued by the allure of tubes, but arc
either unable take the plunge because of
atight budget or afraid to because it
seems like an utterly !insensible thing to
do.
The folks at JoLida must have been
hanging around the same streets as I
have, because they've entered the tube
amp market to meet the needs and desires of exactly these folks. People like
... me! According to JoLida's Mike Allen, JoLida wants to go head to head
with similarly priced solid-state amps,
giving people who'd never even thought
about trying atube-based product the
opportunity to do so. In fact, JoLida sees
their charter as bringing tubes back into
the "mid-fi" market, where they haven't
been seen for over 30 years — before
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

we even knew that there was such a
thing as mind-fm. Knowing that solid-state
stuff, for the most part, features plug-itin-and-forget-about-it maintenance, JoLida also felt that they had to make their
products as trouble-free and easy to use
as possible. Oh, and they wanted them
to sound good too. This model, SJ 502A,
is the largest of their line of integrated
amps. Like all their products, it's intended to meet the above criteria. Did they
succeed? C'mon along...

W HAT'S AJ
OLIDA?

Like most of you, I'd never heard about
JoLida until Jonathan Scull's report
from the 1995 WCES 1mentioned them
as a new player offering low-priced
amps. However, they've been in business
for over 10 years, selling electronic componentry (read: parts), including tubes
(some of which they manufacture) and
transformers (ditto), and getting involved in various engineering joint venIStertephile. April '95, p.111

turcs. They toyed with the idea of making tube amplifiers for a while, but
wondered, Does the tvorld need another
$5k tube amp? They answered themselves with aresigned "No," but perked
up when they thought about the prospect of producing afto.rdabk tube amps.
Several years of development later, here
they are with their first-ever consumer
products.

W E'D LIKE TO KNOW
ALITTLE BIT ABOUT YOU
FOR OUR 'PHILES

The SJ 502A has areal classic tube amp
look to it, with anatty dark metalflake,
2"-tall base, out of which sprout three
rows of stuff. In the back row, alarge,
central power transformer is flanked by
somewhat smaller output transformers;
in the front row are four small tubes
(two 12AX7A input tubes, two 12AT7
drivers); and in the middle row are four
big ol' power tubes (6550s). The output tubes arc Russians, manufactured
by Sovtek, while the small tubes are

JoLida SJ 502A Integrated amplItler
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Chinese. The amp was originally outfitted with KT88 power tubes, one of
which had some intermittent noise problems. Ican hear the more fainthearted
among you now: "Uh oh —just like I
thought — tubes arc unreliable!" They
can be, but the intrepid souls at JoLida
decided to stop using the KT88s altogether, due to such problems with reliability (and breakage during shipping —
they seemed overly delicate) and are
now shipping the amp with the 6550s,2
which proved trouble- (and noise-) free
during their stay at El Rancho Brownell.
If you're into the tube-rolling game, you
can take your pick among the plethora
of compatible tube types, but Istuck
with the ones JoLida provided; after all,
their goal is to make owning atube amp
as easy as owning asolid-state amp, and
you're not about to find me swapping
transistors anytime soon.
In front of the input transformer is a
little square hole through which you
can see aset of five small sockets, each
the right size for amultimeter probe,
which is just what you stick in there as
part of the bias-adjustment routine.
("What? Bias adjustment? I'm getting
nervous ... "Hey, chill. It's easy, and the
mostly excellent3 user's manual explains
the procedure in exquisite detail.) In
front of each pair of output tubes is a
round hole just big enough for the medium-sized flathead screwdriver blade
you'll use to turn the bias trim pot for
each output tube. Just hook up the
meter to the appropriate slots, check the
reading, and dial in the value. Takes a
couple of seconds. According to the JoLidians, you should only have to do this
every one to three years. If you're a
twitchy, tweaky audiophile, you can
check 'em every time you fire up the
system — it's up to you. Me, Ichecked
them periodically, and found that the
readings would in fact drift by afew
millivolts, but not by even as much as
the ±4mV tolerance range specified by
JoLida; even so, I'd dutifully dial 'em
back in. However, you don't have to
keep that multimeter in aholster on
your hip unless you want to. See? Easy.
On the chassis' front left is the power
switch and ared power-indicator LED;
toward the right are the input selector
switch (with Tuner, Tape, CD, and Aux
2 Ille 6550s are stamped with the Ruby logo, but
JoLida informs nie that these arc in fact manufactured
in Russia.
3Funny thing about the user's guide: in the copy Igot,
the front half was for the SJ 502A, while the back half
was for its little brother, the SJ 302M The JoLida manuals consist of separate pages bound with aplastic
spine, and apparently my copy got assembled incorwetly.
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selections) and the balance and volume
distortion and very wide bandwidth.
controls. All the lettering on the amp is
Hanson said they figured out the basic
adark gold color — classy looking, but
design pretty quickly, but then spent five
perhaps not the best choice, as it doesn't years refining it to lower the price and
show up well (or at all) when lights are
increase reliability. One method of doing
turned down to the "intimate bachelorboth was to use some offshore manupad" setting, often afavorite choice for facturing; the circuit-board sub-assemlistening sessions.
bly is done in Korea or China, and many
Looking 'round back we find gold- of the components come from Japan,
plated RCA input jacks for the aforebut final açseinbly and testing arc done
mentioned input choices, astandard IEC
here. Being amajor tube manufacturer
AC cord receptacle, afuse, and six goldand distributor, they also have awide seplated five-way binding posts, three per
lection of tubes to chose from, and in
channel (one for ground, and 4 ohm
fact, they burn-in and computer-match
and 8ohm posts).
their output tubes.
The build quality is mostly good: The
The stock unit comes with aTape Intransformers and the base itself look put, but no Tape Output, however, an
positively bulletproof. But the bias-adoptional tape loop is available upon rejustment socket was somewhat off-cen- quest for aMSRP of $50. Were Irunter — not a problem, because Icould
ning the world, or at least the JoLida
move it alittle to get it centered, meanfactory, I'd add an "Amp Type" switch.
ing it's not well-anchored. The five-way This would allow you either to run the
binding posts are of the ubiquitous
amp as it is now, as an integrated ampli"red'n'black plastic nut" variety. Iknow
fier, or to bypass the selector, volume,
that these are apropos to equipment at and balance controls, turning it into a
this price level, but Ican dream of more
basic power amplifier. Or, maybe JoLida
heavy-duty binding posts. At one point could just go ahead and make abasic
Itried to bi-wire by inserting two sets of amp. If this sounds like agood idea to
spade lugs into each post, but Icouldn't you, then you'd better get that letterswing it; the nuts wouldn't open up far writing campaign going, 'cause the Joenough. This isn't acomplaint against Lidians are pretty well set on making
only the JoLida amp, of course — every
integrated amps; they feel that there's a
other amp I've used recently also has
market for the more complete functionthese same posts, so it applies to all of ality and higher perceived value of an
them.
integrated amp, especially at the price
Inside, things are pretty simple. What points they're targeting, and they curwe've got here is a basic stereo tube
rently have no plans to make any basic
amp with aselector switch, balance pot,
amps. But things can change.
and volume pot in front of the input
stage. There's alarge-ish circuit board to
THE HOME TEAM
which the input and driver tubes and
Things were set up alittle differently for
their (minimal) associated circuitry are
this review: Iran the output of the digattached; asmaller vertically mounted
ital chain (Magnavox CDB-560 player,
circuit board contains power-supply
used as atransport, connected via Illuparts. The components are not big-name
minati Data/Video Flex digital cable to
Audiophile Specialty items (but the volan Audio Alchemy DTI, then via an
ume pot is from ALPS), and the conIlluminati Data Flex Studio digital cable
struction looks to be just good enough.
to an Audio Alchemy DAC-in-theFor those of you keeping count, you'll Box) directly to the CD input of the Jobe happy to know that there's exactly
Lida amp, via either XLO/PRO Type
one capacitor in the whole signal path.
100 or Synergistic Research Looking
The transformers, so crucial to tubeGlass interconnects. For LPs, it was the
amp performance, are special. They're
usual lineup of aLinn Axis 'table with
designed and manufactured by JoLida Basik Plus arm and Shure V-15 Type
for just this application, using German
5MR cartridge, routed via the stock Linn
grain-oriented silicon steel for the core.
cable into the Audible Illusions Modulus
JoLida's amp-design honcho, Hanson
2A preamp, which was wired into the
Huang, told me that they tried steel for JoLida using either the XLO/PRO
their transformers from Japan and the Type 100 or Synergistic Research LookUS as well, and found that the Gennan
ing Glass interconnect. Most stuff that
steel had the highest tand lowest loss could sit on aBright Star Audio Big
overall. JoLida also uses aproprietary
Rock isolation device did so, and afew
multilayer cross-winding technique in
(like the preamp) also wore aBright Star
the manufacture of their transformers,
Little Rock on top. All but the amps sat
which allows them to obtain very low
on an Arcici Superstand, while the amps
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

times during the evaluation period.
Why? It's agreat record, that's why. Sounding a little like The Cramps playing
obscure Creedence Clearwater Revival
tunes, with just atouch of B-52's camp,
it's uplifting in the way only down
'n'dirty swamp-rock can be. And it's a
clean recording, with clear, vibratoladen guitars, crisp drums, and smooth
vocals, which is how it was portrayed
via the JoLida amp. Rick Miller's toocool vocal delivery on "Voodoo Cadillac" stood out from the backing tracks
like the fluorescent lines on a velvet
portrait of Elvis. And, Ineed to say, this
PRICK UP YOUR EARS
amp rocks. From the straightforward 4/4
Upon first listen, two things struck me:
of "Voodoo Cadillac" to the disjointed
that this was one very quiet tube amp,
rhythms of "Camel Walk," the JoLida
and that it didn't sound very involving.
kept the beat popping along vividly.
The former was obviously good. HavSwitching from the CD to the LP (and
ing lived with atubed preamp (and an
therefore inserting the Audible Illusions
ancient integrated tube amp in my office system) for some time, I'm used to preamp into the signal path, for two sets
of volume controls), the LP had aslighthearing all sorts of odd chirps and hissly darker but "sexier," fuller sound, no
es and sputters and rushing noises, but
doubt due to the full analog/nothin'from the JoLida came not apeep.4 As
but-tubes amplification used.
the Bard o' Santa Fe (aka JA) put it, it
On Nicky Skopelitis's Ekstasis
was "as silent as the grave" with no input
(Axiom 314 514518-2), during the track
signal. The "not very involving" part was
"Meet Your Maker," the myriad sounds,
pretty disconcerting, though. The sound
percussive and otherwise, were layered
presented was flat (that is, decidedly 2-D
in a delicate, intricate tapestry that
and not 3-D), alittle grainy, and dynamically constricted. Of course, this was a offered as complete asoundstage as one
could hope for — especially from what
cold, just-out-of-the-box item, one I'd
is most likely amultitracked studio refully intended to break-in before beginning serious evaluation ...but Ijust cording. The brushwork on the cymbals
was especially "right," without fizz or
couldn't wait to give it aquick listen.
tizz, and the slow groove of this track
So Ilet it cook for awhile, using the
had me rockin' steady.
Sheffield/XL° CD burn-in tracks and
The above descriptions apply to the
all manner of music to do the job. After
aweek or so of this, Ilistened again, and JoLida driving the Thiels. Switching to
the Vandersteens and listening to the
all Ican say unto you, brothers and sistitle track of James Carter's JC On The
ters, is that you must believe in the magic
of breaking-in! That which was flat Set (DIW/Columbia CK 66149), I
found JC himself back abit, honking
sprung to almost full-fledged 3-D life
and blowing in the way only he can,
(missing that "you can almost see
with the cymbals up front and, again,
around the instruments" feeling that you
can get with the best, most holographic just ptajèct, which is arare and beautiful
thing. It was abig, round, soulful sound
systems); the grain had been dissolved;
that swung hard — Ihad to hang onto
and dynamic contrast had improved as
the sofa. Switching to "Sour Times"
well. The extry-good news is that the
from Portishead's Dummy (Go! Discs/
background hadn't changed — it was
London 422 828553-2), 1was taken by
still noise-free.
how Beth Gibbon's vocals stood out
like a beacon in a foggy night, surSCOTS
rounded by the wash of sampled and
SCOTS is short for Southern Culture
On The Skids, aband whose current "played" sounds. Did Imention that the
amp can play loudly? Ihad the volume
release, Dirt Track Date (DGC DGCDcontrol less than halfway up, and Iwas
24812 on CD, and Telstar Records
getting 95dB peaks. Aldo Ciccolini's
TR020 on viny1 5), was played many
performance of Satie's Gynitiopèdies
from Satie: L'Oeuvre pour Piano, Val
4During the brief time Iused the original Krels, one
tube did sputter abit, intermittently. Once they were
(EMI CDC 7 49702 2) was just gorbanished. Inever heard another peep.
geous, conveying the melancholy mood
5A big "Thank Yew!" to Audiophile Network (TAN)
and pianistic tonal color without editorbuddy Wendell Narrod for snagging nie acopy of the
ial comment.
LP.

(besides the JoLida, the Audio Alchemy
Overture 0M-150) rested their laurels
and hardys on my homemade MDF'n'
wood amp stand. Speaker cables were
primarily Alpha-Core Goertz MI 1,
though XLO/PRO 1200 and Synergistic Research Signature Nos2 and 3
also made the scene. Speakers used
were Vandersteen 2Cs, Thiel CS.5s, and
PSB Alphas. Everything save amps was
plugged into an Audio Power Industries
Power Wedge 116; amps were plugged
into an API Power Wedge 110.
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While the 'Steens and the Thiels
seem to be in about the right price
range to mate with akilobuck integrated amp, Ifigured why not try my PSB
Alphas? These are actually the "Special
Edition" Alphas; they have five-way
binding posts instead of spring clips and
they're shielded for use in aHome Theater system — which is where mine are
used. Oh, and they're available in white,
which is exactly the color mine happen
to be. All this comes at aprice, of course;
the regular Alphas are $200/pair, while
these arc $250/pair.
The Alphas are widely regarded as
something of abargain reference, and I
do own apair, but I've always found
them to be alittle raggedy, alittle rough,
alittle gritty and grainy. Iput 'em in the
big system, and... hey, not bad! In fact,
pretty damned good! They still seemed
alittle grainy, but not to the extent I'd
expected. The soundstage flattened
considerably, and the surprisingly full
bass was alittle "clumsy" compared to
that produced by the bigger speakers,
but even so, that SCOTS album still
rocked! Icould live with this system for a
while — for example, if Iwanted to put
together asystem right away and could
only afford some small speakers at the
get-go, this setup would be a highly
likely combination.
Downsides? Well, there's the bass—
it wasn't flabby or loose (except with
the Alphas, which had more to do with
the speakers than the amp); no, it was
tight and tuneful, but it seemed just a
tad light, or lightweight, which, if you're
gonna err, seems the way to do it. And
even though the dynamics improved
after break-in, they weren't as heartstopping as, for example, those produced by the Audio Alchemy amplifier.
I'm not saying the amp was wimpy;
rather, it was just ateensy bit on the
polite side. After the break-in, Ididn't
hear that graininess (with more refined
speakers, in any case) anymore, but neither was the amp overly sweet, or classically tubey (ie, euphonically colored),
being quite neutral from the upper bass
on up. A pretty short list of minor
gripes, wouldn't you say?

M EASUREMENTS FROM J
A

Tom Norton being away taking a
much-deserved vacation, it fell to me to
measure the cute little JoLida. Dusting
off my manual for the Audio Precision
System One, Ihooked the test set to the
amplifier and took afew measurements
and... drat, I hadn't remembered to
check the output-tube bias settings. As
El Bee sez, it's no big deal: the black
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TWIN TRIODES
•ECC85/6A08
12AT7A
12AU7A
12AX7A
60.18
12AT7A Gold Pin
12AU7A Gold Pin
12AX7A Gold Pin
6DJ8 Gold Pin
'6SL7GT
'6SN7GT
•
EF86 Gold

POWER TUBES
EL84/6805
E84L/7189
'6V6GT
E134
1341
6L6GC
•5881

Each
14 00
1600
16 00
1600
22 00
22 00
2200
2200
2900
2200
2000
2200

Low Noise
24 00
26 00
26 00
26 00
37 00
32 00
32 00
32 00
44 00

Match Pair
38.00
42.00
42.00
42.00
66.00
5400
5400
5400
8000
54 00
50 00
54 00

Pairs
22 00
29 00
42 00
52 00
64 00
4200
54 00

Quads
52 00
6600
92 00
112 00
13600
92.00
116.00
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8000
101 00
14000
17000
206.00
14000
17600

Low Noise
&Matched
62 00
66 00
66 00
6600
9600
78 00
78 00
78 00
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Octet
108 00
136 00
188 00
228 00
276 00
188 00
236 00

6550A
KT66
1(188
KT88S
▪
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Pairs
90 00
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120.00
142 00
64 00
42.00
176.00

POWER TRIODES
2A3
2A3 Octal
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•3006
▪
805
811A
845

11000
11000
148 00
354 00
184 00
6000
184 00

RECTIFIERS
*5AR4
•GZ34
*GZ37

Each
23.00
23.00
1900

P.O. BOX 48865 •SARASOTA, FL 34230 •813-925-1220 FAX
Distributed in the
US exclusively by:
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Quads
188 00
11600
24800
292.00
136.00
9200
360 00

Sextet
284 00
176.00
374.00
440 00
206 00
14000
542.00

Octet
380 00
236 00
500 00
588 00
276 00
18800
724 00

228.00
228.00
304.00
716.00
376.00
128.00
376.00

344.00
344.00
458.00
1076.00
566.00
194.00
566.00

460 00
460.00
612.00
1436 00
756 00
260.00
756 00
Each
1900
14 00

5U4G
85A2
NEW

TUBES BY DESIGN
813-925 3483
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multimeter lead goes in the center
socket; the red one goes in each of the
other four sockets in turn for each of
the four tubes. Specified bias is 40mV
±4mV; Iset each Ruby 6550 to exactly
42mV —the recommended 40mV plus
2inV for luck! —and left the amp to
cook for an hour at one-third full power.
Back at the bench, Ichecked out the
JoLida's output impedance — not bad
for atube amplifier at 0.7-0.9 ohms, depending on frequency, from the 8ohm
outputs and 0.41-0.45 ohms from the 4
ohm tap. Modification of the amplifier's
frequency response by the interaction
between its source impedance and the
impedance of the loudspeaker will be
relatively mild. Its input impedance was
lower than spec at around 30k ohms, but
this is high enough not to be aproblem.
Voltage gain with the volume control
wide open was ahigh 33.9dB into 8
ohms from the 8ohm output transformer tap, 333dB into 4ohms from the 4
ohm tap.
Next task was to look at the amplifier's frequency response, which Idid up
to ahigher-than-normal 200kHz highfrequency limit (even with high-quality
output transformers, tube amplifiers
sometimes have some ultrasonic peaking evident in their responses). Fig.1
shows the response taken under anumber of different load conditions, but
always with the volume control set to its
vc

Ng

20000

maximum and the output voltage equal
to 2.83V. The bottom trace is from the 8
ohm tap into a2ohm resistor: perfectly
flat in the audioband, it starts to roll out
above 50kHz. Above it is the response
from the 8ohm tap into a4ohm resistive load: still flat in the audioband, it
peaks up by a moderate 1.5dB at
130kHz. The response into 8ohms also
peaks up, now by just over 2dB. The
final trace in fig.1 is the response plotted
with the JoLida driving our simulated
loudspeaker. This is acollection of resistors, capacitors, and inductors designed
by NHTs Ken Kantor to resemble a
loudspeaker with one important difference — it doesn't make a noise! The
variation of impedance of this simulated
speaker is shown in fig2; it can be seen
that its shape is echoed in the top trace
in fig.!. But as Isaid above, the fact that
the JoLida's output impedance is not
that high means that, while any response modification is audible, it is mild
at ameasured ±0.7dB.
From the 4ohm output transformer
tap, the height of the ultrasonic peak is
approximately halved, while at lower
volume-control settings and into lowerimpedance loads, the peak disappears.
This can be seen in fig3, where the volume control was set to its 12:00 position. One pair of traces is from the 8
ohm tap into 8ohms; note the reduced
height of the 130kHz peak. The other
pair of traces are taken from the 4ohm
tap into 4ohms; note that the ultrasonic

11000
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20000

output actually shelves down a little.
Note also that while the channel matching was perfect in fig.1 —the dashed
right-channel traces overlaid the solid
left traces —adjusting the volume control to the 12:00 position has introduced
a025dB balance error.
The presence of an ultrasonic peak
makes its presence known in the amplifier's small-signal squarewave responses.
Fig.4, for example, shows a 1kHz
squarewave taken with the JoLida driving 4ohms with the volume control full:
the flat top to the waveform confirms
the excellent low-frequency response,
but the response peaking correlates with
the slight overshoot. The 10kHz
response (fig.5) reveals ashort risetime
but afew cycles of ringing. This should
be innocuous —and irrelevant if you
only play CDs, which don't hit the
amplifier with fast-enough transients to
excite the resonance.
Channel separation is usually compromised in budget components, but
look at fig.6. While the crosstalk traces
reveal the rise with frequency due to capacitive coupling between the channels
above 2kHz, the separation in the midrange is an excellent 90dB. The rise in
the lower frequencies may be due to
crosstalk through the power supply, but
my gut feeling was that the measurement was dominated by low-frequency
noise. With the volume control wide
open and the inputs shorted, S/N ratios
(unweighted, 22Hz-22kHz, ref. 1W
into 8 ohms) measured 65dB/60dB
(L/R) — which, if not great, is okay.
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JoLida SJ 502A, frequency response from 8
ohm tap with volume control maximum at
(from top to bottom at IkHz): into simulated speaker load. I
W into 8ohms. 2W into
4ohms, 4W into 2ohms (right channel
dashed. 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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JoLida SJ 502A. frequency response with
volume control at 1200 at (from top to
bottom at I
kHz): I
W into 8ohms from 8
ohm tap: 2W into 4ohms from 4ohm tap
(right channel dashed. 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.5 JoLida SJ 502A. small-signal I
OkHz squarewave into 4ohms.
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Simulated loudspeaker load, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 JoLida SJ 502A. small-signal IkHz squarewave into 4ohms.

Fig.6 JoLida SJ 502A. crosstalk (from top to bottom at I
OkHz): L-11, R—L (I
°dB/vertical div.).
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OUT HOW GOOD
YOUR SYSTEM REALLY 17:
0)
WITH STEREOPHILE CDs AND LPs

41eitimumat,

CONCERT
Bargain, omni-miked 2-CD set with pianist Robert
Silverman in recital with works by Schubert, Chopin,
Bach ...and Schumann's Sonata No.3 in f,
Op.14 — the "Concerto without Orchestra."
Bonus track — "Mapping the Soundstage"
— lets you check your system's
soundstaging ability.

INTERMEZZO

Pianist Robert Silverman
a brilliant all -Brahms
program. Piano
Sonata in f, Op.5.
Three Intermezzi,
Op.117. Recorded
with tubes for
truth of timbre!
One of the finest
piano recordings
ever made.

TEST CD 1
Phase your system, test loudspeakers and room, hear
the difference amike makes. Take this disc with you
when evaluating loudspeakers and other gear —
contains excerpts from some of the finest
recordings ever made.

TEST CD 2
Place your speakers. Test how much distortion you can really hear. Check your
amp for distortion
and hear what CD
jitter sounds like.

in

TEST
CD 3
Use the signals to
test your loudspeakers
and room. Burn-in
components with the
unique noise track.
Home in on your
home theater's balance. Check out
your system with
asoundstage map.
Audiophile music
tracks, too.

POEM
An audiophile classic since
1989! Sonatas for flute and
piano by Prokofiev and
Reinecke, plus Poem, by
Charles Griffes. Tube-miked
performances that seem to
happen live!

John Atkinson

ALc6

Mail to:
STEREOPHILE

P
.
O.Box 5960
Santa Fe, NM 87502
or call: 1-800-358-6274
NAME
STREET
CITY

CONCERT

CD

x $15.95

= $

POEM

LP

x $11.95

=

CD

x $11.95

=

LP

x $16.95

=

CD
TEST CD 1

x $16.95
X $ 6.95

=
= $

TEST CD 2
TEST CD 3

X $ 7.95
X $ 9.95

=
= S_

INTERMEZZO

Shipping & Handling:
At 53.50/order U.S. and Canada
At 58.00/order Foreign (airmail)

& H=

TOTAL =

Check enclosed
Please charge my

STATE/ZIP

* $S

ACCT. NO.

ia MC

J VISA

GI AMEX
EXP

Payable in U.S. Funds. Make checks payable to:
STE REO PH I
LE Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

SIGNATURE

S
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With loudspeakers of average sensitivity, LB didn't have any noise problems.
The JoLida's specification claims less
than 5dB of overall negative feedback,
implying that the basic circuit is pretty
linear. Plotting the THll+noise against
frequency at 2.83V into 8, 4, and 2
ohms (fig.Z 8ohm tap; fig.8, 4ohm tap)
revealed pretty respectable figures, at
least as long as the load impedance isn't
below the transformer-tap rating. The
distortion level at high and low frequencies rises —presumably duc to outputtransformer limitations and open-loop
bandwidth restrictions, respectively —
but not to anything Iwould call severe.
And with the simulated typical loudspeaker load (fig.9), the distortion hovers below 02% between 40Hz and
13kHz, which should be innocuous as
long as the harmonic content remains
low-order.

'Which it does. The lower trace in
fig.10 shows the THll+noise waveform
at 4W into 8ohms, using the 8ohm
tap. It is heavily second-harmonic and
overlaid with noise. Into lower impedances and at higher power levels (fig.11),
the third harmonic dominates the overall higher level of distortion. This
predominance of low-order harmonics
in the JoLida's output is confirmed by
fig.12, the spectrum of the amplifier's
output signal driving 50Hz at high
power into 8ohms from the 8ohm tap.
The second and third harmonics arc the
highest in level at -48dB (0.35%) and
-51dB (027%), respectively. Perhaps
more important, note the stairstep reduction of level with increasing harmonic
order, something that Jean Hiraga point-

cd out in the mid-'70s is correlated with
consonant amplifier sound quality. Note
also the presence of some low-level ACsupply components, at 60Hz and
180Hz, indicating that the power supply
is perhaps alittle undersized for the output rating — but this is, after all, an affordable design, not an Audio Research
behemoth.
These 60Hz components can also be
seen as sidebands in the plot of the JoLida's HF intermodulation distortion
spectrum (fig.13). Here, the amplifier is
fed equal levels of 19kHz and 20kHz
tones, avery demanding signal. Major
IM products can be seen in fig.13 at
1
kHz, 18kHz, and 20kHz, but these
arc all relatively low in level, at around
0.15% or below. This again suggests
good fundamental linearity for the JoLida's circuit.
Finally, figs.14 and 15 show the manner in which the JoLida's THll+noise
level varies with output power, assessed
1444.40. 410.24.10430k.
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Fig .I 5JoLida 5) 502A. 4 ohm tap. distortion (%) vs
output power into (from bottom to top at
I
W): 8 ohms, 4 ohms. and 2ohms.
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AND IN CONCLUSION ...

GET THE
POW'.

The point is that LOVAN's patented modular
"trisolation" system is the most elegant
method of eliminating unwanted vibration in
your quality audiophile and home theater
components.

Table I JoLida SJ 502A
Discrete Clipping Levels
(1% THD+nmse at IkHz,
line voltage = II6V)
Output Tap

One Channel Driven
8 ohms

4 ohms

Load ohms

W (dBVV)

W (dBVV)

8

62 (17.9)

43 (16.3)

4

44 (13.4)
4 (0)

61 (14.9)
51 (11.1)

at the 8ohm and 4ohm taps, respectively. Below afew hundred milliwatts,
the traces are dominated by noise, this
revealed by the regular drop of
THD+noise level with increasing power delivery. The saddles in the traces
reveal the true distortion level, this very
low into matched loads or loads that are
higher than the transformer tap rating.
The sharp knees indicate where the
amplifier runs out of steam and starts to
clip. The measured maximum output
powers (assessed at 1% THD+noise)
are shown in Table 1.
Overall, this is a respectable set of
measurements, especially when you
consider a) that it is atube amplifier,
and b) that it costs just $995. Color me
impressed.
—John Atkinson

In case you haven't figured it out yet, I
think JoLida's SJ 502A is one fine little
amplifier. It played as loudly as Iwanted to listen, with the kinds of speakers I
had around — none of which were horrible loads to drive, but neither were
they pushovers —and, more important,
it made music. If you're looking for an allin-one preamp/amp package at about
this price range (or maybe even alittle
higher), and don't need aphono stage,
and are just itching to try some tubes,
then what's the question?
If you need aphono stage, the guys
from JoLida recommend the Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box. If you've already got apreamp, you can run it into
the amp, but you'll wish you could bypass those controls. But don't worry too
much — in fact, don't worry at all.
Trouble-free? Well, you will have to
get some new tubes someday, but until
then, you've got alot of albums to listen
to, so turn down the lights, take off your
clothes, and enjoy! —Lonnie Brownell S

Your system will look and sound better than
ever, showcased in our Classic I, Classic II,
Pyramid AVR and Sovereign racks. You can
obtain all the beauty and performance of
[OVAN audio/video furniture at aprice that
is practically beyond belief . See your local
[OVAN dealer and get the point. After all,
compared to [OVAN, everything else is
pointless
All EOM Products ore Distributed Exclusively By

AXCESS MARKETING
1306 Kingsdale Ave •Redondo Beach, CA 90278

For More Info Call (310) 793-7676
lei distribution (714) 774-3118
SEE US AT CES 96 SAHARA ROOM 7128
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SHOW SOME EMOTION!
Wes Phillips auditions VAC's PA80/80 power amplifier
VAC PA80/80 single-chassis wide-band low-feedback stereo power amplifier. Tube

approximately 6dB. Polarity: non-inverting. Power consumption: 300W at idle;

complement four 17.AU7: four KT88. Maximum output power at IkHr. 83W into

516W at full power. Dimensions: 18" W by 7.5" H by 15" D. Weight 65 lbs. Serial

8ohms (19.2d13W). Frequency response: 12Hz-64kHz —0.5dB; 3Hz—I 15kHz —3dB.

number of unit reviewed: 434817. Price: $2790. Approximate number of dealers:

Power bandwidth (80W): I
2Hz-50kHz —0.5dB; 8.5Hz-85kHz —3dB. THD: <0.25%

30. Manufacturer: Valve Amplification Company, 807 Bacon St., Durham, NC

at I
kHz at 10W. Sensitivity: 775mV for full power. Negative feedback fixed at

27703. Phone: (919) 596-1107. Fax: (919) 596-2037.

I

love the sound ofglowing glass, especially when I'm lonely. Ilove tlw nuances of
emotion. It's nothing new, nothing new,
The sound of glowing glass... (with apologies to Nick Lowe)
Ido, Ireally do love the sound of a
tube amplifier. Ialso love the glow, the
physical warmth, even the smell of
heated glass. Years ago, when Ihad my
first system that could be dubbed
"high-end," my wife and I would
occasionally turn off all the room
lights and spend romantic evenings in
front of our Marantz 8B — much as
other couples would cuddle by the
fireplace.
But I'm not kinky about it —my
real reason for loving tubed gear is
that Ilove to wallow in that sense of
emotional immediacy that hot glass
seems singularly capable of presenting. So it's not surprising, really,
that at the 1994 Summer Consumer
Electronics Show Iwas drawn into a
warm cave of a room where VAC's
amplifiers shone out of the darkness
like diamonds in adungheap. "Toobz,"
Imoaned, shambling into the room.
"Pret-ty! Wes like."
Recognizing abad-sound burnout
when he saw one, Kevin Hayes sat
me down in the sweet spot and plied
me with glorious music until Iwas
reasonably coherent. The sound from
his Renaissance 140 monoblocks was
intimate, yet surprisingly dynamic.
Of all the exhibits Iheard in Chicago,
only the VAC room kept bringing me
back — and I wasn't alone. Sometimes Icouldn't even get in the door
for the crowds. On my final restorative trip, Hayes mentioned a
project he was working on. "We're
almost ready to bring an affordable
amp to market — one that shares alot
with what you're hearing now.
Would you be interested in listening
to it?"
Oh my, yes indeedy. And so, in the
final months of '94, the PA80/80
showed up on my doorstep.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

THE ARCHITECTURE OF
FEELING

adjustments need to be made to the bias
point if you choose these.
The VAC PA80/80 is asingle-chassis,
The parts quality and build are
wide-band, low-feedback stereo amsuperb. The transformers are impressive
plifier rated at 80Wpc. The input cir14-lb, 22-section, ultra-wideband outcuitry of the 80/80 is based upon the put jobbies, and polypropylene and
venerable D.T.N. Williamson design
polystyrene capacitors are used throughand features a direct-coupled input out. High-current rectifiers, low-ESR
amplifier and phase splitter, which
power supply, highest quality wiring —
results in low phase shift and precise
all the usual audiophile suspects are
balance of the phase splitter at all frehere.
quencies. The input/splitter and driver
The PA80/80 is, to my eyes at least,
tubes are 12AU7 triodes operated in
abeautiful amplifier —broad-shoulderclass-A with no cutoff or grid current.
ed and robust looking. It presents its
The output stage, derived from VAC's
tubes for inspection in front of its three
respected PA90C, features partial-tripotted transformers. Four KT88 output
ode ("ultralinear") push/pull operation,
tubes stand in asingle rank directly in
although VAC can convert the amplififront of the transformers, while two
er to full triode operation at additional pairs of 12AU7s stand in staggered array
cost. The output tubes supplied are
to their front. Six 450V-rated capacitors
Golden Dragon KT88s, which operate
in arow mark the center of the topin "rich" class-AB, being biased to an
plate, dividing the eight tubes into
idle current of 70mA per tube with a right- and left-channel groupings. The
B+ voltage of approximately 535VDC.
low-line front panel sports a power
KT9Os or 6550As may also be used, but
switch on the right and the VAC logo

4IM8P

VAC PA80/80 power amplifier
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We suggest that those
who reyl upon shiny badges
to make an impression
might seek acareer in
law enforcement.

Fewer parts, better parts, better sound.
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referred to the Third Symphony as his
"monster," and I'm not sure he was kidding. ft's huge — the first movement
alone is longer than Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony —and it calls for an immense orchestra, acontralto soloist, a
women's chorus, and a boys' choir.
Emotionally, it ranges from moments of
tender, yearning melodicism to aseries
of increasingly thunderous —but never
vulgar —climaxes.
The first movement opens with a
heroic theme, declaimed fortissimo by
eight horns in unison. The full orchestra bursts in upon the theme, accenting
it with great blasts of sound that quickly fade to silence. What atest for an
amplifier! The 80/80 sings it all fullthrottle. The orchestral outbursts are
overwhelming but totally controlled,
and as the tones fade one can clearly
hear the immensity of the Avery Fisher
auditorium — and the creaking stage
floor and audience paper rustle that
project as well as (if not better than) the
music itself in that cursed, quirky hall.
The score, now carried by the low
winds, ebbs and flows onward like rising and falling breath, through passages
labeled "What the flowers of the meadow tell me," "What the animals of the
forest tell me," "What man tells me,"
"What the angels tell me," and "What
love tells me." And that's just the first
movement!
Lenny was particularly known as an
interpreter —and champion —of Mahler, and for these concerts he pulled
out all the stops. Iattended several of
the performances during the November 1987 series that produced this
disc, and as Iwatched him conduct this
work it seemed less that he commanded the orchestra than that he
implored it, inhabited it. His body
would go rigid as he rose on to the tips
of his toes, and Iwas reminded of that
point in the religion of voridoun —
being "ridden by the loa" in the language of the initiates—where the
worshippers venture so far into the
sacred that they are no longer resident
in their own bodies.
I think that's what happened to
Lenny on those cold November evenings —I know it's what happened to
me and continues to happen as Ilisten
to the performance on this disc. But not
always. Lenny, Mahler, or perhaps only
that not-so-random-stream-of-electrons, cannot be communicated through
just any hi-fi gear. This is one of the bestsounding recordings I've heard of the
contemporary NYP, yet I've heard the
CD sound sterile and removed. But
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

never through the VAC: the PA80/80
conveyed the muscle, the sweat, and that
ineffable sense of the sublime almost as
powerfully as Iexperienced them on the
nights Iwas there.
It wasn't merely on the blockbusters
that the '80 distinguished itself, either.
Ensemble Galilei's Following The Moon
(Dorian DIS-80139) is aquiet disc, full
of passionate music. It features alot of
delicate, tinkly percussion effects,
which the VAC floated as ethereally as
any amplifier I've ever heard. Yet the
bodhran's thunder did not suffer a
whit. Once again, the feature that kept
me nailed to my listening chair was the
amp's ability to convey the emotional
nuances of the pieces — from the gentle longing of an old Celtic air to the
immediacy of one of the Ensemble's
own compositions.
But it was Stereophiles Festival: Works
by Copland, Kohjiba, and Milhaud
(STPH007-2) that really allowed the
80/80 to strut its stuff. Isuppose I
should be all modest about this project
and simply state that the disc is "adequate" — but Ithink that's a load of
hooey. Ilove this disc. ft's the most
direct statement about what Stereophile
is all about that we're capable of making: "This is what live music sounds like
to us. This is what we value." Ithink it
captures much of the excitement of live
music-making — we were certainly
fortunate in having an exemplary ensemble to record, and man, did they
ever perform!
The PA80/80 puts me back in Santa
Fe's St. Francis Auditorium on those
July nights. The hall's unique sound is
re-created in all of its ambient glory —
this amplifier's a real corker when it
comes to the re-creation of aspecific
space. Ihear the musicians in their
familiar positions, the ones drummed
into me in rehearsal after rehearsal. But
most of all, the amplifier delivers that
electric, every-hair-standing-erect thrill
that almost never comes across in
recordings. The anticipatory hush that
introduces Appalachian Spring is palpable,
and that bizarre mariachi brass chuckhag
the frenchified africanisms of
La Création du Monde punches through
the ensemble like aneedle through silk.
I'm there, brother, I'm there.

EMOTIONAL BREAKDOWN

Toward the end of my audition, the
PA80/80 failed. Iwas listening to atest
pressing of Analogue Productions' Lay
Me Down by Nancy Bryant (AAPO
2002) when things went quiet. Glancing up, Inoticed that the biasing lights
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"unwanted signals" on today's high resolution audio
and video components. The components in these systems are
subject to unwanted signal interference from each other that is picked up
by cabling and interference from home computers, lighting systems, burglar alarms,
etc. Transparent Audio's HPAVTM audio and video cabling and power conditioning
products are superior in their ability to reject unwanted signals in your high
performance audio and video system in two highly effective ways—unique shielding
and drain wire techniques and precision designed passive networks. You can clearly
hear and see the benefits of rejecting unwanted signals in a system that is linked
throughout with Transparent HPAV Cables and Power Conditioning products. These
expert Transparent HPAV Dealers can help you see and hear the difference:
Audible Difference Palo Alto, CA • Audio Advice Raleigh, NC
Audio Consultants Chicago, IL • Audio Perfection Minneapolis, MN
Audition Audio Salt Lake City, UT
Custom Electronics Jackson, WY
Ensemble Music & Film Nashua, NH
Sound by Singer New York, NY
Soundex Willow Grove, PA

• Chelsea Audio Video Portland, OR
• Definitive Audio Seattle, WA
• Krystal Clear Audio Dallas, TX
• Sound Components Miami, FL
• Stereo Design San Diego, CA

Call (207) 929-4553 to find out more about your nearest Transparent HPAV Dealer.

TRANSPARENT AUDIO AND VIDEO CABLES AND POWER CONDITIONING PRODUCTS
ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY

TRANSPARENT AUDIO, INC
RT. 202, BOX 117 • HOLLIS, ME 04042 USA • (207) 929-4553 • FAX (207) 929 4271

were extinguished. Hmmm, Ithought,
the preamp must have passed some DC. I'll
just change the fuse. Repeated attempts to
power up the amp—with tubes in
place and without —just blew ahandful
of fuses. Notice how uneventful the
failure was: it just muted and powered
down — no rude noises or speaker
pyrotechnics. I'm impressed. The amplifier has gone back to VAC, and we'll
publish their findings next month. TJN
had adifferent PA80/80 shipped overnight air so he could do the measurements.
CJ COMPARISONS
Once the VAC went down, Iput my
longtime reference power amplifier, the
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A,
back into the system. This amplifier,
which costs $700 more than the PA80/
80, provided an instructive contrast to it.
While retaining many of the tube
virtues, the Premier Eleven A sounds
even less like aclassic tube product than
the VAC does —it's more extended at
the frequency extremes, which also
gives it atauter, leaner sound. Its deeper, slightly more controlled bass lacks
the midbass punch that gives the
PA80/80 much of its drive. Many will
prefer the '80 for the excitement generated by that punchy propulsiveness. But
the C-J has a degree of harmonic
refinement that Ivalue immensely and
that the PA80/80, for all of its juicy, visceral impact, lacks.
For years, tube-lovers and solid-state
fanciers have had arich debate over the
merits of their respective preferences.
These days, that debate has gotten alot
more complicated, as the distinctive
sounds of each have given way to afar
richer diversity within each category It
would be too simplistic to say that the
C-J leans toward the solid-state camp in
its frequency extension, while the VAC
exhibits more of that classic lush tubey
sound — but there would be akernel of
truth to that reduction.

thus be highly dependent on the loudspeaker load. Voltage gain into 8ohms
measured 30.6dB. S/N ratio (ref. 1W
into 8 ohms) measured 70.5dB, unweighted, over abandwidth of 22Hz22kHz; 70dB, unweighted, over a
wider 10Hz-500kHz bandwidth; and
85dB, A-weighted. DC offset was
3.1mV in the left channel, 02mV in the
right.
Fig.1 shows the PA 80/80's frequency response: it is quite flat with a
resistive load —the slight rise above
20kHz doesn't result in asharp peak at
frequencies above those shown on the
graph. With asimulated real load, however, we see the variations typical of an
amplifier possessing ahigh output impedance; these will be audible, and their
nature and degree will vary with the
impedance characteristics of the loudspeaker used. Fig2 shows the amplifier's response to a 10kHz squarewave. It indicates aslight overshoot and
damped oscillation. The lkHz squarewave response (not shown) shows the
same slight overshoot, but it's damped
immediately; the 1
kHz squarewave is
otherwise close to atextbook response.
The VAC's crosstalk is shown in fig3.
We've seen better, but this is certainly
more than adequate for full stereo performance.
The manner in which the VAC's
small-signal THD+noise varies with
frequency (at 1
kHz) is plotted in fig.4.
While not remarkable, it's reasonable
performance for a tube amplifier.
ST [Re /001.0 VAC

cao
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TJN MEASURES

All measurements for the VAC PA
80/80 were made with the load connected to its appropriate output tap; ie, 8
ohm load to the 8 ohm tap, etc. The
VAC was warmed up for 1hour at /s of
its rated power of 80W; it ran typically
hot for atube amplifier.
The PA 80/80's input impedance
measured ahigh 96k ohms at lkHz.
The output impedance was also high,
at between 3.3 and 3.5 ohms (from the
8 ohm tap), depending on frequency.
The system frequency response will

0.
1
i

1501.

110%

VAC PA80/80. frequency response at I
W
into 8ohms (top at I
OkHz) and into
simulated speaker load (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

2

o,
2...realms

Fig.2

VAC PA80/80. small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Note, however, the rise at lower frequencies. The waveform of the distortion into a 4 ohm load at lkHz is
shown in fig.5. It's heavily second-harmonic, with some higher-order components. The 8ohm and 2ohm results
(not shown) weren't substantially different; the higher-order components
simply increase slightly as the load
impedance is lowered.
Fig.6 shows the spectrum of the
VAC's output in response to a 50Hz
input, taken at 53.5W output into a4
ohm load (two-thirds of the amplifier's
rated 80W). The distortion here is
moderately (but not surprisingly) high,
along with numerous AC-supply noise
components. The second and third harmonics are dominant, at about -43dB
(approximately 0.7%). The response at
the saine output into asimulated real
load (not shown) actually shows slightly
less distortion at 100Hz (-50dB or
2.11211112011.4 VAC 14.10 Crory.

about 0.3%), but in general differed little (and in insignificant ways) from the
4ohm result.
Feeding a combined 19kHz+20k
Hhz signal into the VAC results in the
spectral output content shown in fig.7.
The level was 44.8W into 8ohms the maximum level obtained with this
signal without visible signs of clipping.
The result into 4 ohms (not shown)
was very similar. This is afair, if not
special, result; the lkHz component
lies at -44.6d13 (about 0.6%), the
18kHz component at -48dB (about
0.4%).
The THD+noise vs output power
measurements (fig.8) are unexceptional in that they're fairly typical of
tube amplifiers, though with aslightly
sharper "knee" than many. They are
unusual in one respect, however, in
that the results for 8, 4, and 2 ohms
(taken from their respective output
41211.00.111 MC 1
11 MP MU man.
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Fig. 3 VAC PA80/80, crosstalk (from top to
bottom): L-R. R-L (10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.7 VAC PA80/80, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz,19+20kHz at 44.8W
into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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VAC PA80/80. I
kHz waveform at 5W into
4ohms (top): distortion and noise waveform with fundamental notched out (bottom. not to scale).
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VAC PA80/80. distortion (%) vs output
power into 8ohms. 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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taps) are virtual overlays of each other.
This is the first time I've ever seen this;
Ifound it so unusual that Irechecked
the next day — with the same result.
This is of no significance Ican imagine
in actual performance terms, merely
an interesting result. The actual clipping levels for the VAC are shown in
Table 1. We present the values here for
both the 1% and the 3% levels of
TH D+noise.
This is a fairly average set of
measurements for atube amplifier. As
always, the main item for concern is
Table I VAC PA80/80
Discrete Clipping Levels
(1% & 3%THD+noise at 'kHz)
Both Channels
One Channel
Driven
Driven
Load
W (dBVV)
W (dBVV)
ohms
(L)
(R)
(L)
8(I%) 67.3 (18.3) 75.6 (18.8) 88.8 (193)
line
1I
5V
II6V
II5V
8(3%) 76.5 (18.8) 82.3 (19.2) 94.9 (19.8)
line
1I
6V
II6V
IISV
4(I%) 55.5 (14.4) 55.5 (14.4) 89.3 (16.5)
line
1I7V
I16V
II7V
4(3%) 85.6 (16.3) 80.8 (16.1) 95.3 (16.8)
line
115V
II
6V
II7V
2(I%)
87.4 (13.4)
line
II6V
2(3%)
93.8 (13.7)
line
II6V

the high output impedance, which
makes this amplifier one which must
be carefully matched to the partnering
loudspeaker. As such, it is not dissimilar to the Jadis 300B reviewed elsewhere in this issue. The VAC, in fact,
has an even higher output impedance
than the Jadis. The VAC's saving grace
is that its other measured results are far
superior.
—Thomas .J. Norton

W PCONCLUDES: THE
SHORTHAND OF EMOTION

In the final analysis, Icould surrender
myself to the VAC PA80/80 and wallow in its revelation of the emotional
truth of musical performance with nary
aregret. It's extremely well-constructed. The 80/80 offers good value in
today's market and is certainly competitive with products costing more. It
recalls the glorious tube sound of the
past, while offering thoroughly modern conveniences such as exceptional
silence and easy-to-adjust biasing. It
may not be the amplifier for everybody,
but that statement applies to every
amplifier I've ever heard. If you think
of music as aform of emotional communication, however, this could well
be the amp for you. —Wes Phillips S

CREDENTIALS &ARCANE KNOWLEDGE FROM THE GLASS AGE

A

sItalked with Kevin Hayes, we
touched on many subjects,including his engineering background—
or lade thereof—when he started the Valve
Amplification Company. Rather than
being defensive about i4 he argued that it
may have, in fact, been advantageous.
Kevin Hayes: When Istarted the
company, my electronics background
was almost entirely informal. My bachelor's was in experimental psychology
—the perceptual-encoding side of psychology — and my master's was in
business, manufacturing actually. My
doctorate was in afield of mathematics
called operations research—you'd be
amazed at how much of all this actually has proven useful. But in terms of
actual circuit information, Iwas primarily self-taught.
That's not abad thing, because the
traditional electronics curriculum of
the last 20 years does not encompass
any information about the vacuum
tube. During the years Iwas at Duke, I
would go into the Engineering Library
archives and spend time looking
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through the old publications, such as
the RCA Review going back into the
1920s —I believe that we've forgotten
more about tube technology than we
currently remember. Ifound some fascinating things in thosejournals that are
no longer common knowledge.
Wes Phillips: Such as the "sleeping sickness" that develops in tubes kept in soft-start
mode?
Hayes: That's the informal name for it,
yes. That piece of data was developed
during the 1950s, and it came out of
two non-audio-related fields. The first
was radai; where you put avery brief,
very powerful pulse through the circuit
after along period of rest, and the other
was computers, where the tube acted
as an on/off switch. The tube may be
turned of with no plate current flowing, for along time and then suddenly
be asked to do something. If you do
have the tube hot, but not flowing plate
current, achange happens to the cathode —it builds up an interference layet
which acts in practice like acapacitor in
series with the cathode, and you can't

do anything about it You'd be unlikely
to find that information if you only
searched audio-only references, howeven
Phillips: Does the interference layer become
apennanentfinction ofthe tub4 then?
Hayes: That's an unknown. The tube
does seem to rejuvenate over time, but
whether it's complete or not remains
undetermined. Given how dynamic
the cathode is, however, rd be inclined
to mess with it as little as possible.
When you go back and examine the
physical and chemical sciences of tube
construction, there are many ways that
people have gone about building
them: different cathode lead materials,
cathode coatings, getter materials,
methods of evacuation —all of these
react differently over time. One particular brand of 12AX7 may be more
prone to cathode interference than
another, but we aren't certain, since
serious tube research more or less
ended with the introduction of the
transistor — before we'd fully answered all the questions.
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AUDIO ALCHEMY DTI•
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Manufacturer: Audio Alchemy Inc., 31133 Via Colinas #III, Westlake Village. CA

BNC.1 2S,AES/EBU, ST-Type optical. Output word length: 16. 18, 20.22. 24 bits (user-

91362. Tel: (818) 707-8504. Fax: (818) 707-2610.

selectable). Dimensions: 8.5"W by 2" H by 7" D.Weight: 7lbs (shipping). Serial num-
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ith the introduction of
Audio Alchemy's Digital
Transmission Interface (DTI)
more than three years ago, the company created an entirely new category of
hi-fi product: the jitter filter. The original DTI was a good start but didn't
always improve the sound of the betterquality digital front-ends.
The DTI•Pro, released 18 months
later, bore little similarity to the rather
simple DTI. The Pro added a more
sophisticated dual Phase-Locked Loop
(PLL) input receiver for much lowerjitter, and also performed anew type of
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) that
Audio Alchemy called "Resolution
Enhancement." This processing reportedly increased the resolution of the
compact disc's 16-bit digital words, approximating 18- or even 20-bit resolution. It did this by looking at the 16-bit
words over atime window, and calculating the additional bits that would
have been present had the signal been
originally encoded with higher resolution than 16 bits.
In my November 1994 review of the
DTI•Pro, 1Icalled it a"breakthrough in
digital audio reproduction" and "a musical revelation." When inserted in the
playback chain between atransport and
digital processor, the DTI•Pro significantly improved the sound of my system. Moreover, experimenting with the
output word length suggested that the
Pro's benefits were indeed rendered by
Resolution Enhancement, not just jitter
reduction.
Shortly after the DTI•Pro was
launched, Star Semiconductor, the
manufacturer of the Pro's DSP engine,
temporarily went out of business. Although Audio Alchemy scoured the
globe and hoarded all remaining Star
DSP chips, it was clear that the
1See my review of the DTI in Vol.16 No.5, DTI measurements in Vol.16 No.11, and DTI•Pro review in
Vol.17 No.11. Reconditioned DTI-Pros are available
for $699 from Audio Advisor, (800) 942-0220.
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DTI•Pro's days were numbered.
Audio Alchemy took the opportunity to redesign the Pro with a32-bit
DSP chip from Texas Instruments,
hence the product's new name, the
DTI•Pro 32. The new chip reportedly
has 50% more computing horsepower
to run the Resolution Enhancement
algorithm. The Pro 32 also includes
some operating improvements over the
Pro. Fortunately, Istill have an original
DTI•Pro on hand for comparison with
its successor.

DESCRIPTION

The DTI•Pro 32 is housed in Audio
Alchemy's standard 8.5" wide by 2"
high chassis. From the front panel, the
DTI•Pro 32 looks identical to the
DTI•Pro. The front panel's 10 LEDs
indicate the input selected, power to the
32's three main sections, when the unit
is locked to asource, and whether the
phase or polarity has been inverted.
The lock indicator actually requires
two LEDs, marked "Primary" and
"Secondary." The Primary lock shows
that the Pro 32's first PLL stage has
locked to the source, and the Secondary
LED indicates the low-jitter "doublelock" condition. The Pro 32 should
double-lock to most CD transports.
More on this dual PLL later.
The tiny rear panel is consumed by
input and output jacks. Input is via

coaxial (BNC jack), TosLink optical, or
Alchemy's I
2Sbus. The addition of the
PS bus input is new on the Pro 32, and
is included to accept PS output from
Alchemy's forthcoming CD transport
For an additional $179 you can swap the
TosLink input for an ST-Type optical
jack. The Pro 32's output appears on a
BNC jack, AESIEBU connector, STType glass optical jack, and PS bus. A
DC input connector, which accepts a
plug from the Pro 32's small external
power supply, finishes the rear panel.
An I
2S connector looks like an SVideo jack, but has five pins rather than
S-Video's four. The five pins carry left
and right audio data on one line, bit
clock, word clock, master clock, and the
emphasis flag. By separating the clock
and transmitting it independently of the
audio data, the unit receiving an I
2S-formatted signal need not "lock" to the
incoming datastream and "recover" a
clock. The result is nearly total immunity to interface-induced jitter.
Indeed, the whole idea of extracting a
clock signal from the audio data is afundamentally flawed approach to transmitting digital audio. Note that when one
of Alchemy's processors with I
2Sinput is
connected to the DTI•Pro 32's PS output, the familiar and comforting "lock"
LED doesn't illuminate on the processor's front panel. Don't worry; the
processor will still decode the PS data.

Audio Alchemy DTI.Pro 32
jitter filter and resolution enhancement device
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Seven user-selectable operating
modes optimize the Pro 32's output for
your digital/analog converter. These
modes set the output word length (16,
18, 20, 22, or 24 bits) and other output
conditions. One mode turns off the
dither, but performs Resolution Enhancement. The output word length in
this no-dither mode changes with the
program source, with the algorithm deciding how many additional bits it can
reliably interpolate. Turning off the
DTI•Pro's dither can be abenefit with
some digital processors that are already
dithered internally.
The seventh mode turns off the
Resolution Enhancement processing for
HDCD* playback. HDCD decoding
requires that the control code buried in
the least significant bit of the CD's 16bit words arrive at the HDCD filter in
your digital processor. Any change in
the data — such as that introduced by
Resolution Enhancement — corrupts
this control code and prevents HDCD
decoding. This is why the Pro 32 offers
the HDCD bypass mode. Note that this
HDCD bypass option wasn't offered on
early versions of the Pro.
Choosing the correct output word
length is crucial to getting the best performance from the DTI•Pro 32. Let's
say you have adigital processor with 18bit DACs, and you set the Pro 32's output word length to 20 or more bits. The
DACs will simply truncate (cut off) any
bits below 18, introducing noise and
distortion. As JA described in his review
of the Meridian 518 Mastering
Processor in the January '96 Stereophile,
truncation also hardens midrange textures and reduces the sense of space.
Conversely, setting the Pro 32's output word length to 18 bits if you have a
true 20-bit processor prevents you from
experiencing the full benefits of Resolution Enhancement.
Just because your digital processor
has 20-bit DACs doesn't mean that it
will pass 20-bit data from input to output. The NPC 5813 digital filter, for
example, truncates the incoming data to
18 bits. The older Yamaha YM3623
input receiver chip will pass only 16-bit
data. For comparison, the Crystal
Semiconductor CS8412 and UltraAnalog AES21 input receivers will pass
up to 24-bit data, as will the Pacific
Mic-rosonics PMD100 HDCD decoder/
filter.
There's yet another trap to be aware
of. Digital processors with the Crystal
or UltraAnalog input receivers, the
PMD100 filter, and 20-bit DACs still
may not pass 20-bit data. Some proSTEREOPHILE, MARCH 1996

board digital processor. The first PLL
cessors that have been retrofitted with
recovers the data stream, the second
the PMD100 weren't redesigned to pass
attenuates jitter. A Voltage-Controlled
the PMD100's full resolution to the
Crystal Oscillator (VCXO) provides the
DACs. Two such examples are the PS
timing reference. The quality of the
Audio UltraLink Two and Enlightened
VCXO's output largely determines the
Audio Designs DSP7000 Series III.
quality of the output signal. The Pro 32's
Each of these processors has only a16bit data path from the digital filter to the jitter attenuation cutoff frequency (the
frequency above which the circuit attenDACs. Consequently, they'll truncate
uates jitter) is reportedly alow 5Hz. For
20-bit input data, even though they have
a24-bit input receiver, 24-bit digital fil- comparison, aCrystal CS8412 without a
dual-stage PLL has aJACF of 251cHz.
ter, and 20-bit DACs. Any processor
designed from the ground up around The Pro 32's second PLL has aslightly
narrower bandwidth than that of the Pro,
the PMD100 (as opposed to an existing
acharacteristic that reportedly improves
design retrofitted with the PMD100)
the product's jitter performance.
should pass at least 20-bit data. The only
The recovered signal is then processed
way of finding out which "20-bit"
with Audio Alchemy's Resolution Enprocessors truly pass 20-bit data is by the
hancement algorithm. A Texas Inmeasurements included in reviews.
struments TMS320C31 Digital Signal
Reports from readers sul4lest that some
Processing (DSP) chip running at
processor manufacturers either aren't
aware of their products' capabilities, or 40MHz executes the processing. The
Texas Instruments chip is a32-bit floatprovide misleading information.
ing-point device, while the Star SPROC
Setting up the DTI•Pro 32 and
DSP is a 24-bit fixed-point processor.
choosing its output word length reAlthough the Resolution Enhancement
quires the owner's manual; there's no
algorithm remains unchanged from the
direct readout of the 32's operating staoriginal DTI•Pro, the new Pro 32's
tus. You must instead interpret acode
greater computing horsepower and
provided by the three power-indicating
longer interpolation filters mean that the
LEDs. For example, 20-bit output is
algorithm can be executed with greater
indicated by illumination of only the
mathematical precision. A Programbottom two LEDs. Without the owner's
mable Read-Only Memory (PROM)
manual (or agreat memory), you won't
be able to correctly set up the Pro 32 for chip contins the Resolution Enhancement software that tells the DSP chip
your system.
what to do. This software is easily upTo change the output word length,
gradeable in the field simply by replacing
press and hold the "Phase" button until
the socketed PROM.
the three power-indicating LEDs switch
The DTI•Pro 32's build quality is
from power indication to operational
classic Audio Alchemy: no cosmetic
status indication. Still holding the Phase
frills or lavish construction, just solid
button, press the Input button to scroll
engineering in aspartan package.
through the output word-length options.
Note that you must go through this proLISTENING
cedure for playing back HDCD-encoded CDs (if you have an HDCD-based
I've had the DTI•Pro 32 in my system
for a few months, removing it temprocessor), then reset the Pro 32 to its
previous settings for conventional CDs. porarily while auditioning the Avalon/
Spectral/MIT system reviewed in the
The process is alittle clumsy, but workable. Fortunately, the new Pro 32 January Stereophile. Idid, however, listen
to the DTI•Pro 32 in that system before
remembers the input and output setdismantling it for return to the manutings in nonvolatile memory when powfacturers.
ered down, meaning you don't have to
Most of my experience with the
reset the unit after it's been turned off.
DTI•Pro 32 was in my usual system,
This important feature was lacking in
consisting of aSonic Frontiers SFL-2
the DTI•Pro. The Pro 32's output mode
preamplifier driving a pair of Audio
selection and display are also improved
Research VT150 monoblock power
over those of its predecessor.
amplifiers. Loudspeakers were Genesis
The Pro 32 uses the same jitterII.5s, whose woofers were driven by an
reduction technology as that of the origintegral servo power amplifier. Interinal DTI•Pro. A Crystal CS8412-based
input receiver locks to the incoming connects in the Sonic Frontiers/ARC/
Genesis system were AudioQuest Lapis,
data stream with aPhase-Locked Loop.
Diamond X3, and WireWorld Gold
A second, low-jitter PLL locks to the
Eclipse; loudspeaker cables were short
first PLUs output, then generates alowruns of AudioQuest Dragon II.
jitter master clock for output to your out143

The Science of Cable Design

Part

The following is the second in aseries of technical articles by TARA Labs designer Matthew Bond.

How Conductor Size and Shape Affect Performance; What to Look for
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Frequency

Constant Current Impedance Testing

In Part 1, we measured the frequency
linearity of various cable designs using TARA
Labs' Constant Current Impedance Testing
(CCZT)Tm.
Why do different conductor types of the
same mass yield such different results? In a
few words: electromagnetic flux linkage.
Referring to the graph of the CCZT results,
we see that the single 2mm 2 (14 gauge)
conductor shows the least linearity with
frequency. This is because in alarger single
conductor there is more electromagnetic flux,
which increases in density towards the center
of the conductor. This crowding, or density
of the electromagnetic lines of force at the
center of the conductor effectively chokes off
higher frequencies and forces them to travel
towards the outside of the conductor.

•

Any compact or uniform shape increases the
tendency of the whole conductor to have greater
density in the coupling or linkage of electromagnetic flux. In this diagram, astranded
conductor shows the same tendency to roll off
high frequencies as asingle solid conductor of
the same mass.
An important note: this is true whether the
conductor is asingle solid-core ora stranded
conductor of the same conductive mass or

DC resistance. A large diameter
conductor, whether solid-core or
stranded, will have the same impedance
vs. frequency curve for agiven diameter

In the third trace, the Rectangular Soli(
CoreTM conductors still have the same mast
but their frequency linearity is improve(
further. This is because the rectangula
conductor has less coupling o
electromagnetic flux at the center of thE
conductor. Due to its shape, there ie.
effectively no "center" to speak of.
What to look for, then, when choosinçcables? Adesign with thinner conductor;
in a more open configuration will yielc
cleaner, clearer and more frequency-linear
sound. One with asingle, large conductor
or abundle of smaller conductors will yieldsound that is smoother and rolled off.

All designs have the same conductive mass, but frequency linearity (i.e. acleaner, clearer
sound) will improve from left to right due to conductor size, shape &arrangement.
and mass. In other words, the closely
bundled small conductors in amultistrand conductor approximate asingle
large solid-core conductor, so nothing is
gained by stranding many smaller
conductors.'
In the second trace, we have split the
single conductor into two smaller ones.
Combined, they have the same mass,
but the frequency linearity is improved
because of their smaller individual
diameters and lower electromagnetic
flux linkage. Although the conductors are
subject to flux linkage because of
proximity, they have the greater
frequency linearity that goes with a
smaller diameter. This is the principle
behind many of TARA Labs' Prism"'
Series solid-core cable designs.

These guidelines hold true regardless of
variations on these design themes and
account for most of an audio cable's sound.
Other elements, such as dielectric and
conductor material and treatments, are the
icing on the cake of cable design, having a
lesser effect on cable performance than
good, solid design principles. In the next
article, we'll begin to examine those issues
to shed some light on their relevance to
audio cable performance.

TARA LUS
Celebrating aDecade of Sound

541/488-6465

'In fact, there is another serious compromise to sound quality with stranded conductors. Oxidation between the strands (inevitable because of the presence of tiny air spaces within the
cable) produce adiode-like effect which inhibits electrical flow. This effect shows up as noise, hash, and graininess, acondition which only worsens with the age of the cable.
'Constant Current Impedance Testing. Prism, and Rectangular Sold Core are trademarks ol TARA Labs, Inc

KEF REFERENCE SERIES M ODEL FOUR LOUDSPEAKER
Thomas J. Norton

Four-way, six-driver loudspeaker system with coupled-cavity bass loading. Drive-

Dimensions:47.8" (I 266mm) H by 11.8" (300mm)W by 15.3" (390mm) D. Weight

units: 1" (25mm) soft-dome tweeter, 6.5" (160mm) polypropylene-cone midrange

108 lbs (49kg). Serial numbers of units reviewed: II10A&B. Price: $5200/pair in

unit, 2x6.5" (160mm) polypropylene-cone lower midrange units, 2x 10" (250mm)

black ash finish; $5600/pair in rosetta burr: $6400/pair in rosewood. Approximate

pulp-cone woofers. Crossover frequencies: 2.8kHz. 500Hz, 160Hz. Frequency

number of dealers: 400.

response: 35Hz-20kHz t3dB, —6dB at 32Hz. Nominal impedance: 4 ohms.

Distributor: KH America Inc.. 89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01746. Tel: (508)

Maximum spl: II
8dB. Sensitivity: 92dB/W/m. Amplifier requirements: 50 —400W.

429-3600. Fax: (508) 429-3699.

Manufacturer: KEF Loudspeakers, Maidstone. England.

T

he Model Four is the largest
model in KEF's current Reference series of loudspeakers,
discounting the R107/2 Raymond
Cooke Special-Edition, (reviewed in a
Follow-Up in October'95). It's also the
largest KEF model that uses their UniQ" loudspeaker configuration. When
Ivisited the KEF factory last October
with agroup of audio journalists from
the US, KEF emphasized the importance of Uni-Q technology to their
future plans. They consider it proprietary, and intend to enforce the
worldwide patents they hold on the
design. One look at KEFs current line
will be enough to tell you why they're
so serious. Uni-Q drivers may be found
not only in most of the Reference
series, but in most of their other models as well. The most significant exceptions: the Raymond Cooke series, afew
inexpensive models, and their THXcertified loudspeaker system.
The Uni-Q driver was originally
developed by KEF for use in the
Eureka Archimedes project, an ambitious research effort conducted by KEF
and anumber of other companies to
investigate the interaction of loudspeakers and rooms. Uni-Q, for those
unfamiliar with the design, positions
the tweeter at the apex of the midrange
cone, in the position normally occupied
by adust-cap. The advantages: acoherent radiator, free from the acoustic
interactions present in all loudspeakers
with physically offset drive-units. The
disadvantages: the tweeter is now
loaded, effectively, by a horn (the
midrange cone). So we are trading one
form of interference, perhaps, for
another, hopefully we will gain more
in the tradeoff than we lose.
Earlier versions of Uni-Q had shown
that there are advantages to the design,
though not without some sacrifice in
top-end smoothness. But the Uni-Q
technology is now in its fourth genSTEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

KEF Reference Series Model Four loudspeaker

eration. My listening tests confirmed
that it is definitely adifferent-sounding
beast than earlier versions of the design.
There's more to the Reference Four,
however, than a... cr ... unique midrange-tweeter configuration. At the
other end of the spectrum, KEF uses
what is commonly called a bandpass
enclosure for bass loading. In this type
of design, the woofer is (or woofers

are) mounted inside the cabinet. One
side of the woofer is loaded into an
internal chamber, which may be
either sealed or ported. The other side
loads into asecond chamber, which is
in turn vented to the outside.
Properly designed, this type of system
can provide extended bass, while the
port to the outside acoustically rollsoff the top-end response of the inter147
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Vaic Valve Amplifiers

Pure Class-A single-ended triode performance featuring an unprecedeniè
of high power capability and great musical refinement. The truly awe
VV300B, VV30B, and VV52B tubes are at the heart of the Vaic Valvim ÏÙI
These tubes are justly renowned for their superb musicality and ability to drive with
great authority the most inefficient loudspeakers. Together, open, dynamic, dimensional
sound with bass power that must be experienced to be believed.
Indeed, amusic lover's dream come true!
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500 E. 77th St. New York, N.Y. 10162 •Ph: 212-734-1041 •Fax: 212-734-7739

nal driver(s) — simplifying the work
of the system's crossover network.
In the Model Four there are two 10"
internal bass drivers. Each fires into its
own individual, internal chamber. The
other side of each driver loads into a
third internal, common chamber. The
latter—which is also connected via
ports to the other two internal chambers
— vents ultimately to the outside. The
bottom line here is that the total output
of the two internal woofers —below
their 160Hz crossover —comes from
the external port.
If all this sounds rather complex, it is.
Any reflex design is inherently more
difficult to design for optimal operation
than asealed cabinet, KEFs bandpass
design, which they refer to as a
"Coupled-Cavity," is even more so. And
there's an added wrinkle. The internal
drivers are connected back-to-back by a
rigid rod to help cancel physical vibration. Vibration is further reduced by
decoupling the front-mounted drivers
from the cabinet by rubber bushings.
The cabinet itself is well-damped; the
knuckle-rap test indicates a damped
cabinet of average thickness rather than
the cast-from-concrete sensation typical
of acabinet with ultra-thick walls. Both
approaches are valid design routes to
solving the problem of cabinet vibration, each having strong advocates.
Clearly, the Wilson WITT, which I
reviewed in January (Vol.19 No.1,
p.177), comes down on the other side of
the fence.
The Model Four is much easier to
move around the room than the
WITT, though at over 100 lbs, the KEF
itself is hardly svelte. Oxygen-free copper wiring is used for all internal connections in the Model Four, with different gauges for bass, midrange, and
treble drivers. Knurled, gold-plated biwire terminals are provided. Idon't
like KEF's terminals. They're big,
heavy-duty, and unattractive — and
will not accept most spade lugs unless
you put one of the tines through the
hole in the terminal and thereby mash
it when (if you can) you tighten it
down. But this is, Iadmit, amore irritating problem for areviewer than for
an owner, who's not likely to switch
leads all that often.
The cabinet's base is made from a
rigid, mineral-filled polymer (as is the
front baffle), and can be filled with sand
or lead shot if desired (I did not do so).
Reversible, adjustable spikes are fitted;
when the spikes are used, the gold-plated
cabinet feet act as lock nuts for them.
Recognizing the way the market is movSTEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

It was hard to fnd things to criticize
in the Four's rnids and highs; they were
clean and sweet (that dryness noted
above largely disappeared with the
change in location). Yet something
seemed lacking. It was, perhaps, that
"snap" that JGH refers to. Or perhaps it
was simply alack of air. The sound was
not at all dull, but was closed-in compared with, say, the Energy Veritas v2.8
or the Wilson WITT. Otherwise good
recordings, which on other good loudspeakers tend to be alittle aggressivesounding, were sweeter than I'm accustomed to hearing them. The Reference
Four appeared to be simply too forgiving and polite. The bottom-end balance contributed to this — rich and
warm-sounding through the mid- and
upper bass. While the bass was deep
and powerful, it was not at all tight or
THE SYSTEM
well-defined — certainly no comThe system used in the review of the
Model Four consisted of the Denon petition for even the hardly leansounding Veritas or WITT. These
DP-S1 transport, Mark Levinson No36
D/A converter (the two linked by a loudspeakers both measure and sound
ICimber AGDL coaxial digital cable),
a little rich in the same region, but
manage to grab hold when needed.
and aJeff Rowland Design Group
Consummate preamp. Amplification The Reference Four was let down by
its too-much (quantity), too-little (qualand cables will be discussed in the reity) lower octaves.
view. All auditioning took place in my
Imust add that Ihad the same impres(approximately) 26' by 18' by 11' listension of the KEF when Iheard it, briefly,
ing room.
in KEFs own listening room in England.
Big, frill-bodied, and rich —but not very
LISTENING
transparent. That extra warmth reduced
Because Ibegan my auditioning of the
the clarity through the midrange, also,
KEFs immediately after finishing with
though that midrange was otherwise
the Wilson WITTs, Istarted by placvery good. Perhaps just atrace more foring them in the same locations the
WITTs had vacated, a few feet out ward than Ilike it, but now very low in
from the short wall of my listening coloration, including the all-important
vocal region. Imaging was solid —in the
room. At this point, Iwas using XL0
sweet spot, the phasiness disappeared —
Reference interconnects from D/A
though not really better than Iam accusconverter to preamp and preamp to
tomed to (most good loudspeakers
amplifier. The interconnects were
image very well in my listening room
unbalanced, the amplifier a Mark
when properly set up). Depth was good,
Levinson No.332. Speaker cables were
though that combination of warmth and
a single run (not bi-wire) of XL0
slight midrange forwardness kept the
Reference. Things didn't really come
depth from being really notable. Up to
together on this first try. Imaging was
this point Ihad used both the Levinson
fair, but there was an occasional phasey
No332 and Krell KSA-300S amplifiers.
quality to the sound. The room's sidewalls were damped, so odd reflections Things sounded alittle tighter with the
Krell, but the overall balance was not
seemed an unlikely cause.
dramatically different.
Bass was decent, though not remarkable. The top end was alittle dry,
and the midrange rather forward with a MAKING IT HAPPEN
It's amazing how, when evaluating a
trace of coloration. Minor repositioning
didn't really solve the problems, so I product, you can set off on atangent
completely rearranged things, moving and, operating through the back door,
the KEFs to the loudspeaker locations I find just the right combination of assogenerally favor in my room, firing dated components to make that product come alive. That is exactly what
across a diagonal. Things definitely
started looking up at this point. But I happened to me with the Model Four.
still did not feel Iwas getting the best Up to now, I'd been listening to a
decent pair of loudspeakers priced in a
out of the loudspeakers.

ing, KEF has provided magnetic shielding for all of the drivers in the Model
Foui; for use with video monitors if
desired. While Ihave no objection to
using aspeaker like the Reference Four
for combined audio/video duties, it
would be ashame (from astereo soundstage viewpoint) to place them close
enough to avideo monitor —and thus
probably only 4-5 feet apart —that
shielding might be aconcern. Finally, all
of KEFs Reference Series are matched to
within 0.5dB of the standard for that
model. And as Iobserved when Itoured
KEFs plant, each pair of Reference loudspeakers is hand-assembled to completion (starting with the finished drivers,
finished cabinets, and assembled crossovers) by asingle craftsman.
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range where "decent" just doesn't cut it.
The Four didn't irritate. It sounded
clean and relatively uncolored. But the
big KEF really didn't get up and dance,
either. In fact, the speaker was just alittle lead-footed. At this point Imade two
changes. Iwent to a bi-wire set of
Monster M1.5 loudspeaker cables (a
second set, or bi-wire set, of )(LO
References were not available to me, or
Iwould undoubtedly have tried them
first) and switched to a new Aragon
8008 power amplifier.
Better. Much better, in fact.
The speakers' balance remained alittle up-front, but never in-your-face.
Solo instruments and voices were surprisingly palpable now, helped by a
tighter quality in the mid- and upper
bass. On the Fairfield Four's Standiv in
the Safety Zone (Warner Bros. 26945-2),
the solo vocals still sounded alittle rich
and warm, but only enough to give the
vocals an appealingly full-bodied character. On Gordon Lightfooes If You
Could Read My Mind (Reprise 6392-2),
the same positive vocal qualities were
noted, together with a guitar accompaniment which was sweet, clean, and
subtly detailed. Sibilants on this and
other recordings were neither fizzy nor
smothered. The mid- and upper bass
were still not quite there, but the Model
Four was now closer to the mark. On
the King's Singers' Good Vibrations
(RCA Victor 60938-2), the balance was
definitely on the full side of neutral, but
not enough to irritate.
The main effect of the fullness was to
slightly close down the sound, reducing
the sense of openness and transparency.
The same was true on recordings as
diverse as Dean Peer's 'Travelogue (Fahrenheit FR2451) and the soundtrack
from Sneakers (Columbia CK 53146).
Bass guitar (on the former) and percussive drums (on the latter) were just a
little less punchy than they should have
been. The top-end remained alittle forgiving. But little else was wrong or
missing. Inow returned to the Krell
KSA-300s amplifier, but this time with
the above-mentioned Monster bi-wire
loudspeaker cables. What Inow heard
is no reflection on the Aragon amplifier (review to come), but atribute to
the loudspeaker control of the Krell.
The bass was dramatically cleaner and
tighter. This shouldn't have surprised
me; when I reviewed the Energy
Veritas v2.8s, it was this very combination of loudspeaker cable and amplifier which tightened up the sound of
that loudspeaker.
The Krell really forced the KEFs to
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

get agrip on the bass. This hadn't been
true to the same extent when Iused the
Krell with the XL0 loudspeaker cables.
Synergy, as ever, is everything. Or most
everything. KEF argues that their
Reference loudspeakers can be used
with modest electronics, and Ihave no
doubt that there are other suitable amplifier/cable combinations — and less
expensive ones — that will solve this
loudspeaker's tendency to lay it on too
heavily in the bottom end. But the combination I found was the Krell/
Monster. The Patriot Games soundtrack
(RCA 66051-2) is one of my favorite
tests of bass clarity and drive. The bass
percussion on this recording must be
heard on agood system to truly appreciate the meaning of bass punch, and over
the Reference Fours, in their final setup,
it now had it, with room to spare.
Cleaning up the mid- and upper bass
also did wonders for the rest of the
audible spectrum. While Iwould still
rate the Model Four as being below the
very best loudspeakers in its presentation of inner detail, transparency,
and top-end openness and air, the margin was now small. The bass control of
the Krell, combined with its vivid low
and mid-treble (which can make it
sound a trace bright on some loudspeakers compared with some of the
competition), was just the right prescription for the KEF. The speaker no
longer sounded as polite or forgiving as
before. Recordings which tend to be
just alittle bright — though otherwise
superb — such as Mark Knopflees
Screenplaying (Warner Brothers 454572), were now just abit bright on the
KEFs, where before they had been
smoothed-over and sweetened.
Tightening up the bass can also do
wonders for the soundstage precision
and focus. And the KEFs soundstaging,
good before, definitely moved up a
notch on the scale, particularly in the
reproduction of depth. If you want to
hear excellent depth reproduction, listen to "Hostias" from the Berlioz
Requiem (Telarc CD-80109) on afirstclass pair of loudspeakers. Like the KEF
Model Fours.
Before I switched to the Krell/
Monster cable combination for driving
the KEFs, I'd intended to try moving
the Model Fours yet again, this time to
the long wall of my listening room. I
never look forward to these major
rearrangements, but sometimes there's
no other option. The change wrought
by the Krell/Monster tandem made
that rearrangement unnecessary.
Before I made the last amplifier/

cable change, Iwas pondering how to rate
aloudspeaker that so clearly belonged in
Class B of Son/phi/A "Recommended
Components" listing in the midrange and
highs, and was so clearly not class Bin the
bass. Extension, yes. Clarity, no.
After the amplifier/cable change,
however, Ihad no doubt. While the
bass from the KEFs isn't the tightest I've
heard, or the deepest, with the optimal
combination of amplifier and cable it's
definitely competitive with the best I've
had in my listening room. The same
goes for other vital aspects of its performance—midrange, highs, soundstage,
dynamic range, and power-handling
capability.

M EASUREMENTS

JA measured the KEF Model Four

using the DRA Labs MLSSA system
and acalibrated B&K 4006 microphone,
and provided me with the results after I
had completed my listening tests.
The KEFs calculated sensitivity measured a very respectable 90dB/W/m.
Though this is slightly below specification, the fact that this figure is Bweighted might explain the difference.
Its impedance characteristic is shown in
fig.l. With aminimum impedance of
32 ohms at about 70Hz, and anotable
increase in the phase angle below 20Hz,
this is arelatively demanding load. The
two dips at 28Hz and 70Hz define the
twin woofers' bandpass tuning.
Fig2 shows the responses of the
1000.0•01341 0.800.

100.0.10.3.0•3•
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300.
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Fig. I KEF Reference 4, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/
vertical div.).

Fig.2

KEF Reference 4, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
port response and complex sum of the
midrange unit responses plotted below
500Hz.
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internal, bandpass-loaded drivers as
measured nearfield at the port, and the
summed on-axis response of the exterior drivers on the tweeter axis (43"
from the floor). The bandpass port output shows well-suppressed modes (the
top-end rolloff of the port output is very
smooth). Its LF response rolloff appears
to be greater than expected, presumably
due to an additional series capacitor in
the feed to the bandpass woofer, probably to minimize LF overload. The
strong low-bass response, -6dB at 28Hz,
is clearly visible.
The overall response - complex sum
of the nearfield bandpass and midrange
responses combined with HF response
averaged across a30° lateral window is shown in fig3. The slight rise in the
lower-midrange/upper-bass might explain the problems Ihad taming the
loudspeaker's warmth, though as loudspeakers go this rise is not great. There
is arise between 1and 3kHz which
might explain the slightly forward quality Inoticed, but this is small and wellcontrolled. In fact, the response in fig3
is, overall, asuperb result.
The horizontal response family of a
KEF Model Four, with any on-axis
response deviations subtracted out so
that the reference response appears flat,
is shown in figA. The off-axis response
rolls off quite smoothly, with the offaxis response helping to fill in the averaged response for some small on-axis
irregularities. However, the upper treble does roll off quite rapidly to the
sides. This could well account for the
slight lack of air and closed-in sound
noted in the review, which even in the
end Icould never entirely eliminate.
The vertical response plot (fig.5) is
well-maintained off-axis, dropping significantly only when the listener's ears
are level with the top of the cabinet
(about 49") or the lower-midrange driver (about 29") -both unlikely listening positions.
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Fig.3

KEF Reference 4. anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50". averaged across 30 °
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
of nearfield midrange and port responses
plotted below 300Hz.
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The impulse response on the tweeter axis is plotted in fig.6, the step
response in fig.7. The Model Four's drivers are all connected with the saine
acoustic polarity, though the speaker is
not time-coherent. The cumulative
spectral-decay or "waterfall" plot is
shown in fig.8. This is avery clean result,
with noticeably less decay hash apparent
across the spectrum than is usually seen.
The only significant mode is associated
with the on-axis rise above 10kHz.
Finally, fig.9 shows the cabinet vibration measured on one of its sidewalls, 12" from the floor. As I'd suspected, this is a very well-braced, welldamped cabinet. Measurements taken
at other locations were similarly lacking
in significant panel resonances.
This is asuperb set of measurements
of what is clearly a well-engineered
loudspeaker. A little less output in the
upper-bass/lower-midrange and alittle
greater EHF horizontal dispersion are
the only areas where Ifeel improvements might pay big dividends. But,
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Fig.6

KEF Reference 4, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.7

KEF Reference 4, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms Urne window, 304cHz
bandwidth).
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MOST SALES LITERATURE
ON SPEAKERS GETS RECYCLED.
OURS JUST GETS REREAD.
As you may have noticed, the "high-end" audio world

that utilize complete absorption of evil, backwards-

tends to congregate in small sects around many

radiated energy, and allow for virtuous, echo-

"gurus" who preach unbelievable creeds about

free sound reproduction.

wholly unbelievable technological breakthroughs. True to our tenet, following the

To further indulge in these and

teachings of our first official Danish

other truths from Skander-

Holyman, chief tester St.Erik "The
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prevent further adoration of Golden

at (847) 288-1853, to

Calves, comparable idols, and
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ance coil windings are specified to allow
for paralleled electrical connection.
Again, these drivers operate in asealed
box, the so-called "infinite-baffle" loading. Their response is tapered by an
overdamped alignment so as to give
good boundary-matching up to arated
limit of 25Hz, -3dB.
The speaker may be bi-wired via
gold-plated five-way binding posts;
these have rather small endcaps, making
it more difficult to tighten the connections. The bi-wire transition is from the
midrange/bass to the treble. All internal

wiring and connections arc hard-soldered for consistent electrical performance. Set at 100Hz and 32kHz, the
electrical crossovers are essentially
12dB/octave, with additional damping
to optimize the acoustic slopes and
phase matching. The treble feed is via a
single 3311F capacitor augmented by
the natural treble rolloff, only the highpass filter to the midrange is purely
acoustic. High-quality components are
used in the crossover, with polypropylene-dielectric filin capacitors used at
critical points for both the mid and tre-

ble sections. However, no correction
appears to have been made for the
inevitable metal-cone resonance that
appears in the 4-61cHz region.
Constructed of 3
4" MDF throughout
and excellently veneered, the enclosure
achieves resonance control via amixture of high-stiffness bituminous damping pads and multi-section, multi-compartment bracing. There are four braces
in all. It may not be the heaviest box in
its class, but the results show that the
technique is effective.
Acoustic foam lines the midrange

HEAVY M ETAL

W

hile discussion continues
on the pros and cons of
metal-cone drivers, the
number of designers using them does
seem to be on the increase, including
several from the US (Platinum,
NEAR, Thiel, Hardee). In addition to
Monitor Audio, there's the pioneer of
the craft in the UK, namely Acoustic
Energy as well as JPW, Studio Power
B&W (the Nautilus), and Musical
Teclmology. In Norway, the popular
driver maker SEAS is producing a
range of aluminium-and-magnesiumalloy units, while the metal-dome
tweeter is currently used in many
speakers and is produced by anumber of manufacturers worldwide.
Fundamentally, the argument for
metal rests on its very high stiffiress,
with the potential avoidance of any
unwanted resonance or "breakup" in
the intended working range. To optimize metal-cone stiffness, special
alloys are used. They're physically
hardened and then reinforced by electrolytic anodizing, resulting in athick
coating of avery tough "ceramic,"
aluminum oxide, on the outside. This
anodized surface lends itself to dye
coloring, as in the case of Monitor
Audio's well-known "Gold" dome.
Both bass midrange cones and tweeter domes benefit from the chemical
reinforcement process.
When commonly used softer materials give or bend, and they generally
do so in their operating range, their
resonances must be carefully apportioned and controlled to try to attain
the highest sound quality. Resonances
do color the sound, and their presence
is often seen as irregularities in the frequency response. How these errors
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appear in the measured response may
not always be agood indication as to
how they actually sound.
With softe4 damped materials —
fibrous paper or pulp card, plastic and
bonded matrix combinations — bending may be imperfect, because these
materials don't act as perfect springs.
A linear spring recovers immediately
from deflection or deformation with
near 100% restitution after being
stressed. In contrast, many composites
and plastics show some memory
effect, aslower recovery after bending, and some nonlinear compression
with higher forces. This may cause a
change in sound quality as sound level
is increased. The nonlinear response
to high bending forces, and the
slowed recovery after bending —
technically speaking, it is aform of
hysteresis —is afactor in the overall
linearity of the driven In return for
the favorable internal damping from a
resonance viewpoint, non-metal-cone
technology can provide a smooth
response, nicely extended to the required upper limit, and then may
often deliver asmooth acoustic rolloff
beyond this point.
In contrast, the metal diaphragm or
cone may be essentially perfect from
its bass resonance to beyond the
required range, and have no resonance whatever in this lower operating region. Potentially, it has asingular freedom from compression and
hysteresis distortion. Subjectively that
manifests itself; if the overall system
design is of sufficient quality, as agreat
neutrality, a sound with expressive
dynamics and ahigh dynamic range.
Clarity can be very high and low-level
detail excellently resolved; fine trans-

parency is typical of the genre.
Howeve4 there's a price to pay.
Like for like, metal is generally heavier than the alternative cone materials,
and magnet for magnet, this determines areduced sensitivity, often a
loss of 2-3dB. Metal cones are substantially more expensive than pulp or
plastic equivalents, and there's also a
higher reject rate in their production.
Finally, while there are no resonances in the primary frequency
range, when the metal cone does
finally give up and resonate, it lets go
with greater exuberance than the
alternatives.
So severe is the first resonance, it can
rise 10-15dB above the main response
with sufficient energy to suck power
out of the adjoining frequency bands.
Thus a61
," cone might resonate at
61cHz, desirably higher than the lkHz
typical of agood pulp or plastic cone,
but it does so with such amplitude that
the cone output decays prematurely
into apre-resonant suckout, tailing off
above 21cHz. This makes the crossover
design more awkward.
If the crossover rolloff isn't sufficiently fast, some of that 61cHz peak
may pop up into the treble band,
roughening both the tweeter's sound
and its measured response. Some
designers resort to anti-resonant traps:
electrical filters that seek to notch out
the resonance and remove it from the
system's sound.
Ultimately it's up to the loudspeaker designer to make the best choices
in the system build, regardless of the
cone technology employed. Fine
speaker systems have been produced
using every conceivable combination
of driver technology. —Martin Colloms
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chamber, this sealed off from the treble
section by afull compartmental brace.
As the frequency response is restricted
to below the nominal 100Hz crossover
point, little damping is required in the
bass enclosure, which is consequently
almost empty. A heavy, stabilizing,
black-painted MDF plinth is bolted to
the enclosure's underside. This takes
strong 8mm floor-locking spikes and
provides a larger footprint for the
spikes. The improvement in stability
must be tried to be believed.
Since Ilooked at an early production
sample for the UK's Hi-Fi News &Record
Review magazine acouple of years ago,'
the Studio 50 has benefited from buildquality improvements including abetter
grille, the replacement of some electrolytic capacitors in the crossover network
with polypropylene-film types, and the
addition of the all-important plinth.
One aspect of the Studio series of
speakers (and, for that matter, designs
from some other manufacturers) is a
dependence on ambient temperature. If
too cold, both the Studio 20 and the
Studio 50 will sound too dry in the
deep bass and show aloss of speed and
timing precision in the low range —for
want of abetter expression, the speaker
will sound "uptight." As the speaker
warms beyond 19°C (66°F), the sound
opens out. The bass gains pace and
depth, the result sounding significantly
more engaging than before. The ideal
operating temperature is 21°C (70°F).
Beware of achilly demonstration!

The sealed-box loading of the '50
suited it especially well to analog disc
replay, this supplied by aLingo'd Linn
LP12/Naim ARO/van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA cartridge fed straight
into the PV12. Cone excursions due to
low-frequency disc excitations were at a
minimum, helping to deliver anotably
stable result.
Speaker cables were Siltech LS4-180
and van den Hul Revelation, while
interconnects were Siltech FTM-4 and
van den Hul The First. Comparison
speakers included the Wilson WATT/
Puppy 5, the Quad ELS-63, and the
Wilson WITT. Only one pair of speakers was present in the listening room at
atime.

SOUND QUALITY

Depending on the designers' views of
life, speakers often reflect acorresponding attitude to music replay. Those with
astrong leaning toward classical music
may tend to maximize speaker performance, given the limitations of recording technique, in one particular direction. A concert-hall sound is the objective, encompassing the scale, majesty,
and tonal color of a large orchestra.
Silky-sounding treble, a neutral midrange, and afull extended bass with natural acoustic perspectives are the order
of the day.
On the other hand, adesigner with a
more active temperament, who loves to
dance, and who strongly appreciates
rhythm and close-up dynamics, will
seek to express these qualities in the
SETTING UP
loudspeaker system design. In fact, the
These speakers proved to be abreeze to
set up. Their tight, quick bass didn't easengineering parameters available to a
designer are so varied that many dimenily tend to boomy excess and allowed
for arange of locations. Iwas happiest sions of speaker performance are possible within nominal limits of specificawith the enclosures nearer the back
than the sidewalls —about 2' distant tion; this fact helps to keep scribes like
me in work.
compared with 3'/2' to the sides.
Subtleties of voicing, the final deterIcould tune the subjective LF weight
mination of the speaker's octave-byquite easily, by adjusting for the distance
octave tonal balance, represent just the
to the rear wall while making relative
first layer of this complex procedure,
shifts in the sidewall distance to mainwhich even reaches back to the detailed
tain smoothness in the bass region
mechanics and acoustic properties of
together with the optimum midrange
cone and enclosure materials. Vital
tonality. As for toe-in, with the grille
design decisions are made all the way
detached, aplacement where the inside
down the line.
walls of the cabinet could just be seen
Such variations sometimes bias a
was appropriate in my room acoustic.
loudspeaker in the direction of classical
As supplied, the driver-mounting
program —but on the other hand, a
screws had slackened alittle, as is comspeaker that's atouch coarse for asuffimon; judicious retightening brought
SYSTEM
ciently mellifluous orchestral replay
rewards in definition and midrange
Initial tests suggested that tubed amplimay have the right rhythmic and
dynamics. Ialso preferred the sound
fiers were not well-suited to the Studio
dynamic balance to be highly involving
with the grilles detached, despite appre50. Despite sounding good, they clearly
and entertaining on studio-mastered
ciating that the overall treble balance
couldn't deliver the degree of low-end
rock music.
grunt of which the speaker is actually was probably more correctly "sweeter"
Proving tolerant all round, the Studio
with the grilles in place. The Studio 50s
capable. (Presumably, the speaker's low
50 blended well with anumber of trial
were well broken-in and operated at
impedance below 50Hz was responsiwhat Iregard as their "natural" 68-72°F systems and was evenhanded in its treatble.) Despite the promising 90dB speciment of awide range of program mateoperating temperature.
fied sensitivity, tubed SE amplifiers
rial. Sufficiently smooth-sounding and
As supplied, the relative phase
need not apply.
neutral for easy listening with classical
responses of the '50's mid and treble secIhad arange of amplifiers on hand.
The Audio Research VT150SE did the
tions indicated that the best crossover program, the Studio 50 is at the same
time quick enough on its feet to drive
integration and the best sound would be
'50 justice, working from its 4 ohm
obtained above-axis. This contrasted well on rock. Thinking back to the
matching connection but at areduced
Studio 20, Ifind astrong family resempeak output level. ICrell's KAS-2 really with the result I'd obtained for the origblance, not surprising in view of the
took hold of the Studio 50, stretching inal pair two years ago. Given my usual
seated height below the tweeter axis, I major common parts. Where the '50
the speaker to its performance limit.
advances the cause is revealed at higher
tried the reverse connection for the curBoth the Krell KSA-100S and the
sound levels where the 20 might begin
rent sample of the bi-wired system and
Sonographe SA400 showed fine matchto sound comparatively stressed.
ing. On the preamplifier side Iused an preferred ir, this agreed with my meaDriven hard with awide range of
surements (see above- and below-axis
ARC LS22 and aC-J PV12, as well as
material, the '50 remained cleaner and
dispensing with apreamplifier when I data in the test results section). My lisclearer than the Studio 20, achieving
tening results are for the tweeters
used aKrell KPS-20i/1 CD player.
several decibels more of usable dynamreversed; no doubt we'll hear more from
ic range. In the bass, and at first hearing,
the manufacturer on this matter.
1HFN/RR.July 1994, p.48.
S
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the Studio 50 was less generous than
the '20, but the listener quickly learns to
appreciate the greater control as well as
the superior if subtle bass extension, this
achieved without drama. Studio 50 bass
is less colored than that of the '20,
thanks to the sealed-box design.
However, the Studio 50's bass may be
on the lean side for US tastes. Judged
right for concrete-clad apartments and
stone- or brick-built houses, it may sound
too dry in timber-frame properties with
more open layouts. Igot good bass power
down to 30Hz in my room, if not to the
25Hz, -3dB point claimed. Nevertheless,
this is good performance for acompact
system of this highish sensitivity.
Heaviness can afflict the upper bass
of this class of floor-mounted speaker.
Not so in the case of the Studio 50,
which Ifelt matched the room boundaries well and avoided false richness.
Given substantial power inputs, that
crisp, taut bass came into its own, helping to give an unexpected turn of speed
on complex, heavy, percussive bass
lines. It can be driven hard on heavy
rock, acquitting itself with honor.
That legendary metal-cone transparency was certainly present. The Studio
50's presentation of fine midrange detail
was excellent, both at whisper-quiet levels and at volumes close to maximum.
The speaker accepted high power inputs
without complaint, and abrief trial with a
professional 250Wpc amplifier showed
no premature rattling or knocking except
on very deep, high-level bass below
30Hz. On the other hand, you could create avery big-sounding system by coupling the Studio 50 with apair of highquality active subwoofers.
Ihesitate to describe the midrange as
perfectly neutral; there was ahint of
boxiness apparent. But such coloration
was sufficiently mild that one's awareness of the effect faded in the memory
as the total of listening hours progressed. The vocal balance was welljudged and the midrange wasn't overly
projected out of the soundstage.
Through the treble, the sound was up
to Monitor Audio's usual high-quality
standard. However, it seemed even
more focused than that of the '20, perhaps due to the very rigid compartmented cabinet section housing the tweeter.
There was no false stridency; the treble
sounded airy and extended, delicately
shaded, with well-formed sibilants.
Only really critical listening — together,
perhaps, with the benefit of foreknowledge —revealed atouch of glaze in the
mid-treble, this expressed as a slight
carelessness, even asheen on some treSTEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

ble sounds. Despite this, the treble was
transparent and helped throw considerable depth in the soundstage.
Stereo imaging was particularly good,
while stage width was excellent and
considerable depth was achieved. Perspectives were stable, aided by very
good focus. Lead vocals were presented
in the plane of the speakers, and there
were no spurious variables in perceived
image height with widely differing
sounds. Big, well-focused souncistages
were readily achieved with the '50.
Perhaps the '50's best quality was its
unobtrusive character, both visually and
sonically. It didn't let you down. Longerterm listening was consistendy rewarding, free from false drama and yet satisfying in the context of the chosen music.
Weighing all these aspects, Iwas
aware of ameasure of British reserve
and control, of correctness, all of which
inspire confidence and asense of ease.
On the other hand, in amore reckless
mood one might wish for more of the
unrestrained enthusiasm and excitement of aWilson WITT. This is amatter of temperament, and will find its
resolution in the perception and taste of
the potential purchaser for these rather
different speakers.

Fig2 shows the individual responses
of the four drive-units. The upper
crossover may be nominally located at
32kHz, but there is substantial overlap,
the tweeter hanging until 1.5kHz, supporting the upper midrange, while the
midrange unit itself has its dominant
cone-resonance kick at 5.5kHz reaching almost to full level. The top trace to
the left of fig2 is the midrange unit's
output, measured in the nearfield. As
expected, it gently rolls out below
120Hz in an overdamped manner. The
two bandpass responses at alower level
are the individual nearfield responses of
the two woofers, plotted to scale. Both
show adegree of resonant behavior in
the midrange, but this is down in level.
Fig.3 shows the reference frequency

Fig.I

Monitor Audio Studio 50, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/vertical div.).

MEASUREMENTS

Scoring very close to the target sensitivity,
the Studio 50 achieved 89.5dB/W/m
based on amedian drawn through the
central five octaves (89dB/W/m Bweighted). This is above-average sensitivity, implying that awide range of
amplifiers will drive this speaker successfully. Choose solid-state if that last
ounce of slam and extension is to be
wrung from the deep bass. Ihad wondered whether the '50's impedance
would compromise the usefully high
sensitivity, but the impedance trace
(4.1) revealed agood result, typically
5-10 ohms over the bulk of the powerdominated frequency range. Only
below the box tuning frequency of
55Hz was there adownward trend, leveling out at just below 4ohms by 20Hz,
in my view no great problem.
For a typical single-ended tube
amplifier with ahighish source impedance, there will be little change in sound
quality over the broad upper-bass/
midrange region, but the Monitor
Audio's high-impedance region in the
treble — an average of 10 ohms from
2kHz to 8kHz —will result in some
increase in treble brightness, 1-1.5dB or
so. This might perhaps be compensated
for by the generally refined SE character in this frequency range.
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Monitor Audio Studio 50. acoustic
crossover on tweeter axis at 45", corrected
for microphone response, with nearfield
woofer and midrange responses plotted
below 700Hz and 300Hz, respectively.
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Fig.3

Monitor Audio Studio SO. anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 45", averaged across 30"
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum of
nearfield midrange and woofer responses
plotted below 200Hz.The top trace is for
the optimum tweeter connection: the trace
with the large suckout is with the tweeter
connected in inverted acoustic polarity —
see the text.
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response on the tweeter axis with both
in- and out-of-phase corrections for the
tweeter. With my samples connected
nominally in-phase, the upper treble
was fine, but there was abroad suckout
of up to 10dB at crossover. Phasereversed, the upper treble wasn't quite
so smooth, but uniformity was restored
to the overall response on the listening
axis, and so it sounded. [MC's samples
were supplied with the tweeter internally
hooked-up to be out-id:phase in the crossover
ngion, .qiving the fig.3 trace with the large
suckout in the mid-treble when bi-wired with
the units nominally in-phase. The Santa Fr
samples had the tweeter connected with the
opposite polarity, so that the in-phase connection ,'ai'e the flat trace in fig.3, the opposite
way round to MC's. We experienced asimilar
drive-unit wiring confusion with the small
Monitor Audio Studio 2 speaker that WP
reviewed ayear ago (February '95, 14)1.18
No.2, p.92). hwerting the polarity of that
speaker's tweeter connection both swung the
optimal listening axis up to sornahitiq practical and gaty much the flattest on-axis
response It appears that Monitor Audio perhaps has aQA problan here As MC stated
earlier, Iam sure we
hearfrom the manufacturer about this phenomenon.- Ed.]
On-axis, the speaker met ±3dB limits all the way to 20kHz, through there
was some rolloff in the final audible
octave. The peak on the listening axis at
25kHz, due to the tweeter resonance,
should hopefully be inaudible. Since the
rest of the major amplitude variations
are due to minor phase shifts between
the mid and treble, it was clear that the
Studio 50 has a substantially flat and
well-balanced frequency response.
These measurements were all taken
without the grille. While the grille is
transparent at 15IcHz and below 1.5kHz,
it imposed up to 2dB of loss in the main
treble range and, as such, is no model of
acoustic perfection.
Measured with nearfield mike placement, the low-frequency readings showed
good uniformity, ±1dB from 60Hz to
200Hz, -3dB by 54Hz, and -6dB at
45Hz, with the anticipated 12dB/octave
rollout below the enclosure tuning frequency. With typical room reinforcement, clean (if dry) bass will be available
down to 30Hz, but in my view the Studio
50 doesn't meet the specified 25Hz.
FigA shows the vertical response family, the traces referenced to the optimized
axial response, the computed straight
line. Above-axis, the output is deeply
notched, while the variation below-axis
is fairly mild. Moving to the lateral offaxis family (fig.5), there is an initial mild
shift as the output settles down, and then
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996
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the correspondence can be seen to be
very good, with little variation between
the 30° and 45° off-axis outputs.
In the listening room, the '50 gave a
wide, well-integrated output, ±4dB
30Hz-8kHz, with a smooth, natural
"room" decay thereafter. The desirable
lack of energy step through the crossover range was noteworthy, as was the
good control of the usual floor-reflection dip between 100 and 200Hz. Here
it was limited to a wholly tolerable
-3.5dB at 100Hz.
The Studio 50's step response (fig.6)
result was tidy enough -noting that the
inverted leading edge is due to the tweeter. Prolonged ringing is absent. The
phase response on the listening axis was
smoother than expected, at +45°/70°,
100Hz-13kHz. Assessing the decay of
energy with time, the waterfall representation (fig.7) reveals that the decay rate is
very good except for that metal cone
ringing at 5.5kHz. Mostly over by 1.5ms,
however, it's not so much of an audible
problem as it might look. Good behavior
was also evident in the low range.
Spot checks on distortion showed

00
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Fig.6

Monitor Audio Studio 50, step response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window.
30kHz bandwidth).

normal values of 0.15 to 025% at 90dB
spl, 100Hz-15kHz, this the essentially
harmless low-harmonic. Distortion rose
at the lower frequencies, but held at a
satisfactory 5% for 40W output at 40Hz,
good for the class. More important, the
low end of this speaker sounded clean,
unless it was ultimately flattened against
the stops.
[Finally, checks on the cabinet vibration
that Ip4onned using asimple piezoelectric
plastic strip confirmed that the Studio 50's
cabinet is effectively braced. Fig.8, afluted:rill
plot calculatedfor the output of the accelerom163

eter fastened to the enclosure sidetvall about
12" .
from the floor, reveals alow level trf resonant modes; what modes there are have been
pushed high enottql, in frequency by the bracing to have little subjective tjfect.— Ed.]
000

CONCLUSION

An expensive but undeniably classy
speaker, the Monitor Audio Studio 50
performs with considerable credit.
Fine-focused, with ataut, tidy presentation, it also possesses considerable transparency, this quality apparent over a
wide frequency range. In dynamic
expression and rhythm, it holds back a
tad, but at the same time it allows the
program to speak for itself—it doesn't
interpose itself between source and listener. Fine detail comes easily to the
Studio 50, while its high power handling allows this comparatively compact, slim pillar-style enclosure to generate clean, room-filling sound levels.
Technically, it performed well, especially with the tweeter polarity reversed
to my taste and preferred listening
height. It offers agood directivity, fine
frequency balance, high sensitivity, and
tolerably good amplifier loading.
The Studio 50 is agood speake4 one
that can be recommended with considerable confidence.
S
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"Ifyou're looking for the best sound for the dollar in line-level
preamplifiers, buy aTLC-1 right now!"
John Atkinson, Stereopbile, July 1994, VoL 17, No. 7
.

r. Atkinson also says, "This unit is hot! 'TLC' stands

1\4 for Transparent Line Control, and transparent was

indeed the first word to corne to mind as Isat there,
entranced by the music."
Entrancing transparency. For $995. No wonder
Mr. Atkinson was impressed. You will be too.
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SNELL ACOUSTICS TYPE A
REFERENCE LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
Larry Greenhill
Seven-component, four-loudspeaker array composed of two Type A Reference

ohms nominal, 5 ohms minimum. Sensitivity: 90dBNV/m. Amplifier requirements:

Towers, two SUB 1800 reflex-loaded subwoofers, two isolated. outboard. five-way

80-150W. Dimensions: 63" Hby 9"W by 12" D. Weight (shipping): 145 lbs each. Serial

passive filter networks including custom wiring harnesses (two per system) and an

numbers of units reviewed: 403/404. Price: $6599 each.

outboard electronic crossover for the subwoofers.Wood finishes available: black, walnut. light oak, dark oak Shipping weight 605 lbs. System price: $18,999. Approximate

SUB 1800: Reflex-loaded (fourth-order) subwoofer with 18" cast-frame driver.

number of dealers: 130. Manufacturer: Snell Acoustics, 143 Essex St., Haverill, MA

Frequency response: 17Hz-80Hz t2dB anechoic. Impedance: 8ohms nominal, 7.5

01832.Tel: (508) 373-6114. Fax: (508) 373-6 I
72.

ohms minimum. Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m. Amplifier requirements: 90-400W.
Dimensions:2 I W by 45" H by 16.5" D. Weight (shipping): 150 lbs each. Serial num-

Type AReference Tower:Three-way, acoustic-suspension (sealed) system. Drive-units:

bers of units reviewed: 2086/2087. Price: $2499 each.

four 6.5" mineral-filled polypropylene-cone woofers with 32mm voice-coils, castmagnesium baskets, and rubber surrounds: two 5" mineral-filled polypropylene-cone

EC-200: class-A active electronic crossover set at 80Hz (low- and high-pass) in two-

midrange units with vented voice-coil gap cooling, cast-magnesium baskets, and rub-

channel design. Crossover slopes: low-pass, 24dB/octave; high-pass,

ber surrounds: one 1" textile-dome, high-energy tweeter with neodymium magnets

Single-ended inputs and outputs only. Comes with "wall-wart" plug-in power-supply

and magnetic cooling; one rear-firing metal-dome tweeter Crossover frequencies:

module. Weight (shipping): 2lbs. Dimensions: 8.5 -W (front-panel measurement) by

350Hz. 2.7kHz.9.5kHz. Crossover slopes: low-pass to woofers. 24dB/octave; all oth-

1.5" H by 5.25" D. Serial number of unit reviewed: 235. Price: $299

8dB/octave.

ers. I
8dB/octave. Frequency response: 80Hz-20kHz, t2dB anechoic. Impedance: 8

T

he Type A has served as Such
Acoustics' flagship loudspeaker
since 1974. The Type A Reference System reviewed here is the sixth
update of the late Peter Snell's original
three-way floorstanding design, and is
the most radical departure from Snell's
original. Gone is the pair of "upright
bricks of polished wood and stretched
cloth" 1 that delighted decorators because they functioned best against awall.
Today's Type A Reference $18,999
price tag2 purchases two tall midrangetweeter towers, two huge subwoofers,
two short but heavy enclosures housing
the outboard passive crossover networks, and asmall electronic crossover.
The to 1990 Type A/Ill Improved
was ahefty system with atotal shipping
weight just over 300 lbs. The Type A
Reference doubles the weight and
quadruples the former loudspeaker's
suggested retail price. However, all
Type As have remained faithful to Peter
Snell's highest priority, which was the
production of auniformly flat amplitude response by addressing the interaction between the speaker and the nearby room boundaries. In so doing, the
IThe Audio criiii.von

No.4, 1977 pp.38-39.

2Sud! Acoustics markets aHome Theater version of
the Type A Reference: the Snell M
& Cinema
Home TUX Reference System. This system costs
$11,000 more than the Type A ($29,993 is 518;499).
has more components than the Type A (1(1 for the
Music & Cinema System is seven for the Type A). and
Isas the TlX-standard multiple tweeter array in each
Reference Tower (three forward-firing 1" textile dome
tweeters in the Music & Cinema 85 only one in the
Type A). Tom Norton reviewed this system in
Siereophilejuly
pp.103-111, and gave it high marks.
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new Type A Reference makes the powerful reproduction of deep bass atop
priority.
The former Type A/III-Improved
was more of amodification than aredesign, involving the addition of anew
Danish VIFA tweeter, arebuilt internal
baffle, and aretuned crossover. It was
reviewed in these pages in March 1990
(Vol.13 No.3). 3 JA's measurements
revealed an "ultraflat frequency response" and a"superb coupling of low
frequencies with room acoustics." Although bi-amplification extended the
speaker's dynamic range, the Type A/Ill
failed to achieve Stereophik's top recommendation because of alack of treble
transparency and a shallow image
depth. The new Type A was auditioned
here to determine if its new away-fromthe-wall modularity results in better
image depth and improved treble transparency.

labeled cable looms from Kimber
Kable). In total, Iopened adozen shipping cartons before assembling this system. Two of the truck deliveries exceeded 300 lbs!
Snell ships the main speaker enclo-

TYPE A REFERENCE
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Although Iwas familiar with the previous Type A's four shipping cartons, I
wasn't prepared for the stream of boxes
that arrived from the Snell factory at
Haverhill, Massachusetts (two subwoofers and acrossover), from Stereophile headquarters in Santa Fe (two Reference Towers, two outboard passive
networks, and aset of unlabeled cable
looms), and Utah (a separate set of
3 That was the Type A's tenth review in AllICrIC.111
audio magazines, and one of the 1110re favorable.

Snell Type A Reference loudspeaker system
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sures in huge reinforced cardboard
boxes. The subwoofers arc packaged in
stout 19.5" by 23.5" by 50.75" 150-lb
cartons, and the towers in tall 16.5" by
19.75" by 68.5" 150-lb cartons. The subwoofer containers were the most difficult to get apurchase on, requiring the
combined strength of two people to
move them up the six steps from my
front hall to the listening room.4
Owners shopping in this price range
deserve and should insist on dealer
Despite this massiveness, the subwoofers arc controlled by asurprisingly
small electronic crossover box, the EC200. 'This tiny device is powered by a
power "brick," which plugs into a
power receptacle at the right edge of
the back panel. The 18dI3/octave highpass filters use aButterworth filter configuration, while the low-pass's 24dB/
octave slopes are modeled on LinkwitzReilly curves. One input and two outputs for each channel, plus a single
summed output for one subwoofer, are
available on gold-plated, single-ended
RCA outputs. The EC-200's chassis is
just too light, considering the size,
weight, and torque applied by some
heavy audiophile cables. Peter Lyngdorf, president of AudioNord and the
sole shareholder in Snell Acoustics, advised me that the company plans to replace this tiny EC-200 with a rackmount-sized electronic crossover that
offers both single-ended and balanced
connections. All current owners will be
offered this update at no cost.
Kevin Voecks, who recently left Snell
to start his own company, designed the
system's SUB 1800 subwoofer to deliver bass down to 20Hz in large listening
environments, but to be a separate
enclosure so it can be moved to the best
spot — say, in acorner or against awall
— without worrying about the midrange imaging.
The subwoofer meets TI-IX specifications of 105dB output at 1
in for most
environments, including the top specification for a 9000 ft.3 room. Tom
Norton called this a "brute-force design." It uses asingle 18" driver in a
fourth-order bass-reflex cabinet with a
front-mounted port. TJN described the
subwoofer's port as extending to the
back of the cabinet, then turning 900 to
4We used our legs, not our backs, to ramp the carton
up the steps. This involved putting the top of the thigh
under the part of the carton facing downstairs and
extending the leg. As the leg extends, it gradually pushes the box's weight up as it slides up the stairs. It is possible to "push up" hundreds of pounds with quadriceps
strength, even if one's back wouldn't tolerate lifting a
traction of that weight above waist level.
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run farther internally. The cone driver
has aresonance of 28Hz and the port
has aresonance of 14Hz. This 18" driver
has a3" excursion, and is equipped with
two spiders to prevent twisting when
driven with large signals. The subwoofer cabinet can be positioned on its
narrow, or long, side. With the subs
mounted on their sides, as TJN had
them in his Snell Music & Cinema
review, the 18" driver and the port are
equally close to the floor. TN indicated
that this may deliver the most bass reinforcement. One can also mount them
vertically, with either the port or the
driver closer to the floor.
The Type A Reference Towers, on
the other hand, were designed to be
placed away from walls and out into the
room, thus optimizing imaging and
depth of field in away that the backwall-situated older Type A could not.
Freed of alarge woofer driver and the
passive crossover network, Voecks was
able to make the towers very narrow —
the Reference Towers are only 9" wide;
the previous Type A was 23.5" wide. In
fact, he designed the towers to be as
wide as the human head. He explained
that his experiments suggested that narrow loudspeakers arc better at producing an illusion of depth.
The Towers feature a computermodeled, tiered baffle supporting seven
drivers arranged vertically in aso-called
D'Appolito configuration. This array is
vertically symmetrical, with one handmade 1" textile tweeter at center,
flanked by aset of three drivers each
above and below. Each flanking set consists of one 5" cast-magnesium basket,
one mineral-filled midrange driver, and
two 6.5" cast-magnesium basket woofers with mineral-filled polypropylene
cones. This driver array uses the company's Coincident Virtual Image (CVI)
technology, which is designed to create
avirtual image of the midbass and midrange that coincides with the tweeter's
for improved imaging.5
Voecks said that the Reference Tower
arrays generate anumber of room or
floor reflections at staggered time intervals. This minimizes the overall impact
of these reflections on the loudspeaker's
response because each driver is adifferent distance from aroom boundary. As
on earlier Type A loudspeakers, there's
arear-firing metal-dome tweeter, which
is said to flatten the Type Ns power
5The Type A Reference Towers differ from those in
the company's M&C Reference System in having two
more tweeters (to meet the THX multiple-tweeter
specification) in the Tower's front array, tór atotal of
nine drivers.

response in the room by adding HF
energy to compensate for the loss due to
the front tweeters' increased directivity
at higher frequencies.
The Reference Towers' narrowness
led Voecks to move their passive crossover networks into separate, shorter, but
similarly styled enclosures. As TJN
pointed out in his review of the M&C
Reference System, the crossover network circuit boards had to be so large as
to allow enough space between individual components, such as open-air coils,
and to remove the crossover boards
from the vicinity of the eight powerful
loudspeaker magnets. Each passive network enclosure features an elaborate
hookup panel with a top section for
fuse; aswitch and level control for the
tower's rear tweeter; acenter section of
four jumpers to set the front tweeter
levels at +1dB, calibrated flat, -1dB, and
-2dB; and a middle section of input
jacks to take the audio signal from the
upper-range stereo amplifier. Jumpers
in this section allow the owner to separate the high- and low-frequency tower
drivers for bi-amping or bi-wiring.
Finally, the bottom section contains
four pairs of four-way binding posts for
connections to the Reference Tower.
The eight output terminals on the
back of the passive network enclosure
connect to eight similar terminals on
the rear of the Reference Tower via a
color-coded cable loom made by Kimber Kable. Although it seems that the
inclusion of such acable set with the
speaker system might be an optional
convenience, it doesn't pay to try to
replace them with other types of speaker cable. Snell Acoustics provides this
Kimber Kable hookup to standardize
the system's performance by specifying
the precise length and electrical characteristic of each connection.
The cable set consists of a ribbed
black rubber sheath the size of alarge
garden hose, with four color-coded
pairs of terminated cables. Each pair
consists of ablack lead intertwined with
acolored lead. On the review sample,
the red lead was for the midwoofer, the
white for the midrange, the green and
blue ambiguously marked for the
tweeters. One of those colors — say,
green —might be used for the rear
tweeter, leaving the blue for the front
tweeters. At installation, the owner
makes certain the same colors are used
for both tower and crossover terminals,
and has to choose the correct black lead,
always the black lead intertwined with
the particular colored lead at the base as
the leads enter the rubber sheath. Ifully
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support TJN's cautionary note that
"care should be exercised in connecting
the two pieces together to ensure that
the hookup is correct."
The review samples sent to me were
finished in adark walnut veneer. The
cabinets were matched closely, for their
veneers were taken from different
depths of the same piece of wood. The
cabinet work was first-rate, with superb
fit and finish. As on the former Type
As, the grillecloth is flush with the
wood veneer.

tern bi-amplified, as designed, and with
the Reference Towers bi-wired. Upperrange amplifiers for the Reference
Towers were selected to be able to deliver
at least 100Wpc into an 8ohm load. At
different times, Bryston 3B-ST and Mark
Levinson No27 and No.331 amplifiers
were used. Because Ihad two SUB 1800s
and astereo signa1,2 Iused the EC-200's
stereo bass outputs rather than the
summed RCA output. Heeding TJN's
advice,8Iselected large subwoofer amplifiers capable of sustained output above
250Wpc, including a (discontinued)
Room &
Krell KSA-250 (300Wpc at 5ohms) and
ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
a pair of Bryston 7B-STs (bridged in
series, each rated at 579W continuous
This physically large audiophile system
calls out for installation in alarge listeninto 8 ohms). Because the KSA-250
ing room. During a1988 home renovarequires somewhat greater input to drive
tion Imade the first floor of my house
it to full power (2.1V vs 1.5V for the
as open as possible, so that the listening Bryston 7B-ST), Iwas concerned that I
room has approximately 5500 cubic would have differing levels of bass as I
feet with an effective room length of switched subwoofer amplifiers. Howewr,
51'. The main listening area is 26' long
this didn't prove to be aproblem.
by 13' wide by 12' high. An 8' high by 4'
Preamplifier was a Bryston BP25MC, linked to the Snell EC-200
wide doorway at the back of the room
opens into our kitchen, adding an addicrossover by a pair of AudioQuest
Topaz single-ended interconnects. The
tional 25' by 15' area. The Reference
Bryston BP-25MC preamplifier was
Type A loudspeaker system was set up
used with its remote to allow me to
within 6' of the back wa11,6 with the
make volume adjustments from my lissubwoofers and outboard crossover nettening scat. Single-ended Randall Reworks against the wall and the Towers
search interconnects were used from
placed out into the room. The 12'-high
semi-cathedral ceiling almost made the
the crossover to the power amplifiers.
Monster speaker cables were run from
huge subwoofers fit in visually.
The Reference Type A is the third
the subwoofer amplifier to the SUB
1800s, and parallel hi-wired runs of
Snell Acoustics Type A system to see
Sumiko's OCOS speaker cables were
extended use in my listening room.
run from the upper-range amplifier to
This adventure began with aca 1981
Type A/I Isystem (reviewed in July'84,
the outboard crossover panels. Other
Vol.7 No.6), which was replaced in
associated equipment used in this
review included Day Sequerra FM RefSeptember '89 with aType A/III syserence and Rotel RHT-10 FM tuners,
tem (reviewed in March '90, Vol.13
No3). These earlier versions were set and aLinn Sondek LP12/Lingo turnup against the back wall, 6' apart, toedtable fitted with an Ittok arm and a
in, and most listening was done in the
Spectral moving-coil cartridge.
bi-amplified mode using db Systems
Compact discs were played on aKrell
MD-1 turntable, which drove an Audio
DB-3-Snell A/III-Improved crossover.
Because previous Type A systems had Alchemy DTI jitter attenuator using a
75 ohm Silver Starlight digital coaxial
achieved outstanding bass response
from this back-wall location, Ifelt con- cable. This unit fed either an Adcom
fident in placing the SUB 1800 sub- GDA-700 D/A processor or an Audio
2S
woofers in the same spots, positioning Alchemy DDE v3 HDCD over its I
them vertically with the driver 3" from
bus. This converter was fitted with a
RW-1 Remote Wand One.
the floor boundary and the port about
36" from the floor.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS
All listening tests were conducted
with the Snell Type A Reference Sys- Although setting up the Snell Reference
6 Snell Acoustics supplies their dealers with Room
Analysis computer programs. CARA and LEO. These
programs analyze room resonant-mode distribution
and, for each dimension of the listening room, suggest
speaker/listener locations that minimize bass nodes.
The Reference Tower positions agreed with one of
LEO's suggestions for a"better" location ("best" could
not be easily estimated).
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7Tom Norton, in his review of the Snell M&C system,
had to rely on the Proceed PAV surround-sound preamplifier, which supplies a monophonic subwoofer
channel.
8"To get the best out of the Snell subs, however, requires agood, and preferably powerful, amplifier." (July
'95, p.106.)

Type A loudspeaker system took planning, thought, and the better part of a
day, Iwas rewarded quickly. First impressions were very positive, with the system
pouring forth open, transparent, detailed
sonics with layered, deep soundstaging.
So, my first question — had Kevin
Voecics brought transparency and depth
of soundstage to the Type As? — was
answered affirmatively and quickly.
Regardless of source —FM radio, my
better vinyl discs, or HDCD compact
discs — the same improvements were
evident. The new Type Aretained all the
past versions' dynamics, bass slam, and
smooth frequency response, but added
midrange and treble transparency with a
depth and layering Ihadn't heard in any
of Voecks's early Snell designs.
I learned that the new Type A
Reference had an uncanny ability to
magnify sonic characteristics of the components driving it. Sometimes, this can
result from a loudspeaker's unusual
impedance curve that stresses the driving amplifiers. Not so with the Type A
Reference. Iwas also hearing differences
between FM tuners and D/A converters
that couldn't be aresult of amplifierloudspeaker interactions. For example,
via the Snells, the Adcom GDA-700
DAC had see-through transparency and
open, extended highs. Inoticed these
characteristics even more when the
Adcom had to be sent to Santa Fe for
bench testing. However, the stand-in
decoder, an Audio Alchemy DDE v3,
sounded richer, warmer, and less transparent, and was less satisfying.
Mind you, when Ireviewed the unit,
I'd actually felt the Audio Alchemy unit
had aslight sonic edge. But this opinion
had been gathered while listening with
my Quad ESL-63 system, before Iinstalled the Snell Reference Type As.
The Adcom GDA-700's edge in transparency became very evident on the
Snell Reference Type A. This happened
again when Ihad to send in the Mark
Levinson No331 for its bench testing.
Comparison amplifiers, even those featured in former Recommended Components with an "A" rating, didn't have
the '331's openness, transparency, or
speed. The Santa Fe staff quickly
returned the Adcom and Levinson units
after TJN's bench testing so that Icould
complete this review.

AWESOME BASS RESPONSE

The Type A Reference System's bass
response was outstanding in its power
and extension, but it integrated perfectly with the rest of the loudspeaker system. This became evident as Iexplored
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Acoustic Sounds Stocks All Available Stereophile Records To Die For

its range in the subsonic 14Hz-25Hz
region with asignal generator. As the
signal dove below 20Hz, Ididn't hear
any doubling — the production of second-harmonic distortion — but instead
felt atightening pressure like acloud
surrounding me taccompanied by floor
vibrations. 'This pressure wave intensified as I tuned the signal generator
down to 14Hz. Only the slightest
amount of doubling at that frequency
could be heard as awhisper from the
towers, with no doubling at all emanating from the subs. Iturned up the gain.
With the grilles off, the levels were so
high that the subs' bass reflex port was
beginning to chug with pulsating air,
but the pressure wave continued. This is
the lowest frequency I've been able to
detect with any loudspeaker system, including stereo subwoofer systems.
The large SUB 1800s were even better when playing music. Iused other
musical sources I've found useful in reviews of dynamic loudspeaker systems,
including organ and synthesizer to test
deep bass, and recordings using synthesizers to listen for bass transient speed.
Finally, rock recordings allowed me to
listen for kick-drum bass peak, and
male vocals, including FM announcer
voices, were used to test for lowermidrange emphasis. In test after test, the
SUB 1800 delivered first-class bass
response. As TJN noted, from synthesizer to pipe organ, from string bass to
conga drum, the bass was fast, powerful,
and well integrated with the rest of the
system.
Sustained organ-pedal notes shook the
air, and created apressure wave on the
body I've only encountered with one
other system—the Bag End S-18 stereo
subwoofers. But these SUB 1800s blended well with the Reference Towers, integrating the bass power into the fabric of
the music. Jean Guillou's transcription of
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition
(Dorian CD, DOR-90117) is a good
example. During the second cut, "Gnomus," the pedal notes from the KleukerSeinineyer Organ of the Tonhalle in
Zurich shook the room, but didn't mask
the clarity of the instrument's flutes and
trumpets. The Type A Reference
brought out the fullness and air of the 32foot pedal notes, retaining their pitch and
distinction as separate notes.
This deep-bass pitch definition was
evident in other recordings. Icould easily discern the stair-step descent of
organ notes on Saint-Saëns Symphony
No3 (Marcel Dupré, organ; Paul Paray
conducting the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra on Mercury Living Presence
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CD, 432 719-2). This pitch definition
reminded me of the performance of the
Muse Model 18 subwoofer coupled to
Quad ESL-63s. The Type A Reference
has great bass dynamics, as shown by its
rendition of the powerful bass drum in
"La Fiesta Mexicana" (Owen Reed,
Fiesta, Reference Recordings RR38CD). On the film soundtrack score
for My Cousin Vinny (Varèse Sarabande
VSD-5364), the Type A delivered stunning subterranean bass on Randy
Edelman's "Something's Wrong," but
did not muddy the keyboard notes.
On the other hand, Iagree with TJN
that very deep bass over the SUB 1800s
wasn't "exceptionally tight." The Type
A Reference System didn't produce the
bass shock waves that the Snell Type
A/III Improved or the Velodyne ULD18 could deliver on bass-drum whacks
or sudden synthesizer chords. The SUB
1800s could not generate the stunning
drumhead whack that a servo-controlled ULD-18 can. Playing John
Williams'/Curnow's "Liberty Fanfare"
(Winds qf War and Peace, National Symphonic Winds; Lowell Graham, conductor; Wilson Audiophile WCD8823), the Velodyne delivered asudden,
solid, gut-punching bass note that
slammed into the room with no unnecessary overtones, no overhang—just a
well-defined leading edge followed by
its musical note. The SUB 1800s produced apowerful bass-drum note, but
without quite capturing the harmonics
of the drumhead or its suddenness.
Despite this, the SUB 1800s do a
much better job of blending powerful
bass with the Reference Towers in a
way that aftermarket subwoofers have
yet to do. This is shown by the Type A
Reference's exceptional sense of pace
and an ability to involve the listener.
Giorgio Moroder's soundtrack score for
Cat People (MCA MCAD-1498) is a
good example, particularly the first cut,
David Bowie's "Putting out Fire." The
slowly building kick-drum beat drives
the music in away not evident with any
other loudspeaker. This sense of pace
can be readily heard on Stanley Clarke's
East River Drive album (Epic EK 47489),
particularly on the cut of the same
name. It adds greatly to the new opening instrumentals on "Hotel California"
on the Eagles' Hell Freezes Over (Geffen
GEFD-24725). After aminute of delicate and detailed acoustic guitar themes,
pulsating drums signal the first chords of
the main song's melody. These drums
seem to trigger the audience's recognition of the song, and they erupt into
applause, and the song takes off.

Deep bass synthesizer chords on the
Patriot Games (RCA 66051-2) selection
"Assault on Ryan's House" (cut 9) builds
the same type of pace. Composer James
Horner tightens emotions by mixing a
variety of synthesizer-generated sounds,
such as subterranean rumblings with
high-pitched hissing gas jets.
The Type A's rendition of kick drum
easily outperformed other Snell loudspeakers I've auditioned in my listening
room. Over the Type A Reference, Jeff
Beck and Terry Bozzio's "Behind the
Veil" from Epic's Jeff Beck's Guitar Shop,
EK 44313, delivered akick-drum backbeat that was powerful, but distinct
from the bass guitar. The drum kit was
involving, with lots of bass slam and
snap, without being overblown. The
kick drum on Richard Thompson's
"She Misunderstood," on his Rumor and
Sigh album (Capitol C21S 95713), had
good pitch definition and didn't overpower Thompson's acoustic guitar.
This loudspeaker system reproduces
the male voice with no sign of tubbiness
or ugly emphasis. It didn't color FM
announcers' voices pulled in by the Day
Sequerra FM Reference. José Carreras's
light, lyrical tenor remained pure, with
no nasality during the Kyria on Ariel
Ramirez's Misa Criolla (Philips 420 9552, DDD). Harry Connick Jr.'s rendition
of "Don't Get Around Much Anymore"
(When Hany Met Sally..., Columbia CK
45319) was also transparent and clear,
with none of the warmth and extra resonance heard with lesser dynamic loudspeakers.
The Type A's extended, well-integrated low frequencies don't mask
instruments playing in the other parts of
the sonic spectrum. The flute, Maggie
Boyle's soprano, and the 35Hz bass synthesizer chords on the "Main Title" selection of Patriot Games retained their
distinctive timbre, with no blurring of
instrumental or vocal outlines. Even
during the most dramatic fortissimo
orchestral selections, or the loudest portions of Jeff Beck's "Behind the Veil,"
the Type A maintained the sonic perspective, openness, and aclear depiction
of acoustical space. Richard Thompson's voice on "Rumor and Sigh," clear
and untarnished by the kick drum,
floated between the Reference Towers,
well-defined and palpable.

M IDRANGE IMAGING,
TRANSPARENT TREBLE

Man cannot live by bass alone. This is
proved in spades by the Snell Reference
A, which features afirst-class midrange
and treble to complement its prodigious
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bass response.
As noted above, the Type A Reference allows one to hear qualities in
the matching electronics. For example, I
preferred the Mark Levinson No331's
neutrality and lack of midrange grain
for driving the Reference towers.
Switching to another stereo amplifier
changed the sound dramatically. The
No2Z aprevious 100Wpc stereo amplifier now out of production, sounded
thinner and more analytical; the Bryston 3B-ST sounded punchier and
faster, but had more midrange presence
than the Mark Levinson No331. For
these reasons, Iused the No331 for
most of this review.
The Type A Reference's midrange
excels in imaging, reproduction of vocal
timbre, and the ability to show soundstage depth. All three qualities came
through vividly in "Tom's Diner," an a
cappella cut from Suzanne Vega's Solitude
Standing (A&M 75021 5136-2). On the
Type A Reference, Vega's voice formed
a palpable three-dimensional image
between the two towers. Her transparently rendered voice sounded so chillingly realistic that she seemed to be in
the room. On lesser speakers, Vega's
voice is shrill, thin, and flat. Piano was
similarly realistic on the Type A system,
particularly when Ilistened to Mike
Garson's rendition of "A Song for You,"
from Oxnard Sessions, Vol.2 (Reference
Recordings RR-53CD), which was natural, quick, and convincing.
The Type A Reference allowed me
to hear more of the timbre and harmonics in male singers' voices as well.
Willie Nelson's voice singing "Getting
Over You" on Across the Borderline (Columbia CK 52752) imaged beautifully,
sitting slightly above and to the right of
center, with Bonnie Rain set over to the
left. It was possible to discern changes
in Don Henley's voice singing the original "Hotel California" on the Eagles'
LP of the same name (Asylum 7E1084) with the compact disc version
made 14 years later (Asylum 103-2),
where his voice is deeper and narrower
in range. Such is the resolving power
and definition of this system that voices
don't sound as realistic over other loudspeakers.
The Type A Reference is able to
deliver open, effortless-sounding highs.
Driven by the Mark Levinson No331,
the Type As played Prokofiev's Romeo &
Juliet Ballet Suites 1 & 2 (Stanislaw
Skrowaczewski conducting the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Mercury Living Presence CD 432 004-2)
with atransparent, delicate, sweet string
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tone and considerable depth of soundstage. Treble detailing stood out, even in
such studio recordings as Joe Beck's
"Unspoken Words" (The Journey, DMP
CD-481), allowing me to hear all the
harmonic overtones of the vibes. The
highs were best on my HDCD recordings, where Ibecame aware of instrumental clarity of bells, cymbals, and treble piano notes. Iparticularly noticed
the sound of the struck cymbal fading
away in the Chorus Line overture on the
HDCD-encoded Beachcombers (Dallas
Wind Symphony, Frederick Fennell,
Reference Recordings RR-62CD).

SOUNDSTAGING

By now, it must be clear to you that the
Type A loudspeaker is capable of producing a wide and deep soundstage.
The back-to-front depth of imaging
gave the listener abetter sense of the
hall's perspective than most loudspeakers. This was evident listening to the
vinyl disc recording of Shostakovich's
Symphony No.6, Philadelphia Orchestra conducted by Leopold Stokowski
(RCA LSC-3133). This resolution of
sonic layers permitted the clarinet, the
organ, the harp, and the male and
female choirs to be discerned and followed on the HDCD recording of
Rutter's "The Lord is My Light and My
Salvation," from Requiem (Reference
Recordings RR-56CD).
Sense of space and instrument placement were easily heard on rock recordings such as the Eagles' Hell Freezes Over,
particularly on the live concert selections recorded on tour. The Snells
achieved awell-defined placement of
audience sounds, acoustic guitars, and
conga drums, creating avery wide, deep
soundstage. Listening to the LP from
the soundtrack of the motion picture
Glory (Virgin 90531), Ifound the sweep
and power of the music compelling.
The choir voices spread from wall to
wall, with soundstage depth, and many
distinct voices discernible, even during
crescendos. Again and again, Ifound
myself becoming involved in music that
was so three-dimensional, vibrant, and
clear.
While the Type A Reference provides an excellent reproduction of all
parts of the musical spectrum, its best
sonic characteristic comes from its size.
This is alarge, physically imposing system, with tall speaker enclosures capable of generating abig sonic image with
a large dynamic range. The vertical
array of drivers in the Reference Towers
is elevated several feet above the floor,
which must help maintain the speakers'

transparency (less interference from
floor bounce), and the towers' out-inthe-room placement improves soundfield depth and imaging. The Type A
Reference shares this characteristic with
other physically large high-end loudspeaker systems, such as the old Mark
Levinson HQD system, the Infinity
IRS, the Sound-Lab Ultimate, and the
Apogee Studio Grand. Adjectives such
as "majestic" and "grand" come to mind
when listening to the Type A Reference play an orchestral fortissimo.
These accolades have as much to do
with the Type A's ability to generate a
large sonic image as with the speaker's
neutrality, transparency, and dynamics.
—Larry Greenhill

M EASUREMENTS FROM JA

My estimate of the Type A's B-weighted sensitivity was alittle lower than the
specification, 86dB/2.83V/m. Its impedance, however — measured with the
Audio Precision System One — was
only moderately demanding, and then
only in the treble, where the impedance
dips below 4 ohms. Fig.1 shows the
tower's impedance magnitude and
phase with the tone control set to its
"flat" position and the rear-firing tweeter switched off. Though the phase angle
is moderate through the midrange, the
magnitude is high. The peak at 46Hz
indicates the sealed-box's tuning; this is
high for the size of the enclosure, but
remember that the tower is intended to
be used with a matching subwoofer.
With the tone control set to its maximum positions and the rear tweeter
switched on, the impedance drops to
2.9 ohms at 3.7kHz; this should not be
aproblem for the kind of solid-state
amplifier likely to be paired with the
Type A Reference.
Fig2 shows the electrical drive signals to the tower drive-units. The
midrange units can be seen to be
padded down alittle compared with the
woofer and tweeter, as is the rear-firing
Mom..
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Fig. I Snell Type A Reference, electrical impedance (solid) and phase (dashed) with the
HF control set to its flat position and the
rear tweeter switched off (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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28=AUDIOLAB
8000S Multi Mode Stereo Amplifier
with remote control

The versatile 8000S can function as an integrated amplifier, aseparate preamp/power amplifier
combo (in standard or hi-amp configuration), aseparate preamp, or as an A/V stereo amp for use
with an outboard surround sound processor All functions are addressable .from the remote.
For more information on the full line of Audiolab Amps,
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Preamps and CD Transport or for the dealer
nearest you please call or write.

P.O. Box 1980
Champlain, NY 12919
Phone (514) 631-6448
Fax (514) 631-1212
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Fig.2 Snell Type A Reference, individual electrical
drive signals, measured with the external
crossover loaded by the drive-units.
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Fig.3

Snell Type A Reference, acoustic crossover
on tweeter axis at 45", corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer and midrange responses plotted
below 300Hz and rear tweeter response
plotted above 2kHz.
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Snell Type A Reference, anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 45", averaged across 30 °
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
of nearfield midrange and woofer responses plotted below 200Hz.
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tem, can be seen in fig3. The woofers
cross over to the midrange units at
300Hz, with the tweeter coming in
above 3kHz. The rear tweeter is about
7dB down in maximum level and covers
abandpass of 6-18kHz.
The Type A's overall on-axis
response is shown in fig.4. Impressively
flat throughout the treble, the curve is
marred by abit of excess energy in the
midrange. The lower midrange appears
lean in this graph, but this may be a
result of the difficulty in splicing the
summed nearfield bass responses to the
quasi-anechoic farfield response with
such aphysically large loudspeaker. In
the bass, the restricted low-frequency
extension can be seen, reaching -6dB at
the lowest note of the four-string double bass, 42Hz. But this is sufficient to
allow the external EC-200 electronic
crossover to optimally integrate the
towers with the SUB 1800 subwoofers.
The effect of the HF control can be
seen in fig.5. Just the differences between the on-axis response and the
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Fig.7 Snell Type A Reference, step response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

responses with the tone control set to its
maximum and minimum positions are
shown. These reach a sensible maximum treble cut of -2dB at 8kHz, and a
maximum boost of 1.1dB at 10kHz.
Vertically (not shown), the Type A
Reference's balance doesn't change to
any significant extent as long as the listener's ears are somewhere between the
two midrange units, adistance of between 30" and 45" from the floor. Laterally (fig.6), the Type A features the
kind of even off-axis treble rolloff that
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Fig.5

Snell Type A Reference, effect of HF control set to its maximum and minimum
positions, normalized to response on
tweeter axis (5dB/vertical div.).
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tweeter (the bottom trace above 4kHz).
The resultant acoustic response of the
individual drive-units, measured on an
axis level with the tweeter 39" from the
floor, using the DRA Labs MLSSA sysSTEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996
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Fig.8 Snell Type A Reference, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 4.5" (0. 15ms risetime).
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has proved to correlate with excellent
soundstaging.
In the time domain, the speaker's
step response (fig.7) indicates that all
the drive-units are connected with the
same acoustic polarity, while the associated cumulative spectral-decay or
waterfall plot (fig.8) is relatively clean.
—John Atkinson
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LG CONCLUDES
The Snell Type A loudspeaker system
requires alarge room and is very expensive. Installation should be done by the
lutionary!
dealer, with careful matching of compoggering
nents. At this price level the dealer
Inprovement!
should be prepared to provide loaners,
so the best match of electronics for the
An 'RH MUTER SYSTEM that
room can be chosen at leisure. Prois guaranteed to improve
spective and current owners alike
every hiti system!
should arrange to obtain the electronic
Before you worry through
crossover upgrade from Snell Acoustics
another expensive
when it becomes available.
upgrade, !,
All the real-world factors — the Type
let your event system
A's expense, its multiple shipping carrally perform!
tons, and having to plug in six interconnect cables and tighten 32 speaker conN.000 BLOCKS'. RED ROLLERS
nections — were forgotten when it
by
began to play music. Without adoubt,
Cel LI,
606-224-2650
the Snell Type A Reference System is
k>1 X
606-224-8290
the finest loudspeaker system I've heard
in my listening room. It maintains the
traditional Type A strengths, providing
extended, THX-level bass response
from its stereo SUB 1800 subwoofers
that couple with room boundaries for
added power. The rest of the frequency
range has been vastly improved; the
midrange is now blessed with atransparency I'd formerly heard only from
electrostatic loudspeakers. Depth of
soundstaging, missing from former
Type As, is now world-class. Kevin
Voecks has done amasterful job bringing the Type A up to the standards of
today's top loudspeaker systems. The
new Type A Reference's sound — deep,
powerful bass extending to well below
20Hz, ultra-transparent midrange and
highs, excellent soundstaging, and majestic sonic perspective —merits aClass
AC RyC\X/ER LINE FJ LTERS ' A recommendation in Stereophiles "Recommended Components."
—Larry Greenhill
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LIGHTSPEED AUDIO
P.O. Box 8287 Sylvania,
OH 43560
TEL: (419) 885-1485
FAX: (419) 885-7148
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LINN KREMLIN FM TUNER
Don Scott
stereo/AM tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity:

Weight: 7lbs. Serial number of unit measured: 505. Price: $3995. Approximate num-

2pV/ II
.22dBf mono. 5pV/19.18dBf stereo. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity:

ber of dealers: 67. Manufacturer: Linn Products, Ltd., Floors Road, Waterfoot,

FM

27pV/33.83dBf. Capture ratio: I
dB. Selectivity: 60dB alternate channel. 4dB adjacent

Glasgow G76 OEP. Scotland, UK. Tel: (44) 141-307-7777. Fax: (44) 141-644-4262.

channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 85dB mono, 90dB stereo. Stereo THD: 0.01%. Stereo sep-

Distributor: Linn Hi -Fi. Audiophile Systems, Ltd.. 8709 Castle Park Dr., Indianapolis,

aration: 60dB. SCA rejection: 70dB. AM suppression ratio: 60dB. 19 and 38kHz prod-

IN 46256.Tel: (317) 849-7103. Fax: (317) 841-4107.

ucts: —55dB. Power consumption: 20W Dimensions: I
2V2"W by 13" D by P/4"H.

W

hen the drawer covering the
nine function buttons on
the lower left hand corner is
closed, Linn's Kremlin appears to be a
basic black-box FM tuner. Only the yellow multi-function display on the upper
right, and below it the power switch
and green power-on indicator, recessed
in aslot for the infrared remote receptor, break its clean lines.
The rear panel holds two sets of identical fixed-level RCA audio outputs,
along with two aerial inputs and two
RCA jacks for remote control interfacing with other Linn components.
Interior construction is first-class and
allows for aboard swap to update the
tuner for future FM or operational control developments. The switching
power supply is borrowed from the
Numerik 1)/A processor.
'The remote control duplicates all
tuner-selectable functions — scan, manual tune, mono/stereo, aerial select, 80
preset memory controls, and signalstrength display in ldBf segments. In
addition, the remote allows direct frequency entry of astation, operation of
other Linn system components,
mute/scan threshold setting, and entry
into the tuner's software mode. 'The
software mode allows reverting (after a
few seconds) to scan, tune, current
mode, or display off, routing of
13.7VDC (40mA maximum current)
into either aerial input to remotely
power arooftop FM booster, and decisions as to whether the tuner is the
main system control or not. The adequate instruction manual will take some
extra reading time to get the most from
this tuner. Warranty is five years.

RFPERFORMANCE

The Kremlin features a single, widebandwidth IF stage with extreme care
taken to maintain phase integrity within the IF amplification stages. A 13stage IF filter is used, the end result
being little phase shift and low-distortion amplification. However, this purist,
STEREOPHILE, MARCH 1996

Linn Kremlin FM tuner

barn-door approach results in poor
adjacent-channel selectivity and inadequate ability to separate closely
spaced stations. [This should not be aproblem in the UK but makes the Linn less suitable fin. 11Se in the US, where FM stations are
crammed together. — Ed.] Sensitivity is
barely adequate for fringe reception in
mono (4V/1122dB°. On the flip side,
stereo sensitivity is surprisingly good —
and noise-free — with signals as low as
27t.tV/33.83dBf, without the artificial
enhancement of anoise-reduction circuit, which would trade stereo separation as it slants toward quieter mono.

ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
Amplifiers: Maranta Model 5s in triode configuration with 8417 tubes;
Krell KST-100; Proceed AMP 2(this
amp features superb detail even at
low power levels). Preamplifier/
Controller: B&K PRO-5 with
Tiffany jacks, toroidal transformer,
and other Sound Unlimited mods.
Loudspeakers: Amrita Monitors.
Cables and interconnects: various.

Anything below 350//36.08c113f is better than typical. Other measurements in
the opening specifications are slightly
above normal and further contribute to
low noise.
The Kremlin also uses a shorted
transmission-line coaxial resonator as
the basis of a high-stability oscillator
rather than asimple varactor diode for
tuning purposes. This arrangement is
nomially used in the power stages of
broadcast transmitters because of its
low spuriae and good stability, and is
applied in the Kremlin for the same
reasons.

AUDIO QUALITY

The Kremlin's sound is free from highfrequency grunge. Highs are free of distortion even on stations taxed by carrying several SCAs in addition to their regular stereo audio programming. This
excellent performance verifies the
Kremlin's excellent 70dB SCA rejection
specification. Also contributing to the
undistorted highs is the design of the
stereo decoder itself. In astereo decoder,
a38kHz signal is generated that phaselocks with the incoming 38kHz subcarder from an FM station. Often this
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s.
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see and hear the difference for
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internal signal contains spurious tones
that cause the tuner to stumble over its
own feet with added distortion. The
Kremlin incorporates a low-spuriae
design to avoid this problem.
The 19kHz pilot tone, which lights
up the stereo indicator and does some
switching, has very low (-55dB) residual
and contributes to the recovered audio
signal's freedom from distortion. Additionally, aphase-locked-loop detector
is used to extract audio from the IF signal. This stay-tuned circuit also contributes to low distortion. To put it more
simply, distortion doesn't rise in stereo
appreciably over mono, something very
common in other tuner designs.
Although every station has its own
brand of tonal balance and audio processing, influenced by the whims of a
program director or engineer, and is
subject to the response of the car radio
of the day, there's something special
about a tuner that has dead flat re-

spouse, especially through the midrange. Perhaps it's because added colorations are not present to further hamper the receiving process. Particularly in
the Kremlin's case, the audio features an
uncanny, in-the-room live quality to
voices.
Low-frequency response is throughthe-floor deep, tight, and articulate. On
pop, rock, rap, or classical, this tuner
gets with the program. Stereo separation and soundstaging arc flawless.

CONCLUSION

The Kremlin is no more or less than
expected. Following British design
thought, it's a wide-band tuner with
excellent sound, poor selectivity, sufficient but not overwhelming sensitivity, and excellent build quality.
However, Linn has taken this "stereotype" to perfection within these limited
parameters, adding alittle extra class in
the process.

The Linn Kremlin needs to be fed a
clean signal (one free of high signal levels on adjacent channels) in order for it
to perform properly. When this narrow
condition is met, the Kremlin excels. In
fact, it could serve well as an air monitor for a broadcast station; it doesn't
miss a thing and gives an uncolored
hearing of an air signal.
However, in real terms, this means
the Kremlin will not do well in RFcongested areas where high selectivity
and exceptional sensitivity arc musts.
Since the tuner doesn't sift out stations
well, aquality, highly directional outdoor antenna — see the sidebar — is a
must to aid in rejecting unwanted signals. However, if desired local signals
are strong or very strong, topnotch
audio can be obtained from an indoor
antenna. The Kremlin is highly recommended but only if it can be fed a
diet of "clean" RF signals, when it justifies its price.
S

ANTE NNAE

I

t's very interesting that nothing
new has been investigated in
outdoor FM antenna design in
30 years. The Channel Master Probe
9 and the Winegard CA-6065,
thought to be the epitomes for distant
FM reception, are really mediocre
outdoor antennas with about 7-8dB
true gain —at best —and have left the
serious FM listener unaware of FM's
real reception potential. However,
there is an antenna design facility in
Connecticut, Antenna Performance
Specialties, 1 that takes FM reception
seriously and has computer-designed
aline of superior FM antennas.
While testing the Kremlin, Ihad
the opportunity to evaluate the tuner
connected to the largest, no-holdsbarred—design antenna from this
company, the "Sniper." This 330"
antenna has about 12dB true forward
gain at any FM frequency, and
extremely low SWR (Standing Wave
Ratio). (An antenna with high SWR
won't feed all the signal it picks up
down the feedline, but will waste it by
reradiating it and picking it up again
on its own elements as aform of continuous multipath interference.) In
addition, careful attention has been
1Antenna Perfi3nnancr Specialties, P.O. Box 9597,
Bolton, CT 06043. Tel: (860) 643-2733.
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paid to how little signal Antenna
Performance Specialties' antennas
pick up off the sides. Other designs
mainly concern themselves with minimizing rejection directly off the back
of the antenna (180°) and have little
rejection at other degree points. This
factor is very important because a
desired station may only be 60° from
an undesired on an adjacent or the
same frequency. In brief, the "Sniper"
picks up signals only where it is
aimed, and adds nothing to the infidelity of reception.
While the "Sniper" is ahuge custom-order antenna requiring the
ruggedness of aham-radio-antennatype installation/rotor and has limited
application because of space restrictions, it does set astandard to measure
any other antenna's performance.
With this in mind, the company has
developed the QFM-12, astill large
but manageable 200" version of the
monster bird perch. This sells for
$175 and offers 10dBd gain and only
slightly less pattern performance than
the larger antenna. Both mentioned
antennas are of the vector design in
which the driven elements are in aV
shape with several directors in front of
the narrow confluence of the V.
So why do tfeel agood antenna is
necessary? Increasingly I find that

most commercial and some PBS stations aren't worth listening to because
they've succumbed to the loudness
race with the latest digital audio processing. In these processors, the outgoing audio is held in abuffer circuit
and the overshoot dynamic peaks are
removed before the audio signal is
released on its journey to the transmitter. The result is loud, detail-free
audio with a constantly changing
tonal balance and compression ratio
mandating that acase of seasickness
pills be kept next to the listening
chair. Also, when aparticular tone is
brought up to amuch louder value
than it should have in relation to its
surroundings by alimiter and compressor aiming at maximum audio
level, not only is the tonal balance
destroyed, but phase shift occurs —
which adds to the seasickness and the
nasal sound. (This sound is similar to
tape-head misalignment that's constantly changing, but a station isn't
playing tapes.)
For the most part, therefore, it's the
low-powered college or rare distant
or weak commercial station that still
offers magical sound, because they
don't have the money to purchase the
latest audio-destroying equipment.
It's these stations that add to the highend audio experience.
—Don Scott
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around the world.
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he received wisdom on the subject of
DnUtri Shostikovich's Fifth Symphony of
1937 is that, following Prelude's (read:
Stalin's) denunciation of his opera, Lady
Macbeth of»souk, for its musical and topical coarseness and vulgarity, the composer withdrew his difficult Fourth Symphony during rehearsals — that work
would not be performed until 1961 — and co-opted
himself by composing amore conservative symphony,
the Fifth in D-minor, which Shostakovich would refer to
as "a Soviet artist's reply to just criticism," and which
brought him immediate and lasting success as well as ingratiating him with the regime.
Well, maybe.
Roy Blokker and Robert Dearling, in their invaluable
guide The Music of Dmitri Shostakovich: 7he Symphonies
(Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1979), sensibly counterpropose that the composer himself realized his earlier
works were leading him in unproductive stylistic directions, and, under cover of the official criticism, proceeded to compose in amore coherent, immediately accessible style. Where Symphony 4, for
example, staggers under aprofusion of angular, dissonant melodic material, 5achieves thematic unity
by melodic, rhythmic, and even textural links, between
as well as within movements; and where Shostakovich's
formal tricks in 4(such as recapitulating the first movement's themes in reverse order) can be all but impossible to
fathom, 5's innovative touches — the outer movements' brief
introductory themes play important developmental roles, and the
Finale is afree fantasia rather than areal sonata movement —
occur within more easily discernible structural patterns.
The Fifth Symphony opens with thrusting, disjunct flourishes played by octave strings in canon, which almost immediately subside into alow droning accompaniment, over which
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For the Adagio, Shostakovich leaves
the brasses silent, and divides the strings
into eight parts (as against the usual five)
to lighten the textures, using the distant
key of F-sharp minor to poignant effect.
The opening theme is apensive string
threnody, yielding to arepeated-note
motif on first violins that will play a
recurring role. A second theme, for
flutes and harp, makes an effective textural contrast, after areturn of the opening subject, solo oboe introduces athird
theme. At the movement's climax, reeds,
strings, and xylophone hammer out the
repeated-note motif fortissimo, followed
by an impassioned cello statement of
the oboe's theme. The first two subjects
return in subdued manner, and the
movement fades into desolate celesta
and harp harmonics.
The Finale's opening tutti crescendo
with trilling woodwinds breaks the spell.
Over pounding timpani, octave brasses
play the menacing introductory theme,
which immediately accelerates into the
violins' energetic first subject, with its
driving accompaniment. The music
accelerates further by stages, until
whirling strings and reeds usher in the
second theme on solo trumpet. Following its Hollywoodish climax, pounding chords lead to the "development,"
with the second theme now transmuted
into anostalgic horn reminiscence under
violin quavers. Agentle crotchet ostinato
accompanies various episodes, including
aquiet augmented version of the first
theme on violins. Just as the music reaches apoint of repose, soft timpani quavers
herald areed statement of the introductory theme, pianissimo, which turns into a
TH SYMPHONY 5,
nattering accompaniment to other sections of the orchestra. The passage builds
to ablazing climactic tutti, and the coda
restates the introductory theme in triumphant D-major.
Despite the detailed instructions in
the composer's score — the terraced accelerations of the outer movements are
indicated by precise metronome markings at each juncture — the symphony
can be heard to go at every conceivable
provides awelcome respite. The open- tempo (especially the Finale, which
ing stomping bass morif, aperky stacca- gallery-minded conductors tend to take
to reed theme, and amartial horn proc- faster than indicated). The surprise is
lamation are its main subjects, as it builds that most performances, of whatever
to sweeping, sarcastic waltz-like tuttis. A interpretive bent, work on their own
violin solo with agraceful Viennese lilt terms; the only out-and-out failures arc,
leads off the trio section, which alter- perhaps significantly, among the slower
nates this theme with marrato string ones: the inert, dispirited Skrowaoctaves. After the Scherzo's reprise, the czewski/IMP, further handicapped by
oboe interjects awistful reminder of the veiled recording quality; and the Slatkin,
trio's opening phrase, but the rest of the whose strings are seemingly bereft of
orchestra will have none of it and force- note-to-note continuity in the actual
playing as well as in the phrasing, like a
fully cadences in A-minor.

appears the first subject proper: along,
sinuous, searching violin melody, various bits of which are subjected to
instrumental commentary. The second
subject, its long notes soaring over gentle string pulses, is recognizable, if you
listen carefully, as an altered version of
the introductory theme.
Questing flute and clarinet phrases
mark the transition into the development, which begins with the pulsing
second group, this time harmonically
disturbed, as if waiting for trouble. As its
final eighth-note tail descends through
the strings, piano and pizzicato basses
abruptly seize it, as ominous low horns
and trumpets proclaim the first theme.
Whirling reed and string scales gradually
increase the speed until the sudden
arrival of aparodic march on trumpets
and snare drum, actually the violins' big
theme transformed, breaks the momentum. Low brasses take up the opening
flourishes in a powerful augmented
canon, propelling the music into the
recapitulation: reeds and strings play the
canon in aturbulent doubletime, supported by sustained brass; repeated octave A's resolve in amighty unison statement of the first subject, punctuated by
brass and percussion chords. Hammering trumpet notes fade into the second
subject's return in major, with flute and
horn floating serenely above the pulsing
strings. The quiet, unsettled coda expires
in D-minor celesta scales.
After the first movement's violent
emotions, the second, abrief Scherzo,

W
SHOSTAKOVICH
PROCEEDED TO
COMPOSE IN A
MORE
COHERENT, IMMEDIATELY
ACCESSIBLE STYLE.
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singer with poor legato. In the Adagio,
there's some breathtaking pianissimo
detail, but even here the climaxes stubbornly refuse to expand or bloom.
But then, the interpreters of the
slower persuasion all seem to have their
work cut out for them, metronome
marks or no. Maxim Shostakovich, as
the composer's son, might be expected
to bring the work acertain automatic

M OST
PERFORMANCES,
OF WHATEVER
INTERPRETIVE BENT,
WORK ON THEIR OWN
TERMS; THE ONLY
OUT-AND-OUT FAILURES
ARE THE SLOWER ONES.
authority, but his LSO remake further
broadens the first-movement tempos
just that bit too much over his earlier
account (last seen as Quintessence LP
PMC 7202, nla): the first group seems
endless, and the second subject plods, its
theme separating into individual notes.
The middle movements are characterized affectingly, but the Finale, after a
strong start, is asodden slog by the recapitulation.
The Bernstein digital and Celibidache
accounts are barely better, although one
suspects they had the musical equipment to bring off this approach.
Celibidache, in a concert aircheck, is
attuned to niceties of phrasing and has a
good feel for the long line, but the
Italian orchestra is inept, with wretched
string intonation. Bernstein's remake
falls, not on the tempi, which he sustains well — the first movement's second group evokes apeaceful snowfall
— but on recorded sound that seats the
entire orchestra within an area six feet
deep. (The NYP strings themselves,
however, are probably to blame for the
gray, diffuse tone.)
Istill can't make up my mind about
Bernard Haitink's account; sometimes I
think it's slack and underenergized, but
on other listenings it will weave ahypnotic spell. Certainly the integrity and
wholeness of the interpretation are
unquestionable; the London Philharmonic's playing is beyond reproach,
round and warm-toned as Haitink
limns arich tapestry of textures; and the
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Orchestral deficiencies let down the
side in the other Russian-based performances. Dimitri Kitaenko's conscientious, sensitive reading is frequently illuminating — I especially enjoyed his
lightfingered, waltzy Scherzo — and,
unlike Mravinsky, he makes good use of
dynamic variety to produce atmosphere. But his impulsive accelerations
produce some slurry playing, and the
watery, recessive horns are unacceptably weak. The last two movements of
Yevgeny Svetlanov's performance — a
clean, flowing Adagio, and adiaracterful,
impressively climactic Finale — are
excellent, but diffuse, unfocused strings
and an uncomfortable solo horn mar
the opening movement. If you enjoy
Eastern European wind timbres, bypass
the Russians in favor of Karel Ancerl's
sane, musical Czech PO version; the
conductor glosses over many of the
indicated tempo adjustments, but he
makes agood case for his choices —
only afew passages in the Finale remain
stubbornly earthbound.
Among Western conductors, Solti
most closely resembles Mravinsky in his
robust manner as well as his tendency
to overplay the piano passages. He commits some sins against tone — the Adagio's opening is incongruously sweet,
is abit loose-limbed, and the engineers and his impersonal approach tends to
unabashedly resort to section mikes to shortchange atmosphere — but the
clearly capture woodwind detail in the bright-eyed attacks, crisp textures, and
plangent brass playing (from the Vienna
reverberant Jesus Christus ICirche.
Philharmonic, be it noted, not the
An alternate approach is to play the
music in adirect, unfussy manner, with- Chicago Symphony), as captured in
out straining for profundity by stretch- London's capacious sonics, are mighty
ing the tempos. This approach, as that convincing.
Among similar performances with
adopted by most Russian conductors,
can be considered authentic, and cer- American orchestras, Skrowaczewski's
tainly the long-limbed themes of the Mercury account is worlds different
first and third movements find their from his limp remake in its tensile,
natural contours more easily than they thrusting line and clear detail, with
do at slower tempos. The great Yevgeny impeccably articulated strings and firm,
Mravinsky is represented by three con- powerful attacks. The vivid digitized
cert recordings, all of which attest to his sound retains the "toppy," AM-radio
unmistakable perception and authority; finish familiar from the LPs. Maazel's
none of them strikes me as truly defini- builds progressively to arousing contive, primarily because the playing is clusion; his flawless control ensures that
consistently louder than indicated. I we always hear simultaneously occurprefer the 1966 Russian Disc issue, with ring motifs as separate, correctly balits individual, characterful first move- anced entities. The focused yet transment, the tonally saturated climaxes of lucent Cleveland strings make no small
its Adagio, and its exciting and well-pro- contribution to this achievement, but
portioned (if objectively too-fast) Finale. some misplaced horn blasts in the tranThe 1973 version finds Mravinsky sition to the coda are puzzling. The
introducing odd bits of rubato that sit opening phrases provide the key to Ricawkwardly on his forthright interpre- cardo Muti's performance: the strings'
tive framework, and the orchestra is dis- attack is smoothed-out, the tone continctly off form, with choppy solo horn sciously polished, but there is still ample
and granulose strings; and the 1984 rhythmic spring. So it goes throughout
Erato is simply too closely miked, exac- aconservative but dramatic and brilliantly played interpretation; Icould do
erbating the already overloud effect.

recording is among the finest — warm,
deep, and detailed, with the woodwinds
in proper perspective.
Kurt Sanderling's firmly cohesive if
Germanic account is probably the best
of this type: the first movement, its tempo changes underplayed, builds to the
climaxes almost in spite of itself; the
Scherzo has a Klemperer-like solidity
and deliberation; and the unhurried,
flowing ostinato in the Finales development is mesmerizing. String ensemble

M AAZEL BUILDS
PROGRESSIVELY TO A
ROUSING CONCLUSION;
HIS FLAWLESS CONTROL
ENSURES THAT WE
ALWAYS HEAR
SIMULTANEOUSLY
OCCURRING MOTIFS AS
SEPARATE, CORRECTLY
BALANCED ENTITIES.
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without the Scherzo's mannered distendons, but the Philadelphia string
sound, even in its current dietetic version, is singularly apt in this music
Leopold Stokowski was alaw unto
himself but the basic thrust and vigor of
his recordings place them with this
group. Despite the nearly 30 years separating them, the two accounts are
remarkably similar. The 1935 recording,
which comes up amazingly well in
Pearl's CD transfer, is spoiled by an egregious Stokyism — a loud, heavy-syrup
treatment of the first movement's second theme; otherwise, the conductor's
unique feel for drama and color come
into play within a generally straightforward framework. The Philadelphia
strings, whether lithe or lush, sound
marvelous, but the handsome polish of
the London Symphony in the 1964 concert performance, heard in asmooth,
listenable aircheck, is hardly to be
sneered at.
Refinement of texture is the keynote
of the Denon and Bis releases, whose
sonics live up to their respective labels'
audiophile reputations. Aronovich's is
often quite beautiful, with clear balances,
and the Stockholm strings have asilky
sheen; but his impetuous accelerations
are too much — the first-movement
development is excitingly febrile, but the

THE FIRST
MOVEMENT OF
PREVIN'S ACCOUNT IS
AN OBJECT LESSON
IN STYLE: PERFECTLY
PACED AND BALANCED,
WITH TREMENDOUS
ATMOSPHERE AND
A
GOOD EAR
FOR DETAIL.
recapitulation is over the top. Inbal/
Frankfurt makes some good points in
the first movement, but the Scherzo's
mannered distendons are predictable,
and the last two movements lack punch;
on his remake, Denon's clarity mercilessly exposes the Vienna Symphony's technical and tonal limitations.
The type of performance which I
ultimately find most persuasive balances flow and weight, keeps aclear eye
on structural matters, and invests the
191
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•Uses Alchemy's breakthrough I'S Bus format on input & output.
•On-board DSP software takes 16 Bit data in & outputs up to 24 bits.

DDS•Pro

Ros.

NOW

$1,595

$1,395

Reference quality remote transport with -stable planer - & IS lins output.

Ultro Doc
$499
$399
..\ A's neu entry level DAC solution with 3rd generation jitter correction.
Voc -In The -Box
$295
$179
Killer phono stage with adjustable gain. resistive & capacitive loading.

DLC Prow"

$495

$299

\ffordable. superior performance. line stage preamp.

Coll for our complete line of Alchemy products.

A

NOW SHIPPING!

lantic

System 250*

TECHNOLOGY
INTERNATIONAL

Critically acclaimed 6-speaker
home theater system. Call for
pricing.

System 350 »IX Call for
As seen in Home
pri cing •
Theater Technology!
"...an Atlantic 7èchnology THX system 1.3501 that'll rock your world on
monies and music, with no apologies
and few rivals" Corey Greenberg,
Home Theater Technology
Prices subject
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typographical

1-800-DYNATEK

$69

TARA LABS

errors.

In PA: 215-672-0200
Fax: 215-672-7705

Prism AC Speciol
$98
Prism AC Affinity Stereophile Recommended $199

XL0

Pro PL-1000

$125

AC LINE CONDITIONERS
Chong Lightspeed Powerline Filters
Chang lightspeed powerline conditioners protect components
from the damaging effects of voltage sources and reduce AC
interference without adding artifacts. Chung delivers current
instantly—without limitation or hesitation.

CU 3200

$249

6 unswitched industrial grade outlets.

CLS 6400 ISO

$499

The hest selling Lightspeed.

CU 6400 ISO 20 AH

$649

6 unswitched hospital grade outlets.

CU 9600 ISO
$769
20 amp, hospital grade parts w/ II gauge power cord

PANFIMRX
MAX1000

$249
rade outlets.

TARA LUS
Space B Time Audio Products

RSC Reference Interconnects
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Coll for Discount Pricing!
e-mail: sales@dynanet.com
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themes with anatural plasticity while
respecting their shape. The first movement of Previn's account is an object
lesson in style: perfectly paced and balanced, with tremendous atmosphere
and agood ear for detail; the rhetorical

I
FYOU CAN
ONLY HAVE ONE
RECORDING OF THIS
MUSIC, MAKE IT
ROSTROPOVICH'S.

touches contribute to, rather than
detract from, the overall coherence, and
the London Symphony sounds beguilingly suave. Unfortunately, the rest
of the performance misses this exalted
level: the similarly rhetorical, springy
Finale is comparatively careless in detail,
while the great Adagio, well-played
though it is, emerges as distinctly chilly.
Similarly respectable also-rans in this
style include Ashkenazy, whose erratic
technical control undermines his insightful conception (and the RPO's tutti
sound is light in the bass), and Járvi,
who shapes the music in long, flowing
paragraphs but permits the playing to
get too loud, unhappily for the main
motifs; the Chandos sound, at first impressively robust, becomes boomy and
overbearing as the textures thicken.
Bernstein's famous 1959 account benefits from his energy and intensity, but
the sound is starting to show its age.
It is left to three relatively unglamorous entries to best convey this
music's emotional power and sweep.
James DePreist draws attentive, committed playing from the Helsinki
Philharmonic for his coloristically sensitive, weighty, but unpretentious interpretation; afew uncertain dovetailings
and creaky transitions are mild distractions. Ondine's sound is clear and
present, with anice sense of the hall
around the woodwinds. Yod l Levi
matches the refinement of the Inbal and
Aronovich versions while better capturing the music's ebb and flow, and his
molded phrasing is always well-considered. An epic quality emerges in his
restrained Adagio; he underplays the accelerations at the Finale's start, but the
character later on is marvelous. Tclarc's
predictably clean sound brings excellent
localization of the brass choirs, so you
can tell the trombones from the horns
for achange.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

The crown jewel of the catalog happens to be the most recent issue. Mstislay Rostropovich has recorded this symphony before, with the same orchestra
(DG 2532 027, LP, nla); his new account
shares the earlier one's virtues and is
even more naturally recorded. The performance is utterly persuasive from the
beginning — where the nearly vibratoless violins conjure up astark desolation
— to the end, where agrand, pompous
coda caps the moderately paced, atmospheric Finale. In between, the grotesque
Scherzo is balanced by adelicate trio, and
the unerringly built Adagio features
breathtaking hushed pianos, sizzling
tremolos, and an anguished climax,
none of which is superficial or exaggerated. One could wish for richer tone
from the National Symphony strings,
but their leaner sound is appropriate to

Rostropovich's conception, and they can
now rise to the climaxes without
recourse to DG's trick linking. If you
can only have one recording of this
music, make it this one.
If you're on abudget, the pickings are
unusually slim. Onnandy's Philadelphians are typecast in this music, but he
blithely ignores many of the tempo
changes and allows patches of unstable
rhythm, while Rahbari's understaffed
strings can't fill out the music properly.
Slovák, after asluggish start, is good in
the outer movements and decent in the
inner ones, but you'd be better off saving up some more money and going for
one of the good midpriced issues —say,
the first Bernstein, or Maazel, or the
first Mravinsky.

SHOSTAKOVICH'S SYMPHONY 5ON CD
Conductor/
Orchestra

Label &
Number

Ahronovitch/Stockholm PO Bis CD-357
Supraphon 11-1951
London 421 120-2
Sony MK 44711
Sony MDK 44903
Arkadia CDGI765. I
Ondine ODE 817-2

Ancerl/Czech PO
Ashkenazy/RPO
Bernstein/NYP
Bernstein/NYP
Celibidache/RAI-Turin Orch
de Preist/Helsinki PO

Sym.S
TT

CD
TT

Date SPARS Price
Rec Code Range Couplings

45:27
43:03
47:25
45:40
49:27
51:20
46:21

45:27
74:00
56:10
71:12
76:59
77:36
73:43

1986
1961
1987
1959
1979
1955
1992

DDD
AAD
DDD
ADD
DDD
ADD
DDD

Haitink/LPO
lnbal/Frankfurt RSO
InbaINSO
Jarvi/RSNO
Kitaenko/Moscow PO
Levi/Atlanta SO
Maazel/Cleveland O.

London 410 017-2
Denon CO-74175
Denon DEN-75719
Chandos 8650
Russian Disc 11188
Telarc CD-802I5
Telarc CD-8200I

49:30
46:45
48:17
46:46
4I
:19
49:21
46:54

49:30
46:45
65:39
76:12
72:35
77:38
80:31

1981
1988
1990
1988
1968
1989
1981

DDD
DDD
DDD
DDD
AAD
ODD
DDD

Mravinsky/Leningrad PO

Russian Disc 11023

40:54

69:03

1966

AAD

Mravinsky/Leningrad PO

Russian Disc III
80

43:50

69:59

1973

ADD

Mravinsky/Leningrad PO
Muti/Philadelphia O.
Ormandy/Philadelphia 0.

Erato 45752-2
EMI CDC 54803
Sony SBK 53261

44:11
48:53
44:32

44:11
55:13
63:16

1984
1992
1965

ADD
DDD
ADD

Previn/LSO

RCA 6801-2

48 10

63:02

1965

ADD

Rahbari/Bratislava 0.
Rostropovich/
National Symphony
Sanderling/Berlin SO
M.Shostakovich/LSO
Skrowaczewski/
Minnesota SO
Skrowaczewski/Hallé 0.
LSlatkin/St. Louis SO
Slovák/CSR SO
SoltiNPO

Naxos 8.550427
Teldec 94557-2

49:27
45:27

76:12
45:27

1990
1994

DDD
DDD

Berlin Classics 2063
Collins 11082
Mercury Living
Presence 434 323-2
IMP PCD 940
RCA 5608-2
Naxos 8.550632
London 440 476-2

50:40
53:00
42:43

50:40
58:33
63:51

1982
1990
1961

ADD
DDD
ADD

47:55
53:18
48:23
43:43

47:55
53:18
73:54
71:22

1990
1986
1987
1993

DDD
DDD
DDD
DDD

Stokowski/Philadelphia O.
Stokowski/LSO

Pearl CDS 9044
45:58
Music &Arts CD-765 40:51

155:48
76:41

1939
1964

ADD
AAD

Svetlanov/Russian Fed. SO

Canyon EC 3672

52:36

1992

DOD

46:04

F
M
Sym.1
F Five Fragments
M
Sym. 9
M Cello Con. 1
F
Sym. 9
F Chamber Sym.
Op.110
F
F
F
Sym. 2
F The &sit Suite
F
Syrn. 1
F
Syrn. 9
M
Stravinsky
Sacre
F
Salmanov:
Sym. 2
F
Prokofiev:
Romeo
M
F Festive Overture
B Age of Gold
Polka
Prokofiev:
Scythian
M Rachmanmoft:
The Rock
B
Sym. 9
F
M
F Festive Overture
M Khachaturian:
Gripe
M
F
B
Sym. 9
F Mendelssohn:
Sym. 4
F
Syms. 1, 7
F MussorgskyStokowski:
Pictures, Night
F Festive Overture
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The Finest High-End
Audio and Video Systems
All Come With This

Andrew N. Singer
President
Sound By Singer, Ltd.

Indispensable Component.
Free!
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When you buy from us, you get the one
thing you absolutely need to make your
system look and sound its best.
You get us!

onracl-johnson Premier 11

Want state-of-the-ad audio? You can't get it by merely buying
better equipment. You have to have the knowhow and creative vision to put it all together.
Krell KSA 200SAmplifier

For 18 years Andrew Singer and his staff of

4%

dedicated professionals have designed, selected and assembled
complete state-of-the-art audio/video
systems that come as close as possible
to recreating the live experience. Combine

Krell DT-10 Transport

an obsession for quality that borders on mania with vast
expertise, experience and adeep love of music
and the result is high-end audio...done right.
So, call us. We'll help you realize your audio
dream.
Wilson WATT/Puppy

SING

bv
I
qZ
HIGH END AUDIO ...•
DONE RIGHT

I8 East

16th Street. (between Fifth Avenue and Union Square West )
New York, New York 10003 (212)924-86(X)

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: Acurus, Accuphase, ADA, ADYTON, Adcom, AERIAL ACOUSTICS, AMC, AMX, Aragon by Mondial, ASC
(Tubetrap), AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, Audio Access, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO PHYSIC, AUDIO MATIERE, AudioQuest, AUDIO TRUTH, Aural
Symphonics, AYRE ACOUSTICS, BENZ MICRO, Billy Bags. B&W, Cal Audio Labs, CARDAS AUDIO, CEC, CHANG LIGHTSPEED, conrad
johnson, CONVERGENT AUDIO, Creek, Crestron, CWD, DAY SEOUERRA, DENON. Elite by Pioneer, ENERGY, Enlightened Audio Designs,
Epos, Faroudja, Fosgate, GOLDEN TUBE, Grado, GRAHAM TONEARMS, HALES AUDIO, JMIabs, KINERGETICS, KRELL, KRELL AUDIO
STANDARD, LYRA CARTRIDGES (CLAVIS), Magnum Dynalab, MARIGO, MARTIN LOGAN, Monitor Audio. Monster Cable, MUSE, NBS, Niles,
Nitty Gritty, Ocos, Parasound, API Powerwedge, Proton. REGA, ROCKPORT, Rocksolid, Rockustics, ROKSAN, RoomTunes, Runco IDTV,
Salamander, SME, Snell Acoustics, Solid Steel, SONOGRAPHE, SONUS FABER, Sound Anchors, Stax, Stewart, Sumiko, Target, Terk, Theta
Digital, Totem, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY (VAC), Van den Nul CARTRIDGES, Vandersteen, Velodyne,
Vidikron, VPI, Well Tempered, WHEATON TRIPLANAR TONEARMS, WHITE AUDIO LABS, Wilson Audio, WIREWORLD, YAMMAMURA
SYSTEMS. & more! New York City Exclusives are set in bold type.
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STRAIGHT WIRE
The resrDealers in America
Share aCommon Thread
AK
AL
AR
AZ
CA

CO
CT
DE
FL

GA
HI
IA
ID
IL

IN
MA
MD

MI

MN
MO
NC

Shimeks Audio
Beddingfield Audio Video
Stereo & Video Design
Encore Audio Video, Inc.
Sound Advice
Wilson Audio
Audio Chamber
Audio Video Today
Definition Audio Video
David Rutledge Audio
Future Sound
L.A. Audio Video
Pacific Coast Audio Video
Reference Audio
Shelley's Stereo
Shelley's Stereo
Stereo Plus
Stereo Unlimited
Recycled Audio
Sound Hounds
The Audible Difference
High Fidelity House
Architectural Audio
Audio Advisors
Audio Center
Audio Video Interiors
Audio Video Virtuality
Electronics Creations
House of Stereo
Sound Ideas
Southern Hi Fi
Music Audio
Audio Directions
Audio Odyssey
Stereo Sound Studio
Everything Stereo
Champagne Audio
Columbia Audio Video
Columbia Audio Video
Columbia Audio Video
Interior Sound Designs
Paul Heath Audio
Authentic Audio
Sound Productions
Goodwins Audio
Goodwins Audio
Soundworks Audio Video
The Listening Room
Sound Perfection
Accu Tronics
Ct. St. Listening Room
Stereo Showcase
Stereo Showcase
Amalgamated Audio Video
Audio Perfection
Springfield Central Systems
St. Louis Sound Co.
Higher Fidelity

Anchorage
Huntsville
Birmingham
Bentonville
Phoenix
Tucson
Berkeley
Westminster
Redondo Bch
Palm Springs
Burlingame
Los Angeles
Corona Del Mar
Gardena
Santa Monica
Woodland Hills
San Francisco
San Diego
Boulder
Denver
Simsbury
Wilmington
Miami
W. Palm Beach
Deerfield
Melbourne
N. Miami Bch.
Altamonte Spg
Jacksonville
Gainesville
Pensacola
Atlanta
Honolulu
Iowa City
Urbandale
Coeur d'Alene
Champaign
Arlington Hts.
Highland Park
Rockford
E. Peoria
Chicago
Ft. Wayne
Carmel
Boston
Shrewsbury
Kensington
Pikesville
Owings Mills
Ann Arbor
Saginaw
Grand Rapids
Kalamazoo
Rochester
Minneapolis
Springfield
St. Louis
Charlotte

(907)
(205)
(205)
(501)
(602)
(602)
(510)
(714)
(310)
(619)
(415)
(213)
(714)
(310)
(310)
(818)
(415)
(619)
(303)
(303)
(203)
(302)
(305)
(407)
(305)
(407)
(305)
(407)
(904)
(904)
(904)
(404)
(808)
(319)
(515)
(208)
(217)
(708)
(708)
(815)
(309)
(312)
(219)
(317)
(617)
(508)
(301)
(410)
(410)
(313)
(517)
(616)
(616)
(507)
(612)
(417)
(314)
(704)

276-2525
534-0211
970-0423
271-7986
955-8800
326-4662
549-2178
891-7575
371-0019
325-1988
342-1476
252-0066
640-5093
517-1700
451-0040
716-8500
861-1044
223-8151
449-0153
722-3200
651-7945
478-3575
662-4661
478-3100
574-9200
676-4059
945-3535
831-1010
642-6677
378-0192
494-0188
565-2118
732-6550
338-9505
251-4000
772-3348
355-8828
394-4770
433-6010
282-9200
698-7200
549-8100
482-2069
844-1103
734-8800
791-8200
929-8600
239-2020
363-9975
741-4444
792-3816
942-8920
329-1990
286-1348
866-0083
887-9558
993-0002
375-8246

ND
NJ

NM
NV
NY

OH

PA

PR
SC
TN
TX

UT
VA

VT
WA
WI
WV

Today Electronics
CSA Audio
HiFi Sales
Hosanna Audio Video
Music on the Square
Sound Waves
Stereo Dynamics
Stevens Audio
Stuart's Audio
The Sounding Board
Audio Design
Audio Design
Wild West Electronics
Audio Arts Ltd
Audio Breakthroughs
Audio Video Center
Digitalville
Discriminating Ear
Eagle Electronics
Eleksys Electronics
Gordon Brothers
Longplayer Stereo
Northcounty Audio
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Exchange
Audible Elegance
Hoffman's Stereo
Paragon Sound
Audio Gallery
Audio Images
Danby Radio
David Lewis Audio
High Fidelity House
High Fidelity House
Robert M. Sides
Soundex
Stereo Trading Outlet
Precision Audio
American Audio Labs
Read Brothers Stereo
Statement Audio Video
Audio Concepts
Audio Connections
Audio Systems
Captive Audio
Dallas Audio Concepts
Esoteric Ear
MC Audio
Audio Design
Audio Works
Audio Art
Audio Visions
Digital Sound
Stereo Trading Post
Audio Video Authority
Nuts About Hi Fi
Audiophile's
Absolute Sound

Fargo
Upper Montclair
Cherry Hill
Palisades Park
Marlton
Northfield
Middletown
Bernardsville
Westfield
Ridgewood
Albuquerque
Santa Fe
Reno
New York
Manhasset/
New York
Melville
Great Neck
Brooklyn
Flushing
Syracuse
Goshen
Redwood
New York
Nanuet
Cincinnati
Mayfield Hts.
Toledo
Pittsburgh
Whitehall
Ardmore
Philadelphia
Abington
Broomall
Williamsport
Willowgrove
Jenkintown
Caparra His.
Greenville
Charleston
Knoxville
San Antonio
Austin
Austin
Round Rock
Dallas
Houston
Houston
Salt Lake City
Salt Lake City
Richmond
Charlottesville
Virginia Beach
Richmond
S. Burlington
Silverdale
Verona
So. Charleston

eperallece of your system
es down

(701)
(201)
(609)
(201)
(609)
(609)
(908)
(908)
(908)
(201)
(505)
(505)
(702)
(212)
(516)
(212)
(516)
(516)
(718)
(718)
(315)
(914)
(315)
(212)
(914)
(513)
(216)
(419)
(412)
(610)
(215)
(215)
(215)
(610)
(717)
(215)
(215)
(809)
(803)
(803)
(615)
(512)
(512)
(512)
(512)
(214)
(713)
(713)
(801)
(801)
(804)
(804)
(804)
(804)
(802)
(206)
(608)
(304)

282-4562
744-0600
486-7600
346-0130
988-3700
645-1222
671-1559
953-9750
232-0483
445-5006
298-9185
984-9185
825-4600
431-9200
627-7333
571-4143
673-1133
627-4456
633-3380
461-4848
446-9440
294-3000
287-2852
505-1111
623-3333
793-3737
461-3707
882-1010
521-9500
437-1200
649-7002
725-4080
885-4970
544-4671
326-2094
659-8815
886-1650
782-6969
288-4293
723-7276
693-0084
614-3333
477-0852
451-5736
388-9988
360-9520
523-8108
728-4343
486-5511
364-9999
644-8903
975-4434
424-5850
346-0876
660-2003
698-1348
833-6383
768-7874
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couldn't call this tribute to agreat songwriter anything else.
Lay Me Down is AP's second original
recording (the first was the phenomenal Bluebird by Jimmy Rogers). Nancy
Doc
Bryan has acrystalline soprano and a
mournful songwriting sensibility, highPOMus
lighted by one of the most dynamic and
timbrally pure recordings I've heard in
a long time — my stylus had a hard
time staying in the groove on some of
the bass transients. True, it could be just
my test pressing, but the CD sure mirrors all of the dynamic fidelity Iheard
on the LP.
Much of that awesome bottom-end is
Drifters, for everybody —and was a contributed by fellow audio critic Dan
sweet, sweet man, beloved by everyone Schwartz (also featured on Sheryl Crow's
Tuesday Night Music Club), but there's also
who met him.2 The Real Me is astraightahead session with uncluttered studio (tastefully done) synthesizer on some of
the tracks. Despite the synths, the disc
sound. The instruments and voice come
across with tonal truth and great clarity, sounds naturally ambient, crisp, and
although there's not a great deal of articulate.
But Ifind this ahard set of songs to
room-sound to sustain them. I'd mind
this more if the performances weren't so cotton to — they seem overly crafted to
me. A tad too arch, or something like
damn good!
Adams has arich, full-bodied voice that. But hey — had it depended on
and an unmatched delivery — he's the me, Nanci Griffith would still be linANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS
master of inflection and shading, which gering in obscurity. There's a lot to
JOHNNY ADAMS: Sings Doc Pawns/The Real Me
he call his "tricks." Here, they're totally like in this album, especially if you
APP 028 (LP). Scott Billington, Mac Rebennack,
at the service of the songs, making even tend to favor female singer-songwritprods.; 1)avid Farrell, Scott Billington, engs. AAA.
the slightest of these tunes resonate with ers in the first place. Isuggest that
TI': 4606
NANCY BRYAN: Lay Me Down
depths of emotion. The band is first- everyone at least hear it for the sound;
AAPO 2002 (Le), APO-2002 (CD). John Koenig,
rate, too, consisting of such New Or- unlike me, you may be seduced by the
Chad Kassem, prods.; Rick Pelckonnen, eng.
AAAVAAD. TT: 46:45
leans stalwarts as Dr. John, Duke songs as well.
Robillard, James Singleton, and Johnny
Johnny Adams is an immensely talented Vidacovich.
CHESKY
"The Real Me" is asearingly stark
R&B singer who possesses the taste,
chops, and prodigious technique of a love song that Adams sings with a
Piano Concertos 9 (K.291) & 27
great jazz vocalist. This session is clearly toughness that saves it from seeming MOZART:
(K.595)
alabor of love, for him as well as for ses- maudlin. les apowerful moment —after Nicola Frisarcli, piano; Miguel Kertsman, Mozarteum
Salzburg
sion leader Dr. John and everyone else hearing it, you'll realize why it had to CDOrchester
136 (CD). Miguel Kertsman, prod.; George Kaye,
involved. And why not? Doc Pomus come last on the record, and why they
Steve Guttenberg, engs. DI)D. TI': 64:05
THE JAZZ WOODWINDS COLLECTION
wrote great songs — for Elvis, for the

he vinyl deluge continues—this time
iiie split 50/50. The most hopeful
sir is that companies like Analogue
Productions and Classic Records/Rock the
House are no longe contenting themselves with
reissuing classics,' but have taken to issuing new
LPs. If vinyl is going to be healthy, this is anecessary step —roe can't just recapitulate the successes of the past, but must prove that the LP is
still an (writing, viable medium. However, many
vinyl providers still cite sluggish support in the
audiophile community. Reference Recordings,
like Audio Quest before them, has discontinued
their policy ofissuing every recording in bothformats, stating that they will continue to release
LPs on acase-by-case basis.
The good news on the digital front is that
CDs really do just keep sounding better and
better, especially when played back through
much of the new hardware— even the afjivdable stuff Ididn't hit atrue sonic stinker in
this quarter's listening, and while that could
just be luck, I'd like to think it's because we
audiophiles have been so vocal in our criticisms.
Yay us!

I Even when re-releasing current (otherwise CDonly) discs, AP and Classic arc spending the money to
have analog masters cut—which ain't cheap. These
guys :Ire WHOM.
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JOHNNY
ADAMS

2 Imean this literally. Ensconced in his wheelchair.
Pomus was a fixture at several Manhattan clubs —
principally the Lone Star Cafe and the Bottom Line —
:yid was gracious toward, and interested in, everybody —
even star-struck, stammering fan-boys like me.

featuring: Phil Woods, Eddie Daniels, Paquito d'Rivera,
Chris Potter, Joe Henderson, Herbie Mann, Joe
Lovano, Paul McCandless, others
JDI34 (CD). David Chesky. Steve Kaiser, prods.; Bob
Katz, eng. DDI). Tr: 72:28
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The Mozart concertos were recorded
with aclose but purist microphone perspective — which is a double-edged
sword. On the plus side, it sounds tremendously exciting, with a snap and
bite that cannot fail to set the heart
aflutter. On the other hand, everything
sounds a bit larger than life. 'The recording loses much of the hall's ambience but gains asense of immediacy.
Give George Kaye and Steve Guttenberg credit: they obviously weighed the
tradeoffs and opted for the thrilling
presence they achieved. The recording
is not only exciting, it's also tonally true.
The woodwinds are lush but exhibit
bite and brio, while the strings' luster
testifies to anatural —and extended —
top-end.
Yet the performances seem all competence and clockwork. Despite lovely
solo passages, not to mention thrillingly virtuosic runs, Frisardi's playing
seems predicated more on not making
mistakes than on any overarching conception of the pieces—as opposed to
the puissant Gilels/Beihm/VP0 reading of Concerto 27 that remains my
reference.
11wJazz Woodwinds Collection Irecommend unreservedly, however. A strong
compilation taken from 10 of Chesky's
jazz releases, it's powerful, punchy, and
brimming with drive. Chesky's studio
philosophy pays extraordinary dividends
here: the instrumentalists' individual
sounds come forth with all of their
power and distinctive tonal personality
intact. As good as the instrumentalists arc
—and these are some of the best — the
real hero of this release is Bob Katz, who
displays an amazing ability to capture all
that diversity with consistent energy and
apalpable sense of events taking place
absolutely here in the present. 'The tradeoff for that sense of immediacy is aloss
of room-sound (but how much of that do
you get in the average studio, anyway?).
Thoroughly enjoyable.
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MILHAUD: La Création du Mond:, Suite Provençale
Charles Munch, Boston Symphony
RCA/Classic LDS-2625 (LP). Max Wilcox, prod.;
Lewis Layton, John Crawford, cogs.; Bernie
Gnindinan, remastering eng. AAA. TT: 32:47
DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: Thne Out
Dave Brubeck, piano; Paul 1)esmond. alto sax; Eugene
Wright, bam; Joe Morello, drums
Columbia/Classic CS 8192 (LP). Bernie Gnindman,
remastering eng. AAA. TT: 38:50
ENO/WOBBLE: Spanner
All Saints/Rock Me House 14TH 1023-1 (LP). Brian
Eno, Jab Wobble, prods.: Jab Wobble, Mark Perds,
rugs.; Bernie Gnmdman, remastering eng. DAA.
IT: 43:42
JOHNNY HODGES at HIS ORCHESTRA:
Blues-A-Plenty
Johnny Hodges. alto sax; Ben Webster, tenor sax; Roy
Eldridge. tromper, Vic Dickerson, trombone; Billy
Stravhom, piano; Jimmy Woo& bass; Sam Woodyard. dmms
Verve/Classic MGVS 68358 (LP). Nomun (;ranz, prod.;
Bernie Gnmdmait ministering cog. AAA. IT: 42:27
SONNY LANDRETH: Outward Bound
Zoo/Rock the House 14TH 1032-1 (LP). ILS. Field,
Sonny Landreth. prods.; Dave McNair. cog.; Bernie
Grundman, remastering eng. AAA. IT: 46:44
SONNY LANDRETH: South of MO
Zoo/Rock the House 14TH 1070-1 (LP). ILS. Field,
Sonny Landreth, protls.; 1)ave McNair, Tony Daigle,
cogs.; Bernie Gnmdman, remastering cog. AAA.
TT: 47:13
LOVE JONES: Live in Hollywood
Rock the House RTH 5050-1 (LP). Love Joncsjimmy
Edwards. prods.; Rick Pekkonnen, cog. AAA. IT:
46:50
SHAVER: Tramp On Your Street
Zoo/Rock the House RTH 10631-1 (LP). R.S. Field,
Scott Baggett, prods.; Scott Haggett, cog.; Bernie
Gmndman, remastering cog. AAA. IT: 50:41

The Milhaud disc comes from RCA's
Soria series, which were some of the
most lavishly packaged gems from analog's golden age —thick covers (usually
with tipped-in art printed on glossy
stock) and glorious booklets printed on
heavy stock, resplendent with art and
essays on the programs. Iwas curious as
to how Classic would handle the Socias,
and I'm happy to report that they've
decided to go for it. This one comes
with designer Skira's luxe booklet printed on some of the classiest, glossiest
paper I've ever seen. Historical notes,
photographs of the premiere performance, the essay by the composer —
they've all come through intact. Ilove it!
The disc itself has never been noted
as one of the better RCAs. The sound is
somewhat murky and opaque —partially, but not entirely, because of the
instrumental forces Milhaud specified
for the work: two flutes, piccolo, oboe,
two clarinets, E-flat saxophone, two
trumpets, horn, bassoon, trombone,
piano, timpani, lots o' percussion, and a
string section lacking violas. The work
is, by design, somewhat murky.
In case you're not familiar with the
work, La Création is aballet based on
African myths of the creation, set to a
score influenced by the jazz Milhaud

heard in Harlem. It certainly is awhiteboy's view of jazz, rhythmically foursquare with nary atrace of the complex
cross-rhythms heard in the real thing.
Not even abadcbeat in sight. Yet I've
always found the piece charming, even
if inauthentic to its purported sources.
It's hard for me to come to this particular performance with open ears,
since Iwas so closely involved in Stereophile's recording of the work, as performed at The Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival last summer. Munch
and the BSO seem uncomfortable
with the jazz elements of the work,
such as they are, and appear to be trying to place it firmly in the French tradition. This is not an approach that
works for me, although I'm sure it has
its adherents.
The recording does manifest amazingly deep bass, especially in the Suite
Provençale, and the sonority of the brasses is rendered with thrilling clarity. Pm
on the fence with this one: A- for presentation, B- for sound, and a gentleman's C for the performance of the
principal work.
What's left to write about Time Out?
It just may be the greatest-selling jazz
record of all time — not to mention the
most frequently reissued. Everyone

SYSTEM
The recordings mentioned in this installation of "Quarter Notes" were
auditioned on the following system:
LP Playback: Linn LP12 with
Naim Armageddon Power Supply/
Nairn ARO Tonearm/Sumiko SHO.
Digital Playback: Theta Data Basic
II/DS-Pro Basic III.
Preamplifiers: LAM/V1 Model LI,
Audio Research PH3 phono section.
Power Amplifiers: VAC PA 80/80,
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A.
Loudspeakers: JMlab Daline 6.1.
Interconnects: Kimber KCAG.
Speaker Cables: Kimber KCAG.
Digital Interconnects: Illuminati.
Accessories: VersaLabs Red Rollers,
Flat Rollers, Ground Block, and
Wood Blocks; Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 112; MIT Zseries power cables; Highwire Audio
Power Wrap (on components with
non-replaceable power cables); Shakti
Stones (not on all components); Bedini Ultra Clarifier, Townshend Seismic Sink, The Shelf by Black Diamond Racine Golden Sound DH
Cones.
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knows that Brubeck, astudent of Milhaud's, rocketed to stardom off this collection of pieces that daringly (for the
time) eschewed the 4/4 norm of popular jazz — the band became the darling
of college campuses everywhere, and
Brubeck even graced the cover of lime
magazine on the strength of it. I'm sure
that unusual time signatures (such as the
9/8 in "Blue Rondo àla Turk" or even
the mild 5/4 of Desmond's "Tune
Out") did contribute to the appeal of the
disc, but let's face it — most people who
thrilled to lime Out weren't beating out
four on one knee and five on the other.
What made the record popular was
that, first, it's agreat collection of twies
played with an almost telepathic sense
of communication; and second, it boasted the mercurial, ever-graceful presence
of Paul Desmond, surely one of the
greatest alto players in history.
The remarkably lifelike sound didn't
hurt, either. While the original LP must
have gone through abajillion pressings
— some of which really didn't sound
that great — early copies, at least, had
presence and dynamic signature that
were quite remarkable. As does this reissue — in spades! The most recent CD
reissue soundedfelet to me when Iheard
it in C-J's listening room. Ican't say for

MILHAUD

I
A
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sure that it was speeded up in the
remastering, but it certainly lacked the
Classic reissue's relaxed sense of swing.
There's audible tape hiss, particularly
in quiet passages and in the decay of
tones, but Ifound it easy to ignore while
the band was playing. If you're sensitive
to such things, be warned. However, the
instruments sound true and have an almost physical presence, especially Desmond's alto and Morello's cymbals,
which ring rich with brassy overtones.
Well done, Classic. Thanks.
Friends assure me that the music—
and musical manipulations — of Brian
Eno arc an acquired taste. One that I've

acquired and they haven't, obviously.
(The most recent person to sneer at me
for my addiction was JA, over Thanksgiving dinner.) Okay, Eno's not everybody's cup of tea, but Istill like him.
Spanner originated as the soundtrack for
Derek Jannan's last film, Glitterbte As
discrete music (sorry, inside joke), it
didn't really stand on its own, so Eno
shipped his tapes off to Jah Wobble to
augment/modify. In the end, Wobble's
participation varied from leaving the
tapes alone to utilizing them as components in entirely new works.
I find the result engaging, stimulating, and frustrating—all valid reactions to awork of art. Sonically, you've
got to throw away any insistence on the
audiophile verities of soundstaging, natural timbre, or even of music existing in
areal space. None of that applies here:
Eno/Wobble-world is amurky, atmospheric place lacking the three dimensions of the one you and Iinhabit. It do
got gobs of bass, though; and Wobble's
rhythmic drive, augmented by Eno's
dreamy washes of real and electronic
sounds, set my mind adrift upon its
eddies and currents. I'd count that as a
success, and l'in glad to see that Classic
thinks the realm of the audiophile LP is
vast enough to encompass it. (One of

M ORE RCA LIVING STEREO REISSUES BY CLASSIC RECORDS

T

hough Classic Records' basic
reissue philosophy appears
unchanged, it's starting to
look as if they're subtly adjusting their
approach. Bernie Grundman is obviously still cutting the best records he
can from the original masters while
listening very closely to the original
shaded dogs. I've heard back-to-back
comparisons of master tapes, original
pressings, and Classic reissues in
Grundman's Hollywood studio, and
can attest to the meticulousness with
which these records are being created.
However, recent reissues have a
sonic signature considerably closer to
the originals than that of the early
Classics. While the differences are
subtle, they're significant enough to be
noted. Here's arecent roundup, with
gratitude to San Diego audiophiles
Larry Bowers and Jeff Jones for providing selected original pressings.
LSC 2364 boasts a deep, almost
distant soundstage on the original
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MAHLER: Symphony 4
Lisa Della Casa. soprano; Fritz Reiner, Chicago
Symphony
LSC 2364 (LP only). Richard Mohr, prod.; Lewis
Layton, eng. AAA.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6
("Pathétique")
Pierre MOI1CCUX, Boston Symphony
LSC 1901 (LP only). John Pfeiffer, prod.; Leslie
Chase, eng. AAA.
BALLET MUSIC FROM THE OPERA
Music from William Tell, Khovankhina, Aida, Samson
and Delilah
Anatole Fistoulati, Paris Conservatoire Orchestra
LSC 2400 (LP only). Ray Minshull, prod.; Kenneth
Wilkinson, eng. AAA.
SIBELIUS: Symphony 5, Karelia Suite
Alexander Gibson, London Symphony
LSC 2405 (LP only). Christopher Raeburn, prod.;
Kenneth Wilkinson. eng. AAA.

1S/1S pressing. Lower strings and
woodwinds are especially well-articulated and natural-sounding. Impact,
dynamics, and detail are also impressive (listen to the sleigh bells in the
first movement). The Classic reissue
offers significantly improved detail,
with instruments that seem to be larger but not louder. Everything remains

fixed in aluxurious soundstage. These
new Classics have consistently proven
to be at least amatch for the originals
in soundstaging, and are sometimes
even better —a considerable achievement. Violins and winds have more
bite and inner detail (eg, pizzicato basses). This reissue sounds the closest to
the original of any I've heard so far.
The 5S/5S original shaded dog of
LSC 1901 conveys adark, resonant
hall sound, as befits Tchaikovsky's
tortured, valedictory "Pathétique."
Look elsewhere for the definitive performance of this symphony, however.
Still, the strings are sweet as honey,
and front-to-back imaging is as solid
as it gets. One can almost sniff the
rosin on the cellos. Warm? You bet.
Classic has lifted the sonic veil, and
the sound, though brightened to a
degree, is still gorgeously warm.
Dynamics (a Classic trademark) are
certainly improved, but the new
record offers awider, more open sense
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the three pressings of this disc that Ilistened to was saturated with tics and
pops — the other two were extremely
clean and quiet.)
Johnny Hodges' Blues-A-Plenty manifests brilliant, vivid instrumental timbre
only slightly marred by Verve's left/
right soundstaging. Less well-known
than Side by Side or Play the Blues—the
previous Classic Hodges reissues, which
co-starred Duke Ellington — this one,
like its predecessors, rewards listeners
with asolidly tuneful, gently rocking set
of tunes. Ican't get enough of Hodges;
the man never played afalse note, and
that big, breathy alto sound is addictive.
He soloed —always — with grace and
passion and, backed here by compatriots
from the Ellington band, he turns in a
typically suave, swinging performance.
Recommended.
Sonny Landreth is the real thing —an
electric slide-guitarist with solid chops,
unique sound, and lots and lots to say in
solo after solo. His tone is as solid as a
wall — full of moaning, wailing distortion that's nevertheless crystalline in
its purity. (I think you have to be astudent of the electric guitar to even begin
to understand that oxymoron.) Harmonic overtones snap out of the plane of
the speakers like kernels of popcorn

of the recording venue. The result is
an enhanced peek at the performance
space. Everything considered, the
Classic bests the original.
LSC 2400, as heard on a 1S/1S
original, sports superb bloom and air
around the instruments. On Samson
and Delilah, for example, every detail
is highlighted as if part of athree-dimensional mobile hanging before a
black curtain. The low brass growls
with authority, and lower bass extension is full but never overstated. The
sound is rich and lovely in the midband, nothing is overemphasized, and
everything is tight there. A 1S/1S Victrola reissue (VICS 1206) from the
late '60s was bright and snappy, with
good dynamics and impressive bass,
but lacked the soundstaging and resolution of the original. The Classic, on
the other hand, just about knocks you
out of your seat. Talk about slam! The
Classic is better in every way than the
Victrola (no surprise), but stacks up
very favorably to the original, too.
Brass is powerful but not blaring, and
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propelled by their own combustion. As
avocalist, Landreth doesn't have that
same sense of doom and menace that
come across in his playing; Ifind him an
interesting songwriter and have the
sense he could develop into agreat one.
Both albums are worthwhile, but
South of I-10, with its rooted-in-New
Orleans conceptual underpinning, is the
standout —all the more so for Allen
Toussaines presence (as pianist and
arranger) on "Great Gulf Wind." But it's
the guitar sound —clangorous bedrock,
throwing off metallic sparks and squeals
— that's the hook, reeling me back time
after time. Watch out for this guy and, if
you have any interest in state-of-the-art
guitar slinging, get these records.
Love Jones is an LA band that caters,
Igather, to the lounge scene's taste for
"exotica" and TV-commercial music
parodies. Iapplaud Classic (via its Rock
the House subsidiary label) for seeking
unsigned contemporary bands, but I'm
baffled as to Love Jones' appeal. The
music is innocuous enough, neither
relentlessly rocking nor hopelessly
bland, but the attitude of the band
comes across as offensive — to me, at
any rate. They seem to feel they're so
much hipper than their audience that
they only have to go through the

bass is not at all exaggerated —just
like the original. While there are tradeoffs in string tone and dynamics
between the shaded dog and the
Classic, they're minor. This recording
is demonstration-quality, perfect for
showcasing asystem's muscle and resolution.
On the original 1S/1S pressing of
LSC 2405 the soundstage is deep, the
timbre is perfect, and the tonal balance, from top to bottom, is about as

motions. This is reinforced by such
charming stage patter as, "Thank you
for your patience ..."" ... as we took a
large musical shit on all of you!"
Still, this is one of the best-sounding
live rock albums I've ever heard. Deep,
punchy bass, perfectly articulated vocals
(gee, thanks), and unusual purity of
instrumental tone —all in the service,
ultimately, of... not much. Or maybe
my reaction to Love Jones is just further
proof that I'm getting old.
Define "outlaw." For me it would be
someone so far outside the musical
mainstream that he's one of Waylon
Jennings' heroes. Someone like Billy Joe

good as it gets. Lower strings are especially warm, but not at the expense
of the upper midrange and top, which
are open and extended. There's alively
quality to this record that rescues the
often moody music from sounding
disconnected. A 1S/1S plum-label
Victrola (VICS 1016) proved to be
one of the better reissues — very doglike despite some soundstage compression. The Classic reissue is more
detailed than the original: larger, fatter, more full of fire. At times there's
almost too much brightness, however,
and this one definitely has Berniebass. But the Classic recaptures the
shaded-dog magic far more effectively
than the Victrola. Winds are distinctly
contrasted to the upper-register
stings, and there's no smearing or
homogenization, a typical problem
with reconstituted doggies (ie, Victrolas). If you've got ahundred to play
with, you might want to run down an
original(good luck!). Everyone else,
get the Classic.
— Carl Baugher
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Shaver. (Jennings' superb early classic,
Hanky Tonle Heroes, consisted entirely of
Shaver songs.) Tramp On Your Street makes
a good case for Shaver's music: hardedged and rock-tinged (thanks in large
part to guitar-wiz son Eddy), his songs are
diverse, ranging from country gospel
("I'm Gonna Live Forever") to straightahead Southern boogie ("Hottest Thing
In Town"), and consistently express
points of view different from the ones
you'd expect on "just acountry record."
A good case in point is the title song,
which tells the story of Shaver, as akid,
going into town — barefoot and dressed
only in a pair of overalls —to hear a
young Hank Williams at the local juke
joint, and then jumps from this epiphanic event to achorus that contrasts Shaver's
apparent poverty with his rich spiritual
life. "I'm just a tramp on the street"
sounds patently ironic as Al Kooper's B-3
and the male chorus swell in the background. The record is filled with
moments like that —where simple stories reveal their complexity —making it a
great primer for those who claim they
"don't like country music because it's all
the same."
The sound is first-rate, too. Fat and
meaty, with instrumental definition of
exceptional clarity. Whether sizzling Strat
with overtones screaming off the bridge
pickup, or lcickdrum and bass locking
into alowdown groove, there's arichness
and depth unusual in popular recordings.
Even though it's studio sound, with not a
lot of room there, Isure hope there's
more where this comes from.

DCC COMPACT CLASSICS
BADFINGER: Straight Up
GZS-1088 (Gold Cl)). George Harrison, Todd
Rundgren. prods.; Steve Hoffinan, remastcring cog.
AAD. TT: 65:36
RAY CHARLES: Greatest Country and Western
Hits
LPZ-2012 (LP). Sid Feller, prod.; various cogs.; Ray
Charles, Steve Hollinan. remastering cogs. AAA.
Ti': 63:19
STAN GETZ/CHARLIE BYRD:Jazz Samba
Stan Getz, tenor sax; Charlie Byrd, guitar, Keter Bens,
bass; Gene Byrd, bass, guitar; Buddy Deppenschmidt, drums; Bill Reichenbach, drums
LPZ-2011 (LP). Creed Taylor, prod.; Edward Green,
rug.; Steve Hoffman, rernastering mg. AAA. T1':
35:50
ROD STEWART: Never A Dull Moment
LPZ-2010 (LP). Rod Stewart, prod.; Glyn Johns, Mike
Bobak, cogs.; Steve Hoffman, remastcring cog. AAA.
T': 36:32
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK: Original
Soundtrack
John Williams, London Symphony Orchestra
LPZ(2)-2009 (2 LPs'). DZS-090 (CD). John Williams,
prod.; Eric Tinulinson, eng.; Steve Hoffinan, remastering cog. AAAVAAD. Ti's: 79:20,* 73:32

Ialways thought Badfinger came across
best in three-minute singles played on
the radio — and three of their finest
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

appear on Straight Up: "Baby Blue,"
"Day After Day," and "Perfection."
Those of us who mourned the Beatles
took our consolation where we could
find it, and Badfmger's perfectly crafted
little ditties took some of the sting out
of that loss.
The sound here is superior to my (far
from early) Apple pressing. Steve
Hoffman has coaxed better (punchier)
bass off the tapes, and the top end, which
sounds closed-down on my LP, is open
and extended. You also get six bonus
tracks, including the 45rpm remix of
"Baby Blue." A must for any Beatles
completist or student of pure pop.
The Ray Charles C&W disc and the
Getz/Byrd outing have been available
as DCC CDs for some time; the big
news is their release on vinyl. Get 'em
— everything Iliked about them on the
gold CDs is on the LPs, plus awhole lot
more presence, spaciousness, and downright ingratiating tonal balance. So far,
DCC has been doing afantastic job with
their analog remastering — Ican't wait
for more.
An example ofjust how well they're
doing is Never A Dull Moment, arecord
that never sounded all that great on my
Mercury pressing. Here, it's revealed to
be a worthy successor to Stewart's
great trilogy: Rod Stewart (much better
sounding as the British An Old Raincoat
Never Lets You Down), Gasoline Alley,
and Every Picture Tells A Story. In this
new mix, Stewart's canny song selection is revealed to be just as on-target
as on the earlier three—especially on
side two where "You Wear It Well"
segues into "I Would Rather Go
Blind" before Rod loses himself in the
slam of "Dandn' the Night Away." A
strong draught, one made doubly
intoxicating by the freewheeling guitars of Ron Wood and the splashy —
but very real-sounding — drums of
Mick Waller. Not the last word in
depth or tonal accuracy, perhaps, but a

very convincing re-creation of the
bloozy bonhomie of Stewart's bands at
that time.
I'm not the biggest soundtrack aficionado around, so Iwas stunned by
how much Ienjoyed the new CD and
LP releases of Raiders. With close to 30
minutes of added material, these reissues are thoroughly entertaining and
sonically splendid. For one thing, in
their expanded versions, they work
quite successfully as symphonic pieces.
As Ilistened one morning, my wife was
pulled out of the back room by arousing march that followed a stormy
sequence. "What's this?" she asked.
"Mahler?" Yeah, Mahler's cheerful
brother who emigrated to Hollywood.
As aserious music person, Iknow
that I'm supposed to find Williams contemptible for his shameless borrowings
and for squandering his considerable
abilities on Spielberg's frivolities.
Hogwash! Lighten up, people; Salieri disapproved of how Mozart "squandered"
his talents, too. Okay, Williams isn't a
Mozart, but this is great stuff, eminently
listenable and a lot more substantial
than you might think.
Sonically, it's akiller: full frequency
response mated to adynamic range that
could stun a cat at 30 paces. This
shouldn't come as asurprise: compared
to the cost of afeature film, asoundtrack recording session — even ameticulously performed one utilizing every
state-of-the-art gizmo around —is just a
drop in the bucket. My surprise pick of
the month.

DORIAN
CARAMELOS LATINOS (Latin American
"Lollipop?')
Guàrnieri: Tres Dansas para Orquestra. Ginastera:
Ohmura para el "Tango" Criollo. Revueltas: El rowand* Paseador (The wandering Tadpole). Carreño:
Margarirciia. Plaza: Fuga remnants. Moncayo:
Hue/wisp.
Maiciiano Valdes, Simon Bolivar Symphony Orchestra
of Venezuela
DOR-90227 (CD only). David H. Walters, prod.;
Brian C. Peters, David H. Walters, engs. DI)D. TT:
58:34
LA NEF: The Garden of Earthly Delights
Sylvan' Bergeron, lute, oud, saz, psaltery, voice; Isabelle
Marchand, viola da gamba, bowed virile, voice;
Danièle Forget, soprano; Jean-Pierre Noisewc, santut, percussion, recorders, transverse flute, voice;
Claire Gignac, contralto, recorders, flute, bowed
psaltery; Rafik Sanunan, voice, percussion, oud
DIS-80135 (CD only). Jean Turgeon, prod.; Andre
DeFossez, mg. DDD. TI': 64:04
ENSEMBLE GALILEI: Following The Moon
Marcia Diehl, sopranino, soprano, alto, tenor, & bass
recorders, pennywhistle, psaltery; Suc Richards,
Celtic harp; Carolyn Anderson Surrick, treble & bass
viols, pardessus de viole; Howard Bass, site; Myron
Bretholz, bodhran, chimes, bones, mangle, finger
cymbals, frame drums; Bonnie Rideout, fiddle, viola;
Eric Wagner, oboe
I)IS-80139 (CI) only). Charlie Pilzer, prod.; Bill
McElroy, Heidi Gerber, engs. DDD. TF: 58:08
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NOW THE TRUTH CAN BE TOLD!
It's no secret that Underground Sound is Memphis' leading Audio/Home Theater Specialist...
has been for years. And for years, we've been one of America's top Spectral dealers. Now, with
the addition of Avalon Acoustics Speakers and MIT's Reference Series interfaces, we can proudly
announce the certification of our 2C3D showroom.
Now the truth can be told —
Musical truth, that is. "In all of my years as both an audio retailer and manufacturer, Ihave never heard another
system that gave the listener anywhere near the sense of musical rightness and the gut feeling of 'you are there' that
this Avalon, MIT, Spectral system delivers every day. It is the first system ever to be certified 2C3D (two channel-three
dimensional hologram). The secret is that the top engineers of the three manufacturers worked together to create
reference-level components that are synergistically matched to each other. You are invited to hear it for yourself.
Call me at (901) 272-1275 for an appointment." —George Merrill

sPectral
Spectral's philosophy of wide-bandwidth, fast transient attack/release
time and extreme attention to quality has made it our choice for 17
years. These world-class components combine linearity, quietness and
high current capability to deliver the message that "this is real."
•SDR-2000 Professional D/A converter with HDCD
•DMC-20 Series Il Preamplifier •DMA-180 Power Amplifier

AMC

Aerial
Aronov
Avalon
Benz

Music Interface Technologies'
MIT's Reference Series Interfaces and Z-Series AC
conditioners are what ultimately make the astounding results of
this 2C3D system possible. The coherency, power efficiency and quietness of these interfaces
allow the signal to be passed throughout the system without the degradation, phase scrambling
and noise pollution of conventional cables. Bruce Brisson designed the MH-850" Tri-wire
(Avalon version) speaker interfaces—with individual Terminator networks for bass, mid
and high frequencies—specifically for this system. When combined with the MI-350tm
Reference interconnects, the true potential of MIT's newest technologies -JFA - and SIT' -can be realized. JFA
(Jitter Free Analog) contributes to the system by removing noise jitter resulting from the phase nonlinearities found
in normal cable. SIT (Stable Image Technology) further adds to the system by allowing the interfaces to dynamically respond to great power demands while keeping the musical image locked precisely in 3D space. Together, these
technologies synergistically result in alow noise, high energy, low distortion combination that makes the MIT
CVTerminator interfaces avital component of the 2C3D system.Beneath all is the clean virtually noise-free foundation provided by the MIT Z-Series powerline treatment system allowing the holographic image to appear, free of
powerline interference. The result: an image worthy of 2C3D status.

AVALO

ACOUSTICS

certified system

The Avalon Radian HC loudspeakers are capable of projecting aholographic soundfield and disappearing inside it, casting afield of energy far outside of themselves. Capable of tremendous dynamics,
they are among the rare speakers that don't sound congested as
the music gets louder and more complex, yet retain the most
subtle nuances as the music fades to awhisper.
Avalon's Neil Patel designed the Radian HC expressly for this
system, perfectly matched to the speed and high current capability
of the Spectral electronics. And also perfectly matched to the linear,
coherent energy coming through the hi-wired MIT interfaces

Golden Tube
Goldring
Graham
KEF
Meridian
Merrill
MIT
Morch
Musical Designs
NAD
Nestrovic
PSB
Spectral
Theta

HOLOGRAM

2C30, Two Channel-Three Dimensional Hologram and the
2C3D logo are certification mark, of MIT'
Stable Image Technology', SIT' de Jitter Free Analog -, FA 'are
trademarks of Music Interface Technologies

2125 Central Avenue •Memphis, TN 38104 •(901) 272-1275

Latin American "Lollipops" sounds about
right — bright and flavorful fun for all.
Not to disparage these pieces for their
lack of "seriousness," but we're not talking Mahler here. Filled with local color
and more than ahint of exotic spice,
these works are apleasing contrast on
your musical palate.
Sonically, though, they're plenty
meaty, with apalpable presence to the
precisely articulated orchestral sound.
And whoa, mama!, does this baby got
bottom — especially in the Ginastera.
Cool stuff...I mean hot stuff. The kind
audiophiles like.
The Garden fEarthy Delights is an
ambitious project: nothing less than an
evocation of Hieronymous Bosch's weird,
wonderful triptych and masterpiece. Of
course, in the world of early music, you
can either base aprogram on some obvious subject, such as Marist chant in the
14th century (thematically pure, but boring), or you can stretch. This one's a
stretch all right, but ya gotta love it!
The tour starts with the triptych
closed; on the obverse of the outside
panels is awork called The Third Day of
Creation —portraying a translucent
globe, glowing in the firmament, that
contains the world rushing toward the
state of being, filled with sea creatures
and spiky, menacing plants. La Nef conjures up this image through the use of
breath, as they blow though their flutes
without embouchure. It's an eerily apt
some image and abeautiful beginning
to this entrancing disc.
The mood gets more boisterous as the
middle panel of Bosch's work comes into
focus. That's the panel where every
appetite from lust to gluttony seems to be
in full flower, here the ensemble have
chosen songs celebrating love (sacred and
profane), flowers, and food. And for the
next panel, with its scenes of cheerful
demons torturing the damned, the music
turns dark and ominous.
Garden... is filled with wonderful
performances supported by harmonically rich sound. The recording is dramatically dynamic and reverberant — the
perfect mirror for the passion and awe
residing in these readings. Highly recommended.
Ensemble Galilei have also scored a
winner in Following the Moon, which is
suffused by reverberant warmth — I
was stunned to note that it was recorded in a studio (Bias Recording in
Springfield, Virginia). The perspective is
intimate, but oh-so-informed by the
room. The crystalline finger cymbals
send delicate washes of silvery decay
through the soundscape, while the viols

o
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all but speak with human tongue. The
lutes, emphatically articulate, float
above the thunder of the bodhran.
This is very personal music making
that borrows from several centuries and
several traditions. If Ihad to chose asingle overriding sensibility, it would be
the rich stew of Celtic music, filtered
through an early-music interpretive
sense. The songs are filled with quiet
passion and alot of strength. If music is
the food of the gods, this disc comes
from their private stock.
Hey! Did it suddenly get poetic in here?
Ican't help myself—I've hilen under this
disc's spell, and speech (even my old ally,
the printed word) seems inadequate to
describe it to you. Iwant to sing it for you.
Or better yet, play it for you.

its protagonists —after all, it was recorded
by Rudy Van Gelder. Extended frequency response renders everything, from
Elvin Jones's crisply articulated brushwork on cymbals to Jimmy Garrison's
full-bodied bass, with a relaxed but
intrinsically correct tone. Early pressings
of the original (Impulse! AS-40) may,
perhaps, manifest even more air on top
and exhibit even greater bloom around
the instruments. But let's face it: if you
don't already have one, you're going to
need deep pockets to pick it up. And the
CD? Ajoke, not even to be considered.
This is the one — and while you're at it,
you might want to think about picking
up an extra.

ICLAVIER
SULLIVAN: Orchestral Music
The 'lb/spot (Incidental Music), Tly Morhant
Von«
(Suite). Ill Moravian' (Overture)
Sir Vivian I)
,The City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra
KS 527 (LP). Doug Sax, mastering eng. AAA. TT:
51:50

These three pieces are quite reminiscent
of Mendelssohn at his most eager to
please. Inconsequential but frequently
thrilling, they seem to disappear from
memory even as you listen to them.

wi I
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MPULSE!
JOHN GOLTRA/YE &JOHNNY HARTMAN
Johnny Hamnan, vocals; John Coltrane, tenor sax;
McCoy Tyner, piano; Jimmy Garrison, bass; Elvin
Jones, drums
GR-I57 (LP). Bob Thick, prod.; Rudy Van Gelder,
eng.; Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod.; Eric Labson,
remastering mg. AAA. TT: 3035

This seemingly unlikely pairing created
what has proven to be an enduring masterpiece. Intimate and caressing, Hartman's voice is, as an old friend put it,
vocal honey. Sweet, rich, and golden, it
serves as the perfect foil for Coltrane's
astringent tenor. The two soloists were
also temperamentally well-matched —
Hartman and Trane cerebrate audibly
here, as they carefully weigh their techniques against the soul of these songs.
Hartman's horn-like voice and Coltrane's voice-like horn play off each
other, always serving the lyric. Perhaps
these six ballads took the jazz vocal as
far down one particular path as it was
destined to go — in the 30-odd years
since this was recorded, nothing quite
like it has followed.
Sonically, it lives up to the artistry of
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`...the most liquidsounding, luxurious,
open, detailed, quiet,
grain-and etch-free
cables he's (Michael
Fremer) ever had in
his system!"
Stereophile, October 1995
Recommended Components Issue
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P.O.

Box 1598, Novato, CA 94948

415.898.8067
Fox 415 382 0572

However, the recording itself is spectacular, possessing adeep, ponderous soundstage and magnificent lateral spread.
Brass tuttis are brilliant, tightly articulated
and packed with punch. There's also surprisingly little sense of compression,
resulting in abottom end that'll rattle
your foundation —especially the organ
on In Memoriam. Vinyl-roar was surprisingly high in places, and my pressing had
almost continuous tics and pops through
the first eight minutes on side one.

LINN
PALLADIAN ENSEMBLE: An Excess of Pleasure
Music by Uccellini, Mantis, Locke, Simpson, Blow,
Marini, A
,Geminiani, Purcell
Pamela Thorby, recorders; Rachel Podger, violin;
Palma Levine, viola da gamba, cello, violone;
William Carter, theorbo, guitar
CKIX/10 (Cl)). Lindsey Pell, prod.; Philip Hobbs, eng.
I
/DI)? T1': 65:48

This aptly titled collection features
English music composed in the Italian
manner, and music composed by
Italians who lived —or worked —in
England. k's alot of fini. Almost all the
pieces are played over aground, or a
repeated bass progression (the most
common is the same I-IV-V-I progression that lent early rock'ieroll so much

of its power). These are lively, vigorous
performances; the Palladian Ensemble
shows a rollicking exuberance and is
willing to really dig into the rhythms.
The recording is bright and filled
with color. It's recorded from afairly
close perspective — close enough to
hear the gambaises heavy breathing —
but that just fills the brilliant soundfield
with lively overtones and asense of fullness. These pieces were written to be
heard from close by, after all. Lively,
lively, lively —and athorough delight
throughout.

LYRICHORD
NEW YORK'S ENSEMBLE FOR EARLY
MUSIC: Istanpittal VoLl: A Medieval Dance Band
Wayne Hankin, bagpipes, shawm, flutes; Karen
Hansen, rebec, psaltery, pipe; Rosamund Morley,
Patricia Aim Neely, vielle; Christa Patton, flutes,
shawnis, bagpipe. harp; Paul Shipper, lute, flutes,
hand drums; Thomas Zajac, shawm, bagpipes, flutes,
dulcimer; Glen Velez, frame drums; Frederick Renz,
clavicytherium, orpnistrum,
Lyrichord Early Music Series LEMS 8016 (CD). Dr.
Frederick J. Bashour, prod., eng. DDD. TT: 65:49

Wow! This one's asolid corker! Spectacular sound —very direct and alive,
containing a dynamic range that'll
knock your chair right out of the sweet
spot. This is one of those rare recordings
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that gets the instrument-to-room balance absolutely right: the sound, for all
its directness, is totally informed by the
space in which it occurs.
The EEM is one of those New York
treasures that Imiss most now that I've
left. They're "in residence" at the
Cathedral of St. John the Divine, where
their concerts are highlights of each
musical season —as this program was
when performed at Christmas 1994.
The disc is Val of aproposed two-volume survey of European instrumental
music prior to 1460; surprisingly, fewer
than 50 pieces, or fragments of pieces,
have survived —almost all of them will
be featured in EEM's survey. All 11

TRUE SUBWOOFER

_Xitni)er Jaiiifiedi
MATURE, DETAILED ORIENTED SEEKS
MUSIC LOVER. I'm trim, fit and silver with
apenchant for music. I'm pedigreed and
come front an advanced background in metallurgy. I'm easy to interface with and work
well in upscale environments. Let me take
you to the top and show new highs. I'll bring
bliss to your life and life to your musk GUAR
ANTEED! Respond to boxholder KCAG.

s

With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at avery
affordable price.

SUCCSFL,

YNG, WORLDLY OVER ACHIEVER
;
INTELLECTUAL TYPE WHO ENJOYS MOV- 9
IES 8. MUSIC. Me-comfortable with bohemian and
aristocrat alike. I'm from along musical lineage, well
versed in scientific disciplines too. I'm easy to fall in love
.with &I'll go to great lengths to please the discern-ing &deserving. Hook up with me today &fall in love for 4
1
life. No bad amplifiers, tarn cones or lo -fi situations
please. SSS not important. Coll 801-621-5530 box#
S
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The new HRSW12V
will extend the bass
of your stereo or
video system for
that 'air shaking all
around you' effect.

to
HSU %owe,' HRSW12V

Here's what experts are saying about the HRSW12V:
the Hsu has to be considered an outstandng
bargain."
Robert Deutsch. Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
Vol 1No. 2, 1995

"Prodigious bass that shakes the walls"..."one heck
of athunder buster."
John E Johnson, Jr.. SOCIEltS ot Home Theater
and High Fidelity, May 1995

PRAGMATIC, DOWN-TO-EARTH, WORKIN' JOE
SEEKS ANO-FRILLS SITUATION WITH ASENSITIVE MUSIC LOVER. l'or comfortable spending quality time at home playing records, rd's or watching
_moms I
would like to explore alife long relationship
e
with you I'm boxholder 4VS... Comfortable as your
1"
favorite slippers, 'right os rain.' Best of all I
have aheart
of the purest copper. Call today you won't be sorry.
•

.

SEEKING AUDIOPHILE 4ENDLESS
INTIMATE LISTENING SESSIONS.
Me-1 come from ascientific background and into all types of music. I
can take all the power you can unleash
but respond with equal finesse to quiet
moody types. Telephone 801-6215530 lye msg box 4TC.
+2,•-•

this woofer achieves acombination of extremely
quick speed and gut massaging bass impact that I
have seldom experienced from any subwoofer."
Peter MecheN. Stereophle Vd 18 No t. January 1995

"tras developed an enviable reputation in its few
short years of existence"
Thomas J Norton, Stereophile Guide to Home
TheaterVol. 1No 1, 1995

"Hsu's HRSW12V is awonderful subwoofer. It's good
looking and simple to use, and its performance invites
nothing less than superlatives, especially given its price"

Tom Nousaine. Sound 8 Image, Febtuary/March 1995

Send for full details on the 12V and the 10V
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KNBER KABLE
2752 South 1900 West •Ogden, Utoh 84401 USA • 18011 621-5530
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HSU
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HSU RESEARCH

14946 Shoemaker Ave Unit L
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
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M APLESHADE/W ILDCHILD!
BAD INFLUENCE: featuring Whop Frazier and
Junior Task
Wildchild! 03152 (CD). Pierre Sprey, prod., cog. DDD.
TT: 62:51

Recorded live at DC's Bad Habits Cafe,
this rollicking set spans the distance
from jump blues to Motown with aUR-There directness that'll have you
screaming, "Where's muh waitress?"
This hard-rocking quartet features
Whop Frazier (great name!) on bass and
vocals, "Junior" Tash on guitar, Jay
Corder on sax, and Dennis Hash on
drums — they have a kind of retro/
roots/soul-slam groove going, if you
know what Imean.
No? Well, they focus on that nexus of
R&B and early rock, but with atotally
modern sensibility; they aren't apurist
band trying to re-create any genre, but
rather amodern band that has assimilated all that's come before them and
decided to just use the most essential
components of that stew. Still not clear?
Iguess you had to be there.
Which is exactly what this recording
feels like. Sprey has recorded the group
with uncanny immediacy There's the
obligatory 60Hz hum coming from the
PA, which is distinct from the direct
sound of the instrumental amplifiers —
and when Tash switches on his amp's
reverb plate, it doesn't get confused with
the real ambience of the room one jot.
The recording captures C,order's sax's
honks, squeals, and buzzes with startling
physicality, and the drums have that
snap! overlaying the dull thunk of their
bodies that you never hear on disc.
But the centerpiece, the focus of it all,
is Frazier—half intimate soul singer, half
blues shouter —who pulls the songs
along vocally while pushing them forward with his bouncy, bubbling bass. Tash
STEREOPHILE, MARCH 1996
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is everywhere on this recording, areal
master of the Stratocaster, and his fills,
solos, and rhythm work are electrifying.
This is one hell of aperformance,
given arecording to die for. I'm taking it
with me to CES, where I'll be easy to
find. Find aroom with aparty in it and
I'll bet Bad Influence and Iwill be there.

M OBILE FIDELITY
SOUND LAB

21aHdOISIXHJ

works on Vol.1 are dances: estampies
(istanpittas) and salterellos, frequently performed paired with trottas and rouas
(stylized dances that follow agiven set
of steps or "routes"). And it's wild stuff
— not overlaid with that stultifying
sense of dignity that cripples so much
early music, but rather ululating, bacchanalian celebrations of movement
that sound vaguely Middle-Eastern to
modern ears. Interspersed among the
ravers are quiet moments such as "Tre
fontane," whose instrumentation of
transverse flute and two gemshorns,
with overlapping melodic runs, resembles nothing so much as the quiet slip of
water across smooth stone.

ELLA FITZGERALD & LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Ella and Louis Again
Ella Fitzgerald, vocals; Louis Armstrong, vocals. miroper, Oscar Peterson, piano; Herb Ellis, guitar, Ray
Brown, bass; Louis Benson, drums
UDC!) 2-651 (2 mono Gold CDs). Norman Granz,
prod.; Val Valentine, eng. AA!). TT: 90:55
BILLIE HOLIDAY: Body and Soul
Billie Holiday, vocals; Jimmy Rowlcs, piano; Barney
Kessel, guitar; Ben Webster, tenor sax; Harry
"Sweets" Edison, trumpet; Alvin Stoller, Larry
Bunker, drains
MFSL-1 247 (LP only). Nonnan Granz, prod. AAA.
IT: 4013
BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS: Catch A Fire
MFSL 1-236 (LP*), UDC') 654 (Gold Cl)). Bob
Marley, Chris Blackwell, prods.; Carlton Lee, Soi
Barrett, Tony Platt, engs. AAAVAAD.17: 36:11
THE
FANTASY
FILM
WORLD
OF
BERNARD HERRMANN
Bernard Herrmann, National Philharmonic Orchestra
MFSL 1-240 (LP"), U1)CD 656 (Gold CD). Raymond
Few, prod.; Arthur Lilley, eng. AAAVAAD. TT:
45:59

What more can you say about Ella and
Louis Again than that two of the greatest American song stylists perform
great American songs, backed by a
quartet of jazz giants? Well, you could
say that the sound is extremely highquality mono — richly burnished,
glowing like brass, and possessing afat,
juicy bottom end. Or you could say
that, whether singing solo or together,
Ella and Louis are at the very tops of
their forms here. Or you could say, as I
emphatically do, "Don't miss out on
this one, hear?"
Not that you should hesitate on Body
and Soul, either. Some folks, myself
among them, consider Billie Holliday's
Verve recordings to be among her very
207

Tu Be or Not Tu Be
That is the question
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For many years many audiophiles have marvelled at the sheer palpability of music played
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through tube electronics. That is why conrad-

: johnson has for nearly twenty years designed
and fabricated the best tube preamplifiers and

conrad-johnson MV-55

power amplifiers in the business. From the

new MV55 and PV1OA ($1995 and $995,
respectively) through the PV12 and
Premier 11A and Premier 12 ($2395,
$3295, and $6590), conrad-johnson
components have defined the "tube

conrad-johnson PV-12

sound" for almost ageneration.
11111,11111111!
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For almost an equal number of

!t

years, audio designers and users
alike have sought away to play
the music without the expense and
conrad-johnson PF-2

routine maintenance inherent in
tube equipment. No one has come
closer to fulfilling this dream than conradjohnson with their amazingly affordable and
exceptionally musical line of solid state components. Is it too strong astatement to make

conrad-johnson MF 2300

that the best solid state high powered amplifier under

$5500 costs only $2995 (MF-2300)? Why not come in and find out for
yourself? Other solid state components include: (PF2-1795, MF2100-$1495,

e
SOUND

MF2200-$1995, and PFR-$2395.).
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HIGH END AUDIO...DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th Street, New York, NY 10003 •(212) 924-8600
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those parties!), but these grooves have
been worn into my genetic code by
now and Ithink MoFi has done asuperb
job on this reissue. It's got gobs of bottom, and while it sounds atad soft on
top, my recollection is that Fire always
did suffer from some murkiness. One
friend heard the MoFi remastering
while riding in my car and felt that the
bass they've coaxed out of the tapes is
too much of agood thing, but I'm not
sure the concept applies to reggae,
where the bass is the lead instrument,
soul, and bedrock of all that goes with it.
hie. (Now, how about talking to Trojan
about doing African Herbsman
The Fantasy Film World of Bernard
finest. It's true that life had not treated
Lady Day well, and that her voice was Herrmann has been an audiophile fave
no longer as supple as it had been —but for years — and deservedly so. Each of
Norman Granz surrounded Holiday the four suites presented here calls for a
with supreme musicians (many of them unique orchestral configuration: Journey
old colleagues) and, in that relaxed and to the Centre of the Earth is scored for
supportive atmosphere, Holiday blos- woodwinds, brass, and four organs; The
somed. One can hear regret and accep- Seventh Voyage of Sinbad employs afull
tance tempering these songs; I've never orchestra with an augmented percusheard amore supernal "Body and Soul" sion section; The Day the Earth Stood Still
than this one — or amore world-weary calls for conventional woodwinds to
(and wary) "They Can't Take That play against theremins, electric guitars,
Away from Me." Listening to that last, violins, and basses; Fahrenheit 451 evokes
you just know that Holiday isn't con- the future through alush string orchesvinced that there is anything that tra. Four entirely different sonic worlds
endures —except, ultimately, art such as whose sounds greatly enhanced the reshers. Superlative mono sound and very onance of the films they supported.
Fantasy Film Worlds is dramatic and
quiet pressing.
Catch A Fire catapulted Bob Marley compelling, not to mention extremely
and the Wailers into prominence in this thrilling. No audiophile could resist the
country back in 1973. Of course, some dramatic —and sonic —impact of the
of us were getting our reggae, and other cathedral organ onJourney or the clatterJamaican pleasures, straight from the ing marimbas of the skeleton attack in
Island long before that, so it was amus- Sinbad. With its deep, deep bass and the
ing to watch new fans rave about the brilliant transient attacks of all the per"debut" of aband that had been per- cussion, this truly is ademonstrationforming for adecade. The Wailers at quality recording. MoFi's LP edges out
that time boasted the dream lineup of the CD on spatial properties, but the
Marley (vocals, guitar, songwriter), CD sounds crisper (in agood way) than
Peter MacKintosh — later known as the LP, which loses alittle air on top.
"Tosh" (piano, organ, guitar, vocals, song- The original Phase 4 recording is still
writer), Bunny Livingston "Wailer" tops, if you've got the scratch for it.
(congas, bongos, vocals), Ashton "Family- Otherwise, settle down and listen to
man" Barrett (bass), and Carlton "Carlie" one of these — MoFi's done us afavor
Barrett (drums). These musicians, indi- to make them available.
vidually and in various combinations,
would dominate reggae for the next
POPEMUS IC
decade, even as Marley personified the
music to the world at large.
LIEBERMAN: Home of Whispers
What a record! Rocking, groove- LORI
PGM 2005-2 (Gold Cl)). Gary Scott, Lori Lieberman,
filled, rooted in Familyman's riddum,
prods.; Gene Pope III, eng. DOD. Tr: 51:40
Entangled Devotions
and possessing a political conscience BEETHOVEN:
Piano Concerto 5, Piano Sonata 14 ("Moonlight")
that went down s000 easy after some of Naum Starlonan, piano; Mark Gorenstein, Russian
Symphony Orchestra
the shrill excesses of American protest
PM 1004-2 (Cl)). Eduard Shalmazaryan, prod.; Gene
music, Catch A Fire was certainly never
Pope III, prod, rug. DOD. IT: 5639
far from my turntable during the mid- TCHAlKOVSKY: Farewell
Symphony 6("Pathétique"), Francesca da Rimini
'70s. My Island and Trojan versions of Mark Gorenstein, Russian Symphony Orchestra
this disc have been so played that Ican't PGM 2006-2 (Gold CD). Vadiin Ivanov, prod.; Gene
Pope III, prod, eng. DDD. TT: 75:40
rightly do a direct comparison (oh,
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

Home of Whispers is sumptuously packaged, with a heavy paper insert and
gold-plated CD. The sound caresses the
ear —intimate yet vivid. The recorded
perspective shifts subtly from track to
track —a reflection of the effort that it
took to capture all of this live, with only
two microphones.
Lieberman's voice sounds stronger
and more confident than it did on last
year's A Thousand Dreams, but it's still an
instrument that shows its wear.
Paradoxically, this becomes one of her
strengths —she doesn't coast; she tears
each song out of her experiences, disappointments, and victories. And that may
be too strong adraught for some folks
— much of the time, it is for me. But
not always; sometimes, it's just what I
need.

Entangled Devotions features aremarkable interpretation of the "Emperor"
concerto that is matched — and aided
and abetted — by the remarkable twomicrophone recording that presents it.
The balance between soloist and
orchestra (always achallenge to present
realistically) is perfect.
There's apalpable sense of the hall
and the players that inhabit it. What a
glorious ambience, what remarkable
decay. Ihear aslight steeliness in the
strings, but that may be attributable to
the instruments themselves, not the
recording.
There's strength in the performances
that bucks the chilly "just play the text"
trend and invests these works with
resolve and nobility. Ilove the fact that
the performers, by investing so much of
themselves, end up with so much
Beethoven in these interpretations.
Glorious.
At first, Ihad the sense that the
Tchaikovsky "Pathétique" featured a
more distant perspective than the other
PopeMusic discs, but Ishould have had
209
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GyroDec Mk HI
by

1. A. gifiched
"Your ears will be as pleased as your
eyes!" -What Hi Fi magazine
"The GyroDee remains one of the big-

faith. The disc utilizes no compression
and, to accommodate the more dynamic passages, the softer ones come across
as quite soft—but man, does this disc
have dynamic passages. The massed
brasses have astartlingly rude quality,
and the muted winds and strings quiver
with hushed anticipation. Am Iwaxing
mystical here? Idon't think so—but
this powerful performance is intoxicating. It simply crackles with electridty.
Francesca was recorded with adifferent (newer) ADC — a20-bit Apogee, as
opposed to the 18-bit used for Symphony 6and the rest of the PopeMusic
recordings. The differences are not subtle. It sounds warmer; fuller-bodied —
perhaps even spectacularly so. Oh boy!
Mo' betta.

gest bargains in Hi-Fi" -Ken Kessler,
Hi -Fi News & Record Review
"The GynnDec has always been aclass
act"- Jimmy Hughes. Audiophile mag.

P.O. Box 1980
(514)

631-6448

Champlain, NY
Fax

12919

(514) 631-1212

RHINO/
ATLANTIC JAZZ GALLERY
"Simply Stunning"

—lbm Miller.
The Audio Athentum Jul,,: 1993

"That the Petite can reach
the summit of small loudspeakers
is due Lo its bass, which is more
like that of amedium sized speaker
than that of amini."
Chan.
Audiophile Magazine. June. 1995

"Let's just dub them
'first among equals':
—11's Phillips.
stemmhily. Vol. 19 No. I. Jan.. 1996
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terns

15 Woodview Drive
Nesconset, NY 11767
516-737-9369
Fax 516-981-3476
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JOHN COLTRANE: The Heaqweight Champion
—The Complete Atlantic Recordings
John Coltratie, tenor 8c soprano sax; Eric 1)olphy, alto
sax, flute; Milt Jackson, vibraphone; Don Cherry,
Freddie Hubbard, trumpet; Hank Joncs, Cedar
Walton, Tommy Flanagan, Wyriton Kelly, McCoy
Tyner, Cedar Walton, piano; Paul Chambers,
Charlie Haden, Percy Heath, Art Davis, Steve Davis,
Reggie Workman, bass; Connie Kay, Lex
Humphries, Art Taylor, Jimmy Cobb, Ed Blackwell,
Elvin Jones, drums
RI 71984 (12 LPs"), I(2 71984 (7 C1)s). Nesohi
Ertegun, original session prod.; Joel Dorn, compilanon prod.; Toni Dowd, Phil (ehle, Phil Ramone,
original session engs.; GeoffSykes, Bill Inglot, Gene
Paul, Bob Fisher, LP remastering engs.; Gene Paul,
Cl) remastering rug. AAA"/ADD? TT: 7:59:14

John Coltrane's recorded legacy for
Atlantic records was the product of 12
recording dates spread over the 29
months between January 15, 1959 and
May 25, 1961. Even had he not gone on
to record the great Impulse! discs with
the quartet, the Atlantic sessions would
have been enough to have established
him as one of the preeminent instrumentalists of his era. As it is, this compilation stands as the record of an aweS
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some soloist on his way to internalizing
all of the elements that would manifest
themselves in his greatest works —it's
the diary of Coltrane's search for his
fully realized voice.
But don't be fooled into thinking
that The Heavyiveight Champion is of
interest only to jazz scholars and cornpletists. This collection is filled with liquid gold — the sound of one of jazz's
greatest voices testing his limits, composing his own songs, making hoary
standards and pop-fluff totally his own.
(Just listen to Trane's 13-minute exploration of the possibilities inherent in
"My Favorite Things" and see if the
song doesn't reveal depths you've never
dreamed of.)
The Heavyweight Champion is, hands
down, the most significant release of
1995. Rhino, as always, has put together
superb documentation: sessionographies, interviews, essays, and reproductions of the covers. They've tracked
down nearly 70 minutes of unreleased
outtakes and appended them to the previously released material. They've even
included atribute from original session
engineer Tom Dowd, as well as comments from McCoy Tyner and Elvin
Jones. A class act.
And the LPs! Released in alimited
edition of 3000 copies at $180 each, the
LP box is enough to make an analog
junkie start to twitch uncontrollably.
Original cover art has been used for
each disc, and the booklet is presented
in adrop-dead gorgeous 12" by 12" format. The outtakes are spread over four
sides of agatefold edition.
"The sound?" Ihear you asking.
"Tell us about the sound!" Very, very
good. Comparing it to my originals,
the CD comes close to my best pressings and far surpasses my worst. Over
the course of the 10 releases featured,
there was obviously some variation
from disc to disc, but Coltrane worked
consistently with the same engineer,
Torn Dowd, and recorded mainly in
Atlantic's 56th Street studio. Instrumental voices are clean and welldefined, always recorded with a"near"
perspective — but this was before the
era of multitracking and isolation
booths, so the room-sound is always
evident. The LPs sound amazingly
like the CDs, originally leading me to
suspect that Rhino did not prepare a
separate analog master for the box. I
was wrong about that — they did. I
guess it just shows how good the CDs
are. Pick your format, but for my
money the LP package is just too
damn special to pass up.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

If you only buy one jazz release this
decade, make it something that has
stood the test of time. Make it ambitious. Make it... ah, hell — make it this
one.

Hall's tone with harmonically rich
verismo. The soundstaging is exemplary.
Some ofmy Best Friends Are.., is similar
in conception to Dialogues, pairing peripatetic bassist Ray Brown — who has
appeared on more jazz recordings than
any other musician in history — with a
RAy BROWN
_ variety of pianists young and obscure,
SOME Of My BEST FRI
TTS& AmI
seasoned and famous. And as in
Dialogues, the players respond with marvelously intimate communication.
However, as befits asession led by a
double-bassist, the sound is big and
beefy — especially Brown's bass, which
manifests tremendous physical pres1
4IN'
MUM)
GI Of f
D4/0
Gil
lAkiAl
KEEZER
110R0 \I
ence. Not to slight the piano sound,
I .....i.
which is immediately vibrant, but it's
Brown who's the sonic touchstone
here.
...II1F PIANO PIAyFus
Highlights would have to include
Ahmad Jamal's "St. Louis Blues," with
its robust walking bass and rompin',
TELARC
stompin' chorded crescendos, and
Dado Moroni's sublimely silly "Giant
JIM HALL: Dialogues
Steps," which he plays like an Erroll
Jim Hall, guitar; Scott Colley, bass; Andy Watso, drums;
Bill Frisell, guitar; Joe Lovano, tenor sax; Tom
Garner jam. Icouldn't continue listenHarrell, fluegelhorn; Gil Goldstein, accordion; Mike
ing— the song's ashow-stopper. Check
Stern, guitar
CD-83369 (C1) only). John Snyder, Jane Hall, prods.;
it out for yourself.
Jack Renner, Michael Bishop, engs. DDD. TT: 5606
Bach Organ Blaster is asampler of
RAY BROWN: Some Of My Best Friends Are...
Michael Murray's Bach recordings for
The Piano Players
Ray Brown, bass; Lewis Nash, drums; Ahmad Jamal,
Telarc, spanning 11 years and 11 orBenny Green, Dado Moroni, Geoff Keezer, Oscar
gans (and 11 halls, of course). Murray's
Peterson, piano
CD-83373 CD only). Ray Brown, Elaine Martone,
Bach is solid and thrilling, filled with
prods.;Jack Renner, cog. 1)DI). TT: 5627
majesty but also possessing grace, even
BACH ORGAN BLASTER
Michael Murray, organ
awe.
CD-80316 (CD only). Robert Woods, prod.; Jack
Telarc has been criticized for favoring
Renner. cog. DDD. TT: 75:45
an overly reverberant perspective on its
Dialogues is an inspired concept; Hall orchestral recordings, but here that phiis, of course, infinitely inventive as a losophy is right on the money. You can't
soloist, but also possesses the much record an organ without recording the
rarer knack of entering into intimate space it inhabits, and even though these
instrumental conversations with his represent 11 different recording dates,
fellow players. Which is all the more
the balance is consistently right.3 Wellimpressive if you consider the quality recorded and lots of fun.
S
of the improvisors he's been involved
with: Ben Webster, Sonny Rollins,
3There's alovely Robert Baker quote about the relationship of organ to environment: "After you've
Paul Desmond, Bill Evans, Lee
designed and placed an organ as well as you possibly
Konitz, Art Farmer — the list goes on
can, sonic well-meaning lady is able to ruin the whole
thing by donating memorial carpeting."
and on.
Pairing him with some of the most
distinctive solo voices of today, this disc
focuses on his strengths and those of his
fellow musicians: it's witty, gentle, articulate, and personal. And these are true
dialogues, changing topic and tone with
each new companion. I'm particularly
taken with the two with accordionist
Gil Goldstein, where the reedy physicality of that instrument is contrasted
nicely with Hall's particularly percussive
attack.
The disc is — appropriately here —
recorded from aclose perspective that
captures both the body and decay of
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ach of these releases is an example of the extremely high- à
quality reissues Analogue Pro- g
ductions has been quietly producing
over the last few years. With luxurious
packaging, superlative sound quality,
180-gram virgin vinyl pressings —04
for the Janis Ian CD, 24K gold plating
— this enterprise has to be reckoned a
class act. These two Recordings of the
Month also highlight the diversity of
AP's selections.
Neither the Copland nor the Menen has been recorded very frequently z
— in fact, I'm not positive the Menotti 1
has ever received another recording, e
although the Copland boasts asatisfy- ï
ing Bernstein/Copland reading. Don't
take the paucity of recordings as an indictment of the works; while they may
not scale the Olympian heights of the
"Emperoe" they're charmingly brash
and idiomatic. It's hard to imagine them
receiving amore sympathetic reading
than Wild's —his prodigious technique
and easy mastery of the scores' jazz and
popular elements reveal how attuned
he was to their demands. While he
COPLAND: Piano Concerto
does emphasize their inherent vigor, he
MENOTTI: Piano Concerto in F
never descends into coarseness, playing
Earl Wild, piano; Jorge Mester (Menotti), Aaron
Copland (Copland), Symphony of the Air
always with delicacy and precision.
Analogue Productions APC 029 (LP). Seymour
The recording tends to highlight the
Solomon, prod.; Jack Bryant, Ed Fiedner, ass.;
Doug Sax, Gavin Lurssen, Ron Lewter. remaspiano atad too prominently—a comwring cogs. AAA. TT: 49:23
mon failing. Many engineers can't
Ales available on aspectacular CD transfer: kimpard
resist the compulsion to focus on the
SVC-3.
JANIS IAN: Breaking Silence
soloist as the star, rather than charting
Analogue Productions APP 027 (LP), CAPP 027
the far more interesting conversation
(Gold CD'). Janis Ian. prod.; JeffBalding, prod.,
eng. AAA/AA1).• TTs: 4434. 48:50'
between soloist and orchestra. That
cavil aside, this disc is astunner. 'There
Janis Ian's Breaking Silence consisis phenomenally deep bass —particularly the bass drum in the Copland — tently shows up on audiophile lists of
wide soundstaging, and exemplary reference popular recordings. Decenter-fill chock-full of depth and servedly so—Ian points out in the
delicate decay. Kudos to AP for reviv- liner notes that no synths, limiters, or
ing these engaging works in most samples were used during recording.
In any case, the sonic purity is clearly
wondrous performances.
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audible: Simply recorded drums, guitars, bass, harmonica, and (of course)
Ian's voice manifest an intimate setting
for these direct, personal songs.
Breaking Silence also broke from the
mold of Ian's earlier albums: it's not
preachy or self-consciously topical.
The unguarded nature of the songs is
reflected in Ian's vocal delivery, which
eschews the broad vibrato that, for
me, marred her earlier efforts.
While Breaking Silence has always
sounded good, AP's CD and LP
sound even better. The quiet, supremely flat vinyl offers an even clearer sense of intimate space than did the
originals, and the improvements in
bottom-end extension are nothing
short of mind-boggling. Harmonic
overtones, whether from guitar string
or cymbal, ring out with greater clarity and an increased sense of their
inevitable decay.
Some long-time lovers of Breaking
Silence have complained that the LP
omits "Guess You Had To Be There"
due to timing constraints — which is a
pity, for it's agreat song. But I'd have a
hard time choosing to eliminate any of
the other songs from the disc. The CD
has them all, and is as close amatch for
the LP as any I've ever heard.
Isuppose my favorite piece here is
"What About the Love?" — an indictment of ugly religion, economic Darwinism, and asociety that discards
those it uses up. As social protest songs
go, it runs afairly consistent course —
but it doesn't end there. Looking in the
mirror, "I saw my pointing finger /
pointing back at me /saying —Who
named you accuser? /Who gave you
the scales?" Ian's honesty, her ability to
stare at her own shortcomings and not
flinch, makes Breaking Silence worth
shouting about.
—Wes Phillips
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CLASSICAL
BEETHOVEN: Mime Salamis
Julia Varady, soprano; Iris Vermillion, mezzo; Vinson
Cole, tenor, René Papa, bass; Sir Georg SoIn, Berlin
Philharmonic & Berlin Radio Choir
London 444 337-2 (Cl) only). Michael Woo!cock,
Christopher Pope, prods.; John Pellowe, Neil
Hutchinson, Philip Siney, cngs. DDID. TT: 77:16

'This performance comprises amarked
improvement over Sold's earlier Chicago-based Missa. The sonority is less homogenized, the overall reading less churchly and more aptly symphonic, and the
engineering (if somewhat flat in perspective) far more revealing of the
work's magical moments. Notable in
this last regard are the hushed timpani at
the very close, suggesting how the military outburst that had interrupted the
Dona nobis pacem may not have fully surrendered to the prayer for peace. Added
to these virtues are expressive, musical
soloists.
Yet for all its admirable features,
Solti's conception does not hold its own
with the best. The orchestral texture is
still too diffuse, significant brass and
wind passages often buried in acolorless
base. Then, too, the conductor is not
that adept at holding this sprawling score
together. Tempo transitions are sometimes too abrupt, and the potent climaxes implicit in the codas of the Gloria
and Credo sound more anemic than they
should. Finally the Sanctus, if beautifully
paced, tends to cloy in its overly sweet
tone and the excessively wide vibrato
Sold permits the solo violin.
Recorded in concert in 1994, this
performance would surely satisfy in the
hall. But intense phonographic competition makes it pale against the great
accounts of Toscanini (his 1953 studio
effort, or the hair-raising 1940 broadcast
performance), Klemperer, and Harnoncourt. In such company, Sold sounds
relatively colorless, loose-limbed, and
bland.
—Mortimer H. Frank
CHOPIN: Piano Concertos 18t 2
With: Mazurkas, Op.53 No2, Op.68 No.4; Waltz
No.14, Op.Posth.
Time Lgendary 1984 MOSCOW Concert
Evgcny Kissin, piano; 1)mitri Kitaenko, Moscow Philharmonic
RCA/Melodiya 68378-2 (CD only). Reiner Bluth,
prod. mgr.; Pyotre Kondrashin. mg.; Michael Glaser,
Eberhard Richter, reinastering & restoration cngs.
ADD. TT: 71:10

The performances of the two Chopin
Concertos, made when Kissin was but
12, have been astonishing listeners for
years now — as did (to judge from the
original audience reaction) the March
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

a.

f

Evgeny Kissin's The Legendary 1984 Moscow
Concert is finally released Stateside.

27, 1984 Moscow concert itself. First released that same year on two Melodiya
LPs (C10 21837 008 and C10 21839
0020), these recordings were the first
examples of the young pianist's extraordinary abilities.
In the annotations for those albums,
E. Lieberman, then assistant professor at
the Gnessin Pedagogical Institute of
Music, provided a panegyric tribute
about ICissin's Chopin on that occasion:
"With all their captivating ingenuity,
there is nothing childish in the twelveyear-old Zhenya's interpretations. We
are confronted with profound, forceful,
dramatic and deeply lyrical and optimistic playing demanded by the original. As for his command of the keyboard, his virtuosity?! The young artist's
extraordinary technical ability allows
him to give utterance to his innermost
thoughts, to every movement of his artistic soul."
One cannot really argue with that enraptured appraisal, but, as I've pointed
out in past reviews of Kissin, referring to
far more recent performances, though I
find his playing often astonishing —most
especially from a 12-year-old —not all
elements completely satisfy me. Perhaps
that's my own problem, but what Imiss
in his very big style — astentorian manner that obviously from earliest days has
been fostered to send waves of sound to
the auditorium rafters —is an understanding of the beauties and contrasts of
soft playing (which, incidentally, can just
as easily be heard in large halls).
Though such criticism may be totally
unfair directed to alad near the beginning of his career, the lack of really
quiet, inward, intimate playing — especially in Chopin — has bothered me in
the majority of Kissin discs. He as-

suredly has tremendous talent, extraordinary abilities. He has personality,
enviable technical facility, and definitely
knows how to project, Ijust wish I
could be moved or even channed by his
playing, whether when he was 12 or
now that he is in his mid-20s. Still, most
piano fanciers, and certainly all Kissin
aficionados, will insist on having this
disc, which has been very capably reprocessed using NoNoise and which shows
no noticeable change from the original
LPs.
—I gor Kipnis
GOLDSCHMIDT: Beatrice Cenci; Four Song'.
Simon Estes, Ceno; Della Jones, Lucrezia; Roberta
Alexander, Beatrice; Fiona Kinun. Bernardo; others;
Iris Vermillion, soprano (Songs); Berthold Goldschmidt, piano (Songs); R Ifunkchor Berlin,
Deutsche% Symphonic-Orchester Berlin, Lothar
Zagrosek
Sony S2K 66836 (2 CDs only). Michael Haas, prod.
1)1 )1). Tr: 20100

This is avery important release, and an
almost perfect performance. Composed
in 1950 but not performed until 1988
(in concert), Beatrice Cenci is as close to a
contemporary masterpiece as we tend
to get: As awork for the stage it's probably foolproof, on discs it works brilliantly.
The opera is based closely on Shelley's play, 'The Cenci, atale of murder,
incest, rape, and sadism — in other
words, excellent grist for the operatic
mill. The music is invariably at the service of the drama: We learn about characters and situations from the music,
there are flowing melodies (just listen to
the third-act nocturne), rich dissonances
and harmonies, and Goldschmidt is a
master orchestrator. The tension is kept
high throughout, and there's no flab.
The effect is as shattering here as it is in
Wozzeck, although this opera holds none
of the atonal fears that Berg immediately brings to mind.
The English libretto is as taut as the
music, and about half the text can be
understood. Roberta Alexander as Beatrice, who has been raped by her father,
is touching and strong; Della Jones as
her stepmother offers great sympathy
— their music together is heartbreakingly beautiful. Indeed, the entire cast
sings its heart out; only Simon Estes, as
the villainous Cenci, disappoints somewhat — he's gruff and unpleasant (as he
should be), but his voice seems here to
have lost all focus, coming out woolly.
Zagrosek leads a tight, exciting performance without ever missing achance
to underscore the opera's lyricism. The
sound is magnificent, with nothing lost,
nothing artificial.
A nice bonus are the four songs, well
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sung by Iris Vermillion; these miniatures
capture moments and moods expertly.
In all, anot-to-be-missed set.
—Robert Levine

Esa-Pekka Salonen continues his cycle of the
symphonies of Lutoslawski, with rare understanding.

LUTOSLAWSKI: Symphonies 3& 4, Les Espaces
Du Sommeil
Esa-Pekka Salonen. Los Angeles Philharmonic
Sony SK 66280 (CI) only). David Motdey, prod.; Bud
Graham, Richard King, engs. DI)D. TT: 67:50

more subdued and polished than the
live performance Iwitnessed, but he
never glosses over texture or detail. His
remark that Lutoslawski's music "possesses the beauty of agiant organism,
like atree, or maybe aforest; we are
moved by the logic of the form and the
inevitability of growth," reveals adeep
understanding of the composer's art. It's
also aconcise summary of Lutoslawski's
overall conceptual approach.
Sony's 20-bit recording is open and
massively detailed, as befits this meticulous, dynamic music. While the inclusion of the previously released Symphony 3and Les Espaces Du Sommeil will
constitute some duplication for collectors, it's apleasure to have these works
grouped in an all-Lutoslawski program.
I'm attempting to exercise critical
restraint, but Lutoslawski's Symphony 4
is afascinatingly original and unforgettable work; though its place in the pantheon remains to be determined, modem music devotees should own this
disc.
—Carl Baugher
MEDTNER: Piano Music
Sonata in a, Op.30; Sonata reminiscenza, Op38 No.1;
Canzona marinara. Op.39 No.4; Sonata trateca,
op-39 No.5. Ftachmaninoff: Variations on a
Theme of Corelli, Op.42
Vladimir Viardo, piano
Elektra Nonesuch 79283-2 (Cl) only). Max Wilcox,
prod, eng. DDD. TT: 58:35

Moscow-trained and currently aprofessor and artist-in-residence at the
University of Northern Texas in DenIn 1992, Witold Lutoslawski (1913-94)
gave the world-premier performance of ton, Viardo has an excellent grasp of
both the Medmer and the Rachmahis Symphony 4with the L.A. Philharninoff. The style is secure, the playing
monic at the Dorothy Chandler
suitably vigorous throughout; only in
Pavilion in the orchestra's native city.
While Isomehow missed that event, I the Corelli variations did Isense acertain holding back, with the ultimate
did hear Essa-Peklca Salonen lead the
same forces through this gripping work vestiges of electricity and temperament
in late 1993 —just prior to the recording just slightly wanting. For the Rachmaninoff, Iwould still opt for Ashof this CD. Salonen understands
kenazy. (Watch for the first of that RusLutoslawski, and that's no faint praise.
sian pianist's three recordings, a reSymphony 4employs aleatoric sections
markable 1957 performance which is
where the orchestra is left to phrase at
being reissued on CD, as well as the
will, following no rigid meter demands.
fine Oxana Yablonskaya recording on
The effect is almost other-worldly at
Connoisseur Society.) Nonesuch's gentimes, but never, as one might fear, chaoterally good sonics present amoderately
ic. Certainly, asympathetic orchestra and
close piano, somewhat left-centered
conductor are amust for this music.
Even more focused and detailed than and lacking the ultimate in sparkle.
— Igor Kipnis
Symphony 3 (with which it's paired
here), Symphony 4 is adiverse, everMENDELSSOHN: Complete works for Cello &
changing work of tremendous clarity,
Piano
lyricism, and micro-detail —it's proba- James Kreger, cello; Gerald Robbins, piano
bly safe (and accurate) to say that this is
Musical Heritage Society MHS 512820Z (Cl) only).
D1)1). TT: 65:11
Lutoslawski's ultimate expression in
symphonic form. At just over 21 minIwas particularly taken by James Kreutes, there is never amoment of ramger's impassioned, declamatory style on
bling or groping.
this disc. He has arich, sensuous tone
Salonen's reading seems slightly
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

that is eminently suited to the intimate
balance and immediacy afforded the
recording here. He makes awinning
case for these cello works; the Second
Sonata, which opens the disc, is ashowcase for both Mendelssohn's jaunty
melodious style and Kreger's own highly charged emotional barometer, which
responds so readily to changes in the
score.
The Variations Concertantes are again a
wonderful indicator of this. They may
not always be perfectly in tune, but
they're given with such conviction that
criticism seems irrelevant. In both these
works, the Cello Sonata 1, and Lied ohne
Worte that concludes the disc, Gerald
Robbins proves the perfect partner, coping with the delicate role of accompanist and sometime soloist with equal
sensitivity. If you consider Mendelssohn
acomposer of minor interest, Iurge
you to sample this delightful disc.
—Barbara Jahn

PROKOFIEV: Symphony 3
MOSOLOV: Iron Foundry
VARÈSE: Arcana
Riccardo Chailly, Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra
London 436 640-2 (CD only). John Dunkerley. mg.;
Andrew Cornall, prod. DDD. TT: 57:16

Riccardo Chailly is often successful at
conveying poetic lyricism, as in his
Bruckner recordings. However, he
seems to shy away from analytical,
sharp-edged incisiveness, even when it's
essential.
While he's certainly no Boulez,
Chailly does get closer to the urgency
and outright brutality these scores
demand than previous efforts have suggested. His Mosolov Iron Foundry is
relentlessly driving, and his Prokofiev
Symphony 3 seethes with dissonant
tension, offset by transitory passages of
hallucinogenic calm. It's exactly what's
needed.
On the other hand, Chailly's reading
of Varèse's Arcana is too smooth and
soft-edged. Although spirited, Chailly
seems to lack conviction and vision —
particularly when compared with
Mehta's passionate London CD (Japanese POCL-2346) or Nagano's carefully committed reading (Erato 92137-2).
Among in-print CDs, Boulez's
razor-sharp and insightful interpretation (Sony Classical SK 45844) remains
the top choice, despite distant, subdued
sonics. On purely audiophile grounds,
Mehta's London CD is hard to beat,
but the original 1972 British pressing of
the red-label,ffir London LP is spectacular and without sonic peer.
— Carl Baugher
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these are highly attractive, well-recorded
readings worth far more than their modest price. All exposition repeats are observed, agenerally good practice — except, perhaps, in the first movement of
2, where it causes excessive length and a
disproportion in which exposition and
recapitulation comprise 90% of the 14minute movement. —Mortimer H. Frank

REVUELTAS: Night of the Mayas
Hi ,,,,, 'safe a&Jeri«, Garda Loma,' Seruemaya, 1 Odra X Radio. , liweara,2 AMIllülS,2 Pianos., La Myhe de Its Mayas ,
'Eduardo Mata, New Philhamonia Orchestra; 21)avid
Atherton, London Sinfonietta; 'Luis Herrera de la
Fuente, Orquesta Sinfónica de Jalapa
Catalyst 62672-2 (Cl) only). 'Charles Gerhardt, prod.;
Kenneth Wilkinson, mg.; 2Ch.vles Gerhardt, prod.;
rfini Page, exec. prod.; Andrew Kazdin, prod.; Karl
remastering prod.; Samuel Ovilla Sárate,
eng. A1)1). TT: 6928
REVUELTAS: String Quartets 1-4
Cuarteto Latinoamericano
New Albion NA062C1) (Cl) only). Foster Reed, exec.
prod.; Saúl Bitran, Riccardo Schulz, musical prods.;
Riccardo Schulz, Raymond Chick, engs. TT: 42:45

The essence of the 41-year-old flashfire
life of Mexican composer Silvestre Revueltas explodes in the manic, compulsive, and intensely vibrant music presented in these collections. Born on the
final day of 1899, Revueltas spent his
short life as afrequent patient in mental
hospitals, as asoldier in the Spanish Civil
War, and as an alcoholic. This mercurial
existence produced music of wild contrasts, shifting from the macabre to the
festive without warning. Revueltas was a
great spirit, largely untempered by constraints of convention but deeply reverent of his Mexican heritage.
The works in the Night of the Mayas
collection are fresh, original, intense,
and puzzling. Brilliant in their orchestral colors, they are full of life, even
when they present life's dark side — as
in the spare, stark Planos. Extreme juxtapositions, such as that between the
night-music and the festive sections of
Homenaje aFederico Garcia Lorca, may be
enigmatic, but they become effortlessly
natural with Revueltas's genius for contrast. In this collection we are also taken
from the hypnotic, nightmarish intensity of Sensemaya to the puckish wit of
Toccata and the rhythmic orgy of The
Night of the Mayas without complaint
that spirit dominates over form.
But form does get anod from Revueltas in his string quartets. Still full of
the bipolar contrasts of his orchestral
works, his quartets exhibit alittle more
European influence. None of these
works is over 13:01 in length, yet so expressively succinct are they that they
form emotionally complete —and often
cathartic—statements. Revueltas's fourth
and final quartet, Musica de Feria, is an
eight-minute cascade of exuberant musical ideas and compositional bravado
that crystalizes the many passions of the
composer in acompelling declaration.
Both CDs also offer compelling
sound. The Night of the Mayas is remarkably consistent, considering that several
different production teams were involved — including the legendary duo
of Charles Gerhardt and Kenneth WilSTEREOPHILE. MARCH 1996

VERDI: Requiem, Quattro Pezzi Sacri
Luba Orgonasova, soprano (Ropaem); 1)onna Brown,
soprano (Te Deurti); Anne Sotie Von Otter. mezzo;
Luca Canonici, tenon Alastair Miles. bass; Monteverdi Choir, Orchestre Révolutionnaire et Romantique, John Eliot Gardiner
Philips 442 142-2 (2 Cl)s only). Wilhelm Hellweg,
prod. DI)I). TT: 119:52
Night of the Mayas — music of the little-known
Silvestre Revueltas (I
899- I
940).

There had better be agood reason for a
30th recording of anything to appear in
kinson. 'This disc is quite amazing in its an already glutted marketplace —parnatural orchestral detail and three-di- ticularly when half the other 29 are as
mensional soundstaging. Superb timbres good as they are. Ostensibly, the reason
and ambience characterize the quartet — besides John Eliot Gardiner's apdisc, which also offers excellent detail parent refusal to leave vocal music of
any period, save Wagner (so far), unrewithout stridency.
These two recordings contain intense corded —is the use of instruments on
music intensely performed by all mu- which the Requiem would have been
sicians involved. Those not familiar played in 1875, instruments manufacwith Revueltas will find arevelation; tured before the technological revoluthose who know this profoundly alive tions of the 1890s altered the balances
among the instrumental groups.
composer will find ample edification.
Still, I'm not certain I'd have picked
—Robert Hesson
up that that was the difference in this
recording. What Inotice is remarkable
SCHUBERT: Symphonies Iik 2
Michael Halász, Failoni Orchestra
clarity throughout —not only in balNaxos 8.553093 (Cl) only). Taints Benedek. prod.;
ances but also in expressiveness, both
Gabor Mocsáry, mtg. 1)1)1). TI': 63:05
vocal and instrumental. The trumpets
These may not be the most tonally ring our, the timpani sock it to us; the
suave or most musically probing of per- woodwinds float above it all; the strings
formances, but both surpass the efforts carry us along, jangle our complacency,
of some big-name conductors. More im- support the drama. The chorus's dicportant, at its $5 price this disc has no tion, phrasing, and involvement (just listen to the "Sanctus") are glorious.
peer. Halász's well-chosen tempos give
All of Verdi's dynamic markings are
the music considerable spring without
compromising its gracefulness; and scrupulously observed, and inner voices
both symphonies, if not masterpieces, are always audible. And while perbespeak Schubert's extraordinary pre- formances of this work can usually be
cocity, 1composed when he was 16, 2 divided into the "reverential" and the
the following year. There is as much "operatic," Ican fairly say that this one,
promise in these scores as in virtually like Giulini's and Toscanini's, is both.
anything produced by the young Moz- The mystery and awe with which soloists and chorus intone the text is nothart.
For three times the price of this ing if not prayerful, and the singing is
Naxos release, one can acquire superior Verdian at its best —it never smacks of
performances of both works led by verismo-like exclamation.
The star soloist is Luba Orgonasova,
Abbado. He secures aleaner, more transparent sonority and buoys the finale of 2 whose soprano floats exquisitely and
with alilting legato phrasing matched eloquently over the proceedings; von
only in amagnificent 1938 live perfor- Otter's contribution, while less specmance led by Toscanini (issued by tacular, is just as solid. Luca Canonici,
dell'Arte). The minor shortcomings of much touted when he first came on the
Halász's accounts are occasional spot- scene afew years ago, has since disaplighting of wind solos and afew in- pointed; here he lives up to early expecstances where the strings cover impor- tations. Alastair Miles holds up the bass
tant material in other choirs. Otherwise, line handsomely.
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The recording has early-Karajan tendencies: If your dials are set high
enough to hear the opening pianissimi,
later fortissimi will blow your brains out.
But the clarity is magnificent; the engineers should be applauded.
This is an epic performance, worthy
of aplace at the top of the 30. Gardiner
has been known to be scholarly for the
sake of scholarship, but not here. This is
deeply felt music-making that just happens to be somewhat revolutionary.
And if Ihaven't mentioned the Quattro
Pezzi Sam, it's only for want of space —
they're as beautifully performed as the
Requiem. Don't miss this release — even
if you think you already own the ideal
performance. There's more to be heard
here than ever before.
—Robert Levine

k had to happen: original-instrument Wagner from Roger Norrington.

temporal punctiliousness Norrington
indulges here. Yes, it's certainly true that
playing times of Wagner's works have
WAGNER: Orchestral Works
Overtures & Preludes: Rienzi, Lohengrirt (Act Ill), Tristan
steadily lengthened over the past cenund Isolde (with Liebestodl, Die Meistersinger von
tury. What seems more difficult to grasp
Niintbag, Parsifid; Siegfried Idyll
Roger Norrington, London Classical Players; Jane
is that, in itself this is meaningless — noEaglen, soprano
thing seems as long as an ill-formed or
EMI 555479 2(CI) only). Simon Woods, prod.; Mike
Hatch, eng. D1313. TI': 63:43
uninspired performance, no matter how
few clock-minutes it lasts.
The Tristan Prelude is acase in point.
Iusually avoid "bleeding chunks" collections of Wagner excerpts, but this Norrington rides roughshod over most
one was potentially too interesting to of the opportunities this score offers him
for expression through the most basic
resist: Wagner on original instruments.
Roger Norrington and his London use of rubato or sculpted phrasing, whethClassical Players play with musicologists' er marked by Wagner or not. If he was
best guesses as to the performance prac- attempting to create amood of relentless
tragic passion, what comes across is the
tices of the five decades (1840s-1880s)
represented here by cuttings from the passion of apedant, not alover.
On the other hand, the Meistersinger
appropriate Wagner operas. Not surprisingly, considering their almost entirely Prelude is lightened and legato-ized to
Classical repertory to date, they fare best an extreme of diffidence. Certainly it's
with the earliest selections, from Rienzi true that Meistersinger tends to be played
and Lohengrin. (Norrington conducted a too thickly, heavily, and portentously —
successful Flying Dutchman overture a Wagner did want his immense orchesfew years ago on his Early Romantic Over- tra to dance with the grace and incisiveness of alate Beethoven quartet. But
tures disc.) The interpretations of these
are lively enough and dramatically Norrington makes the music sound
sculpted, though Norrington's avoid- tentative, slight not only in sonic heft
ance of all vibrato ("we do not believe but in musical substance — which it
that vibrato played any part in orchestral most definitely is not. In amere 828,
playing") does tend to point up ragged- Norrington seems to be accelerating in
nesses of ensemble more than would just those places where every other conductor indicates aritard. He isn't, of
otherwise be evident.
But when Norrington & Co. enter course, instead keeping up an almost unthe very different world of Piston and varied tempo; it's the countering of exMeistersinger they seem out of their pectation that makes it sound speededdepth. Here the combination of "pure up. It's fascinating to hear ... once.
Despite his quest after historical actone" string sound and Norrington's
obsession with historically accurate curacy and the composer's wishes, Norplaying times leads him astray. Despite rington unaccountably dismisses Waghis own noting of the fact in the accom- ner's very specific requests for the size
panying booklet, Norrington seems to of his string section, explaining that "in
have missed the point Wagner was try- few theaters did he achieve his later,
ing to make when, starting with Dutch- Bayreuth ideal of 16.16.12.12.8." This
man, the composer deliberately stopped not very neatly sidesteps the important
indicating metronome markings in his fact that Wagner did achieve his ideal
scores in order to thwart just the sort of there, and did not change his mind folSTERF.OPHILE, M ARCH 1996

lowing the 1876 Bayreuth premiere of
the Ring—those 64 strings had given
him exactly the sound he'd hoped for.
The LCP's 14.13.9.8.8 string complement leaves ahole in the center (violas
and cellos) of the string sonority that
makes the sound more lean, less rich
than Wagner obviously intended it to
be. Norrington points out that the
LCP's 52 strings make it the equivalent
of the 1880s Vienna Philharmonic, but
this seems beside his own point, let
alone Wagner's.
The Ring itself is represented here by
the Siegfried Idyll, which, as awork for
chamber orchestra, does not represent
the massive sonorities of the Ring at all.
It also allows Norrington to avoid having to deal with, say, such daunting musical challenges as the Rhine Journey or
Funeral Music from Giitterdiimmerung, not
to mention the Immolation Scene. On
the other hand, the Idyll's small scale
permits it to be Norrington's most successful performance here; the avoidance
of rubato and vibrato well serve awork
which, after all, already has written into
it plenty of sentimentality, if not outright schmaltz.
And the Parsltid Prelude, too, at least in
its unaccompanied string passages, benefits from Norrington's astringent strings.
But again, his refusal to ritard makes this
music sound rushed in away only Pierre
Boulez before him has dared to put on
record — with disastrous results — on his
1970 Bayreuth Parszjid (DG 435 718-2).
Norrington keeps his metronomic
resolve to the very end, making the Prelude seem to end all too abruptly.
Throughout the disc the sound is quite
good, with orchestral tonalities and
soundstaging equally convincing (though
the strings are abit overbright).
Despite or because of all his research,
in most of these selections Roger Norrington seems to have lost sight of the
223
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Hafler.
Trans eNova

•Standard RCA Inputs

9300

•THX Certified
•List Price S1250
•7Year Factory Warranty

Power Amplifier

Supply is getting slim!
1.../sdebee

9

We have still have some of the superb Hailer
Transnova 9300THX power amps available. This was a
Stereophile Class "B" rated amp (see review June 93).
This amp is extremely smooth with tremendous front
to back depth. Designed by Jim Strickland with final
sonic tweaking by John Hillig of Musical Concepts fame.
Hailer even uses some of the superb Musical Concepts
capacitors in the signal path.

List Price $1250

SALE Price

$699.95

CaarLirees

Audio Alchemy DTI+.
Audio Alchemy DTI
Audio Alchemy DTI v2.0
Audio Alchemy DST Digital Cable
Audio Alchemy PS-3
Audio Alchemy DTI-Pro
Audio Alchemy DDE v2.0
Audio Alchemy DDS-III CD Transport/Player
California Audio Labs Sigma -II
Marantz MA-500 Mono Power Amp
Sony TAN330ES Power Amp

$139.95
$64.95
$379.95
$99.95
$129.95
1599.95
$199.95
/389.95
$449.95
$188.00
$219.95

AZ7delr774C.

Audio Alchemy DDS-II CD Transport
Audio Alchemy DDS v1.1 CD Transport
Audio Alchemy ACD-I CD Player
Audio Alchemy DDE v1.0 DAC
Audio Alchemy DTI
Audio Alchemy DLC with Power Station Three
Hailer Transnova 9300TI IX power amplifier
hailer Transnova 9505 "Diablo" power amplifier (B-Stock)
Lexicon CP-3+
Musical Design SP-2 Vacuum tube preamp
Musical Design CD-2 Signature CD Playerffransport
NAD 216 power amplifier
Power Wedge PW-114 MK-II
NOTE Most Used and "Demo" gems arc one-ota.kInd and select to pnor sale. The let eahrps
clungusg so dyou don't sec what you want please call us for current infonnauon.

$299.95
$499.95
$199.95
$74.95
$84.95
$350.03
$619.95
$919.95
$1998.
$599.95
$1250.
$439.95
$399.95

Interconnect Cables
Audioquest Video X 6-meter
Audioquest Lapis x3 AES/EBU Digital 0.5-meter
Audioquest Ruby-2 1-meter pair
Audioquest Ruby 1-meter pair
Audioquest Turquoise-2 1meter pair
Audioquest Video Se SVHS cable
Audioquest Quartz x3 0.5 meter pair
Monster Interlink 850 0.5 meter pair
Monster Interlink 400 2meter pair
Monster Interlink 300 2meter pair
Straightwire LSI Encore 0.5 meter pair
Straightwire Maestro 0.5 meter pair
Straightwire Harmony I-meter pair
Tara RSC Master Gen-2 I-meter balanced
Speaker Cables
Audioquest Type 2odd pair- 7' & 10' Pins
Audioquest Type-6 12' pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest Type-6 10' pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest Midnight-3 6' pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest Midnight-3 8' pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest Midnight-3 16' pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest Crystal-2 12' pair Spade Lugs
Audioquest Crystal-2 22' pair Spade Lugs
Straightwire Rhapsody-II 6' pr Spades>LockBananas
Straightwire Maestro-Il 3' pr Spade Lugs
Straightwire Octave 8' pair spade lugs
Tara Labs Quantum-2 6' pair Spade Lugs
Tara RSC Reference 2000 10' Bi-wired pair Spade lugs

$49.95
$110.00
$65.0
$49.95
$29.95
$49.95
$89.95
$34.95
$32.95
$18.95
$39.95
$79.95
$14.95
$230.00
$27.95
$75.00
$59.95
$139.95
$169.95
$339.95
$139.95
$219.95
$149.95
$129.95
$89.95
$39.95
$399.00

HCM Audio • 800-222-3465 •916-345-1341 •Fax 916-345-7269
e-mail to: hcmaudio@aol.com

PO Box 7385 •Chico •CA •95927

Born in Rio de Janiero, Dutra studied
with Béla Sad (a Lipatti pupil) at the
University of Washington in Seattle,
where she now lives. This, her debut recording, is notable both for displaying
her temperament and a real understanding of the Latin style. The program, as well as her playing, is an attractive one whose main disadvantage is a
tightly miked, uncomfortably close
midrange recording in which dynamics
and color are not allowed full sway. The
lack of ambience rather limits the recording's appeal, but the playing is of
sufficiently high quality that listeners
might like to try the disc anyway.

music Ultimately it doesn't matter how
many players there are, how long or
short anyone's interpretation is, or whether or not Wagner's string men played
with vibrato. All that's important is that
the music seem to grow organically and
inevitably out of itself in aconstant fulfillment of expectation via unexpected
routes, the listener ever arriving at
musical destinations hitherto unvisited
but somehow recognized. This is the
difference between art and life, and why
art is so important to us. Though his
Siegfried Idyll is amodel of economy and
grace, too often here Norrington provides not music, but merely one damn
note after anothet
—Richard Lehnert

CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
JOEL COHEN/BOSTON CAMERATA: Nueva
España
Musk of New Spain, 1590-1690
Joel Cohen, Boston Camerata
Erato 45977-2 (CD only). Ysabelle van Wersch-Cot,
prod.; David Griesmger, mg. DOD. TT: 75:23

After afew false starts over the years,
Joel Cohen is getting awfully good at
what he does: performances of music
from less-known traditions, with the
emphasis on the American.
Here, he augments his Camerata
with the Boston Shawm and Sackbut
Ensemble and the Schola Cantorum of
Boston, along with the Black women's
church choir, "Les Amis de Sagesse," for
his most ambitious effort to date: an
exploration of the remarkable musical
fusion of cultures that existed under the
Spanish Empire in the New World. Cohen points out, quite correctly, that the
indigenous Americans (at least those
who survived the initial contact with the
colonizers) eagerly adopted Christianity
— especially its musical traditions. With
this recording, he also makes us aware of
the considerable contributions of immigrant Africans to this musical heritage.
Curiously, however, Cohen nowhere
mentions the word slave, thereby diminishing the Africans' achievement in
keeping apart of their original culture
more or less intact in the face of efforts
to obliterate it. This seeming lapse into
political correctness (if that's what it is)
does not in any way detract from the
excellence of this performance, which is
literate, lively, and truly joyous.
Cohen has chosen an excellent representative selection of works for this disc.
We are given songs in Spanish, Gallician, Quecha, and Nahuatl, among others, with awide range of instrumental
accompaniment. African and vernacular
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

— Igor Kipnis
Joel Cohen and his Boston Camerata perform
the Music of New Spain in terrific Erato sound.

Iberian dance forms mix with Spanish
classical idiom in agenuine world music. (I've said as much before, in my review of Scott Reiss and Hesperus, but it
certainly bears repeating.)
The by now well-known Boston
Camerata performs at the height of its
powers, and C,ohen's additional forces
are no less fine. Iloved their versions of
two folk-based tunes, the gallego "Si al
nacer," and aguaracha (Cuban dance)
"Convivando esta la noche." Ishould also
mention that Anne Azéma, who is fast
becoming one of my favorite early-music performers, sings very beautifully
here, as does the redoubtable countertenor Derek Lee Ragin, and "Les
amis de Sagesse" provides considerable
force and vitality.
The musical history of America is a
complex one — no one living can understand it in its entirety, and all of its
threads may never be traced. It is also
very much aliving history—we interpret the past in terms of the present, and
vice versa. To this understanding and
interpretation, Joel Cohen is making a
very valuable contribution. If the New
World is supposed to be amelting pot,
perhaps we are beginning to learn what
its real ingredients are.
I'm also obliged to add that Erato's
engineers and producers have learned
to give Joel C,ohen's recordings exemplary sonic presentations; this is no
exception.
—Les Berkley

GEISA DUTRA: Brazilian and Spanish Piano
Melts
Albeniz: Cantos de España, Asturias, Sous le Palmier, Cordoba, Seguidillas. Mompou: Sa7WS d'Enjants. VillaLobos: A Prole do Bebe el. Nazareth: Two Tangos.
Guarnieri: Toccata. Santoro: Paulistana 41.
Geisa Outra, piano
Yellow Tail YTC 10102 (CD only). Geisa Outra, prod.;
Lary Nefzger, eng.
TI': 52:53

WONMI KIM: The Art of Transcription
Rameau-Godowsky: Sarabande, Kigaudon, 2
Menuets, Elegie, Tambourin. Mozart-Liszt: Raninisiawes 01 Don Juan. Schubert-Liszt: Srandchen, Edkenig. Schumann-Liszt: 1
,
14dmoing (Liebeslier0, Frühlingsnacht. Mendelssohn-Rachmaninoff: Midsummer Night's Dream: Scherzo
Wonmi Kim, piano
Arcadia ARC 2003-2 (CD only). Heiner Stadler, prod.:
Andreas Meyer, mg. ODD. TT: 60:30

In her smoothly produced tonal production, always wide-ranging and never
harsh, the 34-year-old Korean pianist
Wonmi Kim reminds one greatly ofjorge
Bolet, with whom she studied at the
Curtis Institute. Her choice of repertoire,
too, in its late-romantic orientation and
emphasis on transcriptions and paraphrases, is likewise, Iam certain, Bolet-influenced. As one would expect from the
winner of the first prize in the 1986 Liszt
Competition in Parma, Italy, her MozartLiszt Reminiscences of Don Juan has great
flair and brilliance; perhaps an element of
charm is still to come, but she does exhibit the necessary ingredient of humor in
much that she renders. The SchumannLiszt has good personality, and the delectable Rachmaninoff transcription of the
difficult Midsummer Night's Dream Scherzo
is notable for its lightness. If the loudest
climaxes sound abit hard, the overall
piano sonics have warmth and richness.
The only fault is the lack of separate tracks
— especially for the Rameau-Godowsky,
there being only five rather than the
printed eleven.
—Igor Kipnis

J
AZZ &BLUES
GARY MEEK: Time One
Gary Meek, soprano, alto, & tenor saxophones, flute,
vocals; Mitchell Forman, synthesizers, Fender
Rhodes, acoustic piano:Jose Neto, nylon-string electric guitar, Mike Miller, guitar; Jerry Watts Jr., bass;
Michael Shapiro, drums; Brae! Dutz, percussion,
frame drum, timpani, xylophone; Kevyn Lettau,
Scott Mayo, vocals; Lee Thornburg, trumpet
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his listeners to "enjoy the rays of organic intelligence coming to you from individuals living in Californian Culture and
Global sunlight." Reading on, Gary
Meeks thanks everyone including his
travel agent and golf partner, and lain
Ballamy thanks "whoever may be listening to this CD." It is asubset of the
aforementioned Law that artists who are
compelled to thank everyone in their
life for helping make their albums possible rarely make recordings which justify the generosity which created the
gratitude.
Struggling with himself but still brave
and determined, Your Reviewer cues up
Tbne One by Gary Meeks. It sounds like
aseries of commercial jingles for acar
company. But not amajor car company.
Drummer Michael Shapiro and electric
bassist Jerry Watts Jr. set up abounce so
reliably happy as to suggest the progress
over hills and dales oía Suzuki, perhaps,
or a Hyundai. Over this unvarying
chunk-a-chunk, Gary Meeks's saccharine soprano sax squeals toy melodies,
accompanied by ooh-ing vocalists.
On to Sound Advice. Byron Wallen's
work contains more elements with
When one of the world's most renowned loudspeaker companies starts a which to layer dense textures (exotic
percussion, horns, voices), and his time
subsidiary record label, the audiophile
is more stipple and fluid than Meeks's.
press pays attention. With curiosity and
He's usually content to stab his muted
high expectations, Your Humble Reviewer approaches this small stack of or open trumpet randomly through the
pulsing rhythmic undercurrent, creating
new B&Ws. Because he is generous
catchy flashes of color. But Wallen's
and open-minded to afault, he does not
work is more ambitious, which is not
allow himself to be thrown off stride by
necessarily good news. His musical confirst impressions. Except for John Tchitent cannot bear the weight of its incai, virtually every artist on these four
tended cosmic messages. When Wallen
albums is unknown to him. No problem.
or guitarist Alan Weekcs attempts to
He is apositive glutton for new expericreate actual linear development (as on
ences. True, the cover art ranges from
"Paradox" or "Let Go (And Embrace)"),
merely cute (Tchicai) to truly hideous
their ideas are strings of clichés with
(lain Ballamy as "Mud Man"). But he
trite resolutions.
reads each insert booklet with careful
If you ever wondered what became
attention. That's when the high expecof John Tchicai, the avant-garde saxotations start to wane. The designs are
cluttered and kitschy, and there is almost phone warrior who played on Coltrane's Ascension in the '60s, LW(' Is
no useful information about how the
'Ditching is your unfortunate answer.
recordings were made. It gets worse.
Tchicai attempts to assemble apersonal
Through years of sometimes painful
collage. The ingredients include his
experience, Your Reviewer has formuown abstracted horns (their concepts
lated Conrad's First Law. It goes something like this: You are in .for along night simplified and their jagged edges
rounded for this context), funky bass oswhen liner notes contain pronotincentemsfiom
tinatos, hip-hop rap doggerel, thrashing
the artist such as, "I hope this album takes you
down many roads qf discovety, leadim closer guitar distortions, Latin-inflected momentums, and twittering synths. The
and closer to the jewel yourte/" Unforhope must be that unexpected juxtapotunately, that's exactly what Byron
sitions will spark fresh synergies. The
Wallen says in the notes to Sound Advice.
result is tortuous and inane. "Salt Lips
Wallen also lists the (sometimes misspelled) names of the most important City Blues," with three unattractive
solos from guitarists Grandi and 0i, and
books in his life, and dedicates his album to "... all committed to apath of Tchicai on honking tenor, is tyrannical
in its rhythmic monotony. "You Made
love." John Tchicai's liner notes implore

B&W M
BW057 (Cl) only). Michael Shapiro.
Gary Meek, prods.; Geoff Gillette. eng. 1)DD? TT:
57:51
BYRON WALLEN: Sound Advice
Byron Willett monist% pocket trumpet, flugelhorn,
Tibetan I
piano, keyboards, vocals, programming, salies; Edm ij011e!,
xs
‘01 1".1110 &
tenor sax;
Rollins, trone; Rowland Sutherland, alto
flute; Alm Wears, Jose Nero. guitar; Gary Crosby.
acoustic bass; Peter Martin. electric bass; Orphy
Robi ll ll
vibes; Jonathan Shorten, keyboards:
Richard Ajileve, Airto Moreira, Jerry Brown, Mabi
Thobejane, Andrew Small. percussion; Fernando
Palma Rtsdriguez, M.Iftilla Arnold, Le
Sissay,
Tryphina Tshidi Mannye. Sipho Gumede, Henry
"Ewa" Kulu, Lindiwe Ngwane. Patricia Ngcobo,
Themba "Max" Mntambo, vocals; Byron Wallen,
Marcellus Fernandes, loops, beats. MIDI sequencing
li&W Music BW063 ((:1) only). Airto Moreira, Byron
prods.: Marcellus Fernandes, cog. DDT)?
TT: 54:27
JOHN TCHICAI ik THE ARCHETYPES: Lore
Is Touching
John TchiciM s.mc,, bass clarinet, vocals; Mark
Michael (;randi, guitar. vocals; Margriet
piano. keyboards, vocals; Jeff Simons, bass, vocals;
Andrew Énberg, drums, vocals; Basins Fujimoto,
percussion. vocals
li&W Music BW055 (CI) only). John Tchicai & the
Archetypes, prods.; John Baceigaluppi. cog. DDD?
TT: 71:53
lAIN BALLAMY: All Men Amen
lain liallainy. saxes; Django liates, piano, keyboards. Eflat horn: Steve Watts, bass; ninin France, drums,
permis
B&W Music liW 065 (CD only). Peter Schulze, lain
Ballamy, prods.; Klaus Schumann, cog. IMD? TT:
45:15
,
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Byron Wallen -- his Sound Advice is one of four
recent releases from B&W Music surveyed by
Thomas Conrad.

Mc Laugh (And Snot Came Out)"
mercifully has no lyrics, but is melodically trivial.
lain Ballamy's All Men Amen would
seem to stand by itself in this foursome:
the rhythm section contains respected
players like Django Bates and Martin
France, and the format is close to aconvenional acoustic quartet except for
Bates's occasional use of synthesizers and
E-flat horn. Several of Bates's piano solos
shift pleasantly among levels of lyricism.
But this is Ballamy's date, and both as
composer and improviser he is apredictable and uninteresting thinker. Tlie
sticky-sweet simplicity of his songs
could actually benefit from some of the
camouflage of Byron Wallen-style tape
loops and banks of conga players.
Theoretically, certain objective standards of audio quality should apply regardless of musical genre, hut the thick,
amplified musical soup on most of
these recordings makes sonic evaluation
difficult. Multitracking and the use of
prerecorded synthetic insertions render
such issues as soundstaging irrelevant to
recordings like Tchicai's. But individual
instruments, when they momentarily
separate themselves from the throng,
should be vivid and present — and
they're cloudy on Love Is Ditching. The
bass drum and bass guitar, at least,
should slam —and they don't. Even allowing for Byron Wallen's kitchen-sink
approach to orchestration (stirring voices into bubbling percussion along with
"loops, beats, and MIDI sequencing"),
why must the whole presentation rasp
and boom and confuse? Gary Meeks's
Time One is asimpler mix, but it sounds
two-dimensional and manufactured.
There are no excuses for the sonic
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mediocrity of the lain Ballamy album.
There have been hundreds of excellent
recordings of acoustic jazz quartets.
Here, both Bates's piano and Ballamy's
saxes lack clean edges; Steve Watts's bass
is far, France's cymbals have no air around
them. 'There is not asingle interesting
sonic detail in this recording to suggest a
connection with B&W, the company on
whose speakers over 80% of the world's
classical recordings are monitored.
Your Reviewer can now report that
the experiences described herein have
led him to dutifully investigate 11 other
B&W releases, and that he has found
the four recordings under consideration
here to be, alas, representative. If anyone can explain to Your Reviewer how
the makers of classics like the B&W
Matrix 801 and the Silver Signature can
be responsible for the aesthetic and
sonic contents of B&W discs, he is, like
Ross Perot, all ears.
—Thomas Conrad
CHICO FREEMAN: Focus
Chico Freeman, te
sax; Arthur Blythe, alto sax;
George Cables, piano: Santa Debriano, bass; Yoron
Israel, drums
Comemixwary CCD-14073-2 (CD). Eric Miller, prod.;
Dave Luke, mg. ADD. TT: 61:11

Saxophonists Chico Freeman and Arthur Blythe hit New York, if Iremember correctly, about the same time: in
the mid-'70s. Both were eagerly awaited, Blythe because he had already recorded several powerful records on the
West Coast, and Freeman because of his
Chicago-born reputation for playing
contemporary sax while also demonstrating his evident mastery of traditional jazz saxophone styles. It didn't hurt
that his father, Von Freeman, was alegendary saxophonist, who mainly stayed
in his hometown of Chicago. Together
they seemed to suggest the building of
bridges between mainstream and avantgarde jazz.
They hardly sound alike: Blythe has
abroad, buttery tone that seems to go
back to Benny Carter. He can be romantic, while Freeman has that tough
tenor sound, rough-edged and decisive.
But they sound compatible here on
R/cus, a reunion album. In his notes,
Freeman tells us his intentions: "The
idea is for the two of us to sound almost
like one instrument together. Like we
were thinking of the two saxophones as
one big saxophone, with arange from
the tenor up through the alto, and us
being able to call and answer to ourselves, finish each other's solo lines."
They rarely tread on each other's toes to
that extent, but Freeman and Blythe do
engage in some dual improvisations on
this disc, and communicate so well that,
STERF.OPHILE, M ARCH 1996

Chico Freeman duets with Arthur Blythe on
Focus: vigorous, lively communication.

despite the difference in sounds, they
can sound like twins filling-in each
other's thoughts rather than dueling
saxophonists.
Their repertoire includes two panicuarly swinging Monk tunes, "Bemsha
Swing" and "Rhythm-a-Ning." "Ah
George, We Hardly Knew Ye" is pianist
Don Pullen's tribute to the co-leader of
his wonderful band, George Adams.
Since writing it, Pullen, too, has passed
on. Playing its melody with abig, wailing vibrato, Blythe makes the tune more
romantic than bleak, and even, on its
silly-sounding triplet figure, mildly
comic. The witty Cecil McBee composition "Peacemaker" features shifting
rhythms and awhimsical use of space,
which Yoron Israel fills with his brushes.
For me, though, Focus's highlight is
the dual improvisations of the two saxophonists on "Rhythm-a-Ning." They
rework Monk's version of "I Got Rhythm" with grace and authority, keeping
its good spirits while making it alighter
darting work. The improvisations heat
the place up, and we get to hear the fine
rhythm section: fans of jazz piano
should hear George Cables' work
throughout Focus,which is Freeman's
first session on an American label in five
years. Recorded in closely miked fashion, the disc doesn't project aparticularly deep sense of space, but the vigorous,
lively communication among these
players makes this session welcome.
— Michael Ullman
STAN GETZ: Blue Skies
Stan (etz, tenor s..oc, Jim McNeely, piano; Marc
Johnson. bass; Billy Hart, drums
Concord Jazz CCI)-4676 (CI) only). Carl Jefferson,
Steve Getz, prods.; Phil Edwards, eng. AD1)? TT:
4325

After moving to San Francisco from
New York in the early 1980s, Stan Getz
recorded four quartet albums on the

Concord Jazz label. Until now we only
knew about three of them: Sprite is Here
and The Dolphin, both recorded live at
Keystone Korner in 1981, and Pure Getz,
from astudio session in January 1982.
Now, after 14 years in storage, comes
Blue Skies, from the same session as Pure
Getz. No insights are provided as to
why Concord waited so long to release
what Getz's son Steve calls "the finest of
the four Concord albums."
It doesn't matter now. Blue Skies is all
of apiece, apowerful dose of the freoncool Getz tenor sax sound and musical
imagination, a flowing of ideas like
effortless breezes stirred by subsurface
urgency.
The first three tunes are ethereal ballads. Rodgers and Hart's "Spring is
Here" is one of the most perfect examples in popular song of fonn following
function, amelodic affirmation identical with renewal. Getz just whispers it,
yet never stops climbing. "Antigny," by
bassist Marc Johnson, sustains the mood
of elevated contemplation. No wonder
Getz achieved widespread popular
acclaim in his lifetime — his sound sings
to and soothes our innermost beings,
yet also acknowledges pain. Pianist Jim
McNeely takes asolo on "Antigny" like
a light waterfall blown about in the
wind. "Easy Living" is languid yet purposeful. McNeely's "There We Go" is
the only up piece, and it still exudes
relaxation. The title track and "How
Long Has This Been Going On?" complete this small, pristine collection.
Blue Skies has the sonic quality typical
of early-'80s Concords: too close up to
be fully in focus, warm and slightly
overripe, yet pleasant.
We lost Stan Getz in 1991, but he's
still bestowing gifts.
—Thomas Conrad
ABDULLAH IBRAHIM: Yarona
Abdullah Ibrahim, piano; Marcus McLatarine, bass;
George Johnson. dmms
Enja/Tiptor 888820 2 (CI) only). David Baker. eng.
DDD. TT: 56:18

Recorded live on afille piano at Sweet
Basil's and wonderfully recorded by
David Baker, Yarona is one of Abdullah
Ibrahim's strongest albums. Part of its
power comes from the sound: the fullbodied piano, the excellent balance of
the rhythm section. Ibrahim's music,
with its uplifting melodies and powerful, dancing rhythms, always comes
across better live than in the studio: the
pianist himself seems inspired by audiences as he moves (sometimes restlessly) from composition to composition in
medleys that often feel like one extended piece. Ibrahim's melodies are based,
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Abdullah Ibrahim's Yorona --- wonderfully
recorded. and one of his strongest albums.

he says, on African tunes. They sound
like no others Iknow of, combining
simplicity with fervor, aspiritual quality
composed of equal parts sadness, nostalgia, and bubbling good cheer. Even his
heartfelt laments, such as "Water from
an Ancient Well," have joy hidden in
them somehow.
Ibrahim builds them patiently in performance: at his best, when his bass
lines, clear and strong as the rivers he
likes to evoke, are rumbling, and his
right hand is moving between increasingly intense statements of his themes
and thunderous tremolos, he can sound
like awhole village. He can play quietly and evocatively as well, as we hear on
"Barakaat" and "Tuang Guru."
On Yarona he plays some of his greatest pieces: "Tintinyana," "African Maketplace," "Duke 88," and "Cherry," all
of which he's recorded before. He plays
them with the bass and drums from his
larger group Ekaya: the rhythm section
is sharp, especially in the snappy threeway conversation with which "African
River" begins. "Ibis disc's awinner.
—Michael Ullman
ANDY RINEHART:Jason's Chord
CMP CI) 1003 (Cl) only). David Torn, prod.; Walter
Quintus, eng. DDD. TT: 43:46

You'll have to hunt for this one —even
though CMP's owner, Kurt Renker, records music ranging from European
improv to anew piano/vocal Jack Bruce
disc, his product usually gets casually
tossed into "Jazz."
In the broadest sense, Andy Rinehart
is asinger/songwriter. A hip local store
filed him under Japan—the band, not
the country — because fellow CMP
artist Mick Karn's instantly recognizable bass stylings are prominently featured. Add David Torn's guitar, and
what you have is something more akin
to King Crimson than James Taylor.
STEREOPHILE, M ARCH 1996

This is Crimson, however, if Adrian
Belew sounded vocally like Kenny Loggins, and was more into the Classics
than the Beatles. Ilike early Kenny Loggins, so when Isay that "Stone Diamond" sounds like Loggins & Messina
gone progressive, I'm being descriptive,
not pejorative.
Rinehart's style leans toward recitative verses resolving into melodic,
catchy, but lyrically sophisticated choruses. His words strive for poetry,
which doesn't always make for fully
realized songs. Fortunately, Torn, Karn,
and drummer Kurt Womnan surround
the tunes with plenty of interesting
sonics, allowing the listener to tune in
and out of the dense stories at will.
Torn's production deftly juggles the
complexities of the music, allowing the
many textures to breathe. It all makes
for apop record that bears repeated
hearings.
I'm not sure how successful Jason's
Chord ultimately is, but it finds its way
into my player afair amount. It's worth
seeking out, if only because it flies in the
face of all that's currently hip in the pop
world.
—Michael Ross
ED SCHULLER: To Know Where One Is
Joe Lovano, tenor & soprano sax; Gary Valente, trombone: Bill Bickford, guitar, Ed Schuller. bass; Billy
Hart, drums
GM Records 3019 (Cl) only). Krysztof Popek, Ed
Schuller, prods.; John Siket, eng. DDD. '17: 62:39

Ed Schuller and the members of his
band —particularly the brash trombonist Gary Valente and hard-blowing Joe
Lovano — share amuscular quality in
their playing, something that used to be
called animal spirits. That's not abackhand compliment. Schuller's exuberance, which we hear played and
hummed on his solo on "Sooner Than
Before," is exhilarating, but there's subtlety on To Know Where One Is as well, in
the quieter moments of "Sooner Than
Before" and the exoticism of "Nicole's
Soul," or the misty wanderings of "Now
It Can Be Told," which brings guitarist
Bill Bickford to the fore. With the
exception of "Chazz," written by brother George, all of the pieces were written
by Ed Schuller.
It helps that, besides having two topof-the-line horns, Schuller has one of
the great jazz drummers along in Billy
Hart. Hart's aversatile drummer who
likes to keep things happening. Keeping
his drums in atight semicircle around
him, he deals out rhythms like cards,
crisply and with alittle bit of flash. His
every move means something, whether
he's changing the beat around, switch-

ing from alaid-back swish on cymbals
to aseries of chunky explosions or to a
backbeat. It's instructive to listen to the
way he accompanies Schuller's solo on
"Rhythm-a-Monk Us," following Schuller's lead while adding aseries of apposite comments on snare drums that
make the conversation efferverscent.
Valente and Lovano get to battle on
"The M-Factor," with Valente's braying
tones aperfect antidote to Lovano's fullbodied excursions over the range of the
sax, from honk to squeal.
Previously available on another label
in Europe and Japan, Tb Know Where
One Is was well-recorded in Europe.
The sound is compact, without much
stereo separation. There's one exception
— Billy Hart's cymbals manage to
appear on both sides of the stage, and
they're more upfront than the rest of
the band, which sounds set back in the
studio.
—Michael Ullman

POPULAR
COWBOY JUNKIES: 200 Miles
RCA 66780-2 (2 CDs). Michael Timmins, poxl.; various cogs. AAD/1)1)11). TT: 110:54
RICKIE LEE JONES: Naked Songs
Reprise 45950-2 (Cl)). Russ TiwItuan. ltickie Lee
Jones, prods.; Dan Kasting, Derek Featherstone,
engs. AAI). TT: 69:28
STEELY DAN: Alive in America
Giant 24634-2 (Cl)). No prod. listed; Roger Nichols.
eng. AM/ TT: 66:41
VICTORIA WILLIAMS: This Moment in Toronto
Mammoth 92642-2 (C1)). Damn,Greenstone. prod.;
Todd Fraracci, eng. AAD. TT: ii9:04

A band does their first album on the
cheap —a couple of mikes, arape recorder, and that's it —and the result is
magic. Next time around, big studio, bigname producer, big mess. Only ahandful of artists can be counted on for great
sound, album after album, and there
seems to be acommon denominator in
this club: they all seem to be genuinely
comfortable in the studio, willing to take
chances, willing to sweat the details.
In one of those strange quirks of fate,
four of these control-room refugees
released live albums last fall. And they
sound...
Cowboy Junkies: This is the best
Cowboy Junkies album since The Trinity
Session, but that's not saying much. 200
Miles reprises more than half the songs
from Trinity, and not one captures the
magic of that that early all-but-live session — believe it or not, these versions
have even less energy than the opiated
originals. Except for abass-heavy version of Lou Reed's "Sweet Jane," the
songs veritably 00000ze past the point
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Bernard Herrmann: Fantasy Film World of B.H.
Alan Parsons Sound Check Disc (2:1) $28.99
Oscar Peterson Trio w/ Milt Jackson: Very Tall
Fitzgerald & Armstrong: Ella & Louis Again (2 CD)
Bob Marley & Wailers: Catch A Fire
Cat Stevens: Teaser & the Firecat maine=ais
Average White Band: AWB
CAT STEVENS
John Mayall :Blues Alone
luNcr Aed The HMCO
Billie Holiday: Body and Soul
Count Basie: April In Paris
Joan Baez: Diamonds & Rust
Muddy Waters: Folk Singer

/ CD
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Elton John's Greatest Hits
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Badi Assad: Rhythms
The Ultimate Demonstration Disc
Oregon: Beyond Words
Sara K: Tell Me I'm Not Dreaming
Frisard/Mozarteum: Piano Concerto #9 & 27

Big Joe Maher: Mojo
Norris Turney: Big, Sweet 'n Blue
Sweetman :Austin Back Alley Blues
Hamiet Bluiet Sextet: Young Warrior...
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where moody meets comatose. And
just be glad Margo Timmins' 2:33 story
about aseagull, as pointless as it is inter- 5
minable, was given atrack of its own—
you can hit Skip instead of Search. In
short, 200 Miles won't obsolete my copy
of Trinity.
But those of you as enchanted with
Margo Timmins' voice as Iam will find
alot to like here. Songs from their three
most recent albums —plodding ventures all — benefit from the more offthe-cuff treatment. Especially nice is the
duet, "If You Were the Woman and I
Was the Man," where John Prine's
earthy growl grounds Timmins' ethereal musings.
The sound is almost as good as TriWe Got Live Albums— by Rickie Lee Jones
nity. Well, not really, but Ican't think of (above) and Victoria Williams. plus the Cowboy
Junkies and Steely Dan.
too many better-recorded live albums.
You can hear that each cut was recordnot quite honest. Joncs and her guitar
ed in adifferent venue, and yet the disare spotlit abit, and the audience reaccontinuity isn't jarring. The soundstage
tion sounds like an Ozzie Osbourne
is wide and deep (if not humiing), and
concert on arowdy night. Ican't believe
the low bass is there when it outghta be.
anybody could get that excited about
But Trinity Session it ain't.
Rickie Lee Jones. Maybe I'm wrong.
Rickie Lee Jones: While RUJis the
Steely Dan: Okay, I realize that
only one here who hasn't earned aplace
Steely Dan fans will have to own this
on the prestigious Allen St. John Records To Die For list, it's not because of one, if only to prove that the tour hapthe sound. The sonies of her studio al- pened. But once you get past the "Like
Wow" thing, you realize why Becker
bums — especially Pop Pop —are top
and Fagen retreated to the studio in the
drawer. It comes down to the material.
first place.
Before you whip out the poison pen,
The playing here is fine, and Fagen
I'll state upfront that I'm not a big
proves himself asupple enough vocalist,
Rickie Lee Jones fan. As far as I'm conbut there's a certain sameness to the
cerned, since her self-titled debut it's all
songs. That's not really surprising, conbeen downhill (with the possible excepsidering that one of Becker's and Fagen's
tion of the Girl at Her Volcano EP). While
strong points was the ability to find the
Ifind her nasal delivery alittle grating,
it's her scatty, sloppy phrasing that just right player and exactly the right performance. But it's atough thing to take on
doesn't work for me. It sounds like a14the road. The result sounds like nothing
year-old girl trying to do an Ella Fitzso much as aset of demos. And even
gerald imitiation after listening to one
album once. Substitute "Tom Waits" for after all these years, B&F feel no need to
"Ella" in the preceding sentence and deconstruct the classics: the versions arc
you'll understand what Ithink about very true to the albums. Call me strange,
but my favorite track was "Book of
her writing.
Lairs," from Becker's solo album. 1)o
That said, Ithink that even RUJfans
the words "too hip" mean anything?
may find Naked Sows disappointing. It's
With the help of Roger Nichols, they
unplugged, and that's the problem. The
arrangements have been astrong point did manage to re-create the Steely Dan
sound. Almost. The 20-bit sound is
of her studio work, and they're MIA
cleaner than ahospital nursery, and the
here. And her playing and singing aren't
recording lacks neither nuance nor
strong enough to make, say, "Last
Chance Texaco" come to life. Bassist impact. Wish Icould say the same about
the music.
Rob Wasserman's input helps abit on
Victoria Williams: How can you
"Chuck E.'s in Love," but even he can't
not like someone as relentlessly cheerrescue her tortured reading of"Autumn
ful as Victoria Williams? Her studio alLeaves." I've said it before and I'll say it
again: she shouldn't be allowed within a bums, especially Swing time Statuez have a
campfire-story feel to them, and I'm
light year of astandard. If you disagree,
save the postage, and buy the album if happy to report that it comes across fine
in concert. Unlike the other albums,
you must.
this one has the feel of areally special
The sound is appealing, if perhaps
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show. The pacing's right, her homespun
charm more than makes up for any lack
of studio polish, and Williams is smart
enough to lean on her band (it includes
David Mansfield on mandolin and pedal
steel and Don Heffington on drums).
They more than pull their weight.
The material, too, seems perfectly
chosen. Williams cherry-picks her own
albums with an car to the dramatic, and
the results are far better than the Sweet
Re/4tribute album to her. You can't help
but laugh at the dog noises on "TC," and
her whimsical version of "Summer of
Drugs" blows away Soul Asylum. She
chooses her covers with the same care,
quoting, possibly for the first time anywhere, from the Beatles' "Dear Prudence." Her version of "Smoke Gets In
Your Eyes" would do Jerome Kern
proud, and "Can't Cry Hard Enough"
may be the best song you've never heard.
It all adds up to agreat night. The
sound is, well, just like you were there.
After the first cut, you'll wish you had
been.
—Allen St. John
THE JOHN DOE THING: Kissingsohard
Forward RI/R2 72134 (LP/C1)). John Doe. prod.:
Don Gilmore. prod_ rug.; Walter Maenhout, Travis
Dickerson, Eric Greedy. Eddy Shryer, cogs. TT:
49:14

If aesthetics ruled pop music, Michael
Bolton would be working the local
Holiday Inn lounge and John Doe
would be accepting Grammys while his
songs blasted out of every AM radio in
the country. In 1990, ex-X leader Doe
released one of the best albums in a
decade with his first solo disc, Meet John
Doe (Geffen GDCD-24291, ilk). The
record is loaded with classic, hook-filled
songs of great intelligence, insight, wisdom, and pain. 'The music is aheady
mix of rockabilly, roots rock, and punk
urgency (just like the best X, in fact). It
sank like arock. Doe was dropped from
the label.
It's taken five years for the followup,
partly due to industry apathy and partly
due to Doe's time-consuming second
career as an actor (he's appeared in a
number of major films, including the
acclaimed Salvador). Fortunately, Doe's
artistry is matched by his persistence —
Kissinehard was worth the wait.
With more edge than Meet John Dot',
the new songs are equally strong and
original. Doe's vocals, which often suggest across between Ian Anderson and
Leo Kottke, arc the main attraction. He
gives whatever he sings amelodic twist,
energizing asong and focusing attention on its words. This is no easy trick;
many of his poetic lyrics avoid rhyming
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couplets, regular metric patterns, or easy
resolution. On "My Goodness," Doc
adds ajarringly dissonant guitar track
that totally (and purposefully) conflicts
with what he's singing. It works. Doe's
artistic vision is focused and piercing,
giving his work an authenticity that can't
be faked; his songs arc truc to his vision,
not to some pop formula.
Occasionally criticized as being too
clever and cynical, Doe makes no excuses for his realist view. Strangely, his lyrics
suggest an alternative romanticism far
more interesting than the standard "Baby,
Ican't live without you." When he sings
"Lonely has got no naine /Comes even
though it can't be called /Maybe it's just
the same /As catching tears as they fall,"
it's obvious that he's an artist who's
found more than one way to address
emotional need.
'The LP is more satisfying than the
Cl), surrounding Doe's vocals with
more air and providing more upper-register openness, but the Cl) is dynamic
as hell and mastered hotter. Whichever
you buy, send away for the lyric sheet;
the words arc at least as important as the
music.
If you like your rock intelligent and
edgy, get Kieingsohard — bdOre it goes
out of print and you have to scour the
used bins.
—Carl Baugher
ENYA: The Memory of Trees
Warner Reprise 46106-2 (Cl)). Nick' Ryan, prod.
cog. Ti': 43:54

In the beginning, about 1000 BC, most
of Western Europe was occupied by the
people we now call Celts. The religion
of many Celtic tribes was headed by
priests called Druids, who worshipped
trees and practiced human sacrifice.'
Driven west by the Romans, the Celts
found sanctuary in (among other
places) Ireland, where they invented the
so-called "tree alphabet," or Ogham,
also known as the B-L-M-T alphabet.
'This was not an alphabet in the sense of
our modern one; it was much more difficult to read, and sometimes its inventors couldn't understand it. An Irish clan
once lost a battle when its chieftain
wasted several hours trying to read an
Ogham message.
Shortly after this, at the end of the
19th century, the Celtic Twilight movement (Yeats, Synge, Lady Gregory, etc.)
awakened interest in the customs and
music of the ancient Celts. Even more
shortly thereafter, in the late 1970s, the
Celtic Revival band Clannad was
IThe Romans say they did, and the Romans wouldn't
lie, would they?
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soundscape, totally artificial but absolutely convincing. The Memory of Trees
will stretch your sound system as well as
your intellect if you give it achance. I
must admit that I'm alittle worried for
the future. As brilliant as Enya is, she
could use some stronger lyrics, perhaps
drawing more from the Old Irish
mythos. (Enya grew up speaking only
Gaelic, with her charming accent as a
result.) Idon't believe that the impossibly incompetent Patrick Cassidy has
spoiled The Fate ofthe Sons of Uisneach yet.
—Les Berkley
MELISSA ETHERIDGE: Your Little Secret
Island 314-524 154-2 (Cl) only). Hugh PatIgham,
prod., elm.: Mel,. Etheridge, prod. TT: 52:56
•

that you have
your whole life to write the songs for
Enya's The Memory of Trees: beautiful melodies,
your first record but only six months for
glorious sonics, passion, and spirituality ... for
the next one. Melissa Etheridge's eponystarters.
mous debut was chock full of great
songs, dripping with anon—gender-specific sexuality that reeked rock'n'roll.
formed, with Eithne ni Bhraonain on
For all the clamor about her recent
keyboard and backing vocals. In 1982
coming-out, it didn't take arocket sciEithne changed her name to Enya and
entist then to figure out that straight
started asolo career. In 1988 she released
women didn't sing about unbridled lust
the monster single "Orinoco Flow,"
and desire in quite this manner. But no
which was continuously heard somematter—straight or gay, her joyous
where on the FM dial for about three
honesty about matters of the glands was
years, and led to its parent CD Watermark
refreshing.
going Fourple Platinum, or something
Add to this avoice reminiscent of
like that.
Rod Stewart's back when his had a
The Memory ewes is Enya's new one,
and it draws on the old tradition of smile rather than asmirk behind the
soul, aband that swung and interacted
Druidic mysticism for inspiration. The
with her driving acoustic 12-string, a
lyricist is poetess Roma Ryan, who is, to
production that stripped it down to the
put it politely, not a major threat to
essentials, and you had arecipe for a
Yeats or Padraic Colum, but when Enya
classic.
sets Ryan's texts to music it doesn't matEtheridge has waxed rhapsodic about
ter. The result is so gorgeous, you can't
her first record, cut in four days live afhelp but be drawn in to the intimate
ter aprevious over-produced pop effort
world that words and melodies create.
was thrown out (she and Island's Chris
You have to understand one thing here:
Blackwell hated it). So why does Your
Enya is an extreme romantic, and as such
Little Secret sound like the one that was
she constantly does atightrope act fifty
thrown away?
feet above asea of sentimentality. ForInstead of filling the speakers with
tunately, she happens to be agenius at
her expressive rasp, between her facecreating beautiful melodies surrounded
less band's plodding power-rock clichés
by glorious sonic textures. Nearly every
phrase of music she writes is evocative of and Padgham's pop production Etheridge is often reduced to screaming her
both passion and spirituality. From
beginning to end, The Mowry of Trees is a way out of a reverb-drenched hole,
fighting for space with "big" guitars and
mystical and emotional journey through
drums. Of course, if she's going to pen
aprivate world of extraordinary beauty.
hooks like "I Really Like You (baby),"
If it has this effect on ajaded soul like
mine, Ican only imagine what it must perhaps she's comfortable in this setdo to alistener experiencing this sort of ting; as co-producer, she's at least parinterior revelation for the first time. I tially responsible.
There are still some glimmers of the
suspect that some of Enya's fans must be
unique perspective that made Etheridge
literally overwhelmed by her.
more than just another gravel-voiced
Enya is also fortunate in her producrock singer. In the same song she says,
er and collaborator Nicky Ryan.
"I'll shave everything, baby / I'll press
Together, they create an incredible
The e011011011 WisdoM is
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my suit." In general, her lyrics are as
gender-neutral as ever: they just aren't
as well-crafted. No way is the backdoor lover of "I Want to Come Over"
as interesting apremise as the psychopathology of "Similar Features" from
her debut. And the power of performance and production that put over
even asimple lust song such as the first
record's "I Want You" is missing.
Only "Any Unusual Kiss," apparently
the story of athreesome, has ahelping
of the rawness and intimacy that once
set Melissa Etheridge apart from, say,
Bonnie Tyler. Stadium success may be
great for her pocketbook, but, like many
others, it could easily do in her music,
turning her into a mere curiosity —a
lesbian Bryan Adams.
—Michael Ross
-----------THE GRATEFUL DEAD: Hundred Year Hall
Recorded in Frankfurt. Germany, 4/26/72
tit-awful Dead/Arista GI )Cl 40202 (2 CDs only).
John Cutler. Phil Lesh, prods.; Alembic, engs. AAD?
TT: 222123
THE GRATEFUL DEAD/JOHN OSWALD:
Grarfolded
Recorded everywhere. 1968-1992. Music by The
Grateful Dead. reproduced Plunderphonically by
John Oswald
Swell/Artifact S/A 1969-1996 (2 CDs only). John Oswald, reproducer: Dick Larvala, Tape Archivist.
AAD? TT: 109:49
HENRY KAISER: Eternity Blue
Shanachie 6016 (CI) only). Henry Kaiser, prod.: many
engs. AAD? TT: 78:32

The Grateful Dead (1-r. Garcia, Lesh,Weir) in 1969: two terrific new albums, atribute from Henry
Kaiser, and lots more to come.

from amore aggressive approach than
the late guitarist himself was usually inclined to. Sound quality is as varied as
the recording dates and venues, but the
"Dark Star"/"Love Supreme" centerpiece thankfully receives the best sonics
here.
The Grateful Dead's own Hundred
Year Hall, third in the band's "From the
Eternity Blue is avant-garde guitarist and
Vault" series of live albums, preserves a
lifelong Grateful Dead fan Henry Kaisingle concert taped in Frankfurt,
ser's hastily assembled tribute to Jerry
Germany during the "Europe '72" tour.
Garcia — good news for those who
Pigpen was aboard for this one, and the
know Kaiser's previous tribute, the 30minute "Dark Star" included on Kaiser's
gig is meaty and high-energy from the
git-go, with terrific playing throughout,
excellent and undervalued 1987 disc,
and includes a20-minute "Love Light"
limase Who Knoiv History Are Doomed to
that's as feel-good as, if harder-edged
Repeat It. In that session Kaiser apthan, the classic one on Live Dead. Disc
proached the song with all the mastery,
reverence, and revisionary zeal of a 1is mainly uptempo tunes —"Big Bertha," "Me and My Uncle," "China Cat
Glenn Gould reinventing Bach's GoldSunflower," "Big Railroad Blues," "Playberg Variations.
ing in the Band," "One More Saturday
Some of these recordings of (mostly)
Night" —and by the time you insert
Garcia compositions have appeared on
disc 2, the solidity of playing, invention,
now-out-of-print Kaiser albums, others
and sheer musicality are almost overare outtakes from Histoty, still others are
whelming. The extended "Truckin' "/
previously unreleased gems from Kai"Cryptical Envelopment" jam, almost
ser's archives. "Dark Star" reappears here
an hour long, goes places that make the
in adelicious 20-minute version segued
"spacier" sections of the Live Dead "Dark
with Coltrane's "A Love Supreme," jazz
Star" seem downright tentative. Sound is
pianist Marilyn Crispell sits in on "Blues
vivid, honest, and convincing. With great
for Allah," and three tracks ("High
liner notes by Dead lyricist Robert
Time," "Blue Eternity," "Brokedown
Hunter, Hundred Year Hall is an absolute
Palace") were recorded amonth after
must-have for any fan of the Dead —
Garcia's death.
especially those who stopped listening
Like virtually all of Kaiser's work, the
playing throughout is strong, densely 20 years ago. It's one of the best live
muscular, relentlessly intelligent, and a albums ever from a band that never
should have bothered making studio
good bit more musically concentrated
recordings after 1970.
than the Dead's own gentler, more ramThe very different Grado/ded is even
bling approach. In fact, it's fascinating to
better. Digital wizard John Oswald has
hear how much Garcia's music benefits
STEREOPHILE, MARCH 1996

applied his Plunderphonics digital cut/
fold /paste techniques to more than 100
different live versions of the Dead's
"Dark Star," all culled from the band's
extensive tape archives. Though "Dark
Star" was all but dropped from the
band's set lists through most of the '80s,
the song has always enjoyed aspecial
place in the band's repertoire. This was
where the Dead stretched out most
freely, in what became known among
Deadheads as the "space" section of
their concerts (usually the first half of
the second set), and to musicians as the
most consistently interesting and unpredictable aspect of the band's music.
Before being approached for this project, Oswald had only heard one Grateful Dead album —Live Dead, naturally
enough, where the first extended "Dark
Star" appeared. Oswald liked the record
well enough, but bassist Phil Lesh still
had to convince him to cast his Plunderphonics spell on the treasures in the
Dead's vaults. Though Oswald, no
Deadhead himself, is incisively critical of
the band, he remains respectful of their
consistent willingness to risk culs de sac
and tedium in their long quest to, in the
late Jerry Garcia's words, "surprise
themselves." Thirty years after they began, on Grelded the Grateful Dead
have taken —or have had taken for them
—the next and biggest step in that quest.
But Grayfiddeds illusion of one continuous two-hour-long "Dark Star" Of
The Gods is no mere melding of various live takes — tape-splicing was only
Oswald's starting point. Unlike analog
recording media, aspeeded-up digital
tape increases the tempo of amusical
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bad i
assad

NEW RELEASES
• GARY SCHOCKER/C HESTER STRING QUARTET
MOZART-THE FLUTE QUARTETS [CD128]
• FRISARDI /
MOZARTEUM MOZART PIANO CONCERTO

rhythi i
,s
THE NEW RECORD BY BADI ASSAD
STOPPED US IN OUR TRACKS. AGIFTED
PLAYER, SINGER AND MUSICAL SPIRIT,
SHE BRINGS A SMILE TO EVEN THE
CRUSTIEST CRITICS."
GUITAR PLAYER, JAN '96

ti

NO.9 &27 [CD136]

• THE WESTMINSTER CHOIR
SPIRITUAL SONGS 8c PSALMS

[CD138]

• DAVID CHESKY
THE FANTASIES FOR SOLO PI ANO

[JD139]

• CARLOS HEREDIA
THE PASSION OF FLAMENCO

[W0126]

RENOWN IN HIS COMMUNITY IN SEVILLE,
SPAIN, CARLOS HEREDIA IS THE CONSUMMATE
FLAMENCO GUITARIST AND HIS ENSEMBLE OF
TRADITIONAL MUSICIANS, INCLUDING PALMAS
AND SINGERS, INVIGORATE THE RECORDING
WITH A RICH HISTORY. THIS IS AUTHENTIC
FLAMENCO - RAW AND INTENSE.

• BADI ASSAD
RHYTHMS [JD137]

"C HESKY SONICS-AS LEGENDARY AS THE MUSICIANS THEMSELVES."
CD REVIEW
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You Can Hear The Difference
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for a free catalog or to order 1-800-331-1437 or 212-586-7537

listen and learn

performance without raising the pitch.
After his digital transfer of the analog
masters, Oswald was thus able to subdivide, multiply, and superimpose — in
short, "fold" — the lengths of different
sections of different performances into
avast suite whose various component
parts unfold sequentially and simultaneously. It may read like chaos on the
page; it sounds like divine order.
For example: a30-second section of
tape can be "folded" twice to play in a
mere 7 seconds, or slowed down tenfold to last for five minutes and act as a
base on which other sections can be superimposed in something closer to real
time. When, 25 minutes into disc I
(titled Transitive Axis), Jerry Garcia's
voice finally enters to sing the first word
of the song, Oswald samples and extends the single syllable of "Dark" into a
continuous vocalization lasting more
than aminute. And on disc 2(the more aggressively edited and folded Mirror Ashes),
at one point the entire hour of Transitive
Avis is folded 16,384 times, allowing the
listener to "hear" all of disc 1in amere 2
seconds. This and more is explained in
exhaustive and entertaining detail in Rob
Bowman's excellent liner notes, reproduced microscopically in the CD booklet along with adetailed foldout time/
date/dynamics chart for each CD.
After all of Oswald's digital manipulation, the sound is understandably dry
(though track 3on Mirror Ashes will definitely tax your system's low-end capabilities), but overall Crayfolded is infinitely more musical and enjoyable than
my clunky description can convey. Although the Dead themselves did indeed
play every note here, the final result is a
meta-"Dark Star" that's as much Oswald's creation as the band's. And,
though Grayfolded replicates in its own
long rhythms atypical Dead concert, the
more adventurous parts taking up the
first half of disc 2, this remarkable
palimpsest concentrates more sheer creativity in two hours than anything the
Dead themselves have ever released.
Graelded is an important record, an
excitingly creative work in its own right,
and points out awhole new direction in
the manipulation of recorded music.
This truly novel melding of artifice and
organics, the unpredictable and the systematic, the spontaneous and the deliberate, is paradoxically the most seamless- and "natural"-sounding Grateful
Dead album since Live Dead itself. Now
that the Dead have formally disbanded,
they seem to have saved their biggest
surprise — for themselves and for us —
until the very end.
—Richard Lchnert
S
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THE MERMEN: A Glorious Lethal Euphoria
6,
Toadophile/Mesa/Blue Moon TI P 1010 (CD only). â
Jim Thomas, The Mennen, prods.; John Karr, mg.
TT: 73:50

When is surf music not merely surf
music? When purveyed by the likes of
The Mermen. The Mermen take the
raw energy of a'60s instrumental outfit
and add '90s technology and musical
sophistication to create soundscapes
that alternately soothe and terrify, like
the surf itself. Merman Jim Thomas has
afirm command of surf-style guitar—
the tremolo picking, the whammy-bar
wiggling —but his obsession with fine
points of feedback, distortion, and different delays brings colors to his band's
music that were unavailable to The
Ventures and their contemporaries.
Thomas uses these colors in "Blue
Xoam" to raise the typical surf-band
evocation of the ocean to alevel that
will give even the most landlocked lubber the feeling of being hurled to the
sandy bottom and dragged ashore by
the sea's primal power.
But surf music is only ajumping-off
point for these boys. "Under the Kou
Tree" has aCeltic feel as Thomas tears
off riffs reminiscent of Richard
Thompson, and "Obsession for Men"
calls to mind Hendrix and Terje Rypdal
as much as Dick Dale.
It's not unheard-of for surf bands to
appropriate classical themes, as The Mermen do here with "Brahms 3rd Movement 3rd Symphony." What's less common is for asurf band's own music to be
complex enough to have movements.
But this is not your dad's surf band.
Too bad A Glorious... 's sound is as
muddy as alake after astorm. The indistinct bottom gives us tom-toms that
mumble more than thunder, and the
anemic top offers guitar shrieks that are
shrouded rather than showcased. The
net result is a CD that makes them
sound like agarage band, which they
obviously arc not. Now that they're on
alarger label, we can hope that the next
CD adequately captures the enormity
of their live sound. (Okay, Iadmit it.
They're from my town. Iknow them.
They're still great.)
Don't let alittle mud make you deny
yourself the pleasure of discovering The
Mermen. Turn it up loud enough and
you won't care. Instrumental music this
powerful comes along too rarely in any
genre.
—Michael Ross
MORRISSEY: Southpaw Grammar
Reprise 45939-2 (Cl)). Steve Lillywhitc, prod.;
Danton Supple, eng. TT: 47:52

Perhaps it's something in the water: Hot

Morrissey's new Southpaw Grammar paranoid but
... lyrical.

on the heels of Boy George's recent
metamorphosis into aheavy-metal glam
rock star, everybody's favorite aesthete
Morrissey comes out of the chrysalis as
... wait for it ... King Crimson. Thundering In the Gum of the Crimson Kingera King Crimson, no less, writing the
sort of paranoid-but-au-point lyrical stuff
Pete Sinfield would have done if he'd
been upfront when they handed out IQ.
In true '70s high-pomp style, two of
the tracks on this eight-track outing top
10 minutes ("The Teachers Are Afraid
of the Pupils," 11:15; "Southpaw," 10:03),
and the screaming guitar on "The
Teachers" is Robert Fripp to-die-for via
Alain Whyte, Boz Boorer, and producer
Steve Lillywite (the George Martin of
folks like Peter Gabriel).
In all the ways that count, it's the
same old Morrissey ("There's too many
people /planning your downfall /when
your spirit's on trial /these nights can be
frightening /sleep transports sadness /
to some other mid-brain /but somebody here /will not be here next year"),
with the added oomph of that band —
Morrissey on steroids, if you will. Radio
Free New Yorker likes "Southpaw,"
which isn't bad in the old homosexual
subtext department (yawn), but for me
the standouts are "The Teachers" and
Morrissey's unique twist on "Don't
Worry, Be Happy": "Do Your Best and
Don't Worry."
—Beth Jacques
YOKO ONO/IMA: Rising
Capitol CDP 835817 2(Cl)). Yoko Ono, prod.; Rob
Stevens, prod., cog.; Tuno Ellis, Chris Habeck, Alfred Brand, Wes Naprstek. Mike Anzelowitz Paul
Goodrich, George Marino, cogs. TT: 5920

Rising revisits familiar Ono territory: perseverance in the face of adversity and
the purging of pain. In this case, the 50year anniversary of the Hiroshima tragedy provides resonance and ahistorical
point of reference. On amusical level, how239
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Sometimes Dreams Do Come True

Most auspicious debut of an
expensive loudspeaker: The Stealth
from Quintessence Acoustics.

Their $35,000 Stealth is
another sensitivity champ:
97db ... supplemented with a
$5,000 sub-woofer ... had a
big, spacious sound.

Guy Lemcoe
Stereophile, Vol. 18, No. 8, August 1995

Robert Deutsch
Stereophile, Vol.18, No. 8, August 1995

Looking rather like sleek
modern sculpture ... sounded
fabulous, too, with abig,
bold, vibrant presentation.
Rosen/Brownell
Stereophile, Vol. 18, No. 8, August 1995

Stp_gn)
From

Quintessence Acoustics

See and hear this fabulous new state-of-the-art speaker at Sound Advice,
your full-service, high end dealer in Southern California.

Sound Advice
800-311-HIFI
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MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 50
Editor:
Our unique designs with alloy metal
cones have been recognized by many critics around the world.
Please note: Phase reversal of tweeter is
amatter of personal taste—one can do this
by reversing at terminals in bi-wiring
mode.
We are now on to our next generation of
cone materials using Profile Shape.
Keep tuned for Monitor Audio's Series
700 PMC line.
Mo hem.
Monitor Audio

tell us they are hearing their discs as never
before.
Our DSP engineer, Keith Allsop, agrees
that the Resolution Enhancement algorithm, because it is operating at sub-LSB
(16-bit input) levels, can be quite difficult
to measure. As an example, he has provided the two plots below, showing the input
and output of aDTI•Pro 32 when fed
with a-72dB tone at one eighth of sampling frequency (5512.5Hz for CD). From
these plots it is very difficult to see any difference between the DTI•Pro 32 input
and output.
However, if we look at this same data in
AUDIO ALCHEMY DTI•PRO 32
the frequency domain, there are clearly
Editor:
some large differences, as shown in the
We wish to offer Stereophile and Robert
next two plots. The DTI•Pro 32 has
Harley sincere thanks for such awonreduced the amplitude of the distortion in
derful review of our DTI•Pro 32.
the quantized input signal down to the
When we were forced to discontinue
noise floor of the measurements.
the original "breakthrough" DTI•Pro, we
Further to the measurement question,
knew that there was arisk that we "couldwe have stated in earlier letters to the edin't do it again." We soon convinced ourtor, and Bob mentioned in the January
selves, and hundreds of customers, that we
"Industry Update," that Audio Alchemy
could with the Pro 32. We are quite
has been working toward the developpleased that Mr. Harley calls its effects a ment of ameaningful technique for inea"significant improvement," and can recsuring jitter which correlates with what
ommend to owners of even the most rewe all hear. In Stereophile, the DTI•Pro 32's
spected of equipment that "You may not jitter-reduction performance has been
have heard what your system can do until
measured by the FM detector method on
you've experienced Audio Alchemy's
the word-clock signal inside the DAC.
DTI•Pro 32." Quite avalidation of both
Our measurements have verified that the
our jitter-reduction and resolution-enDTI•Pro 32 does indeed have a-3dB jithancement technologies!
ter-attenuation cutoff frequency that is
We also wish to point out that the
less than 5Hz. Viewed over awider bandimprovement heard when Bob used the
width, Bob could have seen further
DTI-Pro 32 with our DDE v3.0 via the
improvements from the DTI•Pro 32.
I
2S bus attests to the v3.0's capabilities.
Other magazines have utilized difWait 'til he hears our DTS•Pro transport!
ferent techniques to quantify the improvements they hear when the DTI•Pro
If anything, using the I
2Sbus here is even
more significant. Our DDS.Pro beta test32 is inserted into their listening systems.
ers who are v3.0 or DTI•Pro 32-equipped
At this point in time, unless we all have
the same measurement equipment and
DTIPRO-32 Input

DTIPRO-32 Input

503E .0
OCOE.00
.SCCE .01
.,CCE•02
.15:1.02

feloliv• lierpowey

Fig.1

Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro 32, input waveform
of 5512.5Hz tone at -72dBFS.

Fig.3

DTIPR 032 output

SI
9

Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro 32, input spectrum
of 5512.5Hz tone at -72dBFS.

DY IPR 0-32 output

rerun. frequanCY

Fig.2

Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro 32, output waveform of 5512.5Hz tone at -72dBFS.
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Fig.4

Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro 32. output spectrum of 5512.5Hz tone at -72dBFS.

methodology, it is very difficult to compare our results. Since the goal is to correlate with our listening experience, we are
evaluating anew measurement technique
that operates directly on the DAC analog
output. One would agree that this is the
ideal area to focus upon, since it is only in
the analog domain that we really care
about the effects of jitter. In the next several months we will be able to make a
presentation to all interested parties on
the results of this study.
In conclusion, you have once again
done an excellent job of explaining the
virtues of our products to your readers.
Thank you.
PETER MADNICK
Vice President, Audio Alchemy
Z-SYSTEMS Z-LINK
Editor:
We wish to thank Robert Harley for his
review of the Z-Link and for bringing it to
the attention of the high-end market. We
first began designing products based on
the Analog Devices AD1890 chip in late
1993, with the primary goal of building a
better sample-rate converter for the professional recording market. Mr. Harley is
indeed correct (as is the chip's designer,
Bob Adams) in pointing out that the
AD1890 is better suited as asample-rate
converter than as ajitter attenuator. As a
sample-rate converter, the chip provides a
simple, elegant, high-performance solution to many of the digital audio interfacing and synchronizing problems that
plague professional recording facilities.
One of the important features of the
AD1890 is that it gives the designer the
luxury of decoupling the input and output
clocks from one another. It is precisely this
feature that allows aproduct based on the
AD1890 to function as ajitter attenuator:
a"sloppy" (jittery) digital audio signal can
be applied to the chip's input and astable
clock signal can be applied to the chip's
output.
The output signal from the AD1890
can be made to have extremely low jitter,
assuming the clock generation on the
output side is handled properly. There's
one important side effect, however: the
output word will not be identical to the
input word. Roughly speaking, more jitter on the input leads to more change in
the output word. In effect, the AD1890
will take asignal that has the right value at
the wrong time and output asignal that
has the wrong value at the right time. It is
difficult to quantify exactly what this
means to the listener, however, as the
audible effects tend to be system-dependent. Furthermore, other processes take
place in atypical digital audio playback
chain that output different ("wrong") values at the right time (tg, any number of
oversampling-type processes not based on
M-th band-interpolation filters). These
processes have not been met with the
same scrutiny as the AD1890's process, yet
245
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they do have data-integrity issues of their
own. Ultimately, the listener needs to
determine if these effects are tolerable or
not.
Ivalue highly Mr. Harley's subjective
comments about the Z-Link's sonic performance and do not dispute in the least what
he has heard. My only comment is that
there are as many different opinions about
the way the unit sounds as there are listeners; everyone seems to hear something
different. This only underscores the
notions that jitter is indeed acomplicated
phenomenon, and that jitter attenuators
based on the AD1890 have different
effects in different digital audio playback
systems. The bottom line is that nothing
can replace apersonal audition.
DR. GLENN ZEINIKER
President, Z-Systems
TOTEM MANI-2
Editor:
Totem would like to graciously thank
Stereophile, and particularly Mr. John
Atkinson, for their continuous high standards and the complete and thorough synopsis, test, and in-depth multi-faceted educational review [Febmary 1996, p.163].
We respect the knowledge and experience projected by Mr. Atkinson. In the past,
we have always read his technical, equipment, and musical reviews with great
appetite and interest. We acknowledge his
deep love for music, and ultimately the
enormous responsibility Stereophile and Mr.
Atkinson have in transmitting some of the
feeling and power with which music
imbues the listener.
At Totem, we have always marched to
the rhythm and heat of adifferent drummer. We have heard doom and gloom
from many so-called experts industry-wide
who said seven years ago that convincing
the commercial world markets of the
merits of our philosophy, products, dedication to quality, and, ultimately, musical
expression, would not be viable.
However, thanks to the foresight and
courage of quality publications such as
Stereophile and the perceptivity of reviewers such as Larry Greenhill and John
Atkinson, we were given our place in this
most competitive of market places. Totem
has amission which it will diligently pursue. We also are following our Totem. Mr.
Atkinson's quiet comments and tremendous knowledge certainly have given great
insight into the power of our Mani-2. The
Mani-2 represents a viable real-world
product that goes beyond euphemism,
exclamations, and specifications. kwholeheartedly transmits what it does best: Pure
... Simple ... Music.
At Totem, we feel great accountability
to the ultimate High End: our consumers
and prospective consumers. We try to
achieve the absolute ultimate from each of
our designs, regardless of cost or time involved. Mr. Atkinson convincingly reports
S
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the Mani-2 as aphenomenal full-range
transducer to be reckoned with. Its overall
balance, specs, and great cumulative spectral-decay plot just hint at what is really
behind the sonically imposing yet advantageously diminutive offering... Magic!!!
Musical truth remains elusive to language. Cutting-edge diatribes and effusive
terminology cannot explain how one feels
and experiences amedium that is so powerful: musical language. Totem hopes to
promote that creation-old inner instinct of
acknowledging music's power by providing atremendous medium —Mani-2.
Cordial thanks again to Stereophile, John
Atkinson, and dedicated consumers and
retailers for their great part in promoting
this conduit called "Music."
VINCENT BRUZZESE
Totem Acoustic

J
OSEPH

AUDIO RM7SI
ditor:
All of us at Joseph Audio would like to
thank John Atkinson for his fine review
of the RM7si [February 1996, p.163]. We
set out to offer the most value, the most
performance, the most satisfaction for the
least investment. Our feeling is that if the
high-end industry is to grow, we inust
create products that allow as many people
as possible to experience the magic of
recorded music. All too many times, designs arc targeted at anarrow group of fanatical audiophiles (aka "Us"!) who arc
willing to jump through the hoops necessary to elicit musical performance from
them. Our designs certainly merit this
type of care and attention, yet—with a
broad listening axis, and an easy-to-drive
impedance characteristic, they don't
demand it.
Richard Modafferi's thorough engineering skill delivers better performance
in the real world. This is what we offer
that makes our products unique.
It was gratifying to see our goals validated, not only at Stereophiltis HI-FI '95
Show in LA, and EIA's Speciality Audio
and Home Theater Show in Chicago, but
also in the listening rooms ofJA and music
lovers throughout the world.
An important element in obtaining the
magic is listening for the synergy between
components. We set out to make our
speakers as amplifier-friendly as possible,
so as to open up options to Joseph Audio
owners denied by other, lower-impedance
designs. JA's all-too-brief visit to tube amplifiers with the 10W Cary touches on the
possibilities for a synergistic match between the RM7si and the new wave of inexpensive tube amplifiers (tg, the Golden
Tube SE40) to create asurprising sense of
depth and improved linage precision.
Had rinse allowed, I'm sure that such a
combination would have proved magical.
The RM7si's bass response is aparticular source of pride. We find that many
other "Minis" overemphasize the bass

region at the expense of definition and
pace. Sure, atwice-as-expensive model did
reach 35Hz vs our 39Hz in JA's room, but
the resulting bass was "noticeably less
right" and "on the point of becoming
boomy," ahigh price to pay for four extra
Hz! We also firmly believe that our clean,
well-extended bass response lends itself to
better integration with subwoofer systems
(Home Theater, anyone?).
We arc flattered that the other speakers
compared with the RM7si are two times,
three rinses, and seven times its price. Yet,
even in this exalted company, there is one
arca where the RM7si stood alone: "... it
meets superb ±125dB limits over awide
range, from 315Hz to 10kHz." Not even
the $8000 speakers JA compared them to
can make that claim.
As the creators of the RM7si, we are
glad that JA concludes that our baby "represents good sound for the bucks and is
strongly recommended," but we feel that
there's even more to it than that. To borrow JA's phrase, "an island of musical tranquility" is something we can reach when
the music reproduction is of high enough
caliber to be transparent to the senses. We
believe that many will find the RM7si to
be the ticket to that island. J
EFF JOSEPH
Joseph Audio
PARASOUND & SPICA
Editor:
Iappreciated Stereophile printing my Spica
press release in its entirety ("Industry
Update," January '96, p.37) and refraining
from chopping it up. It's not easy to admit
that Ifailed to bring the correct perspective and discipline to the revival of Spica.
It's very simple: Spica needs to be abigger enterprise for its high-value pricing to
be viable. Ilse investissent required to
make that happen is mom urgently required to sustain the 45-50% annual
growth which Parasound has achieved
over the past five years.
However, contrary to Staeophile's closing remark, it is not quite aforegone conclusion that the Spica brand and Spica
designs will pass from the audio scene.
1) Spica's Albuquerque factory will continue to manufacture TC-60s as long as
we receive sufficient orders to cover our
very reasonable overhead expenses. In
fact, Spica just recently reordered parts to
sustain anumber of months' further production.
2) The cost advantages which would be
enjoyed by an original manufacturer of
speaker drivers or speaker cabinets would
well justify the investment to expand and
market the Spica line. To the right buyer,
this competitive advantage would make
such an investment quite attractive.
3) In La, I've already been approached
by several potential buyers who are interested ils purchasing Spica. k's my hope
that Spica can pass into equally caring
hands that will better translate the unique247

When
pigs fly.
Well, pigs have flown and The Parts Connection Catalog &
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More transformers from
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So. it took longer than expected. But we're confident that
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We have also added awhole slew of new products. An
expanded selection of premium tubes from Golden Dragon, Audio
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cable technology- Synergistic Research! Call or stop by today for your free copy of their
/ 32-page "Explorer's Guide" and qem cable matching. (22 different cable designs)

Colorado Springs 719-633-2600
230 N. Tejon St. Co. 80903

Denver 3
03
-778-0780
685 S. Pearl Co. 80209

Listen Up
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ness of Spica designs to the realities of the
marketplace.
My experience with Spica has been far
more stimulating and positive than my
press release would suggest. It's hard to
express my thrill that Spica TC-60s are
used with Parasound electronics and
GMAS-18 subwoofers in the three music
systems installed in the home of Michael
Tilson Thomas, Musical Director of the
San Francisco Symphony!
MTT says his primary music system is
still superior, but it involves over 100
musicians playing on the stage of Davies
Hall —and it's alittle harder to operate.
Thanks again for the fair coverage and
the opportunity to clarify my position on
Spica.
RICHARD SCHRAM
President, Parasound Products
NAD
Editor:
In the "Industry Update" column of the
January 1996 issue, the late] Peter Mitchell
writes of Onkyo as being NAD's "principal
OEM manufacturer..."
NAD designs and engineers its products in London, and, like many wellknown brands, has them built to specification in various factories, both in the
UK and in Asia. This practice is standard
procedure in the audio industry, allowing
companies to avoid costly production
facilities as well as gain increased flexibility in developing and producing product.
As one of several production sources
for NAD, Onkyo is a valued manufacturing partner. However, Onkyo only
represents approximately 25% of NAIY,
production.
KNOT ROSNESs
Managing Director, NAD London

TOMMY JE NVI NG AB
Editor:
In the January Stereophile [p.337], Mr.
Poulsen of Alpha-Core writes to the Editor and comments on Ben Duncan's article "What aDifference aWire Makes,"
published in the December Stereophile
[p.95]. Mr. Poulsen insinuates that the inventor of the Supra Ply speaker cable,
Tommy Jenving, has copied Alpha-Core's
cable, the Goertz. Mr. Poulsen writes:"
but we were once contacted by —you
guessed it — Mr. Jenving, who inquired
about its design."
Ben Duncan proves by new measurements that alow inductance makes abetter speaker cable, whereas the capacitance
as well as the characteristic impedance of
the cable are negligible. Tommy Jenving
has based his design of the Supra Ply cable
upon the same knowledge; Ben Duncan
refers to it as "The Jenving Approach" in a
sidebar of his article [p.97].
Mr. Poulsen claims that their Goertz
cable is alow-inductance cable and that
"The Goertz Approach" would be amore
correct headline.
As Ben Duncan correctly says, "A numS
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ber of other cable makers — e, Kimber
and Goertz in the US—have converged
on much the same minimum-inductance
approach ... they're apparently unable to
explain their approach so coherently."
Although the Goertz cable coincidentally is of alow inductance, it is certainly not the main approach; whereas the
characteristic impedance of their cable is.
In order to achieve alow impedance, they
have lowered the inductance but also taken steps to increase the capacitance between the conductors. In their patent
application they headline their design
"Characteristic Impedance Corrected Audio Signal Cable" and specify "a thin interlayer of adielectric material, cg polyester
film" to increase the capacitance. (Pat.
number 5,393,933, dated February 28,
1995.)
First, the Supra Ply cable was launched
ayear before Mr. Jenving "once contacted" Mr. Poulsen. Mr. Jellying called him in
May 1995 to check whether or not the
Goertz was acopy of our Supra Ply. He
understood that this was not the case, and
he also sent Mr. Poulsen our Supra Catalog, wherein the Supra Ply was presented. This means that Mr. Poulsen knows
that Supra Ply existed long before he was
contacted by Mr. Jellying. Such an insinuation that Mr. Jellying contacted him in
order to copy the Goertz is severe and of
low class.
Second, the Supra Ply low-impedance

We Are Ihe

concept does not aim to increase the
capacitance, as although it is considered
negligible it is still aloss parameter that is
not desirable. The Goertz design is not of
the saine approach, although it happens to
be alow-inductance cable.
We think that it is good that Mr. Poulsen and Alpha-Core now work for the
sanie achievement as Supra does; ie, to
emphasize the low-inductance concept
and to make hi-fi enthusiasts aware of the
false, high-priced, semi-technical cosmetic
innovations which are called esoteric
cables.
So please be smart, Mr. Poulsen, and
cooperate with the team you are playing
in, instead of kicking in the wrong direction!
The above-mentioned Supra catalog
can be requested from Tonuny Jellying
AB, Fax (46) 303 92566, Sweden.
TOMMY JENVING
President & Founder
PATRIE BOSTROM

R&D Chief Engineer
Tommy Jellying AB, Sweden
EAD DSP-I000
Editor:
We are pleased to sec the Enlightened
Audio Designs DSP-1000 included among
Class C in Stereophilès "Recommended
Components" [December 1995, p.193].
The section of your review about the 16bit vs 20-bit signal paths caused maire guys-
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PLINIUS
N

o compromise designs beautifully crafted
in New Zealand, Plinius components combin(
the resolution, warmth, and luminous harmonic
integrity of the finest vacuum tube electronics with
the stability, low frequency extension, and power
reserves of modern solid-state gear.

p

remium grade components, including
Caddock resistors, Hovland capacitors,
and heavy-gauge Siltech wiring, combined
with striking brushed-aluminum styling yield
designs of exquisite sonic purity and physici
beauty.

P

linius world-class
discrete-component
preamplifier and userswitchable pure class-A
power amplifier designs
simply surpass all their
competition, and the prici
of admission is remarkat
affordable.

Your search is over...

PLINIUS
Listen and Be Touched by
The Music !
Distributed by

rI

FANFARE
INTERNATIONAL,
INC.

500 E. 77th St. New York, N.Y. 10162 •Ph: 212-734-1041 •Fax: 212-734-7735

tions and concerns among current and
figure DSP-1000 owners. We would like to
comment on what was written.
Enlightened Audio Designs' DSP1000 and DSP-7000 each have a 16-bit
input signal path. The NPC filter as previously used for the Series II models was
operated in the "right-justified" mode. In
this mode there is no room for more bits
above 16 and it is therefore limited to 16bit input. We chose to keep the DSP1000 and DSP-7000 this way for two
reasons.
First, it allows all existing DSP-1000s
and DSP-7000s to be upgraded to
HDCD ¡Digital Flywheel without permanent modification to the motherboard.
Our distributors around the world can
perform the upgrade without sending the
DSPs back to Fairfield. One of the main
design philosophies of EAD is total upgradeability of all our digital processors.
Second, until a DVD high-bit standard
comes about, we are still in a16-bit world.
All CD players that conform to the
S/PDIF standard, even HDCD, deliver
infonnatim in 16 bits.
EAD's Series III upgrade contains our
Digital Flywheel jitter-reduction circuitry
and Pacific Microsonics PMI)-100 HDCD
process decoder IC. Combined, these two
reduce jitter to about 10 picoseconds and
enhance the resolution of the 16-bit signal
to 20 bits. The 20-bit signal is dithered and

sent directly to Burr-Brown PCM63P-K
20-bit DACs before going to the awardwinning Acculinear current-to-voltage
stage. All Pacific Microsonics PMI)100—equipped DSPs have 20-bit output.
Outboard resolution enhancers generally also do the conversion to 20 bits
by adding dither to the signal. So the
equation boils down to which resolution-enhancement circuits alistener
prefers.
The EAD DSP-9000 Ill and TheaterMaster have 24-hit capable inputs. Every
DSP-9000 Ill and TheaterMaster owner
we have talked to has found no benefit
from these external enhancers. It is easy to
understand why. If users wish to use an
external enhancer, we have developed a
low-cost modification that allows existing
DSP-1000s or DSP-7000s to pass up to 24
bits. However, we feel this is not necessary
because of the extraordinary features of
our Series Ill upgrade.
ALASTAI RROXBURGH
Director of Engineering
SAMUEL W UEBBE N
Technical Support Manager
Enlightened Audio Designs

BRIGHT STAR MINI ROCK F

Editor:
We would like to thank Steven Stone and
Stereophile for an in-depth discussion of
our Mini Rock F isolation platform

[Vol.18 No.11, p.200]. The Mini Rock F
was designed, in great part, to Mr. Stone's
request for increased isolation between
the separate outboard flywheel and motor
assembly for the excellent VPI TNT
turntable while it was situated atop our
Big Rock TNT isolation platform. We arc
very pleased that he found the Mini Rock
Fenhanced the performance envelope of
this phenomenal analog front-end (we are
also thrilled with Michael Fremer's
endorsement of the Mini Rock F in the
same issue).
In the time since Mr. Stone's initial
evaluation took place, we have redesigned
the mounting system between the Mini
Rock Fand the Big Rock TNT to minimize undue spurious energy transfer. This
change has resulted in yet further sonic
enhancement and lower vibrational
contamination and obviates the need for
the extra isolation scheme Mr. Stone
employed. We have submitted this new
mounting system to Mr. Stone and look
forward to his comments in a future
report.
Interested audiophiles can receive full
information on our extensive Isolation
Series, including our new Big Rock 3AA,
specifically designed for Audio Alchemy
components, by contacting our offices at
(805) 375-2629 or Barry.Kohan@Tanet.
Com. •
BARRY KOHAN
President, Bright Star Audio

Wilson, Vandersteen, Music Reference, Bel, VP!, Cardas,
Audio Physics, RPM, Golden Tube, McCormack, Jadis
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uy &Sell Pre-Owned Audio
Equipment Nationwide!
Equipment lists from dealers and individuals are
continuously updated on our computer and mailed
to our subscribers on the 1st and the 15th of each
month. Our alphabetized format makes it easy to
find the equipment you want and our frequency of
publication assures you of current, up-to-date infor-

Subscription Rates:
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Call for foreign rates.

mation. Typically you'll find well over 1000 items
in each issue.

Advertising Rates:
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C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E.
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Raul Martinez
Tel /fax (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio 0 Imports
Tel: (61) 3-819-0173
Fax: (61) 3-819-0161
BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
AT Trade
13th of January Street 13
Tel: (3712) 211-688
BELGIUM
See Benelux
BENELUX
National Distributor
Vucht vlilmen
Durob Audio BV
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel: (31) 4108-12-555
Fax (31) 4108-17-583
BRUNEI
Darussalam 3108
Fax (673) 024-48841
COSTA RICA
Curridiabat, San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel./fax: (506) 225-8231
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CROATIA
National Distribidor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 58-589-742
Fax: (385) 58-40-376
DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlothenlund OK-2920
Matrix Aps
Tel: (45) 39-402-100
Fax: (45) 39-402-340
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
Rungsted
Hi-Fi Huset
Pennehave 7
Belle
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71
FRANCE
National Distributor
Toulouse
Acoustic Precision Sarl
Tel: (33) 61-75-0664
Fax: (33) 61-735-882
Audio Salon
Tel: (33) 61-12-3366
Brest
Brazil
Tel (33) 98-43-1188
Cannes
Vector
Tel: (33) 92-99-0720
Paris
Affirmative
Tel: (33) 47-34-1682
Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222
Creation Audio
Tel: (33) 40-20-9528
GERMANY
National Distributor
Wiesbaden
Eclectic Audio
Tel: (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
NM. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-923-3168
HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel (8522) 524-8775
Fax: (8522) 845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel: (8522) 392-6368
Fax: (8522) 392-6328
INDONESIA
Jakarta 11230
NOS Electronics
Tel (6221) 692-7840
Fax (6221) 625-1133
IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-9449
Fax: (353) 1-288-8477
JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
Tel (81) 03-5410-0071
Fax: (81) 03-5410-0622
KOREA
Seoul
Audio Mart
Fax (82) 2-514-2089
LUXEMBOURG
See Benelux

MACEDONIA

T.P. Kodi Export-Import
(389) 91 11 83 66
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
Tel (60) 3-717-6969
Fax: (60) 3-717-3057
MEXICO
National Distributor
Mexico
Heaven Sound
Tel: (52) 5-563-3187
Fax: (52) 5-563-8110
NETHERLANDS
See Benelux
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
Tel (64) 4-5688-066
Fax (64) 4-5688-065
NORWAY
National Distributor
Bergen
Audio Media
Tel./fax: (47) 55-25-62-14
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Flamcar
Tel./fax: (63) 2-922-1108
POLAND
Warsaw
Hifi Sound Studio. Ltd.
Tel./fax: (48) 1-774-8154
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Amadora
A)asom
Tel: (351) 474-8709
Fax: (351) 475-1367
PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
1701 Parana
Tel ./fax: (809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
RUSSIA
Moscow
ATTrade
Ostozhenka 37, Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax: (7) 095-291-5871

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi-Fi Art
Tel: (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax (41) 22-784-2904
TAIWAN
National Distributor
Stereophile Chinese Edition
Taipei
Audio Vertex
Tel: (886) 2-873-6635
Fax: (886) 2-834-8555
THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza. 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan. Rumpinee
Mining Group Limited
Tel: (66) 2-241-5330
Fax (66) 2-241-5330
TRINIDAD,
WEST INDIES
National Distributor
Marabella
Advanced Hi-Fi 95
Tel (809) 658-3411
Fax (809) 674-9115

TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Limited
Tel: (0212) 241-6550
Fax: (0212) 241-6551
UNITED KINGDOM
Newsstand Distributor
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel (44) 181-844-1000
Fax (44) 181-893-1140
Dealer Distributor
Nottingham
Wollaton Audio
Tel (440) 115-928-4147
Fax: (440) 115-928-0625
Belfast
Zeus Audio
2-4 Great Victoria St
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Musical Images
18 Monmouth St
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Park End St
Reading
Reading Hifi
Broad Street Mall
VENEZUELA
Caracas
Ardica
Tel: (58) 2-979-1844
Fax: (58) 2-976-1204

V,VVV
Calling HI-FI
Distributors
Around the
World:
You could be selling
Stereophile!

Neo Tek
Tel: (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (7) 095-233-1442
Fax (7) 095-248-3352
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
Tel./fax: (65) 33-66-790
SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Albedon 1450
Hi-Fi Excellence
Tel (27) 11-907-9092
Fax (27) 11-907-8399
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254

Call Nick King in London, England
Tel: (44) 8) 289 1571
Fax: (44) 81 289 1572

Our Family Portrait
timed Back Row Ciwier: Audio Research. Sianding Back Row: Hales, Dunlavy, Martin Logan, Aerial. Energy.
Spica and Classé. Sealed Froal Row: Acurus, Pass Labs, Enlightened Audio. Arol
XI-0, Purist Audio.
Wire World. Harman Kardon. Carver, AMC, Target. Surniko. Signet, Grado, 8( more...

cherry creek Audio,

Trade-Ins accepted.
Call for recent list.
2553

inc.

915.

Financing Available

S. Colorado Blvd. Suite 106, Denver, CO (303) 758-HIFI (4434)

1-tear The Difference"

New York's Best High-End Dealer,
Proud toftuture ...the Best!
...in NewJersee
"THE STRADIVARIUS OF LOUDSPEAKERS!"
Dunlavy Audio Labs' six models of true reference standard loudspeakers. unique

accuracy

from meticulous attention to design goals give these speakers the ability u) immerse the listener in the experience.
Models SC-I; SCII; SC-Ill; SC-IV: and SC-VI now currently on display!
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DIGITAL

KPS.201

LS-7 Line Stage. Affordable purist tube preamp, capa-

KPS-20i Integrated CD Player. With remarkable musical per-

ble of startling musical restilution. Along with the VT-60

lOrmance. this player finally fulfills the promise of digital! With

tube amp, this combination is capable of conveying

tux) many innovations to mention, this product represents the

musical truth and coherence!

culmination of years of research, in Cl) playback.

ANNOUNCING:

ePROCE

E

Come in and experience the new
Proceed audio and video line of
home entertainment equipment. These
products have the fidelity and finesse
of true high end components; and with the unique PAV, the power
and e' .itemem, or astate of the art. home theatre system!

Balanced

Audio

Technology

VK-5 Balanced Line Preamplifier. 'ibis newcomer features.
fully balanced differential design. with real dual mono construction, and atrue, all tube signal path. This is areference
standard performer at astandard soling price! On Display!

AMC •ARAGON •ACURUS •ALON •ARONOV •AUDIO RESEARCH • BAT •BASIS •CAL •CHAPMAN •DUNLAVY •ENERGY • EAD •ENSEMBLE •GRAHAM •GRADO •HIGHWIRE
JADIS • KEF • KOETSU • KRELL • KRELL DIGITAL • IdARANTZ • MARTIN•LOGAN • MB QUART • McCORMACK •MONSTER • NAD •NSM •PROCEED • PROTON •RONCO
SILTEC • SONOGY • SPICA • STRAIGHTWIRE • SUMIKO •SUNFIRE • TARGET • VAC • VAN DEN HUL • VELODYNE • VIMAK • VP! • VTL • WELL TEMPERED • XLO

(31 ADIO
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193 BELLEVUE AVE.
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043

201-744-0600

JUST 10 MIN.FROM
MIDTOWN MAIS
IHKITAN
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STEREOPH1LEs
ALMOST
COMPLETE
INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Sterrophile from Vol.3 No.I through Vol.19 No3
(1971 through March 1996), and every component
reviewed by Stereophile since Von No.l. (Please note
that an index does not include the review or article
texts.) Currently available only on 5%" or 3Se floppy disks (MS-1)0S, raw ASCII only). Send $19.95
to Strnvphile Almost Complete Index, 208 Delgado St,
Santa It NM 87501. Indicate disk size.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK ON-LINE —
Keeping you informed, entertained, and connected
with audiophiles nationwide since 1984. By modem,
(818) 988-0452, 8N1. Featuring: classifieds, databases,
forums, online shopping, Internet e-mail, newsroom, library,confetences. For details, e-mail TANINF0@tatxtrern
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK ON-SITE —
Beautiful listening rooms where you may relax and
audition outstanding components such as the affordable
tube integrated amps from JoLida and the new VR-4
speaker. Voice (818) 782-1676, fax (818) 780-6260. TAN,
6930 Vahean Ave, Suite 205, Van Nuys, CA 91406-4747
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, California —
Franchised dealer for Naim, Roksan, Music Reference,
ESL, Spender, Creek, Rega, Epos, Totem, Quad, Onix,
JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Sunnite, Goldring, Revolver,
Target, and more. Always lots of used gear. Established
way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee,
Arcam, Audio Research, Classé Audio, EA1), Grado,
Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan, MIT, Power Wedge,
ProAc, Quad, Target, Theta, Transparent cables, Well
Tempered, WireWorld, JF Woodworks. Audio
Excellence, Liverpool, NX (315) 451-2707. Visa/MC/
Amex/Discover.
ACOUSTICALLY TUNED WALL PANELS control flutter echo, reduce reverberation and reflection
patterns. Fabric-wrapped, mid- to low-range-frequency panels, all sizes with EZ mounting. Ideal for
inside comers/parallel walls. Visa/MC. Acoustical Panel
Systems, Inc, (800) 277-7978.
AFFORDABLE AUDIO, Culver City, California.
Exclusive dealer for Ruarlc in Southern California. We
feature Creek, liega, JoLida, Grado, 1)ensen, System
Audio, Mordaiun-Short, Nordest Fladine, Audioflex,
Sanus, Gold Aero, Sovtek, Tesla, Hovland. Call us for
best price. Trade-ins accepted. (310) 558-0716.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
toneartn. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series II Improved, Series III, and Series "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid Damper Kits, manuals
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,* P.O. Box 18Z San
Anselmo, CA 94979, (415) 457-7878.

SIDEREALICAP —THE WORLD'S MOST MUSICALLY neutral audio capacitor regardless of price,
pseudescience, technobabble, or magical rituals. For
information, call, fax, or write to: SiderrallCap, 1525
Brian Plate, Escondido, CA 92025. Tel: (619) 743-1997, fax
(619) 743-2192.
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RATES: Private, $1.10 per word, $22 minimum
on phone-in ads; Commercial, $3.85 per word,
$154 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is
defined as one or more characters with aspace,
dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All
dassified ads must be prepaid with order. Phonein ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads
are credit-card only: MasterCard, Visa, American
Express. MAIL TO: Stereophik, Classified Ad
Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502,
or CALL: (505) 983-9106. PAX: (505) 9836327 DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first
working day of the month, two months in advance
of the issue in which your ad will appear. For
example, if you want your ad to run in the June
1996 Stereophile, you must submit it by April 1996.
No refunds.

ATTENTION HIGH -ENI) HI-F1 TRADE
HI-F1 '96
The Home Theater and Specialty Audio Show
May 29* through June 2, 1996
at The Waldorf=Astoria, NYC
'May 29-301,'r Trade only — closed to the public.
May 29, 10am-6pin
May 30, 10am-6pm
May 31, 11 am-8pm
June 1, 9am-7pm
June 2, 9am-6pm
Our first New York Show since '90!!— with two
days devoted to Trade. Don't miss your chance to
meet with manufacturers of the best in high-end
audio and Home Theater systems at one of
America's finest hotels —The Waldorf---Astoria.
You can expect to see and hear hundreds of
exhibits demonstrating the latest in top-performance equipment, current high-end, and new
market entries in both the high-end audio and
Home neater arenas. Plus, you'll find agrand
selection of accessories, kits, and hard-to-find
records and CDs. For exhibitor information, contact: Ken Nelson, NelS011 and Associates. Inc, 62
Wendover Rd, Yonkers, NY 10705. Tel: (914) 4763157 Fax: (914) 969-2746. To register for yourfire
Trade Badge, contact: Maura Rieland, Stereophile,
208 Delgado St, Santa It NM 87501. Tel: (505) 9822366. litc: (505) 989-8791.
ATTENTION EARMAX OWNERS: PAKMAX bat
tcry pack is now available! We're making audio history
with "tubes to go"! EarMax is part of the MaxLine of
tube electronics and loudspeakers. We also import the
Morch tonearms, the Verdier turntable, Monopole
amp/speaker teminaLs (8 ounces each!), D'Feet SH22
resonance dampers. LP/CD listing, including
Beethoven's Symphonies on 180 gum, plus a new
German 1995 live recording of all nine symphonies on
6CDs! Information: Audio Advancements, Box 100, Lincoln
Ark, NJ 07035, (201) 633-1151.

•
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STEREOPHILEs RECORD-REVIEW INDEX
lists every record review published in Stereophik
from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.19 No.3 (January
1987 through March 1996). Also includes indices to
"Building A Library' and musician interviews, and
indicates Records To Die For and Recordings of the
Month. (Please note that an index does not include
the review texts.) Available on 5%" or 3%" floppy
disks (MS-1)0S, raw ASCII only). Send $9.95 to
ereophile Rnord-Review Indo,; 208 Delgado St, Santa
h NM 87501. Indicate disk size.
ATTENTION QUAD AND SPENDOR OWNERS
Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient nitre, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold.
ESL/ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems
available. For further details, contact Mike or Randy:
QS&D, 33 McWhirt Loop #108, Fretkriderburg, VA 22406,
(540)372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713.
STATE-OF-TFIE-ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS.
Upgrade any speaker system. Replacing your crossovers improves highs, increases dynamics, and creates a
better soundstage. Hovland Musicaps and software
available. Free Design Guide. Allpass Technologies, Inc.,
2844 Charmont Dr, Apopka, FL 32703-5972, (407) 7860623.
LOTTERY WINNER? NO? Want high-end gear
but need patience to buy secondhand, then worry? Ha!
Get it now and new. Combine Chapman, Legacy, JPS
Labs, Music Metre, Eagle, Reference Line, CODA,
Monarchy, for no-compromise, full-range, unparalleled sound, and still save for your kid's college
tuition and/or lottery tickets. Archive Audio, (614) 2373610.
DOES YOUR SYSTEM HAVE what it takes to
sound better, more musically accurate, with the truly
neutral Cormorant interconnect? If so, delight in the
joyous rediscovery of your music. Zero-risk 30-day
audition. 1m pair, $124, air-shipped free. Visa/
MC/Discover. Literature available. Solid Core
Technology, 3808 tifuview Ave, West Palm Beach, FL
33407, (407) 842-7316.
EASTERN AUDIO —Select excellent-condition used
equipment with warranty: Fosgate DSL2, $650;
Digital: Aragon D2A11, $720; Krell MD-20, $2560;
Studio, $1950; Meridian 208, $1035; Sony X707ES,
$1350. Preamps: Aragon Aucuns, $1080; Krell KSL
(with phono), $1500; ICRC-2, $2220; McIntosh C38,
$1500. Amps: Jadis Defy-7 Mk.11, $3375; Krell KSA250, $3400; KSA-100S, $3300; Levinson No23.5,
$4125... and much more. Call (718) 961-8256 for detail:.
Eve (718) 961-8315.
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa or without alocal dealer —don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in 1)es Moines can help! Choose from
Acorns, Angstrom, Aragon, Audio Power, Audio
Research, AudioQuest, Definitive Technology, Dunlavy,
Eminent Technology, Enlightened Audio, Kinergetics,
McCormack, Magro, Martin-Logan, Monster Cable,
Onkyo, ProAc, PSB, Santis, Sumiko, van den Hul, and
more. (515) 255-2134.
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Goodwins Audio
NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST AUDIO SPECIALTY STORE

•HIGH END WITHOUT PRETENSE:
INFORMED AND SENSIBLE ADVICE
•CAREFULLY SELECTED COMPONENTS
FROM THE VERY AFFORDABLE TO THE ULTIMATE
DEUVERY AND NOOK-UP FIVRRABLE
TRADE INS WELCOME •NOME THEATER
•ACURUS
•A/D/S
•AM-PRO
•AUDIO CONTROL
•B & K
•B & W
•B & W THX
•CALIFORNIA
AUDIO LABS

•CELESTION
•CHIRO
•CONRADJOHNSON
•DEFINITIVE
TECHNOLOGY
•EAD
•FOSGATE
•HAFLER

•KEN WOOD
•KINERGETICS
•KLIPSCH
•KRELL
•KRELL AUDIO VIDEO
•MONSTER CABLE
•NAD
•NAKAMICHI
•NITTY GRITTY

0 lib

•ONKYO
•PASS LABS
•POWER WEDGE
•ROTEL
•ROTEL
SOVEREIGN
•SANUS
•SIGNET
•SONY

•SOTA
•SONY PRO
PORTABLE
•SOUND LAB
•STANDESIGN
•STAX
•STRAIGHT WIRE
•SUMIKO
•TARGET

THE ULTIMATE IN HOME THEATER
Hours:

MON. -FRI. 11-8 SAT. 10-6 SUN. 12-5

NOT ALL LINES AVAILABLE

IN BOTH STORES ,PLEASE CALL

870 Commonwealth Ave., Boston -Shrewsbury, Rte 9 Eastbound

TEL

617-734-8800

FAX

617-734-8811

TEL

508-791-8200
.0"."

New Jersey's Place
For Ugh End Audio
Our staff has years of experience matching the
right equipment to your listening environment.
Large Selection -tube amplifiers, preamplifiers and CD Players.

Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35,
Open 7days a week

260

Middletown

NJ 07748
(9 08) 671-1559
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AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase,
Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Audio
Artistry, Audiomeca, Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro,
Chang, Chario, Coda, dpa, Dynavector, Ensemble,
Graham, Harbeth, High Wire, Ikeda, Kuzma,
Magnons Dynalab, Magro, Meret, Mic-romega, Musical
I
)esigi, Music Metre, Musc, NSM, Chia, Rega, Sound
Anchors, SOTA, Spendor, Symphonic Line, Totem,
Unity Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, Wilson Benesch,
YBA, and more. Call/fax John Barnes at (303) 691-340Z
2341 W Yale Ave, Englewood, CO sona
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson,
Spectral, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Aragon,
Acurus, Audio Alchemy, Kimber, Sonic Frontiers,
X10. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-2178.
$40(ARCAM ALPHA 5(everybody's favorite little
amplifier). $501:=Fried Beta VI (fantastic°. We represent best-buy products from Arcam, B&IC, Fried,
Linaeum, Musical C.oncepts/I3esi&m, OCM/Magnum
Dynalab, NEAR, many more! Stereo Consultants,
Lafayette, IN, (317) 474-9004, 11am-7pm EST
AT LAST! EVERYTHING YOU NEED to know
about buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fi! The
Complete Guide to Hgh-End Audio, by Robert Harley, is
packed with inside secrets on getting high-end sound at
low prices, how to set up your system for the best
sound, and how to become abetter listener. With more
than 450 pages and +200 photos and illustrations, The
Complete Guide to High-End Audio is the ultimate reference book on high-quality music reproduction. Written
for beginners and experienced listeners alike. Find out
why Sam Tellig says, "Before you make amistake, buy
Bob Harley's book" Only $29.95 (softcover) or $39.95
(signed hardcover), plus $4.95 S&H ($6.95 outside continental US). Full money-back guarantee. Call toll-free:
(800) 848-5099 for your copy, or send check or
Visa/MC information to Acapella Publishing PO. Box
80805, Albuquerque, NM 87198-0805.
MBC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL Gradient, C.EC, Densen,
Diapason, Audio Magic. Done, CO, (303) 399-5031 MST
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20SE, black, stock or
custom ($650+ in parts); crossover and wiring, ($4500)
$2000 firm. (520) 624-3585, leave message.
CODA SYSTEM 100 AMPLIFIER, as new, mint,
$3995. Tel./fax wet. (64) 9-575-3355.
THETA GENERATION III, balanced, AT&T,
$2000; Green Mountain 1>ianunte speakers with malachite finish, $1799. Original owner, mint condition.frff
(812) 663-2338.
AUDIO ALCHEMY, AUDIOQUEST, GRM)0,
Perfectionist Audio, and HAVE Cariare on sale at
AudioWaves. PAC IDOS II, $169; Grado SR60 and
SR80 — call; Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0 plus lin v2.0 —
special; AudioQuest Topaz, Ins, $52; more. Free shipping.
AudioWans, (800) 510-4753, Box 461, Thnidad, CA 95570.
PREMIUM-GRAI)E PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! MIT
MultiCaps, InfiniCaps, SCR, Black Gate, Elna,
Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills, Yamaniura,
etc. capacitors and resistors. All types audio connectors,
chassis wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble, TED,
Heicfred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes, vibrationdamping sheets and isolators, Defier panels, hospitalgrade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog!
Michael Pin, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937, (415) 6697181, Jar (415) 669-7558.
PERFECT GIFT for computer-wise kids. You
demand performance, quality, and design integrity in
your audio equipment. Why not demand the saine in
PC software for your children or grandchildren? PeaESP! is unique, visually stunning, fun, challenging, educational DOS game for all ages, genders, skills. No sex
or violence! Rated "*. Easy to install on IBM/I)0S/
Windows-compatible PCs with VGA color, mouse,
1.7M13 diskspace. Save 30%! Mail $19.95 check, name,
address, and floppy size, payable to: Triple-U Software
ST3, P.O Box 189, Wayland, MA 01778-0189. Allow
three weeks.
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HI-Fl '96
THE HOME THEATER AND SPECIALTY
AUDIO SHOW
The Waldorf=Astoria
301 Park Avenue •New York City
May 29 June 2, 1996
May 29-30 dedicated to Trade only
Still Available:
16' x13' -- while they last — $5200
Contact:
NELSON & ASSOCIATES, INC.
62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705
Joe Exhibitor Information only.
Tel: (914) 476-3157 •Rut: (914) 969-2746
ALPINE AUDIO now offers Threshold, McCormack,
Proceed, CAL, Golden Tube, Sonic Frontiers, Celeste,
Conrad-Johnson, EAD, NAD, Arcam, Mansur,
Denon, Timbre, Meridian, Runco, Audio Alchemy,
Reference Line, AR, Avalon, Gradient, Mirage, Energy,
Totem, AudioQuest, MIT, TARA, Straight Wire,
'Umber, Transparent. Specials: Classé Ten, Mirage
M5Si, Timbre TT-1, Proceed PDP, Theta DSP Pro III,
more! (540) 628-3177, 323 West Main Street, Abingdon,
VA 24210.
FANFARE FM TUNER on the intern«. We invite
you to visit our new website at http://wwwfianfine.com.
Get the latest news on FM and digital radio plus tips
on improving reception. 1)ownload our latest product info. You can also call us at (800) 268-8637 or
(905) 793-7953; fax (905) 793-5984. E-mail to
infoemfantrom or write to Fanfare FM, Box 455, Beio,
NY 14225-0455 for our newsletter.
WE CAN HELP!! Expert recommendations from one
of the Midwest's finest audio/video stores. Specializing
in custom design, installation, and consultation of the
finest tube and solid-state equipment. We feature Cary
Audio Dcsign, PS Audio, Proceed, Parasound, Rotel,
Marantz, I3&W, PSB, Spica, Dynaudio, XL0, !Umber,
AudioQuest, and Ultra Systems. Buy, sell, and trade.
Call us! Sound Lab, Ltd, 3521 State Road 26 East, Lafayette
IN 47903. (800) 677-2932, ask for Mark, Geome, or Dave.
PURE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and speaker
cable. Interconnects — $150/meter pair; speaker cable,
$100/meter (includes shipping). Both with pure, solidcore silver wire, Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/
rhodium terminations. Money-back guarantee. Don't
pay more! (770) 457-8748 before 10pm EST
ECHO BUSTERS, $119.95 —meats your entire audio
room. Get the sound you've been searching for at an
incredible price. Control echoes, reflections, distortions, and reverberations with this 9-piece kit. Free
information. $7.95 shipping. Michael Kay, Inc, (516) 4336990, fax (516) 433-6794.
APOGEE DIVA SPEAKERS with beautiful rose marble custom faux finish, $6900, brand new, perfect condition, shipping boxes. Dave (201) 386-3286 days, (201)
927-3292 evenings EST
ll&W, LEGACY, KEF, THIEL, and other loudspeaker
owners: Would you like to improve on the great sound
you already have? Try apair of "Golden Flutes" by JPS
Labs — anecessity for proper bass extension. Please call
or fax (716) 685-5227 anytime to drastically improve
your listening pleasure. Also, please inquire about our
unbelievable interconnects and upe
g revolutionary preamp design.
WE OFFER PERFECT-CONDITION with warranty Alt, Amr-Sphere, Audio Research, Cary, C-J,
Gryphon, Krell, Levinson, MBL, MIT, NBS, Proceed,
Spectral, Unison Research, Transparent, Wadia, and
many more high-end components. Call for inventory
list, or visit showroom at Ik•h End Audio, 41-25 ICisserta
Blvd. 111.5MM, Hushing NY 11355. TeL (718) 961-8842,
fax (718) 886-9530.
THETA DATA II, AT&T, $1350; Aragon 24K, $600.
_John, (602) 435-1027.

NYAL FUTTERMAN O'I'L-3Q output-transformerless monoblodcs, $3000 OBO; JVC XPA1000 digital
audio processor (ambience system), $325. Robert, (717)
421-2884 EST
ONKYO T-9090I1 TUNER with remote. Stereophile
Class B (April '93, Vol.16 No.4), brand-new condition
with box and manual, ($800) $450; Luxman CL32
tube preamplifier, mint, $425. (407) 283-3243.
NEW PARADIGM TITAN bookshelf speakers,
$200; like-new Regs Brio 60W integrated amp, ($450)
$300. Walter, (210) 342-8906.
AERIAL ACOUSTICS 10-T, black ash finish, latest
model, with stands, mint condition, $4000; Krell
MDA-300 amps, mint condition, box and warranty,
$5000. (708) 949-3971.
AUDIO RESEARCH D125 power amp, $2500;
Audio Research LS2, $1500; both mint condition, very
low hours. (417) 764-3412, (414) 554-0725.
CONRAD-JOHNSON SYNTHESIS Reference
speakers in perfect condition, beautiful handmade light
oak cabinets, ($7400) $3675. Call (717) 393-4471.
FANFARE FT1, $750; JBL 4312C, $600; Naim NAIT
2, $650; CAL Sigma, $350; Rogers LS5/9, $1799. (407)
626-0674.
SNELL C/5 SPEAKERS, McCormack DAC-1 D/A
converter. (215) 567-4626, PA.
DAVID BERNING TF-10AH preamplifier, $800;
TARA Labs Pandora S, two pairs, 1m, RCA, $100 each
or $150 both, mint condition. Dean, (703) 519-5670.
PURIST COLOSSUS DIGITAL balanced, cryogenic
silver, $225; power cords, $135; VP! bricks, $25;
Margo dots, $1 with order. Pon-Tunes, (201) 763-4091
evenings.
EAD 7000 SERIES III D/A converter, $1800; Cardas
Cross 1m interconnect, 2pairs, $325 each. Phone (717)
761-5066.
TIRED OF SPEAKERS that sound like speakers?
Introducing the BCL-I by New Arr, it doesn't sound
like apanel, it doesn't sound like abox. The first and
only speaker mie to live. Call or write New Art, 6392
Park Ave, Garden Grove CA 92645, (213) 850-6739.
AUDIO RESEARCH D240 Mk.II, mint condition,
with manual and original boxes, includes shipping,
81600. (717) 397-8961.
KRELL ICSA-100S power amp, mint condition, box
and manual, let's make adeal. Call Chris, (201) 6691499.
CAL ALPHA, MINT, $850; Transparent Balanced
Digital Link, $250; Straight Wire Maestro speaker
cable, 8', $250; speaker jumpers, $60. (919) 319-7635.
PROAC RESPONSE 2.5 speakers, yew wood finish,
three months old, original boxes and manual, mint,
best offer. (201) 540-0877 days, (201) 539-4592 evenings.
NAGRA T-AUDIO TWO-TRACK professional analog recorder, absolutely new condition, non-time-code
model, serious inquiries only. (201) 746-2794.
NHT 3.3 SPEAKERS, mint, $2100; Definitive
Technologies C-1 center speaker, $175; Optimus 3400
portable CD transport, new, $150. (914) 592-4000 days,
(914) 699-5005 evenings
McINTOSH C39, MC7I06, surround set, one year
old, mint, both, $4995; Sony TAE-2000ES, factory
sealed, $975. Dan, (810) 977-3759, leave message.
DENON DCD-3560 CD player, $750; DAP-5500
digital preamp, $700; Onkyo DX GIO CD player,
($2500) $800. All mint, hardly used, with boxes and
manuals. (516) 783-0288.
MELOS SHA-1, line-level preamp, tube hybrid, black,
perfect condition, $650. Jiff (713) 728-1838 after 7prn,
7X
AVALON ASCENTS, ($16,500) $9995; Gryphon
Reference One Monos, ($31,500) $12,995; Bel Canto
preamp, ($5000) $2995; Basis Reference Gold Standard
with vacuum, Graham 1.5 arm, ($11,695) $7495;
Gryphon PSC silver planar speaker bi-cables, 3m,
($4800) $1995. (614) 798-8242.
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ADCOM
AERIAL
ANGSTROM
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOQUEST
BRYSTON
CALIFORNIA AUDIO
CHANG
CONRAD JOHNSON
DEFINITIVE
GOLDEN TUBE
INFINITY
KINERGETICS
LEXICON
LYRA
MAGNEPAN
MARANTZ
MARIGO
MERIDIAN
M.1.7
MIRAGE
MONSTER
PASS LABS
PIONEER ELITE
SHUN MOOK
SNELL ACOUSTICS
SONUS FABER
SUMIKO
THETA DIGITAL
VELODYNE
VPI
WILSON AUDIO
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Wilson VVITT Loudspeaker

le

You've read the reviews, now it's time
to hear the WITT for yourself.
Celebrating 25 years of high end ...
Woodbridge StereoNideo has brought the
leading brands of audio and video to New
Jersey/New York area audiophiles since
1970. Discover all you've been missing.

751 Amboy Avenue •Woodbridge, NJ 908-636-7777 •1103 Bloomfield Avenue •West Caldwell, NJ 201-575-8264
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art for audiophiles
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and value.

At The Sound Gallery, the art of music reproduction is just that, an art.

•Audio Research •Classe •Martin Logan •Meridian •Semis Faber •Sunfire eMirage
•(drool •Audio Alrlunny •Audioquest •Audio Poser •Cal Labs •Denim •Enerp Verna. •Faroudja
•Infinity Epsilon ,
tMelos •Mibultishi •Mod Squad •Monitor Audio •Oros •Monster M Serie.
tt Pioneer Hite •Son Projection •Sound Anekor •Stuniko •Target
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VELODYNE ULDI5 SERIES 2 subwoofer, black,
mint, $1100. (718) 287-3650.
CARY SLP 94 OIL, $1750; 300SE Triode, $2400;
Klipsch La Scabs, $700. Wanted: Adcom GFA-535,
GFA-545, GFA-555. (801) 226-1018.
EXOR INDUSTRIES SPS preamp has the parts,
build, and sound quality audiophiles desire without the
need for asecond mortgage. Its wide-bandwidth JFET
circuitry strikes aperfect balance between transistor
and tube — precise focus with palpable presence that
gives you goowbumps. Money-back guarantee, free
info sheet. (9/3) 384-0731.
MARTIN-LOGAN QUEST speakers, light oak, mint
condition, original manual and boxes. ($4000) $2000.
Mike, (6)0) 775-0491 ¡venire EST
HI-F1 CHOICE — Naim, Totem. Quicksilver. Klyne,
Nestorovic, Quad, Cardas, Target, Creek, Epos, Sound
Valves, Audio PTÍS111, Hark& (305) 891-9540.
NITTY GRITTY 2.5FI, new in sealed box, retail
$555. sell $355; ge
arc tubes from Telefunken,
Mullard, Amperex Bugle Bo), low-noise selected, new
old stock 6922, 7308. Cca, L2AU7, 7316, 12/0(7, 7025,
SAR4, EL.34, etc. Timg-Sol 6550. GE 7591A. Nice
II&K and Hickok tube testers. Kevin, (909) 982-2386
iimakiPrimmaxont.
GET A GRIP ni y011f loudspeakers .111d lining music
into your home. Use Eagle power amplifiers I
Wen,
honte demonstration program. audio system support.
and
re. Call with questions and discover the difference of EKSC Eagle. (913)780-4495 or eqele@skynd.
UNITY AUDIO FARM; Krell: four each KMA-160B
monoblocks; KBL/K PA preamp combo; Purist
Colossus cable; much more. Lee, (216) 663-8824 EST
MISSION 763, LOUDSPEAKERS, black, floorstanding, two-way, hi-veireable, original boxes, manual, in
excellent condition, $475 plus shipping. (513)890-7179
EST

l'RE-OCM BELLES 450. high-current power amp,
200 watts 8ohms; 400 watts, 4ohms; $1600 new, massive and musical, make offer. (970)625-9016.
PS AUDIO ULTRALINK II, D/A processor, new,
still in box, $1700; Esoteric D-10 digital processor, mint,
$1500; Aragon 4004 Mk.II, mint, $1100; Parasound
HCA 1200 II, power amp, mint. $700. Frank, (908)
545-1094, eivnite EST
THIEL CS2 2, $2000; Meridian 500 transport, $1250;
Meridian 563 processor, 51000; all like-new condition.
(505) 989-4325 MS7:
SOUND VALVES M60 TUBE MONOBLOCKS,
(513(10 each new) $1500/pair, Audio Alchemy VACin-the-Box, $150 OBO; TARA RSC interconnects, 2m
pairs, $50/pair, all mint, original boxes and manuals.
(310)320-3966 daytime PST
CORNER AUDIO: Quidtsilver, BEE Litueuin, LAI),
Audio Physic, Immedia, Michael Yee Audio, Spica,
Lyra, WireWorld, PSE, Tice. SOTA, Benz, Klyne,
AMC, Sound Anchors, RPM, Sumiko, Audio Matière,
Yamantura, Marigo, liwinshend Audio. Used and
demos available, trade-ins welcome. (503) 227-1943.
KRELL KSL PREAMP, gray, $1150; CAL Alpha
processor, $795; CAL Delta transport, $475; Dynaco
ST70 series II, $450; Joule Electra LA-75 preamp.
$925; near mint condition, includes boxes. (419) 2582420 EST
TRANSPARENT SUPER SPEAKER CABLE, latest
version, 25' pair, asteal for $1200 plus shipping ($2025
list). PK (806)756-4425 bilinr lOpere (ST
JADIS JA-500 AMP, KT90 version, latest, warranty.
(530,0(8)) $13,900; Jadis JP-8MC preamp, latest,
($16.000) $8900; Mirror Image I-1M monoblock
amps, $2500; all mint. (703) 578-1465.
PASS ALEPH 0 monoblocks, mint, $4200; Sonic
Frontiers SEL-2, black, mint, $2200. Call (314) 8427073.
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BETTER
LOUDSPEAKER
TECHNOLOGY

4697 E.EVANS
DENVER, CO 80222

(303) 759-5505

These are the VMPS FF-1 and FF-3
Focused Field Arrays with our exclusive
Dynaribbon midrange, a unique, rigid.
diaphragm hybrid combining the best features of ribbon and planar magnetic technology. Phase-plugged woven carbon fiber
woofers. dual 1" domes and leaf-ribbon supertweeters in highly inert, 3" thick Soundcoated cabinetry provide first-octave bass
(-3d8 at 14Hz!), low distortion (less than
0.94bTHD/1W), high output (116d8 SPU
122d8 SPLJ1m), and sound quality breathtaking in its fidelity to source and threedimensional, holographic imaging.
Hear the FF-1 ($6800/pr) and FF-3
($4200pr assem. $3500pr kit) at the dealers below, or write for product reviews and
literature about our full line, including four
Sulavoofers ($259-$649eal. the "Best
Buy" lbwer II and lbwer II Special Edition
($499-$938ea). OSO 626 and Dipole Sur.
round AN monitors 1$289 kit, $349
assem), plus the Super Tovser/R and Super
lbwer/R Special Editions ($749-$1700ea)
now available with Dynaribbon mids as
extra-cost options. Kits are supplied with
fully assembled cabinets, and most prices
include free shipping in 48 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS

3429 Morningside Or., El Sobrante, CA 94803
15101 222-4276 Fax: (5101232-3837
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio. Boston:
Home Theater Systems, Little Falls NJ:
Dynamic Sound. Washington DC: Sounds
Incredible, Brookfield CT; Hifi Farm, Roanoke
VA: Pace Audio, Decatur GA: Chattanooga
Valley Audio. Rossville GA; Auditif Video Ambience. Franklin TN, Tech Electronics, Gainesville
FL: Arthur Morgan, Lake Mary FL; Sounds
Deluxe. Clarendon Hills IL: Audio Exchange.
Mishawaka IN: Audio Connection. Terre Haute
IN: Today's Audio. Burton MI: M. Alan Assoc..
Cincinnati OH: Ruth Industries, St. Louis MO:
American Audio. Greenville SC: Shadow Creek
Ltd. Andover' MN: Mark Curry. Las Vegas NV;
Hal Broda, Escondido/Beverly Hills CA: Sounds
Unique. San Jose CA; Syncopations. Stockton
CA; Ultimate Sound. San Francisco CA: Rama
Audio, Sun Valley CA; Rene Audio. El Sobrante
CA; Audio EX, Sacramento CA.
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Affordable, Remarkable,
Remoteable High Performance
Music Components Starting at $1,095
W E'RE THE BEST KEPT SECRET
are looking for al pplaser
!ionic
brow. or alull multi-room s% slum J
oi sour
home. Innovatise has
solutions.
medic it
Jun to choose. Innovative features the finest
brands, as well as the most comprehensive
service and installation. We are seriously
dedicated to serving you. We believe that a
truly trimnatise solution is one that sees where
sou aie., and looks at saliere you ate going.

DELIVERY AND I
NSTALLATION

(212) 619- 6400 • (718) 596 -0888

AUTHORIZED REPAIR SERVICE

•orpri ,pços •it,i/mils •saidN •r,syqui,es •IJJOlf

OPEN 7DAYS AWEEK
0% F
INANCING
WE'RE I
NT
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NYNEX YELLOW PAGES

" CLINTON STREET
BROONLYN HEIGHTS
NEWYORK 112111

INNOVATIVE
AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS
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STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC

CARY Beautifully crafted tube amps and preamps from $1395 to
$12,500 possessing exceptional sonic performance. Come hear the
single ended CAD-805 amplifier and find out what everyone is raving
about!
ROTEL Better sound, best buys. Starting with the RCD970 CD player they crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theatre products!
(Sorry, no mail order on Rotel.)
VANDERSTEEN Superb values, outperforming competitors twice
their price. The awesome model 3A must be heard to be believed, as
well as the fabulous model 2Ce! Building ahome theatre system? The
VCC- Icenter channel speaker is the best in the industry!
GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves the
impossible. 40 W/ch of pure class-A single-ended tube power for $980!
McCORMACK AUDIO The amazing micro power and line drives
are here offering macro performance at micro prices. Need more
power? Go for the full size DNA 0.5 or DNA 1.0 amps!

EAD The word is out! The DSP9000 DIA Converter and T-8000
Transport are contenders for best sound at ey price! They have been
joined by the lower cost DSP 1000 Converter and T-1000 Transport
with standard AT&T glass interfaces. These have been artfully combined
to produce the bargain CD- 1000 single chassis CD player. HDCD is
here—you must hear it!
FRIED Superb loudspeaker values featuring classic transmission line and
tunnel designs. Fried speakers possess clarity and openness far in excess
of their cost!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of much larger
designs.
MELDS The smoothness, clarity and sweetness of their preamps and
D/A converters make musicality available to all budgets. Highly praised
in TAS and Stereophile. YOU MUST HEAR THE SHA GOLD.

AMC •Apogee •Arcici •Audio Alchemy •Audioguest •Audiostatic •BEL •B&K•CAL •Cardas •Cary •Celestion •Chang Lightspeed
Dynaco •[AD •Eminent Technology •Epos •Fanfare •Fried •Forte •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo •Jeff Rowland Design
JM Lab •Jolida •Kimber Kable •Kinergetics •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Melos •Monarchy •Nakamichi •Nifty Gritty
Power Wedge •PS8 •Rotel •SME •Sota •Stan •Target •Von Schweikert Research •Vandersteen •VPI
* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901
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We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
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"I HAVE SPENT FAR MORE time listening to music
since installing the Zero-One" —Rich Warren, Chimp
"frame, 9/1/95. Discover for yourself what changed audio
reviewer Rich Warren's mind about affordable high-end
Cl) players. The Daniels Audio Zero-One CI) player
stands sonically shoulder-to-shoulder with Spectral,
Levinson, and 'Them. but costs only $750. "Sounds that
leave audiophiles agog." says Warren. No-obligation inhome audition. Also available: 5-disc Cl) changer, $798;
custom-nude phase-coherent cables. Phone, fax, or write
Daniels Audio Oxporation, 178 North Ridgeland Oak Park, IL
60302. Fax (312) 263-2335, !
AMC (708)383-3319.
NIRVANA, WORLD'S FINEST ULTRA-FI CABLE:
"open, good timbre, well-detailed and musical —an
excellent product," J-P Caffi, Jadis. Ninnna Audio, PO.
Box 1053, Valley Stream, NY 11582. 'liken- (516) 2851950, streamer@linet. I
kaler inquiries invited. Intp://www.
NimarraAudiorom.
AERIAL 10-T SPEAKERS, black, 2 months, with
stands, latest, $3600; N.E.W. DCA-33 amp, ($1800)
$1200; Bryston 4B-NRB, nearly new, ($2200) $1500.
(412) 492-0418.
LEVINSON NO30.5 with HDCD, $8950; No23.5,
$4250; MIT-770 Reference, 10', $3450; all boxes, etc.
(615)371-0173, (615) 373-3444.
PS AUDIO LAMBDA TRANSPORT with AT&T,
($2100) $1300; Reference Link, ($4795) $3500:
Nordost Super Flatline (spades, bananas), 2m, $100;
Blue Heaven hi-wired pair (spades), 2m, $700; Blue
Heaven interconnect (XLR), 4m, $300. (214) 717-5215.
11-IETA DS l'RE (I)/A pream—
plifier), rarely used,
mint, $1400; Stereophile, 26 issues, $26; TAS, 34 issues,
$34. Dave, (202) 260-98%.
MARK LEVINSON 30.5 HDCD, $9600; Day
Sequerra FM Reference, $3300; WireWorld speaker
cables: Gold Eclipse, 1
m, POO; Eclipse, 1
m, $125;
WireWorld Silver Eclipse balanced interconnects, 3m,
$500; 2', $150. OBO. All mint. (219) 831-2984.

CLASSÉ DR-5 PREAMP, black face, excellent condition, $850 OBO: Straight Wire Rhapsody speaker
cable, 25' pair, spade terminations, $250 OBO. (508)
877-7015.
HI-FI EXCHANGE —Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell,
and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or visit
our showrooms as 251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Nedt, NY
11363.
MIT Z-1 stabilizer, $450. (415) 948-0286.
DUST ON YOUR EQUIPMENT RACK and components? Let me custom-make a leather cover that
looks great and works. Write: Rack Jacket, 4050 8th Sc
Rd, Huntington, WV 25701, or call to leave name and address,
(304) 525-8268 between 9-5 EST
McINTOSH C32 PREAMP, mint condition, original
box and manual, $900 or best offer. She!, (203) 6732727 EST

RARE TUBES: W.E. 300B, 274A/13, etc. Genelex
ICT88, K177, KT66. Telefunken and Amperex EL34,
12AX7, etc. Mullard EL34, 5AR4, 12AX7, etc. Philips
(metal base) EL34, 5AR4. Tung-Sol 6550, 5881. RCA
5751, 7199, 2A3, 245, 250, 211, 845. GE 211. (801) 2244809, fiur (801) 224-6059.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-11 Mk.II, $2500; ARC
Classic 60, $2100, both mint. (202) 26 7-7872.

Visit the region's premier high-performance audio
and video specialists, featuring:
Marantz
NAD
Polyfusion Audio
PSB
Rotel
Runco
Straight Wire
Thiel
Yamomura Systems

419 882-1010
800 873-6873

5450 Monroe St. Toledo, OH 43623
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NOW LOCATED IN A
NEW 7000 SQ. FT STORE.
TRULY STATE-OF-THE-ART
FEATURED PRODUCTS ARE
CONTINUALLY ON LINE &
READY FOR AUDITION:

•
l=I

AUDIO RESEARCH LS-3 preamp, silver, original
owner, mint, 2years old with box and manual, $1000.
(203) 346-0645 before lOpm EST

SIGHT & SOUND

Regional toll-free

AUDIO &VIDEO

WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary, Nakamichi,
Acurus, 'Gruber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, lis.
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver. many
more. Free catalog! Rtnd Brothers Stereo, 591 King St,
Charleston, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276

igUIG0/11

Acoustic Research
Audio Physic
Audio Research
Bang & Olufsen
California Audio Labs
Definitive Technology
Lightspeed by Chang
Lynnfield/Boston Acoustics
Magnepan

PRECISION

o

ACCUPHASE
DP-90 TRANSPORT &
DC-91 DIGITAL PROCESSOR
REFRESHING, LIQUID SOUND
YET VERY TRANSPARENT
EXQUISITE BUILD QUALITY IN
THE ACCUPHASE TRADITION.

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
TECHNOLOGY
THE KEY TO
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
WITH THESE
FINE PRODUCTS:
Accuphase
Airtan gent
Air Tight
Angstrom
Apex
Aronov
Artemis
Audio Quest
Audiostatic
Basis Audio
Benz
Cardas
Citation
Convergent (CAT)
Day Sequerra
Goldmund
Graham
Gryphon
Immedia
Jadis

Linaeum
Magnan Cables
Mares Designs
Michael Yee
Musical Design
NBS Audio
NSM speakers
Paragon
Polyfusion
Purist Audio
Stax
Stewart Screens
Sumiko
TEAC/Esoteric
Ultra Resolution
Van Den Hul
Wadia
Wirevvorld
Zoethecus

PRECISION AUDIO &VI
DEO
Serving Los Angeles With Distinction
TEL
FAX

805-523-3005
805-531-0004

I5140-C COMMERCE AVE
IMOORPARK, CA 93021
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We don't sell
perfect systems.

FREEHOLD

STEREON4P VIDEO
"Where Entertainment &
Technology Meet"

After 15 years, m•'‘c learned no perfect system c\isls.
It has to be built—to your specifications, NN ithin your budget.
'Fo help you, ‘ve'‘e selected tlus 60 companies that oil er
the finest equipment, at the best Nalite'.
\Ve'll proceed step by step until you're satisfied that
hie system you purchase is the perfect s)stein for you.

B&K

To gel started, call us todas ...and ask us how.
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•Software Driven
•100% Made in the USA
•Upgradable to THX and AC-3
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We Feature
aSelect Group of
Audio & Video
Components Chosen fin PedOrmance & Value!!

I
•
DAT
•
ARCHITECTURAL
AUDIO
•MINIDISC

•WORLD BAND RADIO
•PRO WALKMAN

FEATURIN6:
AMC • Aragon
Atlantic Technology • B & K

Chang • C.W.D. • Denon
Digital Satellite System
Esoteric Audio • Grado
Harman Kardon • JM Lab
Kinergetics • NAD • NEAR
Parasound • Pioneer
Premier • PSB • Sony
Tara Labs • & MORE!

ROUTE 9NORTH
ShopRite Shopping Center
Freehold, New Jersey

908-866-9500
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*CABLES

the

•FIELD RECORDERS

Happy Medium

•DSS
•SONY DST
•CUSTOM INSTALLATION
•HOME THEATER

Expensive Elestronics Without the Expense'

•
ACCESSORIES

•
ADS
•
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
•
AVIA
•BANG &OLUFSEN
•CARVER
•CELESTION
•ENERGY
•GRADO
•HARMAN KARDON

•NAKAMICHI
•NILES AUDIO
•OMNIMOUNT
•ONKYO
•POLK AUDIO
•PSB
•PROAC
•SANUS
•SONY DSS
•JVC
•SONY ES
•KEF
•SONY VIDEO
•LEXICON
•SENNHEISER
•MONSTER CABLE
•TARGET
•NAD
•
THORENS
Just 4Blocks From the Capitol. 430 State St. Madison, WI 53703

1-800-906 HI-FI (4434) FAX 1(608)255-4425
Sri

I1Fc)I'I Iii U. MAItc11

1996

PHILIPS LHH1000 REFERENCE C1), limited edition, box never opened. was $4000 new, will accept
best offer. (505) 986-8618.
SNELL THX SURROUND —HCC Snell THX
center-channel speaker. black lacquer. never used, $800
new, sell for $400 delivered. Mila (512) 345-9269
evenings till lOpon CST
INFINITY RENAISSANCE 90, $1600; JBL TC1000
video tuner. $500; Pioneer CLD-91 Elite LI) player,
5700; Sumo Andromeda. $600; Adcom GFA-585,
$600: Music And Sound DCC-1 preamp, $450;
Pioneer CLD-504. $350; Yamaha M80 amp, $300;
Precision Fidelity C7 preamp, $200; Dynaudio FTI01,
5300; Pioneer PD-91 Elite CI) player, 5350; two 20'
Monster MI speaker wires, $400; various Canton
speakers. All mint conditionjohm (804) 220-3593 EST
MUSICAL DESIGN CD-2. original owner, less than
Iyear old. $1100. (610) 376-1441 afier 7pm EST
AUDIBLE ILLUSION M3 preasup with John Curl
MC phono board, retail $1995, asking $1250/0B0.
Call (908) 234-6454.
AUDIO CONTROL Richter Scale III, mint. (415)
341-0835.
PROAC RESPONSE IS Mk.II, rosewood finish with
Target 1132 stands. excellent condition, ($2750) $1850;
Deltec PDM II DAC, ($5500) $2150. Dan, (213) 687876a
GRYPHON LINESTAGE PREAMB ($4600) $2200;
Gryphon S-100 amplifier, ($8400) 54100; all mint, original owner. (708) 272-5793, Chitage
MEITNER PA 6i PRFAMP. with phono and wireless
remote. STO. 55 stereo unplitier, black lacquer cabinets,
Tramlinks, mint condition, make offer. Sow, (407) 746-

WAD1A 23 CI) PLAYER, state-of-the-art full decoding computer. I6x re-sampling. full disc-clamping
transport, remote, etc. Like new, with box, manual.
$2250 (includes 2nd-day air shipping). (5)6) 223-3917
days, (516) 868-6392 evenings.
JADIS DA-60, deluxe chrome edition. factory KT90,
vol
pot, and balance control upgrades, (list $8300)
$4950 0110; new set of 8high-yield Jadis KT9Os available. Mark, (703) 518-6577 days, (703) 280-2941 el'eni11 1.5
EST
.,

YOUR CANARE SOURCE: Digiflex gold cables,
Corey Greenberg's "first choice in adigital cable."
The original HAVE/Canare interconnect with 75
ohm gold-tipped RCA phono plugs, 1m, $45.95 plus
S&H. Other lengths and assemblies available.
Audiophile Clubs/Dealer inquiries welcomed.
Sound & Video, a division
HAVE lne, (518) 8228800.

e

,

Upstate
New York's
Exclusive
Dealer For

THIEL •MARK LEVINSON

AERIAL ACOUSTICS

• PROCEED

PROTON

SENNHEISER •SHARPVISION •(NEIL
UNITY

VANDERSTEEN

VIDIKRON

• VPI

VELODYNE
E.

MORE

ACURUS •ARAGON
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
AUDIO RESEARCH •AUDIOQUEST
BANG & OLUFSEN •CHIRO
LEXICON •MAGNUM DYNALAB

(4 1 3 )5 8 4 - 9 5 4 7
OUR

1 9 TH
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•Platinum Audio
•Proton
•PSIS
•Spica
•Tara Labs
and more
Equipment
trade-in accepted.
Worldwide shipping.

9375 Chesapeake Street
Potomac Square
Unit 113
La Plata, Maryland 20646
(301) 753-1650
FAX 301-934-8736

invited to audition

tio

You are

The Pass Labs
Power Amplifiers

We also Feature:

Evanston

847-864-9565
Hinsdale
708-789-1990

RC AUDIO •THETA •VIDIKRON

84 --362-5594

Libertyville

Chicago
312-642-5950

''010PHI

Sound&Music

•NHT

NAD •NAKAMICHI •NILES
PROCEED •PROTON •PSB

SALES, SERVICE, I. INS1ALLAF10 .
LreS &CD'S

•Power Wedge

Esr

KINERGETICS •MAGNEPAN
PASS •WILSON AUDIO

NAD •ONKYO. PREMIER •NUANCE

•McCormack

DTI•Plus, both with Power Swim One, ideal for LI)
player with TosLink output; one year old, interconnects, ($800) $400. Call Bob, (203) 521-5543, 8am10pm

SOUND ADVICE &
AN HONEST PRICE

ONKYO

•Nlarantz

•N'BA

THE SOUND CONCEPT

KRILL •LEXICON •MCCORMACK

•Golden Tube

FOSGATE MODEL FOUR A/V preamp surround
processor. same as Model 3A (.9envphile Class B. Vol.18
No.4) without THX; one year old, box, manual.
($1000) $500. Infinity SSW-212, A
Nudelldesigned Servo Subwoofer, two 12" IMG drivers with
300W nos amplifier, one year old, box, manual.
($1600) $800. Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box and

Audio. Video & Home Theater Specialists

KLIPSCH

•AVI
•Cary Audio

Childress, Powell, TN 87849.

WESTERN NEW ENGLAND '
S BEST

DENON •IVC •KIMBER

•Audio Alchemy

•Spendor

AUDIO RESEARCH SI'l 1Mk.II preamp, excellent
condition, original box and manual. asking 524(X). (419)
782-6787 ermines EST

ADCOM •API •AQ •CAL AUDIO

In Southern Maryland

•Atlantis

FREE AUDIO NET, send in for-sale ad or wanted ad
for used or new equipment. Mail to: Audio Net, 8428

JAI )IS AUI)10 COMPONENTS, only 4months old.
JP 80MC preamp. ($16,900) $10,000; JA 200 monoblocks, (M3,880) $12,000; JI)I CI) drive, ($15,500)
S9300; JS-1 I
)AC, ($12.995) $7790; PS Audio Ultralink
21)AC with HI)C1), ($2295) $1250. (407) 852-6461,

6337, FL

AUDIO STAR

Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, B&W,
Goldmund,Gradient,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega, Proceed,
Rotel, Sonus Faber,
Thiel, Threshold,
Wilson Audio, and

many more.

2314 Monroe

Ave.

Rochester, NY 14618

Monday-Friday Noon-9 /Saturday 10-5

716-442-6050

auDIO consuu-anTs

the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 1967
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"...the most spatially realistic two-speaker playback,
I've heart'
'lit certainly
qualifies
for some
kind of
beSt-4y.

The Van L. Stage Two is the first production
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane.
Available factory direct for alimited time at 5899 00 apair
plus s&h. 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warranty . Available exclusively from

Van L

Speakerworks
Featuring Products from

Adcom 'Apogee •
AudioQuest •
Audio Innovations
.B&K •
Gerdes 'Chicago Audio Group
.
Counterpoint. Esoteric Audio •
Grado
•
JNI Labs .
Kimber Kable •
McCormack. MIA
•
Pinnacle •
PS Audio •
Rogers. Spectrum .
Sunk°
•
Taddeo 'Target Tice •
Totem •
Van Den Hul

If you gotta wear anoose,
might as well keep it loose
I
land-painted pure silk tie featuring
some classic schematics Contact Audities to order
the stimuli, I
royal blue, teal or olive tie with red/
bladiftan schematics. 590 US) or to receive aset of
free postcards depicting the Audities line-up of
audio art and accessories

-e-

We also offer

Audifie

•Repairs •Parts •Kits •Reconing

312 769 0773
5704 N Western

Avenue Chicago,

PO Boy 64015. Pmegrove. OakvIlle ON

IL 60659

Telephone

19051 117-1011

Facsonde

anada LÓK 2(70
19051 117-0999

-

JERRY RASKINS

NEEDLES:MI=0R

800 •229 •0644 •612

•378 •0543

FAX 378 •9024 • E-Mail NVus@ix.netcom.com
419 14th

Ave. S.E. •Minneapolis, MN 55414

OTENTIAL
RECYCLED UNLOCK THE P
OF YOUR
POWER!
AUDIO E
QUIPMENT
POWER

BRAND NAME

AMPS

YOU'LL SWEAR
THEY'RE NEW
•USED
•DEMO
•B-STOCK
•REPACKS
•BUY, SELL
OR TRADE

DH Cones from Golden Sound is the easiest way to
improve your system. Just place them under your speakers
or electronic equipment and you will immediately hear
the magical difference.
Visit your nearest DH Cones dealer to experience the
magic of DH Cones and you will be eligible to win the
critically acclaimed single-ended tube amp SE-40 from
Golden Tube, along with several other prizes.
Eligibility ends February 28, 1996.

AVAILABLE

AT:

DEJA VU AUDIO, LTD.
1361 CHAIN BRIDGE RD.
McLEAN,VA 22101

TEL:
FAX:

(703) 734-9391
(703) 734-9392

Dil

DEJA VU AUDIO -WASHINGTON D.C.AREA'S NEWEST AUDIO DEALER
FEATURING: GOLDEN TUBE, JOLIDA, C.A.L.,WELL TEMPERED, SPENDOR, QUAD

S
TEREOPHILE, MARCH 1996

TAM QUAM AUDIO offers S/H Sonus Faber
Amator, Extrema, Guarneri speakers; B&W Silver
Signature; YBA Signature mono amp. We consider
P/Ex; call for inventory list. Phone/fax (39) 10
3623032.
NOBLE AUI)10 — PERFECT CONDITION with
warranties: Krell MD-10, $4350; KPS-20i, $6450;
KPS-20i//, $7500; EEC, $3550; EEC-2, $2350; ESA150, S2550; KSA-250, $3500; KAV-500/5, $3500;
KSA-2005, $4850; KSA-3005, $6250; Jadis 1)A-60,
$4800; Marantz 8B (perfect), $1800. Call for Cello,
Mark Levinson, ProAc, Ensemble, XLO, AudioQuest,
NBS, Barco, Runco. Buy/Trade. MC/Visa. Tel. (908)
688-8381.
API POWER WEDGES, Audiolab Electronics,
Sumiko turntables and cartridges. SOTA turntables and
speakers, Sentec Electronics, SME tonearms, Target
equipment supports. Please call or write for more
information. Sound Savings Audio, (800) 985-1564, fax
(713) 974-0017
INFINITY IRS BETAS. $5800; VTL 600 "Ichiban"
tube monoblocks, $5200; Threshold S500 upgraded to
E series, $2300; Sony 75ES DAT recorder, $400. Call
(817) 338-8304 days, (817) 560-0504 evenings.
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS 3, $975; Theta
Pro Prime, $525; Micromega T-drive, $825; McCormack Micro Line Drive, $350; MIT M1339 Shotgun,
$230; MH750 Shotgun 8M, $450; Siltec Digital, 1m,
$80. (718) 939-3520.
C.E.C. TL 1 TRANSPORT with newer motor,
remote, original boxes, $3000; Linn LP12 with
Ekos arm, Grado XTZ, original boxes, $1800.
(414) 332-5282 CST
KINERGETICS SW-800 stereo subwoofers, 5 tall
towers, light oak finish, new pair. The best bass complement to electrostatic speakers. Prefer local pick-up
but shipping negotiable, $1500/pair. (818) 762-5237
PST

Straight Talk...

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"
Affe C

486,000+
University of Kansas
graduates, students
and friends of 36
years have valued
Kiefs information,
multi-million dollar
inventory and in stock
selection of virtually
all award winning units.
AUTHORIZED DEALER
106 BRANDS
Please Visit Kiefs New
18,000 sq.ft. Speciality Store
For additional in omation...
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GOETZ LOUDSPEAKERS for high-end taste on a
mid-fi budget, several models using the finest drivers
from Eton, Accuton, Scan-Speak, Focal, 11DL, and Vffa,
with asimple, highly evolved crossover. Both floorstanding and stand models, trimmed in solid
Appalachian hardwoods. Superb performance with a
variety of "real world" electronics. John at (704) 8847589, or Tont at (704) 884-9842.

Martin Logan SL3
Listening to the
Martin Logan
SL3, You'll feel
your ears relax
as you experience a sound
that is nearly holographic in its
authenticity.
Deep powerful
bass. Seamless
extension into
the midrange
and highs, offering one of the
most believable

THETA PRO GENII!, $2150; PS Audio Ultralink,
AT&T, $950; Alchemy DDE 3.0 plus liTI•Pro, $900.
(909) 627-3869.
COMPACT DISC STORAGE—Exquisite handcrafted CD cabinets in solid walnut, mahogany, teak, or
black lacquer finish. New — exotic and domestic hardwood shelving and accessories. Satisfaction guaranteed
Free color brochure. Sound Stage Creations, P.O. Box
2554, Ponte Vedra, FL 32004, (904) 825-4387
DEMO AND PRE-OWNED SALE, featuring: Sonic
Frontiers, Swans Speaker Systems, McCormack Audio,
Forte, Magnum Dynalab, Straight Wire, McIntosh,
Parasowid, N£.A.R. All in mint condition with warranty. Visa/MC/Amex. Please call Audible Dilemu
(860) 651-7945. 'Thanks!
INFINITY IRS BETA panels, mint, $3500/pair;
Fourier Sans Pareil Mk.II and art. amps, 200Wpc,
mint, $3500/pair. Call (860) 848-1300.

soundstages
ever.

TARA RSC MASTER Gen.II speaker cables, 6', 1year,
$375. Purist Audio Balanced: Maximus Revolution A,
3m, $400; HDI, 1m, $200; Colossus 8' power cord (4),
$150 each. RCA: Cardas Hodink Golden 5.0, 0.5m,
$200. (415) 592-3589.
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA —Quality Hi-Fi: Acurus
Electronics, Arcici, AudioQuest, BetK Components,
Conrad-Johnson, ICimber 'Cable, McCormack, NHT
Loudspeakers, Onkyo, PS Audio, PSE Electronics,
Power Wedge Line Conditioners, Sonographe, Sound
Organisation, Vandersteen loudspeakers. Three Rivers
Audio, (219)745-5460.

_OfiCALPHA STEREO
Quality Components.
Professional Installation 8£ Service

likettmite

NAD

"We are known for the
companies we keep"
Adcom, NAD, Onkyo,
Ortofon, Audioquest, JVC,
Monster Cable, Kenwood,
Rockford Fosgate, Polk Audio,
Denon, Nakainichi, NEAR,
Sumiko, Atlantic Technologies,
Audio Alchemy, Beyerdynamics,
Sony, PSB, Sennheiser, Alpine,
Audio Control, Velodyne
Northern NY's oldest 4t most
renowned dealer.
57 Smithfield Blvd.
Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961
Monday-Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-^., =
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

Priced from
$3200. pr.

HA L's
STEREO & VIDEO
2540 US I, Lawrenceville, NJ 08648

609-883-6338

Audio
Solutions
Snell
Audio Research
Aerial
Theta Digital
Spica
McCormack
ProAc
Micromega
Paradigm
Pass Labs
Aragon
Audible Illusions
Acurus
Magnum Dynalab

Atlanta's
Highend Source
Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Dunwoody, Georgia 30338

55 76

(770)804-8977
VPI
Synergistic Research
SOTA
Kimber Kable
Grado
WireWorld
Sumiko
Premier
Sony ES
Atlantis
Sony Video
Target
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&Las:a Audio
11.hl NEW!
Classé DAC I
See Robert Harley's
review in Stereophile Vol.18 No.12

NEW!
Modulus 3A by tit
tlffitbk LQ,Dustoits

Sonus faber
/MERIDIAN
ELITE

C A R DA S

SONIC

PAIR OF WATT 5/PUPPY 5s for $8700; one only
WATT 3/Puppy 2(perfect center channel fiir existing
WATT owners) for $3095; will sell all three for
$11.4008! All with crates and perfect. All prices plus
shipping. Snell THX speakers (L/C/R surrounds),
$1750; Velodyne ULD 18-11 subwoofer, oak, $1400:
Illuta Data 11 for $850; Straight Wire Maestro interconnect, 5m balanced, lm balanced; Straight Wire
Maestro speaker wire, 8' pair, Bass Traps, 36" by 11"
at $80 each including shipping. Make offers on all
equipment. Chuck, (770) 998-9644 (H) or (770) 5523425 (0).
SOUND RESOURCE COLUMBUS Demo
Clearance (with warranty): Aerial 10Ts, ($5495)
53795; 7s, ($2795) $1895; and 5s, ($2295) $1595.
Avalon Avatars, ($4350) $2995; Essence Amethyst
10As, ($19,850) $12,495; Wadia 16 player, ($7250)
$4995; Gryphon Reference One monos, ($31,500)
$12,995; S100 amp, ($8500) 54295; Exorcists, ($150)
$95; Conrad-Johnson Premier Nine DAC, ($3495)
$1795; Premier 12 monos, ($6990) $4995; Quicksilver Preamp, ($1995) $1295; Musical Design CDOne, ($1495) $795; and SP-1 preamp, ($1295) $695.
Demo cables, 30% off: Transparent Ultra, Digital
Link; Apex Signature Bi-Cable; Purist Elements,
Aqueous, H1)1, and Maximus; Cardas Hexlink 5C;
Musical Design Aura and Reference Digital;
Solidsteel racks. Sound Anchor stands; used
Kirksaeter 200 Monitors, ($2395) $695. (614) 7921250.
AVALON ASCENT Mk.11: beautiful in olivewood,
full Combak treatment, $9000/pair. (414) 352-0785.
QUAI) ESL-63 with Amid stands, $1500 (pick-up pre-

JEFF ROVVLAND

o

Audible Illusions • Artemis Systems
AudioQuest • ATC • Bryston •Cardas
Classé • Grado •Jeff Rowland Design
KEF • Kimber • Klyne • Meridian
Magnum Dynalab • Power Wedge
PSB • PSE • Rock Solid •Sonus faber
Sony ES Stax • Sumiko •Target
Thorens •Tice
One year 100% trade up policy
Equipment trade ins accepted
Select preowned produds available
In store financing available

ferred); Thera I)S Pro Generation II, $1000; Theta
Data II, $1200; Ensemble B-50 "Tiger" integrated
amplifier, $1100; Klitno Argo MC headamp, ($2200)
$1100; Stuniko FluxBuster, $175. Call Erk, (718) 4241002 evenings, NYC

IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE
AND STRANDED IN IOWA

15454 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville MD 20866

(301) 989-2500
Fax (301) 989-2552
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Mastercard

American Express

and electronics. Contact your local high-end technician
or one of these excellent hobbyist distributors: Thai»
C.Innurtion, (905) 829-5858; liklborne Labs, (303) 4706585; Sound Products, (503) 761-0743; Anchor-Cross
(1iikyo), (81)3-3203-5606; A&S Speakers, (510) 685-5252.
MusiCaps - clearly more music.
KRELL STUDIO DAC, mint, $1600; Viinak 17-T1000 transport, ($5903) $2400; Counterpoint SA-3000.
$875; new Purist Audio 1-Cs and cables. (602) 376/734, ler phone dug.
BOULDER L5-AE preamp, recent, mint condition,
($3295 list) $2150; apair of Boulder 250AE amps, current production, ($5700 list) $2800; Graham SW-2
Amitube ($500 list) with Sumiko Annwrap, $195;
Soundcraftsman Equalizer model 20-12, $50; Advent
1)olby model 100A, $20; Pioneer TX-6200 AM/FM
tuner, excellent condition, $617. Will consider trades of
Gibson, Fender, or Martin guitars, or Nikon or
Hasselblad cantera equipment. Shipping extra on all
items. SICMI, (303) 440-8527
GENESIS TECHNOLOGIES GENESIS III loudspeakers, Class B recommended (Vol.16 No.10), piano
black, ($6199) $2750; Mark Levinson No23 amplifier,
$2150. (3/4) 727-3922.

Cable Sale!
Monster elsoo Balanced 1.5 m
List: $500.00
$ 295.00

Choose from:

XLO Type 1Interconncet
1.0 m
List: $275.00 ..... $ 160.00

Acurus-Angstrom-Aragon
Audio Power-Audio Research
Audioquest-CWD
Definitive Technology
DunlaNy-Eminent Technology
Enlightened Audio Design
Martin Logan-McCormack
Monster Cable-Onkyo
Panamax-ProAc-PSB
Sanus-Standesign
Sumiko-Van den Hul
and more.
AUDIO -VIDEO LOGIC
3702 Beaver Ave.
Des Moines, la 50310

102335,3227@compuserve.com
Visa

BREAK THROUGH TO THE MUSIC with the
capacitor that has the high-end designer community
abuzz. Hovland MusiCip' film and Mil coupling and
speaker capacitors offer more natural space, dynamics,
and derail than popular metalized film types. Hear for
yourself the dramatic difference this US-made best
bang/$ upgrade can make to your speaker crossovers

or without alocal dealer-don't
despair. Audio Video Logic in
Des Moines can help!

JVC-Kinergetics-Magro

AUDIO

LARGEST
CANARE
SOURCE:
Stenvphile
"Reconunended" (Vol.18 No.10) digital cable, Im,
$39.95. Ultimate Video-true 75 ohm, tip to tip, 2m,
$69.95; AC-3, 1in, $49.95; 3-channel mink, 1m,
$79.95; 5-channel mink, $124.95. Phis shipping and
handling. All cables meet professional digital broadcast
specifications. (800) 774-A UDIO.

(515) 255-2134

Tara Labs RSC Reference 1.5 m
List: $255.00
$ 170.00
Tara Labs RSC Master Bal. 0.6 m
List: $355.00
$ 160.00
Tara Labs RSC Mstr Gen2 1.5 m
List: $520.00
$ 275.00
Tara Labs RSC Ref. 2000
10 ft.
List: $450.00
$ 290.00
Tara Labs RSC Master
10 ft.
List:$ 1000.00
$ 490.00
Tara Labs RSC Master G-2 14 ft.
List:$ 1420.00
$ 690.00
XLO

Type 6 (Speaker)
12 ft.
List: $500.00
$ 275.00

SOUND AW/CE
Eureka, California

Phone: 707-442-4462
Fax: 707-442-5609
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200-PAGE CATALOG and DESIGN MANUAL of
high-quality audio kits and supplies!!! We've got MOSFET amplifiers, 30013 SE amplifiers, line stages and
phono stages. AC line conditioners, and many other
kits. Parts and supplies include: Kimber Kaps, MIT
MultiCaps, Solen, WIMA, Wonder InfiniCaps,
Hovland MusiCaps; Ciddock, HoIto, Resista, and
Mills resistors; RAM Labs, Sovtek, Svetlana, Golden
Dragon, and NOS tubes; Kimber Kahle, DH Labs,
Vampire, Cardas, WI3T, and Neutrik connectors, cable,
and hookup wire; Alps, Noble, and stepped attenuator
volume controls; enclosures, books, and other supplies
for DlYers. International orders welcome. For our catalog send $12 (US/Canada) or $18 (international), or
call or e-mail with Visa/MasterCard. Phone (303) 4706585, fax (303) 791-5783. e-mail: niabsextocom.com.
WiboMe Lahs, P.O. BM' 260198, Littleton, CO 801260198. Visit our Website for more information:
http://www.welhomelabs.cont.
XLO SIGNATURE 6', ($1600) $785M; (2) 8' XL06,
$375M both; 9/95 Dunlavy VI. ($20k) $12,750M;
EAD T-7000, AT&T, $925M. (610) 370-2558.
ROWLAND COHERENCE 1 Mk.II prearnp,
$1950 OBO; Crosby/Spectral DMA-50ZM mono
amps. (cost $10.500) $4300 0130; Infinity Beta,
$6300 OBO plus half shipping, or trade; NBS 325'
Power Cord II, $199; 6', $299. (916) 893-1361, fax
(916) 893-1461.
AUDIO ORLEANS proudly introduces Thiel, Classé,
and Theta to our fine line, which includes Krell,
Conrad-Johnson, Avalon, Vidikron, Mii Arcam, and
many more. Also, call for our demo list. Example: Krell
KAS-2, ($22,000) $14,000; KSA-100S, ($5500) $3500;
KRC with phono, ($7600) $3600; MIT Reference balanced cable. up to 50% off! Avalon Radians with MIT
tri-wire 8' speaker cable (call). All as new with full warranty. (504) 737-2026 or fax (504) 737-1909 in 1%lew
Orleans.

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP
REPRESENTING:
AMPRO •APOGEE •B&K •B&w •BASIS
BEL •BENZ MICRO in CAUFORNLA AUDIO
LABS •CARDAS mi CHESKY •COUNTERPOINT •DAY SEOUERRA •EAD •GRADO
GRAHAM @JEFF ROWLAND •UMBER
KABLE •MAGNUM DYNALAI3 •MELOS
MERET AUDIO •MIT •PROTON
REFERENCE LINE
REFERENCE
RECORDINGS
SOUND ANCHOR
SPICA •STAX
SUMIKO •TARA
LABS •TARGET
TICE •VAC
WILSON
XLO •YEA
CD'S & LP'S

mr

ALL MOP CREDIT CARDS
PROEESSTONAL SET UP
HOURS 10-6 MON-SAT
HY APPOINTMENT

WILSON WATT 3/PUI'PYS 2, black lacquer,
$6450; KSS Engineering direct-coupled 230W mono
block tube amplifiers, just back from latest factory
upgrade, ($12,000) $4250; Reference Line Preeminence One passive preamp, $599. All plus shipping. Call (803) 572-9897 days, and (803) 851-7347
nights and tin...kends. Ask for Ed.
NEW NUS STRAIGHT WIRE cable, whole line.
Welcome MIT, Transparent trade-in. (818) 5852228.
B&W 800-SERIES SPEAKERS, Stereophile Class A
(October 1995), factory custom color, black and
white, $18,500 with Krell KBX state-of-the-art
crossover for 800-series speakers with Krell separate
power supply, 53800, and six shipping crates made by
B&W, all mint, ($22,300) $11,500 0130 for all. Call
(310) 842-4593.
MIRAGE Mist, mint, $2800; ARC SP11 Mk.1, silver,
excellent, $2450; Classic 60 balanced silver, mint,
$2000; Aragon 4004 Mk.II, $900; McIntosh MC752,
$500; Cable Jacket. $55. Wanted: Oracle 1)elphi MkA.
(818) 915-5081.
AUDIOPHILE DREAM: Own your own high-end
stereo shop? Established 1986, good customer base,
great lines, $20k+ inventory. Write Audiophile, PO. Box
19098, Minneapolis, MN 55419-9098.

1500 VINYL LPs, concert musician's 40-year collection, classical, jazz, operas, major works, mint. (702)
852-1381, km (702) 853-4640.
RECORD COLLECTIONS WANTEI). Rock, Pop,
Blues, Soul, Jazz, Classical, Folk, Audiophile, MESL,
Half-Speeds, Gold CDs, super condition only.
Excellent prices paid, will pick up anywhere in US,
UK, or Europe. Callphn at Audiophile haernational, (916)
863-6748,.fitx (916) 863-6749.

CDs/LPs/TApEs
TOP DOLLAR PAI1) for Cl) and LP collections. No
collection too large. Classical, Jazz, Rock, Audiophiles
(SIVLSC/EMI-ASI)), more. 140,000 titles in stock.
Free brochure! Princeton Record Euhange, 20 Tulane Sr.
Princdon, NJ 08542. (609)921-0881, www.nerc.comArdlp.

BIG ADS? Can't afford 'cm —our prices arc too low!
Better Records' LPs have better prices, like Everest
($18), MFSL ($20), RCA, Verve ($27), DCC ($22;
ails too!), Decca, EMI, and hundreds of other recommended recordings. Free catalog! (800)487-8611, (818)

HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call LAIIIIMICC
OTiii/e, PO. Box 138, Bean-rah; NY 12409, phone/fax
(914) 679-1054.

WANTED: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs.
Randall Goldman, Bar 3, Ramiro Mirage, CA 92270,
tel./fax (500) 367-2000.

980-3313.

High-end
Audio &
Home
Theater
Systems that work the
way you want them to!
Projects customized to meet
your particular needs
Our consumer &professional
services include adiverse array of
quality components &accessories,
expert consultation &unrivaled
installation techniques.
We Travel Worldwide

WWW:Savant.Inter.net/Savant
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28,000 LPS. PRIVATE COLLECTION, hard-to-find,
out-of-print, mint, most sealed. 1950-1995. Classical,
soundtracks, original cases. Poll-standard vocal, opera.
rock, jazz, ethnic, greatest hits, country, soul, piano/
organ, religious, big-band, comedy, Ladzi, folk, easy-listening, guitar, Christmas. Available individually or in lots.
(203)227-8326

WANTEI): 2-TRACK OPEN-REEL tapes (RCA.
Mercury, etc.). Kilkmar Schroth, Am Stadpark 43, D90409, Niimbem, Germany, fax- (49) 911 3658110.

Voice/Fax: 609.799.9664
E-mail: Savant@interramp.com

41 19 HILLSBORO RD •NASHVILLE. TN 37215
(615) 297-4700 •(615) 292-1600

BEST VINYL RECORI) SERVICE! Customer-tailored subscriptions with free records or 10% discounts. All your favorite new music and reissue labels
represented. News Flash: The Valet goes gold.
Classic Records gold CDs now available. Lowest
prices, volume discounts, monthly specials, $5 shipping, and more! The Vinyl Valet at your service, 509 W
15th Sr.. Tempe, AZ 85281. (602) 829-853Z fax (602)
968-8382.

PIAUI Il
AUDIO

STORADISC'
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured
finishes.

Custom

sizes

available.

Write

or call:

and

finishes

also

1
-800 -848 -9811

Davidson-Whitehall Company
555 Whitehall Street Atlanta. Georgia 30303
(404) 524-4534 fax (404) 659-5041
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St-IPPCDFI -r

Our component rack systems are the result
of serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.
"I* will even design apiece to your exact
specifications!" Our custom design department
is fast and affordable.

SELL: PRE-RECORDED RCA two-track open-reel
tapes. For free catalog. write: Tapes, 1215 Ravenwood Rd,
Boulder, CO 80303.
JAZZ, BLUES, ANI) ROCK on vinyl, rockabilly to
bebop; used, out of print, and lowest prices on new
Mobile Fidelity, I)CC, MCA, Verve, Impulse!, and
Analog Productions jazz and blues LP reissues. Free
catalog. Jim's Hot Viny PO. Box 660592, Arcadia, CA
91066. Tht (818) 578-6348, fax (818) 578-6349.

#5000 #2300
and others.

CLASSICAL RECORDS: Buying and selling, Mercury 90000 series, RCA LSC, London, Victrola. Fine
selection. For a free catalog: S Masa, 576 State Rd,
Dartmouth, MA 02747 Phone (508) 993-2164; e-mail:
stmassi@aolrom.

Comes in
4colors to
choose from.

resource/newsletter for audiophiles, collectors, and
music lovers. Multiple vendors buy/sell/trade 1000s of
classical/jazz/blues/soundtrack LPs, tapes, 78s.

Audio
Racks
.11111E11111011
II mom»
40 0041.. 11 minottl S.
-

RCA LSC "SHADED 1)0GS," Mercury 90000,
London Ifs "Bluebacks," Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD,
British Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax
(212) 496-0733. Ham Gilman, 243 W 76th St, Apt. 1B,
New York, NY 10023.

PRIMYL VINYL EXCHANGE —Exciting new

Monthly listings, subc-ribers advertise free. SASE to Box
67109, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

The
1-Beam
Component
Center

ORACLE 1)ELPH1 TURNTABLE needs correct
predrilled acrylic tonearm mounting board (or pattern)
for Linn Wok LVII tonearm. (419) 448-0196, or 430
Hedges St, Tiffin, OH 44883.

WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/
triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Altec, Electrovoice, JBL, Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco,
Scott, Lowther, Fisher, Heads, Eico, RCA, Tannoy,
Leak, Marantz, Western Electric, etc. Also high-end
ARC, C-J, Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and
guitar amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane,
Midwest City, OK 73110, (405) 737-3312, fax (405)
737-3355.
WANTED: OLD, NEW, TUBE, McIntosh, Marantz,
Dyna, ARC, Conrad-johnson, JBL, E-V, Jensen,
}Clyne, Mark Levinson, Cello, Wilson, Quad, Sequerra, Altec, Fulton, Linn, Thomas, Western Electric,

WANTEI): SONY PSX-600, PSX-800, Esprit (916)

CASH PAII) for all types used audio/video equipment Buy and sell by phone. Ikaler for: AudioQuest,

FM alignment generator, also other Sound Tedinology
equipment (803)669-3262, 8aen-Noon E57; ask for Major

1-3 Bays
Any Height

KEF 104/2; KEF 107; preamp, amp, receiver with Iklby
Pro Logic and AC-3; Transparent cable, 15'; active subwoofer, promo album, The Walk (201) 884-8445 days,
(201)391-3556 evenings ESI;fax (201) 391-5811

EMT, 33LP, etc. (713) 728-4343, fax (713) 723-1301,
Maury Cork

WANTEI ›SOUNDTECHNOLOGYMODEL 1020A

The Audio
Center

FRONT-PROJECTION TELEVISION and screen;

W ANTED
893-1361, fax (916) 893-1461.

T.V. Swivel
Available.

WANTED: Faroudja LD100. Call Mike at (717) 4645607

WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, and Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Superex Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686jax (310) 826-4356, Sennie

Adjustable
Glass
Component
Shelving.

Audio Alchemy, B&K, Carver, Marantz, NEAR,
Paradigm, Philips, SOTA, Straight Ware. Stereo Trading
Outlet (since 1984), 320 Old York Rd, Jenkintown, PA
19046. Top dollar paid for used audio. Call (215) 8861650, fax (215) 886-2171.
WANTED: NAlUsMICH I PX 1000 centering
turntable in good or better condition. Also interested in
Ikagon turntable or Technics SPIO Mk3. Sien; (314)
537-1591, lean. message

The Best in
Home Grown
Audio.

Media-Rax x ,.
All Sizes
(adjustable)

Featuri ng:
•Quad

• Spendor

•Alon

• Threshold • Coda

• Creek

• OCM

• Kimber

• MX

•Accuphase

•Magnum

•Sonic Frontiers to name afew.
Also featuring high end used
equipment fully guaranteed!

The
A/V Center
Totally adjustable
shelving. UPS-able.
Call us today for your local dealer and
acopy of our detailed Newsletter with
product photos and specifications...
We Manufacture:
•Audio Racks
•T.V. Recorder Tables
•Amp Stands
• Big Screen Pedestals
•Speaker Stands
•Turn Table Foundations
•CD Storage Racks
El IN IP/BILLY BAGS

•Laser Disc Storage
• Projector Tables
•Monitor Swivels
•Wall Brackets
•Audio Dusters
•Tube Flex Kits
•Custom Designs
Available
4147 TRANSPORT ST
VENTURA, CA 93003

(805) 644-2185
FAX 644-0434

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT - System
(since 1984)

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components

Hi-Ft Farm

Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

(316 Plaza. Suite 5, Moneta, Va., 24121

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188

THE BEST IN HOME CROW

\IDI()

Call For Information Toll Free:

1.800 .752 •4018
S
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THE STEFtEOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers,
NY 107135.
Chesky Records
Christopher Hansen 2 inc

Acarian Systems
210
Acoustic Image
255
Acoustic Sounds ....96-97, 170
58
Adcom
269
Alpha Stereo
230
Ambrosia Audio
226
ARS Electronics
Audio Advisor
105-107
Audio Alchemy
150
Audio Arts Ltd.
222, 252
Audio Connection
256
Audio Consultants
267
Audio Electronic Supply .. 138
Audio Forest
216
AudioLab
174
Audio Nexus
264
Audio Outlet
240
Audiophile Systems/Linn Hi -Fi
42
Audio Plus (Mordaunt-Short)
32
Audio Plus (YBA)
158
Audio Power Industries .. 178
AudioQuest
276
Audio Research
54
Audio Solutions
269
Audio Star
267
Audio Trading Times
256
Audio-Video Logic
270
Audities
268
Axcess Marketing
130
Axiss Distribution
25
B&W Loudspeakers
4-5
Balanced Audio Technology .. .78
Billy Bags
272
Brooks Berdan
251
Bryston
142
Cable Company
220
California Audio Labs
50
Cardas Audio
126
Cary Audio
8-9
Cello
242
Chang Lightspeed
176
Cherry Creek Audio
258

238

207
Classé Audio
90
Classic Records
I
72
Conrad-Johnson
88
CSA Audio
258
Cumberland Audio
271
Davidson-Whitehall
271
Deja Vu/Golden Sound
268
Denon Electronics
34-35
Diapason
168
Discovery Cable
190
Divergent Technologies (Copland)
Dynatek
192
Dynaudio
156
Elusive Disc
232
Enlightened Audio
66
Esoteric Audio ..
135, 137, 139
Fanfare International . .108,250
Fanfare International (Vaic Valve)
I
48
Forsell Mediphon
130
Fourier Components
162
Freehold Stereo Video
266
Golden String
160
Goodwins
260
Hales Design Group
100
Hal's Stereo
269
Happy Medium
266
HCM
224
HeadRoom
162,236
HiFi Buys
262
Hi Fi Farm
272
High-End Connection
252
Highwi re Audio
190
Hi-Vi Research
60
Hsu Research
206
Innovative Audio
264
Inter-IBEX Audio Video Systems
12
Itone Audio/VMPS
263
Joseph Audio Corp
188

Schwann Publications
214
Sennheiser
88
Shure
154
Solo Electronics
52
Sonic Frontiers
38-40
Sony
62
Sound & Music
267
Sound Advice
244
Sound Advice
270
Sound by Singer ... 194-195, 208
Sound City
176
Sound Concept
267
Sound Connections
188
Sou ndex
234
Soundings
263
Sound 2
246
Spendor Speakers
178
Stanalog Audio Imports
140
Stereo Dynamics
260
Stereo One
212-213
Straight Wire
196
Sunshine Stereo
254
Synergistic Research
108
TARA Labs
146
Theta Digital
56
Thiel
36
Threshold/PS Audio
72
Toshiba
28-29
Townshend Audio
186
Transparent Audio
136
Tubes By Design
126
Ultra Systems
174
Underground Sound
204
Valve Amplification Company
20
Van L Speakerworks
268
Versalab
176
Virtual Audio/Yamamura
. 205
VTL
190
Wadia
275
Wavelength Audio
210
WireWorld
152
Woodbridge Stereo
262
XL0
16

JS Audio
270
KEF Electronics
74
Kief's
269
Kimber Kable
206
Krell
48
LAT International
246
David Lewis Audio
249
Listen Up Audio/Video
248
Lyle Cartridges
254
Lyric HiFi
202, 228
Madrigal Audio
18, 26
Magnum Dynalab
166
McCormack
164
McIntosh Laboratories
102
Meridian
68
J.A. Michell
210
MIT
46-47
Mondial
2
Mr. Amplifier
268
Muse Electronics
188
Musical Surroundings
158
Music Hall (Epos)
168
NAD Electronics
134
Needle Doctor
.182-185, 268
N.E.W.
186
Noble Works
24
Now Hear This
30
Nuts About Hi Fi
218
Overture
199
Paradigm
10
Paragon Sight 8t Sound
265
Parasound
22
Parts Connection
248
Pass Laboratories
166
Per Madsen Design
272
Phase Technology
44, 45
Pioneer Electronics
92
PolyFusion Electronics
70
Precision Audio
265
ProAc
94
PSB
86
Reference Audio Video
266
Rotel America
15
Savant
271
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was saddened for
all Stereaphile folk, and for many
others in the industry, by news of
Peter W. Mitchell's death the Saturday
before, of congestive heart failure (see Brad
Meyer's obituary elsewhere in this issue).
Peter had awonderful mind and, though his
personality was irascible and occasionally
mean, he had an inspiring love affair with
music, and with truth. It seems acliché to
describe someone's mind as towering, but
Peter's was —I guess it's what you say when
someone knows so much, and in such great
detail, that you can't fathom how they do it.
There will, unfortunately, be no replacement for his words or his presence. He will
be heartily missed.
The Show was another huge event, the
second biggest CES ever—last year's was
better attended, with more exhibitors
— but the excitement generated by even
smaller CESes didn't seem to be conferred
on this one. The big news was DVD, but
we'd all seen it and reported on it, albeit in
slightly different form, exactly ayear ago.
DVD, marvelously delivering better-thanlaserdisc quality from aCD-like medium,
was aforegone conclusion. Ipredict it will
be the Product of the Decade, which is to
say, the Product of the End of the Millennium. And, as long as the Advanced
Digital Audio (ADA) Conference makes
wise decisions about the standards for an
all-audio version of DVD, it will deliver
spectacular music quality to our (probably) multichannel home systems. At
least, based on our experience with veryhigh-quality digital recording, there's no
reason it couldn't. It was great to see DVD
in action, but it wasn't awhole Show's
worth of excitement.
Beyond that, the news from CES concerned magazines and organizations more
than products. My prediction last month
that The Academy for the Advancement
of High End Audio would work its way
around an internal schism came true.
Laura Hendershot of Counterpoint, who
had been one of those announcing her
public nonsupport of The Academy's
leadership, graciously reembraced her
Academy Board colleagues at the organization's semiannual General Meeting —
which, by the way, was the best in the five
and a half years The Academy's been

6%
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around. Academy President Chris
Browder, of B&W, went out of his way to
thank the EIA for their tremendous help
to high-end audio companies in meeting
the technical strictures of the European
Union (see Vol.18 NoA for apreview of
same), and especially Kathy Gornik, of
Thiel, for her work on behalf of the High
End as head of the EIA's Audio Division.

that bookended the Show and caused
massive delays in both arrivals and departures. Maybe it's simply that CES is
weighed down by its own success.
As Isaid last month, everyone has to be
there, and everyone is there to be seen —
how can you possibly do it all? There were
high-end exhibits in 12 separate hotels
that Icounted (plus the Las Vegas Convention Center), and only two of the 12
were within walking distance of one
another, all others required ahalf-hour
cab ride on either end of the visit. Given
the 400+ companies that are to be seen,
the Show would have to be six days long
THE PRODUCT
(ifs actually four) to even give us achance.
OF THE DECADE.
Why complain? After all, CES is the
most successful consumer electronics
trade show in the world. Receding focus,
The EIA also got positive reviews for its
though, is aproblem for any event.
selection of the Alexis Park Hotel in Vegas
was the first year since The Mirage hotel
as the site for specialty audio next yeat
opened that it wasn't an official CES
There will undoubtedly be some peopleexhibit space, and this lost some focus for
handling problems as the 500-room hotel
the Show.
was also the first year that
tries to deal with the crowds that have been
the Professional Audio/Video Retailers
surging through the Sahara's spaciousness
Association (PARA) wasn't housed at The
(2045 rooms), but the Alexis Park's cleanMirage, due to abig boost in their room
ness and elegance — not to mention the
prices, and this lost some focus. For
absence of the adult-video crowd, who've
we already know that Wes Phillips's new
been packed off to The Sands (we'll see
specialty — car audio — will be housed
how that diminishes the crowds at specialty
away from the Las Vegas Convention
audio!) — will be awelcome relief to highCenter, which will introduce anew lack of
end stalwarts who've braved the Sahara's
focus. And Ifear that the previously mengrime for so many years.
tioned and appreciated Alexis Park, with
The latest high-end magazine entry, Fi,
its dearth of lavish suites, will give rise to
launched its first issue with alavish CES
yet more "outboardine —exhibitors who
party (to which Iwas graciously invited
take advantage of all the folks brought to
but, alas, could not attend), and ex-TASer
town by CES, but who choose non-CES
Tom Miller's Audio Adventure was all
hotels to save money and get abetteraround the Show —not to mention exsized space.
TASer (now Stereophiler) Michael Fremees
Journalists and retailers alike are conThe Tracking Angle, and ex-TASer Art
founded by these circumstances. The
Dudley's Listener. Do Idetect atheme here?
companies are important, so how can you
If you detect that I'm running out of ignore them? The companies are making
enthusiastic things to say about the
your life impossible, so how can you visit
Winter CES, your detection gear's in a them? After all, the more you visit them,
good state of tune. I'm confident that
the more likely they are to outboard again.
Stereophiltes massive troop of writers will
Iurge the Powers That Be at CES to think
have found much more that's exciting
long and hard about how to renew
than Ifound —you'll hear about it all next
WCES's focus, and the Powers That Be at
month—but this wasn't the upbeat
outboarding companies to work with
January Show that I'm used to.
CES toward amaximally focused Show.
Maybe it was all the retailers having
We-all want to visit you-all — but we can't
been through a dreadful December.
the way things are going.
Maybe it was the East-coast winter storms
— Larry Archibald

DVD WILL BE

1996

1996

1997

1996
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he Wadia 16 expands upon the capabilities of any product of its type
and redefines the potential of aCompact Disc Player. With it's digital
volume control (eliminating the need for apreamp), 24-bit digital processing capability, and the facility to connect up to four other digital
sources to it, the Wadia 16 is designed to be the centerpiece of ahigh
quality audio system.
•

T

he Wadial 7extends Wadia's expertise in Analog to Digital Conversion
from the professional fields of recording and broadcasting to consumer
audio. By digitizing up to four analog sources (phono, tuner, tape, home
theater etc.) with 20-bit resolution, routing the signal digitally between
components, and controlling volume in the digital domain, the sonic
potential of analog sources can finally be realized.

Whether your listening is exclusively from digital or analog sources or
from acombination of both, hear your favorite music recreated as faithfully to the original recording as possible at an authorized Wadia dealer.

W2fia DIGITAL
The Leader in Signal C.onversion

624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS, WI 54022

PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

Which scares you more, ahorror film with the
sound turned off, or ahorror show on the radio?
The answer is easy because it is the movie's soundtrack which carries the pathos and emotion. You
can enjoy sound without pictures, but who wants
pictures without sound?

It's What You Don't
See That Counts.
It just so happens that cables are the part
It doesn't cost
more to do it right!
AudioQuest offers
afull range of
cables, but the
biggest improvement you'll hear
is going from big
fat stranded cable to the
least expensive cables
from AudioQuest. For the
complete story, please call
or write for our Cable Design
booklet —or better yet, visit
an AudioQuest dealer and
listen for yourself.

of your system which can help or hurt the
performance the most... and for the least money.
Whether you have two-channel stereo or multichannel stereo, you have to have cables. You
can't completely fix abad system with good cables,
but you can seriously degrade agood system with
badly designed cables.
You won't see the cables and you won't see the
sound —but you will experience the difference!

aucJioquest

P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674 USA TEL (714) 498-2770 FAX (714) 498-5112

